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Rubato Singe or Three Skin Pare 

Shame of plugs without the course to heal grey windows fogging at the 
centrum a propellant slog to count for more deviate with means arrangement
approaching composition if there is nothing more, squeeze out the pictures 
this the bright and effusive thing that never arrives or dispenses completely 
dunce muster calcium spill on the wind flounders sunshine a round unblinking
eye relentlessly leaking milk the king and queen their pants are patched the 
pipes are swelling too, and an aftermath by moonlight where the lowest seek 
to know, for instance, the varied skin grades first wipe, then assault the 
thousands mum formatted knobs take to the head there’s no all right just 
confessions bolt fell from the nut no, one cannot forbid her from the pile 
becomes the superior mass for compound treasure that really did and has 
maps the most of each moment that can be gathered deviation frequently 
begins in the spout falling shafts perched on can’t control the splinters it’s 
also the day you crimped trash exempt on account of the pill chalk hourly 
pyre suites your speed mountain seed, tea the focus in one of mud a mesh 
before a wave lapse line the square turds remorseful the front spits out its 
teeth and a monocle is dangling the witch is straining, purple wings dimly 
flutter you are on a cliff with an empty notepad connected with a 
combination of bolts and glue in oust able squeeze don’t feel forced to 
participate one uniquely bundled nerve cluster promotion of time as 
something usable even voluptuous spaces can threadbare and tangle this is 
going to be he first part of the mission during which you tug the seam and the
artist must be local to themselves practice grunting to locate spastically line 
one in buzz column the pits allow you breath to fill it out, predominantly a 
range of a scope that has remained untreated traditional at the turnstile lax at
the nose as it pours forth carbonated at the bench, effervescent and corrosive
correct me while I wrong, a turgid prayer under tar paper predict the liable 
torments of the laborer most importantly, to push forward halves the portion 
of the observer’s salt has caught or netted the vanquished and expelled there 
is a life’s work collecting some can imitate the cluck, others can cure soured 
sources, still more can mimic a taste in their own mouth frill of dents the wind
expired too, a gradient thing pressed the misgiven stimulator button gorge on 
speculation has a managed attainment the cups had been removed for 
swamping that makes a claim that plans a purpose that glues attentiveness 



neglected scenes winding through the battery the back away I full trait sample
lest I am the one not the weird dream of passing the basis for moving is the 
thinnest of threads ever went lancing independently later, hatches closing the
enamel treated tail and staircase drop the witch is incomplete too lively water
encouraged the larva the queen is spent the needle precision tubes are duly 
planted and the hill is the proof detain a breaker wave, complete a flop-over 
bloody metal smells the mall associate improper use the confusion operation 
is a key cheese on a better date imagine streaming soot from room to room 
though the living things have been suspended squeaky shoes adamant stomp 
of the self named giant over footing prior to reaching how the flat mane 
ended in the fold of excursion invigorated bristles until coding bath stay in the
unconvicted rehearsal cell, you have time for the completion of the 
community of blisters you bear ammunition of the tire line, red and black and 
trailing directionlessly cream site throws underneath the wring of stages 
repeat that a few times to the grip of the late rise dinner has wheeled luggage
into troughs compositing food demands practicing a staggered steep and 
retroactive limp toward the row of toes parts inside the frame while business 
attends in a char too near maintenance under containment provided the next 
benchmark the flaking and stretching green and yellow straps your fluids sit 
mostly in the form of cakes reduced essence has been thrusting tone every 
day an acre of fertilizer the start of play more a basin full the trachea deforms 
producing one’s name frosting of a great gory fight reception at the plate’s 
door uncomfortableness with the riding of the air but until, waist lamp, a 
scalloping ring too thin flee from the winged gulf in the practice of the 
visitation choices mat no gaps not for more including edging, has a claim to 
stampede and a level iron to procure protective magnetic shielding as one 
swings wildly fuses with specific tormentors in mind as recipients going thirty 
knots out of the paper boat prawn and tentacles scatter in the wake give me 
my psalter handed up a docket hobs be ire composing steam whistled the 
sharpness string effortless I can suddenly see it abundantly reconstructed 
flack maker index of recommendation and ink blot print on sleeves the female
on the leaf rising oblivious the spinning youth classic levels with the stools 
out-of-doors in mounds the boney appendage eating and farewell in the 
range of the single sentence excursion lost breaks on the sea snail chest 
cavities there sit and warm additional warning of the dry tongue machinically 
maintained outskirt wiring as conveyed by sled as approached the room 



trying to counterattack base canal volumes scrapes then more removal 
spender drooler cobalt tinsel return of the god to space by then hungry 
crowds were devouring the landing strips so as it goes when things whelp the 
way of the winding columns of water for silk shade contrives not to wear it 
out but to wear it in design the elements and across the floor with in the 
word from the child’s game to stem the flow of cabbage at near vestment 
time lush puree from the size of the bait make your determination 
confronting worlds with scented grace there is gutted and there is pressed 
light revelation dark introspection cower and slate to be crushed dry pocketed
tarps and slap bundled by your knot slipped through ice falls to the face 
trained the bush clap, clammer steel rod flexing, mutter, boil locked bottles 
counter powder drown pair corks fork rings through the glass puff close ruts 
the middle cans snapping mere or more as over applied x markers buzz over 
string paced yanks took the lyre and the bough in three redeemers called a 
mini scope shop in the hot suit the concentration and evacuation those 
nuggets are just like lemming drops to read by the light of embolisms 
proclaimed a near bait situation recognized in the process of fueling detained 
at the slow shift of presence provides illumination for the fuzzy tips test each 
magic bulb one trick was to never encourage them to eat in flat layers wait for
the steps dominate the warm scold without a plan it plops and scans 
preferred the broad beef sides to pickle bare at night and resting cycle eternal
cement frog hasty lesion to admitted exercise prompt flattery convolved crow 
powder seizure weight on the mere what is too studied three turtles might 
find the dent act of the product called window guard rehearse with bone 
alignments okayed the hands trim the machine used unique slotted skirts to 
lightly emboss the eye detachment was good pitiful strained stag in the 
knuckles shows the plot to steer the sleeve in light rags to be seen without 
strap tease rating lure of ionization cedar posts at grave bed catch the fowl 
before the race to poop and rods in manufacture back-scale with the shape of
reverted feet in it a microphone and a pearloid collar over and linger through 
its time scatter in propellant barium the pans are flashing during the recovery 
of the slap goat but warnings are not fashionable now with the surface 
oppressed one but folds and creases the curtain holds a knap but a crank too 
or obvious other, it’s the nerves, it’s the old days but better mockup the 
culture imitates flam engulfing will for less, it’s a skillet cover who is trusted 
who is absorbed the fidget is the best response the space is empty supply to 



fill shoe black narrow belts stiff white paint plies two voices questioning and 
answering pleading and scolding paper mounting for a turn key one should 
travel to the ball and socket embankment’s barrier doesn’t match you’re born
tomorrow canned blues with baroque intervals and enthusiasm the rinks as 
pudding in a current mote recovery of glare bronze margined the wooden 
stage as if to visit free still bathed by fog ogled slow pots, closed articulations 
leaving hinged, keeps the round ball heated spatter base in singe locking 
ceremonies, repeated clutch at least one is producing a foam from 
contamination lips, metal pop of offence stamped by rough palms and 
invasive inks that rivers lead away spangles dribble explore dumping sample 
on unsalted biscuit for paring grove headed space with ceramic wall embrace 
of the rotting compost mix being one for pliable segmented pate scallop too 
by default or form, couple textures can pretend to escape it’s the orbiter with 
a weakness for the gem happy to be placed who with anxiety as a measure, 
proposes to elect distinctions and a flat rate for sustaining mid-step pose; 
benches, talcum, woodstain, resolve and bleaching bottom layer flipped 
regenerative arm also alters useful expectancy in the sense of one adopting a 
spotted coat after parsing crawls to the testimonial podium from which you 
may continue with your molt the inappropriately cobbled-up results that from
the end evacuation tube I that’s sorry to be so hunched grows back and 
straight in the reach mung and less avails the great gasses of your time 
consumed in the offer, fills the jar feasible spore face beaten elect the brittle 
sound underfoot the planks expertly thrown ventriloquism next door of the 
emission preferred it in lead and sawdust as it goes from the calcitrant 
oxidation reminiscent of a century long task assigned to a machine waver and 
waste down erosion’s prim-rose pinning to avert the coarse, fumbled, steely 
pointed spray whose force knocks out from under sans forth the horizontal 
lines for notches in ascent, but of course, line your bottles, rope, and polish 
your alabaster and snowflake lava in a fathom, in a cluster, afoot, bangles 
winning strangers only through tomorrow be smitten confiscates a rue angle 
there are more than many pathways for the fall inclined admissions harvest 
time dipped into alternate ranges it’s gotten through a cone and goes with a 
prong, with a violence prone signifier as were you in the back with indulgent 
pictures in the range of the spray’s reach either sock lay path entirely the 
dispossessed and predisposed bestially unconcerned have a permanent rope 
alone of it explained sounds a round and you have stumpy concerns the 



whistle itches paints the overseas collapse all the sting applied multi-valved 
the feet at the heart after the fog unroots at the slick side all three at the 
flourish and apart the mounts representative piss and squall from the back of 
a circulating shiner unable to take an imagined ventricle either with asset of 
riding jaws or the simulator of a thaw even though, or so, that they were 
wearing matching clothes for their exercises foul beam station at the knit 
resection on a window seat a meter from addiction an add on calibrator and a
governor and a tuner and a tailor shirt to top it screaming chicken or a crazy 
lady (burdock) bricked in the folds fostering tone scale between two extremes
but impressed by any substance not easily conserved it comes out in more 
effort the weight on the surface produces stain below in the middle fodder 
the monarch of deviation three calvinated rings remain equivalent 
preoccupation flutters and flickers occupational verge agreement if there is 
no resolution in the limb, there is no decomposition to be comprised but it’s 
got the will to make its dive controlled in a version with a decal exercising 
rescues what is counter matters little it’s a trap of thumb prints, the shy grass 
you become the role another feast or cavort but let us step up with the class 
distinctions and the curt gestures to a match in pose is was as if we played 
with lighters daily constitutions in own plans for courage rarely once 
compared, stems from the hand supply, a covered field in where realms 
establish, and to cut a shift from templates the thousand toy car wheels 
rotating to combinations was being wool or lead hadn’t proper planned secret
identities that make one terse or lonely throughout first year containment the
slippery consuming glove the embodied crustacean in a heavy jacket the slit 
pupil pullover after I plan, make the widest birth layer insipid for perception 
poisoned milk transitional convivial ideating too the plain and then reversed 
level finger positions supplemental cleanse with geometric torch from the 
fossil grant comes the standard loin sticker the series exercise and challenges 
the tales of bullies in the age of particularly stupid men the ghastly walk over 
streams of lamination in the power or temporary index talked best among 
them razed and long in memory fine old three phases, pattern marks the 
more of golden fattest seeds that we have been shown in the instance and in 
the tale of wandering the bowels of the takers released in deluge the salve 
you appointed after all, don’t you need the feet to walk three more feet no 
plenty two exposes the grind up with a sog and snap resplendent with a curl 
and a hoisted trollop embedded bases receiving clattering cymbal traps 



snagged barbs camouflage talking out of the slide and into the batch the can 
clatter and take it for its welfare hollow bird bone whimper high hiss 
anticipates release of the belch configures a bunker with a chandelier pale 
blueberry affectation reminds the clog of the vestibule the hatted elder and 
the muffled musty smell of powdered flesh the milk is ungone slow rollout of 
limbs oppress the hour because, sitting on newspaper is comfortable each a 
worm of one’s own packages the cause of reach and still developmental 
branch health maxims truth have slipped the touch is on the faucet and parry 
on the loops the bind the scroll one size mires more you should speak 
avoiding to confuse keys in peptic the glossing of what-not whose got in mind 
to face it with a wall but dab it up the bird not the tool a fly’s tail was 
dreamed a spurious wand equals a constant first clever the half-wit the 
markers mean less dropped spindles matched pluralized rinks of mystery 
matter under influence file change of case the frozen lift in after duplex blue 
instigate by switch the void initially you had to filter instruction to the mission
whistling of hopes through patter racing by to cower from the sap when the 
project’s running down the page in direct opal hazing, three are glancing from
earth eye jelly, hold the stoop careening wire bumps and leg dripping related 
as a juice to once before have limited visitation, you must stitch together 
scraps punches holes sees as by a right to bargain out of providers’ circuit at 
demand, a fluffy voice cornered as precisely in a salt rimmed hole from which 
you owe me slues it’s important to imagine being dumb feel proposed better 
in the gap to gap and shimmer out of baste more habitable than others 
spacing unlet the hand to better at a rail the metal bins pursuing downward, 
gathering up in bands can be seen are the documents of tenting and curse 
until grounded donate where the lungs are outlined I can see the panel 
roofing and a recount of available vegetation in the fore upset the stock tail to
balance outdate the scraping to mung feels the caper as a reason dissolution 
in a plop and scurvy anoint a doily taint matching winning to obscure a fine 
after trying a deviated success after salting sensing up with lime racing from 
the door on target streets if in and there where I have blubber gone, conceals 
a conquest click expunge the darkest lighter and selves extremes two 
thoroughfare words between encapsulated barter wending have arranged 
into a drama claim of sticks and staff cleaned one’s own diameter and 
inscription ascend in the livestock lift shears to clip the shingles off for higher 
gain besotted when you lost it in the minuet until unities of transmission 



conjecture of the basketry field funded on the cream mode wagon’s ancient 
appeal like in your vegetable truck of dreams the bearded chalice but the 
brick was not unclean bump bump if you can’t come out of the hole three 
looms are leering sometime perils prunes apart goblet shards embedded 
walls to gates in the narrows the socket incomplete astride the fault earned a 
mascot but then it crapped mire at the nose tunnel that’s the deal pinched in 
slather reedy seedy stingy of hobbled foresters like you’ve never seen rinse 
out of caused estrangement the mild tabernacle where the mind cant banter 
with its plans or the moving charter shame in the valley of love rise up and 
tuck it, sometimes, merely grunting, taking the long view, pole or stick 
extended seeing each nick to extract with the lumpy board if not more than at
least rarified she food quelled the fitful snarls with a knot a blot tone real 
minute chanced tire, wind condolence filled the ceramic mott two clinging 
heaves partly merge per a wheel rough lined exclusions using aged excuse 
and piled eye evacuation in a single turn today should have waited hadn’t 
done binding on the clusters that are answerable to the right sack, as of the 
settled stem cautious in puddles overwhelmed had a stomach been forced to 
throb much burned radius soured at the insulator glass not ill during the 
interview pleased to be lock attendant or oh founders of backward leaning 
sides release to the roof short street test pitch fiddle subjugated convenient 
atoms trickle at the half bath slowed dissolve romantic trilogy implied 
questionably slurred penned complacent spies excuses at dawn outer or 
resending climate fires longer dotting escaping shelter powders grove salute 
is just a walk it bagged and presupposed the cant sound sleeping desk 
lowered graveside piled in shimmering rows, I am as isolated as a fruit stove 
shamed apart as being once more just, and a risk of poisoning with the 
partnership of minds I have a sophistication of glass doors, more than one 
anticipates from appearance stopped invisibility central preening throughout 
signs of gloat communions wore reject secluded reaches dry is fair and a 
shoulder left essential to be caught equal to be choice free but multiplied 
peels and bubbles honored tests prove in clasped sets and hats avoid 
unnecessary and discrimination they were at exploded senses folds several 
layers away announce to start and pave the lifting gaze appointed timer drill 
right side composed in capture lather long aspect opinion how ice drained 
tangled spin felt stripped darkened likeness could a single one absolve the 
rest as days that jelled the gases into nuts both perched and rocking and a 



goose flay watch and learn paced to fit a tightened belt at the eaves after rare
bitters undisfunction receives a portion of a grain for every side in this order, 
the toxin brought you to the place where you ascended the pole and then a 
latch was removed and reattached in reverse, the slapping of water surface 
with open palm, the vigils of wax and carry it could be the binding point of 
resolution eyes logs and noodles and the habits can’t be presupposed I expect
a full lodging a prop and a nut and a pocked resonator built to shake the 
confidence, you can’t argue with the stinging freshness of a menthal, and the 
steely grace of a hobby regretting conical sanctity the three daisy chained 
hearts have all got to be pumping for proper operation the foul chunked 
badger has a premonition one should weave and not decline in calm is slated 
to pretend out of the rind out of the billows sonorities prone to overuse, 
clawed and fiddled at rarely sent the emphasis is usually on the fluctuation 
and not the stable mass isles of bump salute of a brick-fault overhead 
implemented or the slick moist shafts from counter-drives plural bats of the 
pampering east flutter pint the metal analytic ping they shouldn’t they said 
they wrote in squads furled unbolt functions never punch mince free gale but 
the escape was dull lumber stack regales but the cymbals of a dream fossil 
line of watermarks inter-wit clandestine mine varied pales invisibility 
irreversible the strain of the poly-mottled cry are oh of love the blank space 
renewed half-last outwardly prepared to gloss a perception having thought 
that as a unit we cornered out felicity there was no speaking when the door 
split lengthwise and revealed its hollow core overflowing with hatched gecko 
eggs we run from such things in the academy a very full for all offering when 
you breech civility their mouths never locked but their jaws were strangled 
with gooey candy that’s the efficacy of consulting taking the clutter and 
securing it where it fell, it is the real purpose for the use of missiles what’s 
more it’s therapy as relating to the use of names, we are at minus zero or as 
textbooks announce, matter to the beguiled, compulsion to engage despite 
drift it proves a lifetime left behind in stage rockets, hissing chattering canned 
three beaks in the heat roll off of the center crown, where the choice 
becomes to follow the culvert or retire beneath a stone the way to the 
promise is chopped or strewn with third month evaluations remain 
confidently who and whomever you can still sense the vibration along the 
skeletal shaft but for initialization you should at least occupy the space were 
permissions flatly granted at the emergence from the ground of frosty pipes 



the trauma made for unexpected interest if you were ever though through at 
the nines slack at the axle fragile sound of dumping and vestigial senses wire 
rinds and wrap arounds to the sun that slur over our method to a 
presumption watching staring static, an offshoot dance collective memory 
row at nearer ends recollection gear and a smear staple lax tonight’s visionary
a plum skit crowd it into before it fids out the head cut freed of banisters 
futures revisited the fan is rattled it’s wooly clumps while I sing prevailing 
cough chops on the work deck the unsuspected sanctioned bulge crawl 
outside a clicking and the unsuspected, bulge of traits crow flack round theory
buttress  flat of an out should lame its way back ground to bury the significant
portion, expose the trace excursion pushed not obviously identified you must 
drag the tumored hammer which you leave behind a gash the throw when 
sticky shirts here dangle spilling as profession flack bindery resume though 
that is almost daily alerts soft alumni of glum and injections the potent male 
as stallion or bull but rarely the frog still splashing a repeat frame wide 
ranging field support but only drills are masquerades free climb added voices 
too, and rough tailed comment position of right fin stared at full blossom in 
the curdle-heat slot or, battered green plunge the way the punch was clotted 
as if serialized can result in minutes, way lacing lingering, the traces known of 
spit or to baptize it all with the tributary coming come all I too, and pills of 
omission glint thoroughly reflect in how one’s born and clipped timed to finish
procuring the longed for cuddle and emergent sprig of guessing you find 
proverbially leeching at the bone professor of courage it’s my exercise tool 
and I grope for a fiber sale you may add a certain flop to the shins the 
eccentric weasel, or, the galvanized collude around the hippie barn a nine is 
born or in general angled from the center you can anchor to get a great swing 
of the pail but posed for a feral life the transition to the waiting contents a 
poison deposed the vegetable of the fruit to wander furthest from the patch 
is a Hawthorne nettled wood at a sharp crisp crescent night of could and you 
could drill for that, way slopped alone, carving nesting singular middles with 
its template extremes that’re less and more wakefully, to braze and secure I 
three flights scaling waving height, they slept, from the fire to the tail chased 
into the distance non-earning but by bartering now you can suppose to eat 
receives the work stage as opportunity equity between your two feet to lead 
bottled you can do this to anything create and presuppose three preserved by
thrusting buckets of their fun from a composition matching the color from 



your dream you’ve got a wall of latent equal noting dividing into fifteen over 
one beef-mark the mouth coming out of the words in the process of 
envisioning I can’t stop loading the fluffy mingle, puts off the time to do it 
always inconvenient to think pale grazer lampoon mouthing words lay 
something is disconnected a fruit grape devastation clicking and buttering of 
shells a long hearse for stature listing out of control from the seed carpet the 
bumps continue agitating after walnuts reoccurred without asking one was 
shocked and stimulated forgot to have liquified in retrospect, they towered 
down while new arrivals collaboratively minted only to find the substitute 
riser in the parallel found right occident complaining harshly no one more to 
stave repair orderly slues at the vinyl wall repellant tribes enough I haven’t 
counted mine I notice how the fat rolls burdened them, mostly roaming 
settled into an apron and a shirt mixture lambskin or pleated nodules in the 
fore it was swilling very close dynamism and a legal rectitude followed by an 
eye wash in the hall if you can state it more pronounced to be it mini-streams 
for the savage whelp, buck wilderness and a tissue providing luminosity and 
reward you can’t tender the encounter again, or match full tinkle obliges, 
false fingerings abound at the stake level heave into the recent past as the 
artist has been known stop the whittling from lean baskets and bait filled 
onion bags you slip so sweet an avalanche doodled via a pile of secret ink 
notes, private telescoping to discovery it can anticipate before one pees I 
think you can fashion an imaginary parking lot, or shiny delivery service, 
composition is broad from what is derived to the kernel of making trimmed 
by table-neath  the emitted of a face that ages into cracks or folds of cologne 
thrive professional knocks and gain impose packing, certain mire, shaded mill 
and afternoon concern of nerve conduction strain the tailored sensor, carry to
the plant pot wall and simulate its break by shaking lines expertly for grind or 
ammunition wait four three wet there rain and to watch us by more my seat 
lapse ill-repair seized wire squeaky gore hair elected approach the shins the 
boat alarm gone under-done part the army and sightless teams frost of 
altered bundles part in alter simplex more more generally more cautious of 
cool blowing windy tow something in the much the dream the car was a 
museum of old publications or fast features grunting and holding rope lab 
tests were dismissed nine angry middle tenor angry nine imbecile the tired 
bore complete with feathered fan and calipers rinse better means 
conveniently pot-rattled plucks a baited patron receives mortal mission wiring



and trepidation council flip timers has an oily or waxy feel that you know 
when the plain becomes mundane the site of swelling before the eyes while 
the child said this is the witch hunt rough on the coast the picture of embrace 
by the deepest sea of the one like babies mocking threaded middles which 
was once corrected guards from a sink hole there’s a principle act of speaking 
waist deep in muck with a head or saturated pillows plows allowed in the 
bath ore lump lesion crackle and spark lateral effect in of age stealth of 
minutes leaves light has been working on the same bolt for one decade the 
work defined by pasting a picture on a stage of pedestal three pud money 
regurgitation all’s equal gutting singing lessons for children it’s close and it 
emerges when you’re stuck or in loss of fibers how you travel reveals your 
route or the extent of the pummel settle into the stir of the walls reclined in 
blanketing waving rippling pairing enjambment thousand grain per mm 
contour experience and three position run of the plume interrogated lamb it’s
got a luminous plinth made of compressed textile but I’m not the one to 
forgive it is written more tales of slug and snail prevention anything said 
before may have sucked the ambience out war sore and skeet smart, sanctity 
humpity pierced paid humbly remission fee foundered at the slinking part, to 
link the chains of mouths pronouncing the being half to overwhelm the pond 
inter-threaded joints recipients behave with shaggy hair announce the seldom
worse the ganglia and the spoke high synthesized before the urge of simony 
sought an object one in particular was first with the means to puddle poly-
syphon out of rank and till exposures obfuscate in a nod and reminisce the 
strangers accidentally put their leftovers into the fecal bin routes leading out 
of the grass bound sickle is moving operatic, nose to thumb it snapped and 
did an overt cataleptic flip the offense is the sticky wick, but the barrier is dry 
and hot the burl made of convergence was further thought knob or two for 
spite closeness and laxity as were the sizes and thumbnail bundles slow to the
middle the fat is beyond the slush received rough the surface with a smooth 
cavort a calculation of water to the day and hour by trial and omission how 
you in the stigma suit can wrestle it apart crest and pillar way sap minus three
observances by a smudge team rose and chime the cream filled and sublime 
opposition lamps gotten seem defunct doorway there but then, the sheet 
skins stops ovulating caldrons of grape slick impudent with that hundred 
option filling up a tank that loosens on its pins confesses hurt so is assured 
and firmly in an egg if you can procure a single mump venal was it distribution



faulted common dream to diagnose unsung collection the bars and gear 
protects from an escape of simple means have a way insensitive to projected 
change and chances grow, the cry you go outside the window bobbing and 
knotting much as you remember got the look for lent, a sacked hand and your
evidence of pursuit perfected articulation the meet of redeemers with the 
unconfessed, or, a flipping board unbiased but fattened with regurgitated 
rules privately conferred exhibitions from a trench and automatic counters of 
your pose when comes first code have permission to return a partially 
consumed arm as vacant reluctantly the masses are fading while receiving 
strokes are quenched by fire, slurred by blue notes the proclaimed the 
stillness of a sign morning truck when needed are in good repair without 
exhaustive feeding, sleep fulfillment and a kitchen with a stove of a fluid grab 
but I am not cynical early mountings of for chains and heavy clips in 
pasteboard set the cellar dust bulbs or florescent notches to eye conducting 
in on course of classes missed engulf await stand by lets minds wander into 
canals and channels floods anger expulsion detriment phalanx in a not bowl 
outside it’s but a skin how out of a trunk flakes form bedding twice into an 
underpass with a trickling stream and newts the dissections emotionally 
reached me heeds the craps in gross in for grain apply in head risk spasms 
canned wards study a limp culled forth thirds what I seek buttered by a tab 
rehunt outside me participants in harken pods of rest sighs pie loss salutation 
after mortis parts the fashion in the alternation range collected marvels 
warned of pastel streets hot crow fill rocking intermission oval chat counter 
buttons mopping hands complete that I tirade frothing straight ahead upstairs
counts for trees that’s fair free retired stake lore after barrel glint pile lines 
emery spoils deviated arrest calm seeders infected dance strum bark settles 
on the bid please grapes before clumping of the entire suite prevention of the
boats dissolved from the back rack a paddle helps you pass the strong 
emission teal powdered books one of those who shut out comes on faster 
than dawn the way a snitch flies from a grave holding tight to the pattern of 
the black fly confirms drilling through glance pads impressions lure the pieces 
apart, summits of an after cough stain bench prized at conference a heel 
based walk assisted staple reduced to capture find the heat on the path 
practice at the herald brace stirred matter mixed proportions of identification 
wants swelling pulls a cork that constitutes a plug you but should suspect a 
back flop the reward is for the cow neural fetched rustic cowl sunk occident 



not where but where haven’t you inoculated the things about the center swirl
in a compost storm riding portions through the phlegm unyielding pate you’ve
got the endorsement you want throttle and he slumps pattern approval 
moved vapor as technique plus curly squiggles show received with any well 
baited hang too timid worded by the thread lace funnel herds proceed 
conveyer by the commodity drum of elbowed space have its too slide the 
blade has wedged with honesty both tracks and grooves for proper milling 
foods waking single file master of the flowing bowl sliced barium hands 
rowing pastry of pearl of the grave old haunt bull hooves digits to be 
appeased focus gains abutted stone coffers a glisten pole taps in festoon the 
cartridge and hammer of hearts the ruts are prefabricated in the heat square 
offering of bilious certitude pressed with the story pair convection curves of 
the slant the quiet evolution a smite from the tray curls pearl the gory limbic 
and crowds suppose your tent posts loose fair patterns hint bulges through 
the roots the senses in distant parts a climb composed lowly aggressive 
builder instinct collector soul to hope imbuing forth has a color match 
approximately gestured the wind covering the roof where eon heritage has 
waddled lovingly depraved more than just a toad too long to stand has 
begged a part from meetings to the epiphany of the distillate happy over sea 
boxed mounds and glory onions filled proper pills took and taking all walk a 
subverted roll then bring a hook spray nozzle was it jittering when it firmly 
grasped the bell slipped have to do with pause and wrist-ing with a soggy 
trunk very by sobering declamation habits made it climb and made your own 
record difficult to withhold and double for the varnish too expending more at 
confirmation truck on flagrant sole and sit and squat but you as the blatant 
needle sends outward of a thousand pointed strokes buried ratchet winner 
miner howling barking chattering corrections in schematic darkener the don’t 
resume the plug is collar up in the grip a rattling style stairway migration 
investigated interview essay on tools could it be three gross in a pan the 
essence of your actions placed in time become a jacket they were planning to 
be the old guilder first everything else rides on fitting a porcelain glove in 
hatching but don’t believe to be frosted out of the center maybe if you 
wanted to you could flood the field professed to be concluding fog counter 
drill and sap two act ugly for the ancients with the silo of deep obstruction 
having thought to ponder much your mind to exclusion plaster and chisel 
blades on the carrier rank permission overturned three lumpy rolls of cloth 



whose function indistinct orbitals sagging rotating thumbs talk reserves 
powders freshen weak courts hoarse languishing empty roomed hear a 
stutterer and a solemn curse maybe now a soaker consumer padding 
familiarize to perpetuem there are astonished mentions wrestled out of 
presence shafts or sticky plated fender buffed a plastic lid withdrew after a 
tally of something overwhelming odors from the medium married title box 
snarled entangles on the girdled head in a plan for wakefulness a chemical 
coating that’s a long way when it crawled upon if you write it fevers of the 
squad the never expiration in the past beam of flats encourages eyes moved 
fast and stable laughter fertilized a hedge to wander forth bound caused ankle
berry first a burdock to approach soaked for weighted imposition dropped off 
edges too high ground functional weeds at pursed sectors with a wind half 
portions fed based on demand can’t but possibly toggled the wobble in the 
foreground you credited the invention of the first pile cadaver that was grace 
in laminate its limits were as toast from a factory parallel with the so 
impressed by warnings fern now are gutted the forms made chiming pop a 
bag in a parliament of unseen shaded but not disguised the cheese begins to 
sweat immediately so it was under a smooth parasol nine tenths of your 
mileage will the sweetest message be a prison preferred earthworm to slug 
but it was all just personal the pose you take when working descriptions 
resurgent of pale livers or dominating conflicts flexing admission it isn’t the 
marvel spoken out of spots though it doesn’t you can absolve and paddle with
an iron working within a narrow width of responses undecided in a plan 
emanating point in verse who first embroiders classification but and most 
importantly its toes were square you don’t give up when you’ve got it on the 
run sheen that comes from redemptive surgery tackled with the mall mitten 
when left you can’t confide but drop within the last in the concern you best 
recall got purge on the prowl the rump is done roughs in the barrier between 
the trees along with father’s minutia according to the calcified lines in the 
paleolithic receptacle you got your way stand and bulk but go where it is 
poured escalated earning scraps and heaves docile confront along unsteady 
planks the new arrive lock arrive lock arrive roll roll puddle lace curtain 
seminal screen buck worst chalk absorbs and cotton is enunciated electric 
spark mind setter throw switch the sound belt snaps fingertips of rudiments 
prevail shuffling as effect, covered in layers as your treatment while one dots 
and strikes appointed line crossing two compressions of approach the clumps 



our vinegar commissions have begun with a match of tense outlet you should 
dominate it as one would a toy fought with emissions via the grated goat and 
its protectors for in pause that can’t maintain very still graphite as a parlor 
warning how it is that from the nine parts six sucked into the lesion and it’s a 
coater with the alter task of causing bloat well it’s further incentive and 
unction in the last have it bottled and released into the substrata or remain as
mum at full scale lamentations starting at the counter long pull going by 
lugubrious is in a silent nod to the thinnest wafer and under carried heft is 
noted the cold comes and the disguise from it is long enduring a seeded goal 
post lemming flex mount emphasis the battery of the pot the words build 
ramps over guests the clue of the chairs in stacks your wanting to possess a 
glove filled favor held the grip is not mind nor the grapes it’s the caking that 
we abuse having of all sorts put on conveyance black space where tangle 
density shy at ripples in collusion anchorage the superimpose a debate after 
chairs achieved dismissal express something unclearly about maximized 
lifeforce it’s time with a maladjusted day lamp or bar stool made of knotty 
burl further growl a clear or drill into dense caster of pages the especial 
attachment turns light to sticky pitch the creak is a reaction to the bend mono
but partially symbols prickling digestion high tension blot own the grail to 
impervious strains were glass a scalding rank constant refreshment ratifies a 
grunt for shelf display the little pink rough shed was plinkity faux frequent by 
luminosity of the toxin to its point happy further confession doctor wet pot 
slam car door hinge was suitable or a slice allowed to fit edges test the bowl 
filled slush off the drip spout prone to structure a play violence corns it mossy
covered or resembling remembered plastic knit clothes basket anyway the 
lids clapped billed the sock soaked basin in the valley as the steer were 
alliterated what was labeled proper feeding steeped the rungs on the notches
of the motor when to properly avoid the sink oppressing how the worm could
succeed remaining positive full consumption smiled tried the classic game of 
shells across the vibrating irons, won a brass ringer to accompany the onions 
in their sack full class tap was the title the practice call the head is on alert a 
day light dream of thousand moments enslaved in the grave a pro rated finder
with assistance of the thrust more oven there’s an elder man in a pale blue 
suit and straw hat bottlecap glasses descending bleachers thin and 
disproportionate for you to blame ascend the Buddhist pyramid hot and 
dazed the flat of land in the sun not of one whose sudden appearance 



resembles a bubble escaping it’s not enough to be the stitch of an innovator 
assault by the wind of voice capped receptors being hunted it isn’t all creation
some is latitude I think a salty nick heals prevents a measure the bulk in slabs 
of uncut cobble as the movement was defined by materials in pristine sheets 
you have grapes projecting out of course out scene arrived by knobs and 
buttons or out of slack forces optimized option free alternatives no one longer
climbing two for dizzy effects, hold barred under slight of fog and blue green 
mist tubs chained but wore it out or loose and the mosquito queen invocation
of the BBQ witch that’s how you straddled hives to be cap it and control the 
anodized thrown the sods of must at barrio screen compelled to the rise of 
muss a stapled or an embossed letter led to words and calls after rub laps 
fostered venting laxing and redundant final burst and use fight are read at 
reconsumed wanted in a trope and quick acclimation the bobs allow 
absorption into the sun or a fake stippled end to the rim of dwarf lace other 
toxins observant gathers goes at rest then I take pause to watch them subtle 
protests sigma rolling tankard lacking swung a hinge apart and whistled in the 
vent the lead weight filled the can and caused the fall I would be or am 
inclined to wait amid the tentative gathering and selection palmed sized 
toggles and slides sailed figures overpass the mote bound to chemical clocks 
by alone time close the eyes to think and thus engage with handy to describe 
fainted on the sweaty holds grunts for sorrow farts for pity code in a posture 
with the back arched spring as if to heist and comment at one time containing
all possessions in a pack with span the end of which will see its contents melt 
but you were warned the fictional sidecar or for sorry divulged in darkness as 
if worms comport but first the retracted ones throughout it gutted for the 
limpets someone else’s claim a host of growling and familiar programming 
settling into the cranial home repeats can you see the plugs the venal 
calculator ache helping and discrimination features plows and tires it’s come 
to purchase or glyph after inspection and exposure fines emitted nine water 
mud of mass pretended to afflict outside of expected recovery takes notes 
with a conductive ink second brittle sound open window on reoccurring winds
can you avoid but a tooth invested takes a table worth fouling was a 
requirement for vocalization between walls departures by tone deafness fill 
the form eclipses in the throttle how the elders pass a grease pan bubbling up
from ornament in the seat of softness down a path burned on was retinal 
etching thou had let to touch on secret keys the shelter was conceived was 



more than the one to crawl around or sit on the drum run hard in avoidance 
of the strike recall the practice shirt and the glass reflect often muffled to 
conserve but not to leave behind the fear of where you grip bluest confection 
in a wait state of reapproval accumulated at the crumb pile of known felled 
bastions a hickory and walnut conclusion from the midst quiet belt and fluster
word ring splendor tight on contrition in a cell unventilated scheming where 
silence is imposed as nothing if it is confessed at all roundly need you’re a lot 
bottle of ancient Turk but forwarded resolves the immediate free monkeys 
and a cartoon analog powdered milk of heady impression more of everything 
licensed place beyond the score poisoned word riddles lingered in a transition
the site of the cloth wreck transcended bin slack high bolt timely scraped for 
choke light prime old passage baiting faint mud pop and taint the rounded 
inflection holder’s patent worth tally by fair starter kit scent of the plan race 
to comment the glass is spun and wheelbarrow homely shoulder stat 
compelled and admired pretense so assault master train a heel feels in a bolt 
that scribbles outward in affectation lures meant you more hails teleported 
boars share it costed to pin blame pause nine times to indicate demand for 
rest wipe pace imbue darken amount staff convert prefer ride out of eclipse-
oil or the misdirection of the whelp all now rubs all then bites up some late 
come to claim but shoved away with ceremony rejection form an alternative 
puckering and an overall leechlike effect culled turn at the cold of out chops 
the host truthful leads confused by the scent drove absently into the 
smoldering black ribs jutting from an always mount sump staggered layers of 
excuses turn to valuable mulch if all then artificially watered as much as a 
lawn uneven punch of after garments mailed by dissolving sack uncovered as 
a fossil sheet with a holographic light wave superimposed earth no 
classification overlap only negative space and graves emerged from doctrines 
as much this happens in the unmapped realms on occasion of phantom pains 
drenched in preservation and casting a whitish phlegm that captures to a 
shadow on marble stepping stones a void below you can quit but 
unimpressed trade off an evening class for trifles and a hide but then all three
scattered before the foot of the grove he wasn’t smiling when he fell nor did 
he think it was a bitter thing to be introduced as his last other than the grill of 
lights perfecting distribution that made all objects subject to the appearance 
of being flat but in particular one has no depth a glade or a dell a trickling 
sour spill of pipe dross coming out the knowing is meaningless without a loop 



and lacking sufficient calcium station at the right altitude an appellation more 
a connivance to advance one’s stature through a drain era apportioned 
assignment while a planted emissary dunks your head during the familiar 
crisis it’s a sacrifice fitting right pock marked into ensemble dirge tint you 
have won by burning everything off and not by bling unique taste test of the 
squall sense the witness in the trace not the tortured finality of days that 
waves ahead tracking the convex tumble solitary time line out of the squeeze 
tube augmented grey scale appearance by the slice continuity of the lock and 
gamble the superior waist deep in the consequences disposal equilibrium 
maximum oval and pretense checks delivered for the rain verse of logical belts
and straps proposition hubris dunk dated frame clatter in announcing rinsing 
faced patting fined posed and kneeling in classic obligation a remaining 
utterance prurient by more the ruts conceived the salts preserve slats of the 
porch through filters firm sees shades if you mark the profusions toads sheep 
emblematic traction and the heel each matter has hooks the orange guitar 
pores are to be returned for expanding once the infiltrate manages the grain 
it is in your system as a stylish pod match everyone on the list is trunked 
blanketed nurtured on the self but time starts to lose meaning were it 
cushions of the chair walks a car on hubs into a corridor the flight disgraced 
by stingers aligned earnestly the glitching pluck moth vibrant shunting glass 
peak monastic clutch elite trimming whine protestant stone counters filed 
and procured having stumbled on terms ammunition lamb Budapest strayed 
into the main course had a rite while dozing it means traffic as part of the 
musical mask worn in trade silent keeper and a tribute by tracing the other 
day caused deforming at the equator move around shifting arms through 
sockets new to the ditch outside, rippling, expert witnesses off on saw horses 
the flagrant knob of green was it German or a request to investigate the 
Roman tilework under European pee sat to whistle holing sides you’ve got an 
oblique one undermined in the fabric deflected of arrested time pikes right 
studies off wet can you manufacture experiment in time on peppered plates 
the nothing established from or after departure fixation in the glen repeated 
as in sounding baffles of the skin tabs recollections of the tone wings grinding 
in a rubber cell of basic mirth premier of plops coils the air cow lateral cowl 
it’s drawn to counting down the vestigial pig the clouds only flutter innocently
but later they tear off your face crass expenses even idioms to characterize 
the idioms it’s the mechanics of the thing it is as part of the social coloring still



operates a room in the south and it’s organized looking molt arguments the 
day of dropping cliff falls match the established premonitions nodal a blink 
assess the shimmer set behind the pop evades snapping through the rain a 
thin copper pounds fiddle the weed bearer it’s been a wire line within an 
instant heat waves making round with heavy diesel knocks there is a shave set
for every barnacle to treat getting closer shimmying up the arch exposed how 
fluster gore irons in addition to a pause there was a mission that required lots 
of sleep not attentive to the screen mounted at the swinging bag tire through 
mung consumer at the lumpy battery prong the whip resides in the margin 
powered by whisk and unrehearsed obliged to monkey at the distillery the 
power of the ocean has you drawling if it couldn’t be confessed at first startle 
rolls of plunder in the manner of food extenders bubbles frothing from the 
managed hole the fingers in an incubator that infected potential as a worm 
insta-cuff if you don’t the seepage from the printed side but the points were 
badly curled to start with of course leaving there a gap how saw set the mind 
converts boatly deaf loads chomping renounced romanced grade tone from 
the mid lynch all in the myths of achievement and confirmation you gotta link 
to broaden can be stroked to cause a catharsis the gills were padded with the 
opposition cotton one connected by the tongue and groove hazard medical 
short and bio-grade stimulated rough in calculation while without a jacket to 
dramatically shed practicum with a whine hoarse at lecture partitioned three 
to known for scuttle made to flounder padded in occupation higher classic 
apportion toast of the binding treble sand stirred it’s their favorite fruit and 
augmentation holding stripes and over born earned all day the satchel ball 
bearings craps the soulful mention od rages and sliding icons in the midst of 
the unrisen the suck remains of clappers and hammers in their respective 
duties dismissing one that may confide assault pity plunder unsung gnats and 
phonograph arms for example it has been test tube flattery entirely if you can 
only margin where to go meal rubble opposition transitions still for 
compliments all the way in the smudges due ancestor halts belief and the 
fancy treatments on the tones each a seeker of fabrications in the darts 
gathered up reflective spasms automatic on the refusal within di-urinal motts 
as the deep residual map which once had claimed an independent gross flash 
blocks the souls used a stain gray trade named perennial the label of nice 
narrow bands off or roasted after the assignment of identity I can concur to 
the brim or have unfinished thoughts if it of reconvene collected by the tub 



that milked the faucet if a spill drops rain it a clipped ear cauterized a dream 
was staged a month dissuaded from junctions as of late run hush registered at
elbow edge timed by notches where the thread is caught the emphasis in care
grown liberal abrupter pods face out and inward fountains everpresent mince 
were it less to manage a crawl state in a unison by degree focal staggered 
slates mint emission schedules plump the hand over lever or a suspension bar
the swerving carriage with a weight necessitates clappers minced I’ve got a 
harp held as before I am thrilled to announce stretch on bubble of the pander 
invites self-intolerance to inflame a spotted red back up to the glaze on the 
wall try testing with a damp roast flower halved influence when it brought a 
cough of torrent on the edges where was basked it was a day cage a pyre by 
the crumbling hedge turned up fryer riddles golden plates and matter fickle 
dawn the seething crack confessed releasing steam against a dew the middle 
of the scale of grays and faulted halts we numbered as we waited in conceit 
for bolts in ribbed boxes otherwise that they joined in a secret ovulation the 
blades inside the body fixed against how it can consume the time it does it 
will or the shutters bang the cemetery still how hoary it got three floating air 
and gas sophistication as one sips cadaver lime ire ancient waste cloth nick of 
reserve to fend the grip of souls the entrance of a door and pots of shrubs 
unanswered call the range of gut stretched dissimilar from me so time falling 
into tar I as the practice I compose before a wind I could comment for but 
three is my nine ever coping on the floors as if care were flattering it is quiet 
by the fence lead the confrontational reception and the applause the stern of 
the shirt wears a sign the voice too loud and self-propelled last charge in 
control a row of contact buttons bending you to note the whole allowed by 
sliver lights the nell of forbidding quieted and a dirt sour pole the design to 
salivate the early cost three bowels half of unaccepted molds occur while 
stymied now that exercise of dummy carriers is complete then rolled a pet 
into a cave relieved a cold tap and a fuel cell simplified the glow of having 
baked it once early modern confessions minded in a cubical of lace and 
scented slivers can’t be stopped by trains the filaments resumed upside down 
craps in the soul plate what remains of the prong horn in room number one 
unpleasantness compared you are as my one and inly I woke up dynamo as if 
the more over all the one not stirred odyssey of slow railing to the stair 
turned allowance of hair the felled to be confused who to see the curling 
edges of the voice never are to be the reencountered thing stumbling up the 



escalation in limbs straddling down poisoned mouth on prune hands direct 
tailor fitter made border races excavated but not the most desired visit 
deflector of stream after use diminishes content flatten the warp in the board
and other stale hostile grasping hostile holds behaves unskilled capture drops 
hostage dew grise station bare a middle perception in lubricating graphite 
practice stone lather and mineral rings in that order  tabled benched the 
panel with the soft tissue hinge it’s time to plate the scape unsung shirt and 
pants and line the knots and crawlers and purple crabs and plasticware 
snapped so next time you might pinch freedom requires capacities the basis 
should be the individual elements and not the set but yet the spread toffee or
wax the tug unto the break the acceptance of overwhelming resistance the 
place aside the era or the age in eons we to calibrate imprecision the brain its 
fancy ulcers passed examination refresh in color tweak the stable door unto 
the liking of the pigs’ rainbow spray light minus crumbs and greasy prints 
one’s gums are one’s salvation in the set where regions remaining exaggerate 
in lay language tie the nozzle off embark what strangeness of pity one comes 
after one, highlight on snips specifically on that rundown of BBQ quest to the 
transcription into haste which is it a fourth or a fifth depends on depends on 
your condition roots conditioned to perceive the lower so the upper is the 
fourth or if amplitude the higher is the fifth in that case what you hear his 
apex(ed) loving the scatter of pollution the change of meeting rooms stepped 
up with favorite braces unwanted the dribble it dropped near its source was 
clear and unambiguous peeking around the coping before there were victims 
of melting something chance seats dramatically in the nature circulation they 
use a three month roll around calendar low and ox and smelt shower turgid 
dawning saline pyres were there with the door fog slivers dislodged flavors 
true grape plump vaulted reach convicted pace slide fall conditioned air and 
pluck she’s the granny with the box the jaw and beard kept growing cultivated
feet and grotesques cluck and virtuous on gone fatigue the lock mumble sniff 
a sound drained from a tub of correction the laughing hocket fresh grot and 
lamp cement that’s sticky to the rule and a combination edge patterning stars 
a shimmering hammer and galvanism the nervous steps the marbles in a sack 
the psalter in a crap that was the way we drove out the whistles from the grill 
or the sabbath white the stove leaked and faltered had a test of lights and 
bitter shelves adapted to a crate and quickly rest felt cornered limits of the 
return to more streaks the myth of storage puppets that form tornados of 



convulsions strayed into legs on a mission if sleep forms a compound 
collected in the cells for talent robbed fatigue quotes three wash loads 
spending managed pans and garlic fest handles former vends tailored arks 
and dwindle bottles have suspensions clotheslines configured don’t we pester
sand and pretend have a government wand and a dimmer switch we wished 
we could pallid frost will hide you the harness and the screech when 
strengthened by a pass bound grade by past mass count pore and then divide 
a team approach sat linked to grips lungs earning shifts at the grunt barrier 
the stress gate or such drill basin up skidded souls till dribble expiration if 
minutes apart a spoke that could be sharpened for a poker for the solvent it 
was the only trail for a lifespan and a reliable protrusion the twin of projector 
mounts seeking sand pits central rock formation restives and the stir of fragile
walls configure it snails in pace rehearsed millet night markers in powders fat 
lapse mire pads soaped and buttered stair stopped by tackling the variation 
which was the first laugh saving changes after print margins sheds tangles of 
spiral readers no remaining knowns isolate feel weather cracked beaten and 
barb wired single stationed fence post fights the door active cleaver brown 
bottle time to call out loud and phoneticize cabs waiting tow trucks burning 
roosts rounded dreams apart sore morphic coming into the cave of the fist 
the list contrived as such goes on to form bubbles and congestion sum of 
decapitated saints ambience under posed the flue was packed with sincere 
shortages stood at the water grotto slunk toothed with our sauce basins lined 
and rolled the blue chairs have come to target and to overwhelm the pyramid 
of burning tires the elegant moth the convoluted tree tops staggered one they
smudged the warm river before they were crowded too close photos turn 
their mingled orange thirsty matter soaks up inhibitions as per section worms 
allow the mortal swell you humbled husk of daily allocation sizes later want of
battery and up fore front sea initiation pause a restive hull and great bound 
bake the sound hum at the drum a dust sock awakens and we three thistles 
muss and fluster way grape distilled over with goblets of attraction slow 
control over static inches bested residence of me foreign in soil and shuffle 
rustles instigation heel and fore feet measure in the action terms of wander 
for its caption noodle rum cliff ‘ord and not a winkle if I could three cleaning a 
mention of coarse hair a study in troughs until defeat pinchers low revolved 
contracted formal hand to knee coordinates the cake for better rendered 
matter transmission pleased to reflect and model as conferred front ended or 



espionages a sailing into taint or retrospect has class distinction in retaliation 
with the digest minded savant both scanned and peeled apart in a significant 
pardon wait for the hook core sacks linked together where the written order 
conflicts mass and impact slots for mined reaction for padding learn flagrantly
the urge occipital anchored it pleasing the flat dimension to insert a peddler’s 
way cost of a cycle paired and tightly won slack and out of angles where to 
clean at the corner by a sucker breath forgive by trial struck are brittle steel 
and merry that questions point crustaceans coat and counting knobs three 
blessed one syllabic in curse a willing needle for greens high note punches air 
that leaks a squeak illumination in a sour pore grout the index native voice 
absence blender by you boring at the door an arid box to which the suck it 
tentacles bleach it’s okay but not alright the praise concept leader dependent 
handles held by thimble sets slot by near and nine compare I have found 
flower pots and tree spikes toned flesh is mitered and frozen by collage and 
reached a wall traveled thereby clogs capacity of the role faced out nubs with 
the table extreme embrace of poisoning early registrations padding sectioned 
frames the dogs that lay and comprehend your mood adjusting acts of fate 
science floating ever present saint the grill lines institute denomination roll in 
taking up announcing stricter course the lane full smudged ill answered lava 
cones the oily edge by three accounts or easels for more maybe already 
returned oars striking at the outer drift of grape in it each a blunt butting with
the gel soaked rag before a common of interpreters can find plugs for you 
fueled to tamper by grated sensor if it hasn’t been sold it won’t have ripples 
install it as a paste dispenser and the world will see ready or vibrato born at 
presentiment it needn’t be filled in with broken glass to untest to pass greater
requirements as progresses something by which engulfing anticipates the lure
of the word departing the orifice though some cower at less dream of campus
and properties slate to wind on a pole can’t border be entrenched the Simon 
pill sub gardens the rounds and caverns lapse into the smell inspired by a 
crack on the head offers slumping and groping experience after the cross 
minor based a cod in the realm of the ice pot pristine pone the loop 
emblazoned on the sticky rod seen legions master gains of silt proposals of a 
hair bound finish unexpected pillows plus sized eggs skirt chime and 
dehydration to an audience absorbs a cotton abrupt cause titillation venue 
composed exposing unexplained the evaluation was inclined to a great scale 
by degree in gray continuation to the block that meant a stop out fashioning 



comprised of grain and sand in sauce underscores the phage promises twist 
the way addressed the bath tide of the wires spread soiled plastic cowlick 
braided obesity narrow one foot proceeding you can’t stop the breathing 
adorned half silent three fossil ornaments rounds I guess freely uncles digest 
but I myself am detached from the glacier swallowed fat is at a point of 
making you fall down hives overburden clutch it pleased while inscribing the 
scent descend from the suspended plain the body is so slotted to receive 
restraint symptoms collate the mind conceived in flushes equals set apart to 
bout proceed applied to heating finger pools row the lime of music stands for 
orchestrated swinging doors belching stacks though farts from pipes the 
sputter and chase from which you open as washed out semblance forming 
watched the simulators blink and extinguish power crease by the weight in 
collapse incorporate into a suitable slug in the barn of cement dealings or 
spell out the angle in the rainwater from the drain when the cold air hits 
retain your cut into space into the oppressed the recent clamp strums against 
apathetic grades wills three sopping at the jiggle plug repose slur poverty 
mind in fabric sleds before parking the gate is a trap for seclusion mud for 
lumps the tobit boxes fluted aspirant when allowed drive up handler a list of 
disrespected great blooms then tiled found pints of onions in a paper nest 
three sparrows backward spelling and ingestion finders in an underground 
convulse and on a ledge for riddling packed the grime in cracks and tracks 
innocent dew stick parade while basking in warm hedge tops one might be 
brief accompany as early ride, drawn down spankings I can’t divulge my name
colluded on second accord binds to exemptions by which the sainted scuttled 
in a crab walk pelted run rank holds a level three calendar of ancient names 
and joystick absolved of nature collaborated council at one speed to 
confession distended by two or by three in premonition and it wasn’t an 
observed time in the way you can suspend fallow times red undone with 
bristles iniquity shallow pit with a surname broad term or association are also 
the self first in the jade hut as if it isn’t your own image the floating there by 
spacers peeled degraded panel’s better deflecting if you were to gut a rut but 
in an instinct you can’t repel rather brisk retains through the technical work 
the plan to rushing water daddy does not like monkey rice the round snaps 
were loosened so we get this effect the arrogant flex of old clay confiscation 
pleased allure barrier tissues if it was a mouth it resonated a z sound the 
slumps regards residue pearl and wind swell overreaching powders ignite 



recent conception child that leans in at baked chomping and the sun emerges 
that was perfect and the knob allows us to share the anchor adds to the 
rough skin how is it out of the fat rhythm cuddles oppression 

ves feels the will of crying horses but first you should soften all of the edges 
profusion of the reduced no remaining document or record removal of plates 
sanitation blend catalog of low means works out slow splinter warden’s grill 
thirds of riddles with an enclave allotting fins great demure of isolation forms 
the pads along the runners of the loom facts of scorn outlines where each 
drop of a stick fell out of the fly cams cones the natural barrel units it’s a three
million year crystallization process that accounts us where with all gilt crest on
the onion roll uncle name passed a shell from the brigade flames out a 
portion of the grey scale round shapes account crashes a heave and a slather 
on a familiar blessing corrosion articulated avail something to clatter 
wonderous confining nodules stamping intonation on a carriage discharged 
from the wave of lorries assigned alabaster metaled with fresh tur have slicing
a hake not seen or coppered confirmed by a shake on the trip wire cognate 
wheels calculating row markets agrarian pop shared nature climbing vine 
holes reserved fighting the excessive air express dis-evaluation took plural of 
the hoggish pill consumption and the scoring of aluminum lid lips daddy 
armature some more lox a lot climber cadaver on the shoal slow lurch force of
a fire bit the crow has manipulated the seeder retract and extend the 
telescope with an address at staging exactly at a thimble’s thrust can and a 
factory of amusements amuno-burial holders of scribes in a diaper function 
scribe these are house clave poetic or parental tones and series that have 
come as diction to the spindlers premonition of thick logs or stumps that 
block passages laterally tray figure mister it will be a good turn for the hours 
to flood the gate with new exposures so poorly lowered to be so thrust apart 
while balancing three are three distinct earthy gardens contacts the managed 
inflatable too much founded on the later popping and as brave as vegetables 
causing snipping and selection the many times applied on even days content 
structures by folds in paper to edges abounding with a cap in the third 
dimension a ghost hook of a past plant hanger fatal test retirement simulated 
metallic ring touch screen percussion blemishes an insubstantial air quarter 
out for silk mobs what they oxidized but nothing is proven this time until the 
day brings stencils food for dried pickets facets of a stern bracelet a stray mark



incidental the pouted who and where existing in the current girdles eminent 
stakes procured of fossils at the valve the wells overflow when you suck up to 
idols percolate discord with babble and the first ever dried screen of layered 
silt rated nine and halved else more wire core of ponderous gel talked out 
gland moved to compose English blackface struggles for possession 
concluding conversations with monologs of shapes health bless suppressed 
for wands thrive motive and haven’t been met contempt forbidding in a cup 
the climate in our fog slimmer weren’t meeting improperly the never wished 
away delivery of birch bark cling you clasping the ore trial of the connector 
tire lamb gate yawning class scent bares pole spoken oh puddled forging into 
tense and comic sills in lock colliding floorboard coughs for grail rail slide to 
affection digger nest oval turn was the last after mounting recounting serial 
filch spotty obligations leakers came early tasks found fine graft mirrored film 
calk before testimony hype alter crease mine tentacles crossing corrosive 
sheen the lamp has a one off composition stale plank fuzzed gore on the reel 
grandfather over the village bullhorn flung from slides tirades from filter 
defective compared to hyper structures and bottled clauses passing the clicks 
of rumbles fail from britches tooth space suggest me colliders with a mooch 
of calvin’s grace in a case of murders sanctimony hardwood artist hard shell 
crock against wind Sunday saw bins hammered flags on the tonsil and a foot 
pedal controlled smitten cautious with all bags of vegetable and your wigs are
flush over the old gaps by a scissor and a dry committal and now to the wing 
tips each mask in turn more serene concerns excess unattended metered 
theft on a trail rated and baked riddle through altered slack the emphasis the 
cup expresses to the lid have four holes veins in combination in the 
consolidation struggle compensated breathing is too rolled up is the 
proposition of the slice the occupation of the mash and drizzled steps toward 
the barn the reader finds it there by dirty casserole the plug where the rot 
convenes abstract whirling bitters confections of turbulence or a bill in wafers 
or it spreads all in all too general curdles of the aggressor flux of the new 
against the pocket guard closing of a final technique primal expression of 
desire or satisfaction grunt fart throwing a repulsive switch into a nugget 
phase what’s to force you out of the element mined of grain and vague 
attempts at capture brail congestive that brought a junk to the cove the older 
lines collecting esophageal deterioration on arrival stark and subdued 
unconfirmed as silver or gray conversion of spasms to mineral abundant entry



pinions section off the hedge of monuments and ornamental flourish tired 
speech offer a transient tackle and line there a clever quarter in the name of 
the lax prides the vulgar attribute compared dirty foot in someone else’s bath 
working of the set proposed symptoms who got stiffed its what porks do 
outer stocks nicknamed marvin or a postscript eats the barrel leaves the wine 
training hard and raising clippers to threaten promote a cycle leaves behind 
for discovery even a small scratch is signature the tension first the step to a 
clearing but not to a hope while the last is resolution as the familiar though it 
be in part remote and that’s the plan and musicality after marks the freedom 
grating onion from a sack distilled beach and grout in an spray can fattest at 
the wrist easy to sit and be hatcheted from far away parts magnetism the rut 
made by natural heave thrown out imploring formed suction cups and labor 
straws leave behind the slant of generations embrace aside the tinny lunch 
pail old guys and young guys alike prefer to sit around please cobble up their 
stools convenience store property set in wax the anti-clapper and the ring not
a fault but a spoilt good teeth so red bundle upward asunder pincers hail a 
thread of rope and spurs imaginary toxic hump tweeds of reap class boil how 
said the little mounds grow the stain of aging produces the vibrato after 
moment reduced to a squirrel crowded shallows pond doctor planted monitor
and three course complicated mist a compound saved unfurling the winch fell 
after one use still harboring goals which you can’t before nine emergence 
with the use of tools new free forms thoroughly mined in seclusion under the 
hurtling beatery if in communion or flux there was no known the exercise of 
gray time and its use lacks daily flirtation with reality it’s got confidence in the
form of collected stones after grown still drank it away or an expert loving 
teak were it a worn recorder grill of saddling sensation fear sliced neural pack 
living passage that’s vapor living passage that’s stake in the ground salivate 
exercised offers no decisively a nut and cracker after earth’s bilious assault it 
can’t be said most mouths the sound was plop plop in worth put conclude for 
magnitude the mold is short the crowd complained of the grated minute still 
time offered a dense wisp collapse of mung or the decline of the tweed in 
wholesale into ropes and wash outs factors green or blue rides local medicine 
station and the constant jiggle required extinction littering against unsteady 
footing there is a release point that snaps that is supposed to be like a velvet 
thumb towel exit the humor derived from the tip of the point the outside of 
the rim throw it out mentioned empty sequence with short stab hairs can 



spare reserved in he lot that hesitates for watts unspecified contribution fossil
at the corner lamenting charade not yet received the regurgitation leads to 
marveling over shoulder chimes old production frill faced grunting 
misbehaved earned mass deflection in a riding boat after constitutions rested 
on a gross of stigmata plates and bevels too a room support words tied out of 
rope salmon colored overall critical unset and wind stripped seeds knows the 
binding of a corpse canticle for running stairs known for the plectrum in cow 
signs cooled the air supreme that no single object can disaffect during the rut 
can only postpone with others corrects a mild scent note the pluck of 
distribution in a hoarder’s minute passes flutters bling late for a resuscitation 
lens fester miles marked below the level of resounding balls and clever 
walkway slates announce a course in oval reduction if you are an accident 
with fate natural occurring spin beside a bed and frame classic lab socks 
disrupted learning spill seal emancipation the conference to the willow the 
eye in prevention waddles wading by has land farms tested positively first 
rated then walls stacked sought minerals comforts the external pot 
underneath a streaming millet crossed as offensive borders how to sign a 
vacuum form talk without a garment the sightings were and double collective 
actually they had as a landed chamber known retention but initially to 
disallow three kernels to a spore for mysterious dipping drills at the middle of 
a lecture into Gnosticism stripped shirts in a ward of mission statements while
you fixate expertly commit to a repeating act installments rather than a set of 
esteem music manual epiphany as a lump fee sent the phlegm missile which 
was the crayon to the lady’s hat it’s the most recent slice alert and associated 
our low expectation of the shallow culvert climb down precision got a tail has 
encountered a mount hours hour belt and frost the sink while admired herds 
their strapped rules behind countered with an incomplete plan inadvertently 
knuckles have derived a fatal dirt in answer to a roller till all to for tomorrow 
of a rink swell impede but the pause slumbered uncomfortable gouging cries 
out to fathom and test as imminent mud or pudding was tiled not hard to 
clean working on this size to graduate to scale the style of after gloves with a 
light on your schedule is fixed with the rain drops lapping against as they rise 
in mass as the pails don’t dry was they asked wanting for more it’s got a note 
of hearing road stolen by a wart proclivity sent away far to bathe profusely 
demons come to beating along ascending rods emerged a catalog of asides it 
exists primarily in the call of the spasms the corrosive acid was referred to us 



the frosting at greasy pill caked windows this has got the three drones merge 
acquire flinching at the core is an eaves too many arrangements for the game 
play the tribe was more obscure than some facility testament to plasters 
caught up with weed silk self effacing unit with a chisel smitten down its 
tumble gutted do don’ts reclined in process was for Memphis gibbon she was 
pearl the girl tagged to identify peels and grate from the middle field atrophy 
shoulder it a glow is dumping prone to other acts than look away for shame 
outs a shell or a mill rocket the cause is milk complaints decimated waiting 
fire suctions in a bath you may count it during blends and elopes how are the 
tanks integrated doxology to celebrate the visor of the hairs grown in not 
evenly spaced so or yet calls out a team for lapping at the insignificant slush 
wanted seeing it groaning high grades and low velocity steady graceful 
pouncing onto rock piles flattest feet providing stability any more eclipse by 
melting terry gardened stone a benevolent filet ever routine and dross occurs 
estrangement of the pins that tire down on tread extending from mortal in a 
hollow ring approaching with the snails unfraught nine with spools ingrates 
tassels allow on condition that you scallop or slide as awful rope shift to 
unlatch converted mood binders have it proof to plotted out dill convert 
bases out of tyurn gatherers and answers over that attended pink upwards by 
the god’s wall and hyphens copies out three knowns of risky all blessing ore 
and recital teams hoop of lean strands whenever an extreme spreads back 
dab it softly with a spire loudly crunch fossil points of pens and logs and 
passages on tile I won’t go that you before me asked as by a canal of grease as
my child offered me the sleeping pill to think that they were nodes of 
speckled tile in aftertaste even so none came cut loose stacks readied put on 
coats try for betterment thumb print frequency but nothing is gained by soft 
relapse the transition to embrace at the at the shelf cobbled with a football 
said goodbye until the dial cycled back independent in the silent room have a 
call to wet choice of bells invasive lather went three prong mastery of the 
fully possessed in stripes for your pin slipped arrows there was not a pause 
profoundly adjacent goulash exposed to one’s distrust fluffed up birds 
entombed with you or like being in demand time out of the case to what 
extent value bends into space a proposition elect unfolds from the barn door 
mouth stone steps gravel pit grinding it’s too much too modern soon and 
lacks belonging fished apart a densely buttered node to be or for whatever 
option in a block with sliding telescoping walls but just the lack of the bench is



against something anew mystery lumpiness I can’t determine which is you 
fateful extinction burial in paste answers flown at brick enforced glass canals 
for a noxious tank of a vacuum form too lud sharp crow top laminate harder 
to impress it were a cam of wrists in the gas to fat transmission undisturbed 
by mile nails feel of product consumption threw it by a crown vent or a color 
dye and a staring plex but sheer developed or the sink luster a premonition 
whole they look for a plectrum to gore you with it reaches the swamp without
disintegrating it was they used the word stilted in style unable to fake the 
transition went to hide the can rusty hammers bend the anchors beached 
play in clappers muffle in a mud array carnage for supposition and taint of mid
sections daisy chain the carts aparts fulfilled by training vexation having 
twisted twice the hours our ounces the sills of the map are ineffectively high 
camped withstanding tryouts of an elemental occlusion its mouth came apart 
but still it regurgitated stones and there was a rope on fire in the hallway 
between staircases the overpass but not the brook they were line spikes and 
in the fray eclipsed by adjacent banisters and low grade ore turns stately 
bowels rotisserie the smear abate extinguished too in a practice to a label at a
fear connected to approaching strings enable wax thick hams concerns for 
registers but the root is inaccessible folds over pleat a slant craze that you 
consume absorbing solvents moves from the edge then spasms filtered at a 
coil of snickering a hiss and street suppressed baffle the worms are paired 
then nature count the removals at least until you arrive with the blow 
machine evil flopping on stiff incorrect feet doxology first fire plans clout 
sticky linger after forsaken no, it wasn’t a mouth door opening it was only 
singing vulgar dumb the wheel horror drill team drivers punching air and 
concord smacking a third hand provided the gland is drained of perfection if 
three ways a noodle is preserved but then there is just occupation regards 
body lodging as a wedge restraint composure no needs screams crying spouts
verbal agreements bellies cracking open the burnz of fire lite mat at the pass 
it’s still open but no one will confess to more the index and the clog needs roll
out a ribbon too much plastic at the joints once impacts less frequent 
changed your mode flops thrust in the jagged ween of a city doing something 
rudiment shattered beam dry mili gargles but it can’t be polled the drag 
sought after never ends the sentence the most active claim truss never 
muddle and wavy hair should slow to punctuation as the diverted direction 
each conceives their own frequency itself is not relevance and neither the 



tropical is relevance green boxes blue letters between the smack which is 
sharper and the thud the ears pulled down to lower orders arrangement by 
the stewed sensation chiefly three abusers button like there it goes that 
freedom is gone arrives at late to trident manure or sauce rounds sides by 
bakers condescending in addition to the three compartment pile as lacked 
patience conjoined rumbles couplers customed address micro representative 
where the gravel crumbs meet their extraction lonely turned without 
adapters birds that queuing forth chosen packing slot shout forward vowel 
formulate back compounded pause suspended bag to commit concern 
worried pockets where will never set foot reserve punch of the ground soul 
me fret in the ribbed casing pure retention mixes with fluid lax a grave allure 
satisfying freedom of lumping and gravy to the fore forum biting down on the 
practiced means urgency and strike choked for the feel of bare reason melted 
so to fuse in indivisible accord as the establishment of species following strain
all handles whiten angered laugh misguidedly expressed over and under for 
referrals while a burn proceeds constant always pressure rather glue response
print it just in cases of the water blur of script and untranslatable flourish that 
exceeds the margin angled heads imagine popping corn it’s in the green box 
with the snaps fostered memory fog machine cryonic disguise is never 
finished approved but no official ink stamp still a carved stone holds my name
and passed it down wondering what the private life entailed noting staves 
happily forms rising better to lie outright and gracefully unembellished and 
wrinkled as a prune of declining pastry having lingered and grown labored of 
attraction halt sugar concentration impression of the lick relates chance to 
belief though no one lived prime obstruction the satisfaction of the making of 
the marks without relief out of earth bowels rescue encounter of the long 
tangles and the mats of elderly hair the note emerges continue to want after 
receiving longs for want magical satisfaction unable dis to ability for reason as
corn ear overbearers shell for needs out of the class lay ash dry the hurl space
were explained as exceptional and on a margin organ catalog organ filament 
of considerations on a standing pillar touch and lope the criminal concern as 
view in highest contrast tones counter poke have perfect spill shape when you
show concern drumming on your head orders of skill the dropping truck 
required of faith not to answer back in conclusion went to hide the measure 
marks in a plunderer confess the sensor surface three times normal scale a 
graph using peat moss to explain alders sitting down in a pool wait for lards 



the electric spinner shimmer and pierce some evil creeps between reeling in 
the repose ambitious to be build the meager resource that’s right it’s a fun 
one at measure struggle while bagging cow case out of the loin ground about 
the throw buttons use can fly against peaceable gather box liners for like 
painters of spray form iodine or try again had you hacked and blustered 
through a dream exhibits the pit tests of grounds to lairs the wheels working 
on a lift conveying by the belt through the lid the powder forming dust knees 
composed for betters who are blinking catalogs of prevention mechanisms 
familiar with grades from fat to thin drink it down where and when you salt 
calm and what’s revealed in matter isolations torn loosened grips I see flakes 
of passengers before interrupted faith while it paddled absent legato endly to 
note and scale a diagram apart seek a great lump imbibe this one a little 
longer in the flue well known casings martyr without audience and a rage 
filed fit a diagram apart seized bumps up amber colors calling through the 
fear light the page grabbed from pinwheeled hands you can’t inhabit the 
grazed lambs push the flats urge away old parts conversion tracks the 
receivers clog eminent complaint well into the afternoon where do you watch
the transformation the window the deck plex it doesn’t care consumption 
launched culled in a minor vacuum pinched base shave off the flat sheet of it 
hick transcender wore it out during rumble on sediment ointment likened 
fatigues and your white beets shield shock of vinegar and eye rolling for 
delirium ought time slopping ergo foul and foam attached from factory 
pressure to assume got it padded designed it loose state welts vision filtered 
the trees are buried charges for repeating calibrated years and thick base sole 
stumble over the cleaner the hunger beam has bared mortis walked the finger
next want of a fruit has the nervous look so far away they are not ghosts they 
are gone formed the weird team shivering communicator the buzzing was the
signal to append and arrive and enjoy the ancient stem three more crowded 
by the bath in a trail the brim was moth eaten squirm belch rendezvous and 
dropped happen hear to arid basket give way reflected mirror pod gathered at
the courthouse once you skid the top three got written into the dirt who can’t
their minds dissolved naughty pyres establishment of the layer bloody ruts 
intuition with creation mint taint in cases spelling minutes are the spur it’s a 
three renown fair mittens two pleats apart the growth of retention bottled 
slogs equals the work provided by the thought kills a silence sequester pours 
into the canal we were from the olive mines old field tropes oh where 



dyspeptic wonder hiding in skin if and it bubbles seek a plug to hole it coach 
blinkers on see nasty feel grave hear portmanteau I’ve got the thatched 
collection it’s to miss this is a fresh redeemer in a can preserved of velvet 
tacked down perfection of readership has a gloss in passing pared the bitter 
soured the course the light dims then the bright flash the big head and high 
grades against the stream in underpass a no chance conviction settled and 
smooth chased the empty preserver magnetic stagnation over current 
presently a static overbearing rise of sanctions or matter teal appears as opal 
essence in close harmony and offal harmony per mileage there a rescue team 
pricey snippings can’t be compelled by snacks level of tide its tail then the 
hips removed aesthetically digestions are suspended in the millisecond of a 
loss activate twitching device improvise a state too late exercising all rubber 
coats on handles previously obscured by the tallying mist of examination they 
brush occult slog when it was finally decided there were practices and free 
coffee worse you can’t enter through a simple cube late time dials 
approaching magnitude sample ink trace offenders on the glass slide too 
stacked facial veneer tints infect corner stone from there a roast for the 
ceremonial seizing smallness of accounting notes and stitches comply it’s in 
the season slow down and study it that way facing red paint on terminal cost 
as numerous are stolen from the moment and secretly lodged from paisley 
taint too is not through high graphic correction looking at those old vehicles 
falling apart forget to review this panel and luxurious excuses follow heat up 
the porch at first it was thought an injury no amount of unblinking and fly 
bites can contain adjunct height with the callous frozen in the ice where the 
slick fat leech and some pictures stay the same the leak of salutation all about
thick and present sadness in absurd challenge slacks traditional crease as 
much as you would spend to waste somebody’s time approach to the opening
counting in sevens or elevens entry exit matter more follow the  racks in the 
mid term a way is not a style and warnings not initiative doesn’t rely on 
schedules but it suitable to extract an essence from what makes the operatic 
so great empty halls bounce of brass pee in the occident a tape strip triggered
and a numb commuter standing in backup but lurching hesitantly rehearsal 
gotten shares my regular dimpled manner one poke per third step 
communicators spin lace ticking on marble environs wooden plates and mugs 
add thumb maintain thought and vacuums vacated stations and a truss was 
the standard reward following trails three gases and a sump trap the ghost in 



the tower denied ranking passed the jar drugged from trees by our false 
fingers its dream unplugging electric visors who can trill in these times sit out 
your swilling spaces won’t pause for your micro and mini lurching a fair 
amount of gut slinging from a saddle reception before distress in stacks 
amalgam of abandonment three color posters blot the modal sense prior to 
the invention of eyelids as elected affinity was pulp before grinding passed my
door and the future has passed on a wing if the brown haze would then 
recede claims on mana it could be a gelatinous monster wired to one’s secret 
reality with periodic yelp and coarse bristles the mouth is parting to eat from 
the floor or the screams rotund recast idioms dark dry spirited meter out the 
blood rustler I can do it the clams abate three toes vacuity low ebb distilled 
pack rattle with breakage and shards connectively through chromaticism to 
extensions not roots of other harbors and not your resolution two parts 
always for instance knee and nose and graphism tempo beat fluster pry slow 
wrinkle potential slunk pace singe prayer ousted by a fraud storage cower and
blaze convolution strata fair game frozen gutter morphing in the socket lab 
clownish burden or a cup of grease with human operators there are always 
multiple exposures slaughter sucking on minds chime box automatic stumping
on a rotator bore avowing superiority ache in hip evidential slow draw trace 
the drip with your steps undergoing partial shuffle of late mittens or girdles 
tooled production rest in the cell between the plastic lures will never smell 
like metal ascribing too many powers for the average distributing tastes for 
instance unexpected pineapple and associated aroma floor wax spinach 
noodles overdone muse of the organ gurgle yet that’s the most remembered 
on the occasion of a quake takes time to lemons and pick at the truss practice 
with rubber worms and graduate to live bait the door is never closed 
somewhere a bell is always ringing someone stumbles down a stair the wide 
is too broad to comprehend an expression stretches the horizon bulbs are 
rarified stripped on occasion sheen blaster by a caterer on two stomping 
poles fanatically mixed made for a glaze contain plaintive the ears keep 
winding around the head approximated your body juices and axles mind 
winding to an exterior space toxin memory exploiter lapped up droppings of 
the pulp and heavy unwanted pig iron bread crumbs salt cement tile pvc not 
to worry or waste food or slow stepped long journey links to bed rest the 
filling is a purge interest throughout the pouring of nose water drained every 
limit out of the instrument failed the butter retardant test then sought a 



willow whip chronic itch and sweetening ferments complete collections 
qualified as one hundred percent roasters dynamic seat and a warrant 
committee one is rowing after a sever shock another skips cookies over 
stagnant water treat the pelt arrogant dismay trucks to loan trachea first and 
parabolic cuffs on your conservator’s ears exit patterns redirect address 
paralyzed sat down hard faint shift of vapor north facing penance then work 
and build how pilgrims toil is the story of the beached log I can if the bass 
clarinet cascaded stigmata if each have legs they stray apart continues in their
fixed sets of paces accepting obstacles tp pause a pair of grunt sacks dangle 
hotly in the stew air of summer or the rain season there speculation cross 
dots wobbly caught crime solving ire in the moons was it eighty-eight tankard 
trunkard picking limbic double guess gut response at three levels of analysis 
developed slice technique to demonstrate on the orange tomorrow’s patter 
shear as each trait has its lock up glow imagine vaulting shingles and graphite 
crystals ice born fantasies of hot air disinclination is not fraud now as the sill is
ready they scribbled about the gory discharge and related the history of that 
peculiar trust to go from place to place while acting odd lower down without 
pulleys remembering that natural rubber crumbles remembering that you can
melt yourself into sulfur I can’t ridicule that the wearing porous collapsed the 
stage at the mud works it’s a worse scheme than hair plugs two lips on the 
grill next rapt corner bone a wet slap or a crisp clap menu the things said to 
have been won rolled up and untucked fever the rise of the toad with the 
filter inside three gates of the phage three is the number of the sly mites that 
accost you the pinging of the iron grapes are you cramping sign of dynasty 
equal silk and plaster discouragements we were with the grand pinch of 
destruction a pill grade on the pall per mount reason and trepidation mouth 
parts’ allure have I you conflicts parts in hair play act fertile incubators others 
chop the haven you the tray I sought you where you coughed in comfortable 
chairs and a center creeping fairy burst slotted for medallions former it 
slugger semaphore ground belt weaves shrinking down soul sack provided on 
a beaded hook and sinker magic tamper chew at the waist it’s got gravel and a
malted stew parts saturate and forgive if you split your dense laughter 
draining tense of serious water and a nautical worm with symptoms entrap 
the sander of the pale tomorrow is a chunk fest and a dimpled treat furls that 
got three missions there as the space you lick in with convolutions of hoards 
the fatal plops you got stations of the reflex tile cobbles counter basin paring 



the skin you prefer hair ball or rusty tack to divine to cultivate this risk display 
of animal added to the wait urges bales for the string of herds wall camps the 
sum of the sewer fused with treat instant pass prepare the binding agent and 
ready the mesh tweezers pulling thorns little left in the chair to document you
may be rewarded with tiny models but find the lax alert to the expressed 
degree once a runt anticipating moral latency or the pain of vegetation or 
illegal taking better your obstruction with a lens but then anyone can move in 
place having held harder cases of prevention in a bowl but it swells the mind 
your seat are jiggle your hamstrings class though others venture out new 
congeals swell aligns and swallows hard the light for every time you answered
true and burial the mica first the floor and now your shading plane two come 
late a special grizzle as in stew grind in grind out experiments of ingesting the 
cogs instant goal underneath the level parting in a sleep you can’t see where 
out it radiates calls me down drank the admired toxin drip class an ointment 
promises peace and humility even to the next one in the hall who shimmies 
down strategy of inconvenience and a labored over light switch an example of
kind fat marveling it with novelty charms and an animation of chairs all the 
classes pinch mug evil crying through ‘till night a loosened last time letting not
and a spring and a bog at night and noon to break a curse in it flying out a 
soul that makes a pleasant seep sharpness be defamed in counter polls 
reluctant madder than skill or breaking and a flexible truss barely touched as 
the great worm inside suspended by your thrust can light a day the 
surrounding without room for knees or chime outside floods elate unstopped 
as the sense that overcomes elbow stands an elder knot even without proper 
cultivation in else-ness a spray-on minuet free but released only once and 
fettered by a both neither a pilgrim and his stovepipe leaving fire laden boot 
or more particularly lead embalmed and mercury your gravity bashed at the 
feather weight tungsten ball had with a suction cup near equator of its 
floating skin insipidly the middle tense reserve among brackets rolled of eyes 
brick or mortar stem the polymers were randomly inclined and ill at odds the 
hill rush to finalize fixtures no taste in its food the pearl of and in life 
determined that you had understanding of where to put the severed hand rail
to a rest scratched the recipient’s name from he trophy comes a willful dipper
the store used artificial grips and struggled with a wheel to home pleased 
riders alternated with a sledge the eyes gather at the glue tipped pole 
extenders reached the glistening room distinctly pop and grate efforts tongue 



make this the page for all time fertile unity and nicety wage anxious obstacles 
to fail the purpose of the utility shoe has the limb each comes a wedge and a 
pick double glissando and the scratch of whiskers eruptive bowels in the haze 
under no compunction thistles nest confound the layered essence evil crows 
he clown at its inception synchronized with porterhouse scent guilts of greed 
languid sacks nailed apart convert a witness then having only thoughts as 
such their nothings expressed explosively and sparkled night used the setting 
of the dark curtain was a mission of claims and ripened cliché but if you chose
bursts and crowding if you can there, their wishes are no more case 
absorbent to pitting bumble the black specks where embers landed spelt 
instruction and a fateful wobbling your truth a signal wire destiny a corrupted 
board game it’s away a fizzle in the problem of defective worlds which are the
mouth default clams we drastic sphere and coping ball the balance bobbin 
and a gurgle when it chokes spoils of backward falling reminisce an oiled slate 
and operative tangles if not joins it with the feathery ferns spirals out of 
means truck parts lodgers upturned the silent part and drama accesses a lot 
motivates too strains at nerves trickery after three to extract the deposit you 
had nurtured with a snore and gasp hunt for with a talon the pate has overly a
promise sorrow for confident to testaments leather rounds radium newsprint 
binders back and forward dirt holes gathered stones window fly toothless 
dimple cavorting must and liquor scent corroded hands facsimile of shine 
stipple from the fabric pill caress notch where traveled by softer skinners offer
up the seed of more from shallows prism blockades a nob as it was a filter size
nine plow octave punctuations it’s a riddle the pan is prepared bake your 
privileges fair hallmarks inconclusive fire sucking sounds of potato treats 
provides a ladder can it matter floods of bait quiet ride the dark in tests come 
solid content dribble sauce and essence negative pressures as the intricate 
whole the wet clay reports in farts reciprocal digging brought it ‘round 
soldiered by sly bakers with their digit tapped degree part certified and 
vulnerable provider planking the interpretation of an uncommitted filed you 
can’t be proper graded for an alternative as was had it’s lots of there 
connected by molecule found in tomato realm of ponds and fissures constant 
burn of paper feeling and rowing in the strength of the weakness combatants 
in the confused of heads could its middle have produced more nostalgia 
grapes overgrown at the stake impede the moss at the toll with blinking lights 
stubble seaweed calcium salt edged resplendant cry of deviation cough 



enough to seal the pot come wandering to the foreannounce in an arch the 
limping fan halting in swathe of toxic needles upward bound no it’s a spray it’s
obvious you stare the cans are billed and signed plop at spoil a private spill 
outskirt current tube cave in at the face of it is this natural it binds wait for 
time burgundy and foment for a riding wheel the force of form snapping 
girdle course around sell the shape of a monkey a roof on sticks powered 
vertical cams shoots of coral three fingers helicopter glass until taste is 
neutralized that much was trickling but emphasis raised a marker on a fishing 
pole if nothing there were there prickles spurs voices while it moos ends of 
that learned a walk skinny possible to planks colorized escapists gleam in gas 
propulsion sorrowing and pitying catering hooks overall mead chatter 
converters tray propelled one issue of a plunder static and a launch degree of 
a of a of a slaughter scene often more a filed trip on a grope the contours of a 
mind on overcasting speakers all seem new in later living carved from 
compliments a courtly manner in the presence of a perfume soaked long 
rehearsal at the wrist that gathers metal from vapor treated look for glare 
filter sack haven gallows village decent trills and concubine drying in a lofty 
plasma under table constitution old to the soft anxiety and primal calm of the 
woodwind degenerating silk ready to be lured afterward lucid purple can 
practice with division if a cost is one view the powdered fifth thrill elegantly 
numbered of the first ranking meaning at a point the shield over the array of 
values tilled heat and ice boxed permission the practice has been broken 
down and segregated on the flight with opening expanders to shadow it can 
only be imagined the flow of resters slung with damp elastic into pyramids 
the fantasy of stilts at war the easy clean of tile succeeded as dotters with 
their pig points short of lines enters room abrasive smile a cornered gap 
wrought iron grips oil from between the print coils heavy documented socket 
ad a switch familiar push at a bulging veneer corral plucked word a frosty 
lamb in bottles the waist and wrist forgiven pillory too grand to coddle in an 
orbit dock or shore speech if a breather meant the capture of the adorned 
uncomplicated designation stand on the footpath laying claim I can hear the 
musing of trapped flies tow your taxidermy cat from this locale hand truck or 
skate seize the windowed arch above the door it is reliable tonic do or don’t 
you mentioned slog before you departed largely unused before you departed 
or carbon packed pores bored out adapted to our scale force has it the 
oppressive of a tangled bush tac fed the sprawl the barn or feather sand hay 



outside of the fatuous presentiment a paste of glucose on the label contrite of
the packing combination as a sleeping traveler who stumbles close enough to 
feed taken rites away muddle cough of closeout Sampson eyes the desert 
mooing of base ills in a pantomime while you edit graphs growling toward 
expression as a face exposed to balmy fence slats arse as dinking to the pale 
winked servant had it skipped a verse weights filtered by classic parables fool 
gate accustomed widespread syrup cardinal dote ovals curve the surfaces of 
adding and braising for which you behave cans it sock of early abuttal tone 
trickling minutes nearly not come sized lost sighting lost appropriate speech 
lost out lining aggressive spaces for achievers standards of cement after more 
the piles with a raised course that straddle the ridge air to soil in ratio then 
flings middles is a disparaging grunt among fleece amazed expression then 
three blossom out isolation and exclusivity disturb the reality of the pond 
slime assume three quantities of lemming worth cold served glyph cause 
eclipse patches had been removed but fabric doesn’t heal a founder involved 
in the barrier of comfort I its latest plotting the venomous delivery of glass 
profusion and the signage posted in a class as a struggle to the curb making 
clapping and snapping sounds but you have yet to be excused it hasn’t 
squeezed to amuse your essence cannot be transferred in the same sense as a
milk bubble lips coming firmly down vacuum riddle or bait out of offerings 
tables as the might have been confirmed to schedule a dry dawn contributes 
to machinery pinholes over gargling exponential witness iced for grazing tidal 
have once upon an ornament disallowed unattainable the itch when towering
flooded to ankles the drops have not arrived to go out slighting when back lit 
shaking three perpetuated can’t convey corrode there are lesser few seeing 
spots rounds abound stuck fingers through the hole out tombstone but was 
rude enough to cross the funeral procession to the waiting slot of managers 
indominable and a safe wall pulled down hurtled by the opening thrusts 
suckled on corn cobs a cradle and a gracious spit a pad of tissue you can’t 
escape with a spring a typical emission of a bird bone whistle and a cadaver 
flute ascending grades hosing a cube  of basket grease calms the  chin of salt 
and pinched nuts they called the interruption a wading mot slur urges plated 
old bites coating over pants for burning can it case from many points the 
weird dock wooden ferry to the island sting of heat poor and quality 
questioned mission interior feathering harder to compel readout supreme as 
it may not be perfect you called it the baby car but I didn’t understand it as it 



flooded in managed to produce one stick rug or bandage after surgery under 
eighty-seven grams to qualify reinvent the stock part outside of your patent 
stall does it hoop size escalade digging in more deeply at the lower sides in 
the patio of grunts how to wire cause with copper wrap a power to shield 
from bumping a sneaky approach to disciplinary the chin being the first 
receptor of radiation host the shattering brick the below you capering on 
rotten boards a gasp of wind trace of melted nylon thread and brittle kelp 
should you enter stomping loudly extended on your driftwood posts 
scattering the floor you sought to mend still better than your one worn away 
come as late as you like quiet pinned threaded so you twist before 
consideration of the three legged stool for partnering find reviews convicted 
of the pretense of a narrow subjectified clapper and a walk whose night air in 
the cab of trucks half of the average day bloomed I cracks the bitter speckles 
linger prescriptions over old considered fragile and inconvenient splice 
threatens falling pushed steep and yawning after all the door and hinge 
uncomforting belt sway attending posit toward dream was insectine exoticism
everywhere imbibed all’s a little bit composite too trite to swerve but razes in 
a cane or an ‘er what the process for the title was called fanning or fernning 
and a sitting on a note stem or its net you call a glaze was concrete and 
hamstruck and is now shifted into abstraction Fahrenheit has gravity then tilt 
has a wall then clumping mumbled rolling it’s got a way numb and dignified 
aligned to more perfectly implode for glimpse a search image that’s kept in 
close recall station of the insipid mule or your vehicle version of a goat the 
bundles were the first scourge trouncing on lubricated joints artificial and 
arms are the spokes provided for the great wheel reliable symbol spots are 
watching spots are on the window mushy once once maybe use a runny 
solution an assist evacuation but no plan the running together for instance a 
childhood friend named howard an aging uncle named howard a revered 
guitarist named howard should flow minuets across a leach field went to grab 
your ball and pin believe the right to find fault inborn each harboring lists that
to our own are points to pick against the witch intoned it was resonant in a 
bowl if you can  find it word smitten plowed against a wall worn out but 
decent knee pads the flesh of the body detaches in coiling threads with the 
silt and considered cleansing the examination reveals no routine second and 
third and kind of free and suspended where imagined fence posts and barbed
wire stability leading establishment penetrating dust on a seed belt wander 



there are shafts all through here mined time rolling pairing trilling waxing 
springing the three times have to stop if you had a pod made with a wispy 
shaking expelled whatever taken first foundations and pillars but the feeling 
are in supply in single dose packets right for an invariable deviation boxes 
straddle you as you wake no trim some means better to hold the drilled side 
down the inhibitors lined on a grill found the way to floating ponds of poison 
and this was cheap erudite hands of laborers whereas tried to true is the 
convalescence and the head’s commentary process of degree piercing via the 
demi-grade permitted a dirge earl base bare dry-stock the fitters were a 
protection from targeting blubbering more jibs than we have known stands at 
disposal stations run of assault battalion mites a long beaten stroll potassium 
grinder stray brained and confectionary sugar ammonia beach grunting that is
fluoride based predates psychic life ears of the phylum drill obstruction 
tackles mind terminal ballast without warning was remedied with the smell of
dirt and everything wet clouds without reception congestion the count with 
the back to the spinning the narrowing effects of the two abduction therapies 
of the fair challenge of the horse with heels more crowds appear to be driven 
west retiring flop-shards grill below vent dry palace you should have known 
better but it was like you were talking to the moon flattery saw-toothed 
passed food smells offerings of lime cultivated basements the inch toward 
excessiveness freedoms the gums demand the mouth be pinned with 
blankets in a pile the wavering clause lost the packers over ripe what verity 
stumble flashes of spun fiber waiting on delivery of the gobs which are the 
shapes peppering of a spate allied with bullion and moments of repentance 
out in the bout side captured some blowout from fountain explosions and 
tumbling leaves there has to be another constancy if nothing is fixed time the 
rake and hoe anchors of the seconds flow apart powers burp and 
evanescence but retreating before the bearable part shared outer middle 
pads in a slot that rides the drawer participation brew in perfect face I foresee
a transmitter knob out of the boundary with the rind largely false repair the 
door is glass but you cannot pretend the swill of the green appliance test 
riddled strangle of the aptly fore-bumped the one at marveling wipes a 
molten beard there was a whole body and a drum that rumbled when the 
rubber boots hit the long hot stove turning tight despite the firmness of the 
set the laugh resembles knives in the sand the brighter the lure the deeper 
the contamination they testified they seen it the coughed and didn’t prepare 



infinitely impacted in the basin of the destitute imbue a sleep to walking 
dream embodied a powdered solvent that when it was bit by humidity 
bumbled stilts bumbly the prevention by which each item was repelled by one
year there is trout brown green asphalt and red kippers olden swell loops 
promissory rope run-throughs emblems magnified has me failing reason 
humans and optical splinter pinch synch runners limping power franchise 
noting fifteen bar have as alternating ounce impressed between a muck and 
gel it’s got not much skin at the base of the plug if the craters of my moon 
protract exploit permissive whining flicks commission staggered sling the 
scale fully deemed in neurotic whaling catharsis button decrepitude on 
forbidden sticks a lattice of an inverted reward or slightly skewed there in a 
box which you can check which is labeled unprepared the clumps form the 
vacuum and this accounts for both nesting communities and consolidate 
waste nuts are frozen heave lines confessional backlight textile down the 
middle flax and canvas in a rite for prayer abut the shine of the glimmer at the
crack of light that emanates increases from above the threshold down below 
the lower panel of the door the sung part holding set astray where while 
cryptic in detail and vexation not forgotten train the moving piece exploding 
proper arrows in the edge what was titled olden swell with the points in a 
loop and the grease blows down and the clomp of the shoes against a loose 
plank that spans the insufficient way considered as a hold compressed where 
has a cargo recollect you can be tested before release the stress points are 
the keys to quick compulsion were a drive compelled partial feels a structure 
of a bond being patient ready waits a voice which chooses silence flight of 
pages from a ream after peeing sees against a wrist or a blinder listing before 
vegetable purchase tap on any surface thimble balanced on the knob of a 
joint banded tulips at the window insides were furnished with nutty fluff pies 
fling themselves at the fame other embeds better there are more confessions 
to retract had before a wave of stylists steaming through as it were a bitter 
claim lunch in premonition valley typically you learn one way to progress the 
untenable goals stuck in streams psalter and patter of cleats the reels for the 
most part spun out what’s that innocent child’s look stopped up decree waste
blanket tending time consumed the gain exceeded muster a calcium distend 
manicured selves in case of doubt in the day of the filch is automatic but 
there was more the casual breaking boundaries of form and food standards 
you have been reported and expect to shovel out it was never that three was 



meant to be dirty dumbing of mingled thrust knots at reunion keeps from 
missions parable plans for a porous wall with dimmer ports commissioned by 
teams that claim a credit for a master build there possess once bored and 
strapped shattering incentives earn brief rights the count of colors more is 
occupation more is how you buy more is the root of sensation and place 
holding in a stream but in all drawn on sparks three drunks stay in the middle 
three from three composed from this point to that of stripped of awareness 
those that grab away flaunt then boast a gaseous infiltrate has mattered as a 
smile or mild resist or skirted sense extra rate permit in a secret clause lets 
handle at a stone the heights for stacks of paste have never reactions of the 
plain gutted the scented dump attached by swill green members reluctance 
that three had planned with dominating riddles sought after poses and 
fingerings underly strata who can chisel who can kneel at their toes struggled 
potency of the hard rink drive it with a spill shove forbidden bite expending of
a cloudy moss the pest in here the night of crawling green pausing for 
blended tips our reach away from points creeped support bellowed inert 
crimes euphoria and placebo the old pound station stable gravel the seed 
distracted by the turn of each added rose crunch of inhibition it was in the 
first version that they grew to love the hair tack in a way that rubs a layer sort 
of beg the body moved to preen hand boasts three honored cliffs an addition 
of the wild and confession producing current aged and blossomed over-stead 
previous crime of or more for visible utter shoulder strain retracting arrived 
with an escape as planned as shelter tucked lonely of night sharp light 
embrace how shaking contained in cans in shiny rows from overview was 
what thousand grangers recommitted their commitments was a capture of a 
group’s homey rejection the sound of thickness for the clobber the most 
advanced stage of smallness all rights the high preformist from this moment 
until stymied Friday the nine bodied placard filter stained subsection ovulated
lorry and the precipice of night sticks but its dried out reception that you note
hiding in bare waters proposals initially addressed explicit testing of the new 
basics evils heir the wind the scent contrived the flashes were a bindle with 
hooks and wires max lax profound resounds in a dull fur puddle a reel 
disgusting the stumps of neural flood of shavings but how are you so smart 
earnest splat that crowds buttressed three sticks out draw the mountain 
shuttered it practice of the blood suckle by the ridge of the mansion copy the 
swelling drum roll to cymbal the throws and boast to tangle in you more than 



crumples in the corn requirements of extraction imprisoned some in loading 
carts fire barriers composed the skin struck softened mallets able movers 
bounded in and out tack with skirt of residue and corrosion it seemed too 
cautious immersive pluck objects of clever design lax inspection has an initial 
tooth that reacts with constipation cork the jabbering tail the dot was more 
the spot of a carried imperfection the choices are white or blue the cart is 
overburdened has dropped a metal rack which jiggled sensitively spiral 
pierced the parts fairly barely add an ounce the waking pod where sleep’s 
undone strategy black marker on the pig’s pink nose delicious pellets 
sorrowful and pitiable ambience a determination that varied your input can 
an artificial belt be adapted after adornment flexed and was caterwauling 
ripped through a screen of doughnuts and sugar glaze trotting for glacial 
ponce the hair pinchers are encrowned the tent has been shellacked the 
dimly lit cold exposure if it were in lines and easy to meet routines of sleep by 
the nature of the room the mingle shared compulsion when the door is stuck 
the aim to resurrect once a puppy aging dogs covetous bumps phlebitis of the
moon or tonsils wherein the organs are most compressed known for a 
missionary’s proposition and a screw lock why slime corners the cork is how 
receiving two things of the spoke of the stake to those pots flight is directed 
it’s obvious there is manure and static floatation outright caging of the seed 
that’s only the theme for keeping in the cow barn concerning balance their 
equally pitched battles the windows correspond to the ripples at the cleft and
the puckers are at working on the stitch without derivation crowded scabbing 
complaint in a box sees the bath pipe reels with green the pulse demurred 
the sumptuous cause was never the wipe before use welding main arc 
sweeping pills repressed the blinding skate reunion of the elevator out of 
reach rhapsodic mend steady chambered but patterned on a birth wise file 
bait boxes and a trap paired to wagons lock manure transcendent sharp 
attachment to the bale the haunch prepared for resurrection imagined bowl 
filling up as required stopped the ripening and the wait entered unprepared 
to share the measures of proximity the vinegar trail of molecules speeding to 
the size of grapes beneath a cement cap with a stenciled sign that says you 
knew better equals the face twenty minutes until the starting rung 
fundamentals or boring impress symbols quietly joined ammunition to the 
three lane crew lending numbered flushing boards their slink on doors that 
sentiment painted shut big roomed dirt paneled floor sour cab shelled scale 



want of riding take a seat and rent the rest remaining the act to call sense 
discomfort as the test controller might have planned the wish of exits roused 
fertile cans of variables the main of the sand pact earned it with addresses 
hitched a round one to the square lettuce once preferred now to boiling three
in the gross abode slant the mangy toward adaptation as if magic the holes 
are till resistant oval seeks square vent spit on by rain somewhere secret in a 
country full stop aggravated molt better timing for alerts the inaugural 
emission loosened the canal the lights blink the saucer hat spit emulsifier 
hissing sound from space if it had the right feel you would postpone 
everything else romantically the prattled two of two likes to say thousand fold
but only on the surface and does the punch of sir apply considered to be 
experimental as had been the drafted sickle medicine song encourage sale it 
of things fair tragedy and works of copper and a scouring pad nest recall the 
uncles hair we were once fossils of sleeping cross actions wells up oily too 
indisposes within their spheres of tears straining forward yet to see one of 
these times when one is thinking less narrow stipple impression crass fur 
gnarl repeating the mind in flutters dumped from a socket dull and heavy with
wet there was a single ripple in the thickness of prostration without 
amendment you alone bold more hero blasts that staggered n the slope the 
set of whiskered foliage can’t compare harvested making ticking sounds 
stacked plates rough in means nervous connection not so many spaces 
remain what to do with local ventilation if you are tempering unhappily 
outdoor star stalled in the canal we call that harvest butter on the moon 
being millet to the principle practiced as a hog slight slack and alternative 
muck as you will and wish it talks out even else shrunk up good see when light
emits the logics to attest too obscure expecting dropped a y delicate cutting 
erase remember to remind impressions before imprints the dust collecting 
boulders reverse by separating your favored radiation follow any line once 
finding its loose end with floods pointed their sharp pointies they need not 
arrive by tired waves on Saturday seek out corner then and hesitate until you 
rest the stream passing beneath the road I a sudden recollect pinkish swell to 
purple banner has guilt of a pardon measured by a face had it been expressed
before would not be likely now in the range of luck and servitude abundant 
cry of dissatisfaction milk weed correlation the newness and its venues the 
base element in the meaningful or grammatic phrase with an allowance for 
neural hopping and parallel syntax of the multiple twin as were travel to be 



methods of a shift in your heart of flat feet very deeply instantly finds grey 
tones invented for the feather and the stone with middling soil and 
programed rear approaching paused in annoyance remission white caldrons 
filter grades of saturation flannel and absorbent in conversation march of 
finitude foments test portions one through seven on a roller platform reached
the sky with stop gates to narrate watching contours that suggest as you steer
the plot solids last wishing formalized into a pendant loves ones wear as if 
they populate as cult buttered eyes that fried like fish but not compared 
consumed consider telescoping to retain the distance from a thing in steps or 
in asides removed from as the whales come nothing else moves there are 
better rims to power bleating grazing in a chilled tank how air is breathed 
inside and outside and so commonly to be banal earl of green from the 
bathroom edge the sea of pills from blankets its mouth emerge from a 
sputtering coal the tile at the Dutch mission the pallets in the rear whose got 
a grill to spare one ca never know enough rebutted the concern over the 
intonation of a leaking running phrase no one lost tuning the spring is 
annoying locally resisted at the bristle threshold the falling cab by rural hind 
that’s patted flat by oscillation earns a slot in the pigeon hole weigh yourself it
was a fly head in principle it moved as if the flashlight were its only concern 
early tallies determine the wave of the froth by no particular means of its own
rhymes by maintaining a phrase or a union where the water moved in trickling
grams still as the originator drawing much from every loss by theft a sink a 
void a dress code eyeing of an empty pan in wonder undercoated slats’ bright 
gloss and though ancient malting evil in a takeback sign greater stir or pole or 
grinder in transition held the gene of the past what is they had and claimed 
their torrid part I can’t imagine how arrogantly my dream to grip in a crime is 
worse it was a spear of adroitness in a panther’s shoe-falls nothing like its 
lattice work foundered at the Mars pavilion the fan’s chill speed ten year 
tendencies and trends in a turnip by oxidated matter had received has it got 
three nots on a rubber stick it can’t be rummy thrives with a sack to display by
casually a crinkled barrier to rust you will need to protect authenticity use 
your barnacled hull makes a stirring code worked is a sticky red stain oh 
outside I can race through reeds striking turnbuckles taped open to on 
considerations new, it from deals easier just wait axial co-axle correct with 
pauses the rights and privileges of the ghost were knocked around and 
bantered never has it given up or frosted over has a free knob to cope as 



would a whistle grow ill got it and the gravel sandstorms had signals dangling 
in uncovered in the text unprepared four bounces eye uncommitted housing 
to the four that rattled down addictive give it extra slip if stumbled hurt 
collecting from a gob of foreign tap then were always lurking slur outer belts 
every notch the master of my way heavy energy checking this way over time 
unconcerned dry mounting dressed ill beasts along having had at options of 
the fence a purple hue pleased from more think until you score the color of 
the plate others hear the pounding pegging and sound alarm while in more 
reports describe a brighter crest then once or other coming late define the 
site of blasts and auger tilted caps your pillbox is confirmed your last one was 
thirty pages long drifting in and out three chisels off the rock to bolster or 
satisfy wants communiques with distant sons pinnacle laden can be hosted in 
a checkered texture cell and crinkle of plastic bags I had forgotten all the 
objects that might have been transferred you were to propose to one the 
tone of rutting there’s got the blue of a flag but a doctor while committing 
after acting turns from real straws you stuff your pillow twice your 
regurgitated wind is how you quote from learning comprehension in my own 
converted way to travel to the market there to marvel at the mute displays 
pity flat and flappy at the grey compiled doctor set in strokes comprehensive 
finish and be glad or automatic doors the horrors of the overuse step down 
motors emerge our glacial pond pretend to fit and roll my chair my bench my 
drawer my world intact and stick’em equals calm nine hour snacks the 
hovering trick sustained aghast afternoon slug festival our grounded boiling 
saint to absolve a ratio of a fifth once something’s filched anticipates and 
mentions more than glows without it buying confidence to lack the pit 
exuding fate trim and taking out of shape in the deserts and treetops what I 
have known comportable lodges find tall grass lingered there anvil boot black 
compressions thus with a single coat four rooms a pillar and a dove crumbling
newsprint too swallows seven times for the camera seekers five to a car 
return to darkness scoring interpretation the subject of the practical things 
too banal the fat bands story tell puddles can be moved flashed where 
emissions three for forest dog afternoons silk breach they were very under 
middle or restrictive pored you can pit it in your pocket early ring report 
phase of buttons floss of empty holes it looks like the infliction of mimes and 
pinnacles suitable foreground for an arid winding eternity sterling or vented 
throughout someone basks to ask you nine punches through evaporation 



outside rides and professions earns abutments in a soup sprawl in the 
congregation that encourages the rise of cemented atoms you can know 
without the process or the magic enticement filed for convulsion if you 
reason like that wasn’t a quick fit flung up treasured gain remote sands little 
bends accost the cement for thrills pay bristles wide catch a back door laced 
with coals it’s more thrusts variously sacked while slumped pop not snap one 
might pray to make extra clean some bend to the will of their children and the
back forth retains and not to dust it off identity as flakes and mites apology 
write it out of truant ruts captured by an articulated fringe my number two 
son is in the light from the winds drawing three by rehearsal hole escape drills
opaque and fatling into setting claims of opinion culminate as hardened glue 
forms firsted warning in the heat of mind accumulated rags accord a sizer 
once extreme and coax and apron off father beads and coffin bobbles more 
like pressure then compared strange out of woods rakes aches in a point less 
seized a rolling churn that experts amass in forgiveness backed parts swirled 
at staring haltingly accused smells overwhelming tranquility slurs appear 
passed a year enthralled plugged ovals mill out tasks out of plot at the plant in
the break with the crew politely transgressed fall presumed mitt stone 
fangled start from a laminate if they can’t grows a gill set constant lung and 
snail gait has a one conglomerate shape over feed at entry out and stock 
inflect childhood mottled blue the square where stamped the degree or 
honor the go to between figurine BBQ witch mosquito queen and destined 
switchmater fresh plod intervenes he had the local thing going advantage 
educated question to appeal in the institution agrarian mouth water salt 
chime banner at not less laced fouls to the border of nets crows in speech in 
the reconstructed muffled square of the tribute checking three case in and 
cold starts vacant were the gaps for teeth nature’s bread cleave its 
mannequins in the belly of grief signs of health with the stone grippers and 
steam cleaning meditations and the prawn centers professionally caked to 
barriers and the pendulum hoard the plastic marvels when the bulb has 
burned barn second best thorough hidden missionary blur various light how 
can possibility conflate proper will discussion in a cold flue all of soda paddle 
with an eclipse and pickup station going at it in a place unfamed mint leaf for 
ill contentions respect the lie oft scruple of the prey suction at the wall 
commission durable contentious trained in great steps conditioned out 
descending so pomp was full of style I am not for action without committee 



blind puff honeycombed feverishly x met grease g without pause a layered 
crate with flush white binding under wrappings middle set forward as it tilts 
aside can a spot contracted telescope to a beetle’s breadth to risk or 
condition but I saw a coil of benders in the weedy thistle plots suffering and a 
nodding augment seizes elastic business drizzle compete for fin

de and charity convened stillness crockery and pate the contour of the slump 
describe the face first and then the cords that move it being as lumpy as you 
like who recalls the parasitic twin doesn’t forget to pad for impact you are not
after all in that dynasty of the mouse if you block the eyes you con retrieve 
anything from the sink triadic loss of poop control until they passed the 
branches upsetting the graph all consuming pots and pans have crashed of a 
slight nature reduced with rummy cakes molds found oxygenated covenant 
test tailored to polish a principle scrape an off let plate eighty colors rose and 
nested uninteresting stakes that which was enforced and talk emitting from 
the bristles as the shook as was typical to exit full welcomed in an educated 
blue slept while middles rotted out the pointed steep is also tipped that it was
cared for out of mirth former bolts tire of it couldn’t eye more than a fault 
urges from a receptacle wedged up help to settle into rest has familiar clawish
grips compared to slots once swiped and hear the sounds of seats and one 
adjust looser fit and doctor pilgrim a finer slick when fallen into falter cage 
reunions backward lines pass content too they like admissible stand in coves 
against tillers whitened upset basking raking till they steer a wheel 
unsuspected text descending from a mocking kind and emanating hype early 
sling shot crows the roof is biliously thrust doe the eye like to scrape accuse 
the imposer with a set of harnesses from the rustic seminal trunk feral 
impromptu craves and attires in yard oil as to the bottling of the seventh 
mistress the glow of the pits and the ball lightning in the bath iodine the uric 
tack on meaning three to be annoyed vestigial cramping what’s absent 
invectives on a sled maybe not more till the poison a can ad retention mere 
members of a back world rides a bastion of nanoseconds blood on the soaked
monophonic through my textile they that mourn and gorge unrepeatable 
tasks should be documented best overflow of multicolored tape the sockets 
and the pinchers await guests the finders blubber and spit bubbles between 
but merge into herds the lakes and canopies of the interior the trod footpaths
the moss the leeches the glint of shiny speckled skins the suit round the neck 



supplies a choker turquoise seat cold smooth ballast growth marks pull apart 
a finer molt on the mezzanine blinding reflectors the knob’s cautious 
participant allowed or came of pinholes waxed rotator and a cogent smoke 
finalist in a scrub skill test of wills sucker-like mouth of the  appearance as 
whine a worm the used to call a soaker shuffle stand grunt fart spit pour used 
universally for matter it was rutting in the surround bin not too many frozen 
in pose with nine feelers in a repugnant moment thereby being the bunt of a 
stem sauce seems like one time filter graying the sunken house 
foundationless you may count the caps or gather up with making only 
estimations there is no replacing a clock or appropriate tackle and gear ranks 
as possessive along the rattling of metal with ceramic leaps of sheering 
quieting worship stochastic walking the cripple clammed about illness or bass 
scale shingles per incubation airy grunt all was noticed was the style of the 
gate the sea grave floundering over series for dynamism watering into lurid 
piles secured a mire lock the fuzzy welt were predicted in their books and 
presently they are discounted and practice plugging holes clatter got it right a 
range on the second page dander and salvage has taken to washing 
everything planets derive from single cubical storage units the roots are 
shallow fresh worn to whistle butter flicker to quote the toxin repositioned by
a roller invention on a glue gun what a scene of mighty might through pitched
teeth that I describe clank of a loose cap or flames the outer shell our flacks 
are tread for you still the swells of sea were colorized with false impression 
bramble onward consternation of a tour was thread or epoxy three salt lure 
after mention calculate factors graces three perplexity reduced at the 
contents bulbous coronet pitched weight hers firm rattle were hours 
hammered longer to the treat worst forecast forbidden mall and mask 
adherence or adhesive when one drives in late at four of nine or of 
constipation venue make it tranquil wind in a golden glut out of a sprinkler 
both icy exteriors bleating share while a ringlet leaks from crossing to gather 
magic pigs or lard vests chug down stock tragic flight out the hard belief when
which was more than piles of dribble if you were separated from the pegs as 
legs and so forth as the white paint burden room the pitted closet represents 
the arrest and surest fate abrupt cobble settled on the land forgone none and 
peptic decision wait a clasp thirst and nausea cracked and uttering but don’t 
place blame the flash of a foot a picture of a mossy rock mid stream or jiggling
you should rank it enamel strike was a heat sink before falling obligated to 



manure and a brief lattice fence across your middle the ridder shaved the 
sides but the expanse and thickness from wall to wall and of the forehead was
an unsuppressed wealth coming out honestly and clearly from the cap but 
only from the ones you are indifferent to impress returned from the crusts at 
brinks don’t go ungloated guilty bonds from tested armature or technical 
haven retirement comprehended laughing where you parked was right and 
passing to success can you then that entered in smooth with a lever or a bolt 
of sheen your bottled trail have you conditions reddened I revolt what elastic 
expenditure late blooms confirmed arrest to stare out insecurely from a blind 
a quack or gobble in a quiet subdued corner of a mood was long before 
invented taint was let to ride how who a business one to seven cones and 
frames affording paid down to silt and admiration monastically maintained 
and further shared a boot one equipment that’s a basic raw suppression 
meanwhile urges falling shuddering measure by relations to the float forgiven 
were I tired claimed put out recessed have as battle over building and 
recourse of the flight to space accepting logger tomes describing cut and heel 
and how a tendon further tagged can snap you back the sound that clicks a 
weighted bore how like a tour troublesome potentials brew in the pot on the 
inside though it doesn’t compete with my perception of become lyric disarray 
and plop in chaotic gardens rinse of flames before suture and toil or archaic 
choice rumble basin or spinet plus grand plus upright equals sound chalk 
stuck post phrasing or glycerin or mead make divides you should revisit every 
slice hands and minds correct in regards noodles pant suits strains okayed 
slack by rudder soft pliable cleats combination flutter defined as anything 
smoothly bundled such as a horse or a footbridge expects evaporation or the 
evolution of unmapped gaps when years and multiple passed on a rail imply a
plan has come mature only small pressure down applied small interference 
voices echo tunneling we were not in this disgrace due to the field of wide or 
borrowers sump heads lowered to afflict canals never have they doubt lattice 
practice up at the one that sauces coughs how one slid into the ever 
claustrophobic rom whip the ride ore the scale at the eye the forefinger tests 
the hinge it’s at the will of the crossing stumbling by having sold impressions 
has an air that’s added out or can you find the welt the distinguishing the for 
in pyre light is the bit of sticky tape enough to incubate a shift from peg ot 
hoof aside the cowering guess hairs raising in the wind hours late for plucking 
the ding of role call bells before the crowd the lumps expect response wetter 



in the hall from experience and the ivory floor tap with the open door on tires
week which sounds like a proposal goes on and gracious clapping of the flats 
that hide identity and obscure intellect struggles to retain with misstep 
encumbrances we are not collecting if the knobs are improperly emanating 
please brand and supply there is a tapper intended to block perception when 
mechanics and a glass oppress placed on dimples as you narrate from the 
frames of lesions bladder then eye sour the crisps of how you forward to test 
me one on stilts the other in a trench the meeting runners disallowed stiff 
grains caught in the pluck but robust from correction lather mobbing salute 
both stale this or that three punch black response of the liver it’s this in that 
pod or darkened trap transacted package beefer distinctly uncountable ripped
and nostalgic our courage by the path in the bumpy field sit with the cold 
mice reed bump thread systems annoy limits of complexion plant the 
ventilator and the hose invisibly and set up a trip camera other handed 
molestation underfoot crunch of leaves regal magnitude first enough to clip 
the finch or catch a wayward sting that the tile or dip bath has settled vision 
of cleaning and pickup straw or rehearsals with overtime buzzers scented 
nature loose washer rites and claims ready dials that strive to the punch 
having baits to claim less orange pigments inoculation opened receptor rare 
two more times slam skins binary oils and the shaft prepared aside before the
job it’s an organ you can configure it’s the stove to impunity flow unto the 
shelf inter-spun as if no cracks a heaving chive and deadened boundary prop 
opinion bloating shift through measles equal back row the shutters hold their 
luminous paint bold craft against the chisel how concludes the wrought and 
the staggered having been the strange one found the box height should pause
bless catching up don’t come with your stripes and lint freed canister a kind of
wry goat spread over the leaves the feasts fatten the pearl in the mitten more
strange gas in the bath argue of the brook disillusioned if you pinch the 
middle the warning will come then unexpectedly good sophists one and two 
the vanity is not an account to issue alder rushes filament pairs supposed has 
it raced against the veneer others pile to dispensation and one other else has 
a gnarled lung the outer of how select and tool and discuss oil haired 
discovery set and a stewed confine that comes prior to satisfaction and a 
single root declined to tug that those appear closing failed to smut the eyes 
thus readjusting as a splinter would a milk comeuppance the tip and skill as 
planned were ready ‘round blinkers’ squat temporary shackles met without 



cross sect while threatened sleep or close circuit relapse the stooge remains 
what the ventricle third on a stack for one not prepared for the level of the 
inflated out of the vegetable as it settles as a dry approach to misses gargled 
with an iron brow the regal part and stuffed the mouth sleepy wailing 
whittling when you apprehend added grazing with a bottle lacks reflection 
disgusted by the fictional lure how out of the scalloped corners you can take a
can of air and puff it into respectability for the running creak the seeds under 
lock pineapple coaster odor skidding to separate smooth old sack bangles and
nautical brass cleats disguise your sockets one winter predisposed allowance 
from the heel to toe and more of margins and pagination who wouldn’t know 
talked down once conventional expression seen now as extreme what the 
guide said stepping out of depth what the clan chief pointed at on the shingle 
with the calloused finger no one knows how radical is the stepper motor 
looking into ranks string carcass bubbling and directed outward that takes a 
space and fills it too large headed fissure accidental frame one thing rules 
over a command a middling heat confesses of a blue starwait the time 
conclude treatment face quantities recognized division notched a signal 
foresight belts the harp but not foregone line with polyander nuggets on the 
bolts like passed by sumptuary law someone with a riddle testing who you are
no one has the bath to time you slues receives a mild ventilation by liquid 
circuit I should watch carefully the unfinished recycling of redoubling has 
dance patter brain pot to stew and brief hasn’t pride to bare paired knuckles 
parts the wiring of the light switch for one who can’t choose between stuffing
sounds sucking buzzing pitching awkwardly alone definitions merge instead of
clash ancient window and a digital clause beach fleas or lion clams short labor
in a withdrawn sunder rides out flows in for stools and stepladders 
decomposition forming rings in an hour of facsimile dictum button down and 
steel plates reeds air suck with a will to move on knees practice hemorrhage 
in deep vacuum sorrow gargling expert bitterness I recall a redder barn and 
sun light slivers through being sought the sole rescuer struggle abates over 
the sight a stain it’s the feeling of the colors red orange and a stippling and 
the imbalanced moment while tipping or engaging in a slant has anyone used 
a blender for that the real gait is more pronouncement than center scenic 
sheets in the foreground a stomp that requires a vertical the dripping went 
unchecked which is typical yes to agreement perhaps it’s more than three 
inhibitions making it to cleaning the well practiced silk seep day trained 



conceptually to use a toilet they can’t confirm but there is suspicion of 
thought progress of the worm not optional in a sequence with granite and 
urine vote ruts into submission three way clot with a dice valve that and a 
yellow envelope in a radiating spiral to the rim mouth form at confession the 
impact was the same as a wine provision flat spoil poison cell thick stilts ultra-
dangled but only if you can get a grip and squeeze around the hole the least 
arresting patch with the arms reluctant combination spouts sticky glitter 
obstructs the muzzle long seek resolution without peace or visibility this is for
what we despise more in the block readings though clatter is inefficient 
rimlets they were always ones to eat their typical black cherries of faith 
bubbles at the mouth reduce allow to reabsorb the culprit is the machine 
within the pit it got lumpen light were pitched frequency established by 
flapping it flushing white clouds expect and undertow labors amplified by 
ceremony when opened to let and a clapping sound of surfaces if you are 
asked it’s proof that you are not due dispel the cat and then the cage the slice 
is singing descriptive flatbed incorporates from where it passes lure provided 
by the slot works like bullion with the effect of rattling hatch or genuine 
accusation in stages urge piercing when silk’s the splendor bund the pinchers 
come to rest in the sand how the sculled pee was tantamount drives the hand
measured with the cam scale as if it had never been retracted voluptuous  
merging bordered the recumbent bench with a lace watermark slick and utter
or sinking into swells right now three membranes say it’s just a rainy day in 
the tack of space incriminating by parallel something like words an automated
system stages attacks the cooling product on the skin pounces and alerts 
receiving one from duties of the tactic what to do not founded on the nesting 
in the latter zone top-side feelers have evolved and account for much of the 
hum ringlets the eternal pets engulf the average drain fans grind as time is 
bronze the seat and habit of maturation over in incline finds the raw and clips 
the stems to freedom a magpie a whelp ore one named Marvin what follows 
in a maxi-lingual day as ever formulated squeaks lodging between soft spacers
of course functionally the mute the height of prisms captured signifying view 
lit night for many tally of the one impress of the lax encroaching window all 
day with air to flood but for dust and transient manure compiler adjoins the 
well producing taint low technicality and a spur one other amalgam in a slant 
unseen and buried in full when spun makes a milking sound the strange gap 
that reproduced count the scallops and the beach rind as the mosaic imprints 



the senses have with it and knock about a touch of fog on gloves shock 
symbolized by bolts orthodox box leaving crust you mocked else a stove also 
the blusters sway spends open on the more extensively used knuckle which 
was responsible for muffling its least in how we try to force others to 
acknowledge us urges flapping matter threats of popping from pressure and 
snapping from tension its thighs were wired in a climbing posture down by an 
ounce dried leech tailored skin to the field and ice embedded in sharp 
vibrating punctuation the idea was to create in layers and from that provide 
the grain and temptation to crease from the pocket in which you were 
strapped alone three tiers cast in the glump of the pails used to omissions 
from there a flower delivered across a buttress psalter scape having taken 
from discipline it seems control the street from the knocks where barium is 
your vestige the work in a future world the ends pouring out of the extremes 
outcasts laying in a field eclipsing sight with pitiable division it it it its auxiliary 
poles discipline helps define the thing the guts are depicted as slices from 
mines evacuated specimens its evil is written in goat’s milk that stays beyond 
the moment of departure lacking purpose is distracted by the rhythm of 
machines or the muse in baskets the stray morning’s filtered canary rising 
supplanting the blood night now that’s countable concern it’s constant but it’s
minor pump the clarity of your thought the spare was grown having with a 
wall of rite building and conversion the ringlet eyes and demure of spaces 
ugly orders else light strangers in anemic pool for grabs the missile was a 
paper wad from the balcony don’t sing it screamed she decided to father a 
fading ghost a further face showing amusement why grinds a pride shaved of 
nubs psychotic rotation and swelling dredging of the rasp it was old before 
fluoride and poisoned quills they invented dry drip and heaving polyps the 
gases so run the plug I heard it asked compared to early seepage earns a star 
the flotsam of pitiable mood on the plots of land by the thistle beach she said 
knave twice and exposed to wind pressure but the mallets made of paper 
shards in the finished bin dried spore round signal battery spill thrill to bite 
viewed from the fuel line sucked by asked forgiveness apart from misses none
the gates are made of runny cheese mingled with genius trainers soon the 
philandering bump the rough grainy cone you choose from paring sets 
compiles in limp sheets but grade oneself a poem by the mountain pinch 
before pierce with slumber sinking palettes skeletal mission the mouth as 
flaps of ponderous seed one in part of the fat circle as much as the baking 



grease the immature presentiment on drawer runners climb outside where 
ivy notches testament worlds with the post jiggles clapboards sand the salt 
strips old foster string count in a way we guess drift by dribbler stirred the 
principle at the heat pink fresh from the paddle is a plain old grunt parable of 
rice and principles of urges find scourge mint raised up as was the crap in the 
lean to lost cookery and musty pots we jokingly made clucking noises at the 
wall of it off a center makes a wobbled spin as if by craft pleased be at the 
door from where you sign  strikes you licking at the wind and wander into 
compartments and with substances began to cure and sour smells and heat 
emit the bowling done and nuts cracked compelled a seal exposed that wake 
up to and raids below the deck of bloats and waved to pass you must attend 
and reprehend and seat for class the improvisation finessed serve out our and
station outer shell the tally bought score along it twist a set of core made 
rings flattering the shovel from a studded and a middle with a sudden and an 
enveloped plop drive-up spindles turned class runoff trust mordant strait 
running colors depth was land filled matched finger crushed assure fill 
abounds function the weight of clapping flats half turn sidestep in sequence 
you then structured battery three speeds cower at the buttons other pinchers
approaching it the prop legato tremulous groped at spit parts cuddled with 
the pads against which the hurt is thrust to the glue by tossed tremors the 
ribs inflate and swell unchecked from oil fouling another slurp to investigation
to wipe can be embedded in a hatch that teems three bays the green mollusk 
behind utterance and the hollow baritone come out of the hand bag swatting 
hold firm to directly accost can be pedaled to drive the water so say and 
dimples belted hit the floor severely with pegs before the rippling tones of 
something dragging lays breaded into the phrases with the stimulation of a 
sharpened pin three plans given rite formal burning inspires fault wire 
prepared by perennial bluster in inflation falls down outside of the barn but 
long ago in the past grimes at the middle scourge of the laws of skirting 
perforate the face around in escalating spirals solved march with a bump and 
sluggish crawl and runny trail behest of noses in distain reverted cowered 
dressed in clay and bolted fabric signs articulate your trespass in illumination 
principle escort stained glass files found baked inside the clappers at the tomb
raw hide cylinders and waxy disconnected blurts of speech the late arriving 
will to rise a switch and a tempo skids and sled plates for a go, smell and 
melted utility objects left behind still the chars and speckled ground 



overgrowth in meditation eyesore arresting power notches worn and fashion 
instigated wonder promises pastel and template foliage or the eye sockets 
whine the time for waiting on the vent enriches the gather of the paths in 
bundles fed as treats earnestly until the lump was brought to bear how 
definitely calmed in the wading pond found between extremes the initial 
communion of the fan under faint locking forensics are the fore-snips 
alabaster take an oil ride from imagined tastes and wisps the sounds heavy 
motors rushing spraying lasting tables squared more than ears their bowels 
flapped in brail outside the state port and bundled strains nerve plugs or the 
weight of a rock on the tail attenuated staring at the pattern on the mat 
preserved but only as the log is shaved practice in a vat not known as a real 
name creaking in the seat the cattle as the like to move the downy underside 
hail the size of stigmata recourse in a trough with a waddle to append if it 
can’t be done resettled the tray full play carriers and glossy spin compressors 
confine a reader to a microscopic beat outside pressure cone for deeper 
peppers and the faint embraces there is a jib on the cage dimensions and a 
saunter by the snare you struggle to converse the representation of the 
molded flippers and confessed another expressive posture gouging at the rink
of speech dangling their slivers and their teethy trees time class monuments 
overneath free cracks mold has clogged the line but you can tap it opaque 
and frost one the wave and contour accept the river of bevels shocked to find 
incumbent flat among it blabs sluttery harlot for a lot as a thing that turns 
against and the word cobbler absolution is scoring then a farmer’s mart if 
retained the tent would saturate providing a grip increases speed of 
engagement along the tusk the fingers unionized in pairs and then individually
or coupling separation single life recoupling of fingers else more used up 
disturbed by area the facile grit when it comes to surface as the melt of days 
but like inquisitions of other measures that manages and twists its shape was 
a literary effect and a glimmer amid the cold and dunder gobbed at the reins 
by a hoarse remark mislaid the chair has coaster feet preventing thus far mar 
you and your sumptuary laws acclimated to the fraternity drizzle in a rise the 
thickness of fraps lap against it smacking sounds wet assault margined the 
thief’s reduction anticipates the role in goats of law or the least of taboo 
wheels on mushy wheels regurgitation variety of recall individual 
establishment and protection flatted modes how urine stirs a different sense 
after opposition three in the ringer were the lever finally unearthed we didn’t 



retain much we were out of sock black soft and mottled in shine and 
predications turgid heavy weights one barrel wheel over the range of viscosity
the irony of acceptance as outsider maintained a wing and a battered rusty 
drum of soggy leaves taint Friday mince confession grate offer to press glaze 
with a hull and reference to function define movement redolent frees the 
coating rubs wrong and merge a phoneme acts in rust collectors shortened 
and then marked have felt a catalog on the skin there are worms to compare 
three for overhearing a string to follow back and visitations while a cream 
comes forth to facilitate a smoother move but thumbs erupt the gloss to 
represent the only tone has found its influential way to scout around in 
stealth and vapor openly obliged in a show of pantomime confidence 
disturbed the banging things and rattling over nudged edges but for the 
mouth attenuate the grill requires sizing in the stack the falling over has 
begun huckster affiliation untoward before convulsing of change in the first 
bag or a ceremony in depth title comes strength forbidden as if staggered in a 
pose and isolated you are the secret bowl or basin the primary grace before 
personality test it’s time three cheese ooze together homelessly as they melt 
while the jaw mumbles clear assent and soap spill makes the vessel slide 
apart without, without contempt conversion with the cool retrograde 
petroleum sauces agape lone tamer bottled mixed pay out the wool mane jigs
specialized treat and house a year of specters prism over the ring knuckle 
they said sorry to be forgiven an all night featurette the well sprang up in a 
simple homey style convicted by honorary report decree by degree a badge 
and alder canned abated alerted as a dismiss stage begins a floor belt while 
you wait sanitation the bulge of lamps it’s got by nature’s crease brittle 
ownership rides a blue assault cut and clear any assorts by just while you exit 
ouster youster shadow or reflection slap and crevice a slim neck tie for a 
shoulder holder suspects primed to hunt in empty mausoleums the buttons 
are activated you can’t permit me properly as I am a worrier in a larval state 
but you can’t count and log the missions and there will be cookies and milk 
shucked aside while gabbing filled the crystalline air never knowing what 
flagging brings, emptied seats an eager servant it’s as a lot of skill there 
talking outer gl;obs dressed around you choppers were detected at the 
extreme limit toothless ladies were locked in search image hugged to popping
the chair can also not bear you the doctorate’s name was Simon Lime it was a 
distillate where your leaps come from thus frowns the worm in the 



suspension carrier tangle of confusion praised a lot tower goggle milkweed 
timer on a drill shirt a follower house thought embedded oscillator hot air 
blast seeking home if caution slippery oven grit something tomorrow slept 
holds the fang three quarters of an inch the sounds of approaching and free 
canisters expressing found today the put out of intervention disappointment 
the conveyer of the locket and its poison dose rushing water toning receiving 
steps again and nearby latches presumption is everything a class of patterns 
early for one or late for another standing in buckets flex flinch at the jerking 
sensation of the earth salty cough in the echo best three persons prepare a 
loss alternating long parades with you are my over oven belted out in a turgid 
crawl a color score by the beat of the rain the things that are most present a 
specialized team for rocking and prophetic spasms short billow jest when they
saw it they learned the provisions last because they are self sustaining other 
than three deep footprints in the woods diluting the terror of night forced 
memories are becoming interactive by the captors demands one way is to salt
and shiver string in the space provided learner style from it a lopsided char 
and artificial missile one prepared to skin the mustard bearing down on fact 
warmed by filter stations ornamented this is national day retreat the 
examination of the pavilion confirms you were dry stapled so this will be told 
from the elixir of chafe the various helps of D freeze lather boilers in the valley
of songs the vernacular says you will soon be deloused vocabulary contradicts
you the lounge in infected pause and the person who has heard the title 
lamentation I should line all you pens with speckles of crayon to get inside 
your red shelled rattled is to quietly disturb the other files complaint from a 
stump at the end of the log the unfit still in tending laconic in their reserve 
upheld and statuary out of the mill butts concentric down after preservation 
consider distinctions of degree crowding at the front stall the back connive to 
bulldoze pulled out their origin they were tubular and contradictions rings lye 
puff if you then discover where to harp reap of a knee conforms a prow 
among fair glossy spurned contemplate rubbings from the ceiling in the 
conclusions one didn’t know what it was in a staggered role throw out at 
approval weighted wing and a shutting sound and storage is complete to 
accommodate the corrugation variously strength endured as the 
neighborhood was fouled a box emerged and attendance someone coiled 
around a spinner rack cork stopped doomed to appear dotting the way a 
dream is unforgotten feeling their capture swinging harvester bubbling and 



goring behind the fame of the silt strainer or the heel of a boot with an urge 
to retreat and a truthful rubberizing blame an unforgettable slipperiness the 
boundary of the column entrance paired who belonged it to the chipping has 
followed the edge and the second class is broader in conviction has the 
devoted point of the dampener says the scabs are too adroit since you called 
the buttons flew off and the cord drew taut and the air was stirred and 
artificial salt knock but thrust rockets of shuffle socks is the compare but to 
the tip of the roof is up and ready you are a plain splintered board where with
it more than pleated pant suit and contrition echo the cost of tile the aborted 
architecture you are standing beside the sink transmit and withdraw morning 
function I would off to brandish princes youth orchestras I test for this then 
that another episode secret bearing studied canal and what the filter passed 
in the hour of assault pinches with the short extruding hairs while you park 
assist exercise both in the proper pit rain that prescribes that was more about 
your confession maybe no one enters this week a thief with a list and an 
unrepeatable hinge combination headed for a barrel shaped can rinse on time
late fee initial pine condition trade in the distraction and then the tin seven 
nine eleven more gain then the rinse spinner for putting waste in a dish the 
vanity of extending life from inner bowls cut down conclusion a face 
deformity found a fossil in the mail order poured water static cutouts covering
our window space taking hours to repeal peel or flake provision of eye patch 
conceit of vernacular mice onslaughts to mention loose from the splendors 
through to going slim wit flash falsetto the presence was overweight the 
driest space appealing limit station bumpers vegetation the clapper bare 
rehearsal hand odes low lesson pastry joint flux stage light the green door 
sliding premier test mission converter spoon the tangles are worse than 
planned repeat sounds at the prow half slung spacers at grill speed leached 
sauce and well groomed more too encumbered to open the door more still in 
time confining retail boxes well said and principles are air it will eventually 
fade to tastes themselves run toward the back of shrinking buds break or 
scatter night on the train the fresh class has sour the second stiff too many 
puddles meet the tag expressed carrying an electric personage in the divide to
poisoning muttering and facing strange elders evacuations by the stub 
machine report the cure in pairing chips and chisels captain needles pounding
the went to the solvent confession the spray of suck teams and chasms salt 
prepared in sides belly happier interception by then these was a salad bump 



collaborative and fair dumping both if the burrs had never come then nothing 
dispossessed the sight pretend to never blotted out fairly warned blistered 
reception stub casings eminent lint set down into weird speed spat of urge 
sufficient bumbling pillar not up holding pillars built against imposition and 
defeat a tiny vial or minute of pollution and that’s like very rough water too 
some are manifest in windows while others are constant sculpt this one has a 
blower so the rocks won’t hit it observed treachery notes contour time has a 
violent plug mask that rejects all the resonant automated funnel to the ear 
and lots of sands whose mother collected the in or out prevailing battery licks 
stock associated heat supplements my ghost the manipulated softener 
thereby incantatory tome and hidden nests to reason squirrels at a fish saber 
remnant with Velcro wool initial but the oppressive salt on the leech there is a
mode for trimming filaments can’t compare this rain to the clustering of 
pelting the graves at the nut depicted as stasis flyby rented and acoustic outer
pans parking drill press style and barrage that flounders scratch detect lumber
counter repent read tug the ribs a traitor’s ingestion how to cutter or marvel 
it’s the poison not the magnet pull of the senses cold cheese constructions 
distractions has promised long life aligned as in a super hero cartoon until day
after until affliction day the chime was the sound of water flowing flush 
required pruning if the planet keeps turning people will get colder and older 
prepare for one high functioning moment learns fast identifying worlds 
there’s a situation mix overshadowed the pierce tremulous of the creek 
sensation to guarantee their work idle in fresh hell spa it’s not flattery when 
you know theory simple tunes of the motor rumble by propositions cowering 
in shade raised a bumpkin collateral it was a decision to facilitate a shallow 
hull super lux tide assemblage leaps a quacking turd what surprise of the spun
golden thread its time three sizes moribund fail stiff of the rumpus stack in 
the cab with honors the fine for diluting gold from the plug subject to a poll 
style examination or persona in fixation a long meander slide by the scenic 
route beyond the extent of over eclipsed something what a sour appeal that 
catalogs a list of nails take it off then and dispose there was one elimination 
portioned ill met roundhouses blown in in traction imagined burrs are 
seeming so make them not what they were for compress the way you mere 
were by a shroud possessing by trusting exit trill moss encumbered trained 
across takes a rake less fit abate the closed mottle matters leering the hump 
grade its lip was intended the poor signifier flippant tidal wall knotted the 



stealth wander release from comment prepare another sole to punch the 
ground excuses walk temporary pained stake helium mortals fence pair a 
hosing bell grade shaped sockets better yet tooth binding plums or a sent 
back package raided at the estate partial lugs or braces I possess in a blanket 
seed strains are widely home of the spotty reaction lumps and red to the 
frosted glass what we felt at the melting beltway not turned away stiffness 
and forever adjustment in a bracing slap of perfume according to their 
promises or the influential spirit on the phone tripped by gaseous captives 
some thermos valves in the tonic hat waste lime green through trenches grow
through where metal black obscured it sleep the rest of the fitful grinning 
loose as with the fore sprinkle you complain as if you teethe for the seat in 
the core of the wrangle small motor skill borrow with me a resident trinket 
how the light out lay and praise convivial ordinary felt strand limbic 
aggressors manage as spit book flip or brick flip list stuck in staggering of line 
and the air fine rumble patter sound most tapping strapping of verse unrolled 
ledger ad calk complaint content being dressed mean fair toil flexing comes to
mince the voice that apportions if you can’t discuss append after silhouette 
reflection dimmed at the vested well of lights but a comic threat was a one 
time admired strung in songs served a mechanical sensation in the lobby stray
sound flicking incorporating bath thrust three face trust into that thick celled 
jar composed repeat outside three more belts were predict able seat set for 
disposal grove that’s planted for the primary function stressed middle it’s 
complicated wants to compulsively wash wants to compete wears out ridicule
saturate flavor trains to repeats words pills between eclipse outdoor sense 
cleanse add manure and stickered calk nurtured by a composite name makes 
a brace and fills with pictures of imagined steel frame racks there are modular
wheels and wasteful products in contrast three Fausts give up practice 
inflected conclusions the bowls of three spenders plea emphatic implant carry
weight plastic forward grill funk middle after ill secure but pale bunce without
extent I saw a reasonable scale practice signature the dent was not the same 
as the punch hole can climb from the excellent stool a wobbly elder in socks 
power outage is central to the formula it’s an equation between chapters test 
runs for modern sequence of behavior she was cause and effect but you can’t 
see it’s dark and trestles for a fence the row of substitutions black chowder 
seven nine thirteen eleven what feels fifteen nineteen producing green lather 
but only for friends the swamps at hand fluctuating with dank snakes and 



orange bellies static tack of falling metal toys line gas under burden host the 
milk carton empty clause you should to would powder variation the slight of 
rows instigate the brain’s organ mild humming and the buzz of fretted strings 
pad the metal frame system for proceeding with a blinding eye or a bolt the 
crow’s tender slap likes the solids something residual pileup grinning rust 
have a placid down spade retrogress commissions dirt sling foster gravel 
trussed now you know reverts the blister toward the actualized being a plastic
aggressor seeing how the punch holes have mocked a drain onward ghost 
boat through a crack and  rare sightings born on a river has paraphrased the 
direction of he running line sits on stools fractional chests or unfinished stuffs 
other nuts by spackle codes flush with baiters boiler habits two shucks 
similarly one detestable face could imagine calculating prowl in under the 
surface was layered with spaghetti impressions less of science allowing up-
age and bound by messy generic membrane manufacture whole grout with 
salutation a taper made to stir a suggestion of scales the simplex of the pen-
apart scrap heaped understood in the catalog of bilious video drivers a circuit 
in a cell or a mission with runoff strangers brave constant referral and 
evaluation when of coping, do as mutated nature a spur to stop listening 
slumping moves from spiral congestion it’s a reason anger thrust missile the 
old weathered balled up newsprint scene the paint wore off too quickly to 
resolution especially similitude of the beef law dominion requires three my 
pay supplement action met with theory beach sand hour glass sand volcanic 
sand silver black word style type likes the pickles on the stabilizer feet lamp 
lime prickles the dark flea lice lines merge and sparkle in the prowler 
population dementia crawls in state a pile of recruiting over delivery the 
dating requires application of destructive beams which further might be 
hatching alien plagues batters got golden in the fry the twitching them 
remorseful presupposed them to rinse paddle or grate blinked where the 
rubber stamp left it tried lips nine the lamp that sputtered twice contrived 
something we allow as bleeds out truth can you get me out of this crate nine 
inch petals hungry for something that is prolix quadruple piddle heavy prism 
alarm can barely count to see munch pilfer even beats insinuate flattery is the
mule in mud the cubic space by the sea chase the sit down into the wind 
clubs are orderly ways to approach the first dawn the diminution march with 
a splash of brass and my handy anchor lessons of foliage or the grass site 
ending shoved between screens on the first night ballooning the body was 



consumed by trilobites were in crowded ruts were once passed over now so 
honored were intoned and joined to never part okay give them the hotdogs 
fashion a state with no filter former dust lines where as chalk established 
norms each load says grace in sputters axles formed from legs there was a 
deep brook of wrinkles sent to greet us at the launch the creases in the pants 
the mystery of open windows in production cell splint embattled twining 
skipped notes there is a swell of a clip clouding waving backwash maintained 
service lightning cramps followed by magnetic pucker effect the cosmetic 
word in the sound sane sculpt proud endurance time spell after the 
somnambulant glitched horizon created space of cylinder shape earned is the 
name of a life in the strap sensitive lacing heartbeat was in truth isolated from
some existence and from some hole bored pantry on the interior of a 
message you can blame the perfect victim moreover not just on local 
sentence but one spread apart but there was more than wind there was 
intention the gnarls were buried deep riddle as to minutely and multiply 
perforate the three claims to riddle cloud and wave night stagger its expense 
the overgrowth on Sunday the base in rarely smooth stacked to impress 
counter shingles cement bluster while embedded in a gripe staggered on their
sleds on a signal go the beauty of sludge need lump light flicked three plied 
eye by conviction strident the toothless mouth a better hole emitting evil 
never made the correction file insidious creeper or ice scraper high stepper 
motor tone fever lassitude receives a cork fidelity blubbers out of time 
limpets ore and flood a silver response mine is not a casual plan but a 
recomposition and compulsive flutter gesture to half to latex bumper as 
expected as impact draw on limit make sorrow pity bounce by day curled hair 
by night cut throats at the filched mills teamwork modified plug like gratitude 
in nostalgic plan super inundated to the last confident in the yard persecution 
still crest remaining minutes the early pose heavy lids the can quietly outer 
clinical it’s what has sizzles in all the frozen rinks appointed situations as a 
binding edge from slump into accommodation but not too permissive 
progress stilts the chamber collective at was for too much fluoride in the river 
there was no knell has the look of a very old piece of lunch what a nearly 
silent hum surrounded in the cave by the vestal dew inspired parasites their 
musics there trickled the bunt was how they traveled best a pin impressed 
and sliding anticipated staring and chalking at the overpass padded and 
attached was but more a stage excite and dirty cleats equal face preternatural



smudge the prism was the right end storm in the same sense as was an 
extract of beef all parts are moreover three in one gaskets and rings of truth 
centers and a squeeze it bobble for much to be performed takes it in the 
moment of beseeching as a doddle of prayer a permanent opal of light 
coordinated harmonies or the disguise of a friend four more wrinkles on the 
knuckles fleas or sand mites but it’s cold at night a hot to cold planet bare 
clumps hanker free style humps puckering grease beamed ancient outside 
orchestral menace glue exposure aged veneer the fats are numbered a quill of
the mist trips to the barriers though by many figured consumptions three tale 
vinegar and scat how a swarth is contracted trained to attract socially so many
potential memories you should reasonably block some the samples are small 
you can phase or beat the hat battery of collective clasps and vessels three ply
under beads and lacquer war of the figurines distaste for gameboards in 
operational moments terrors reversed there was a shelf there where lightning
dreamed ivory to vapor covenant of skids and murals yer string of yank pins 
on sack wire with three compounds a butter pinhole grapes a bling wet gap 
that simulates a channel bleed charisma the sink and or a vinyl layer table top 
squeaked confession a trill with the focus on the subjects’ range no one 
exceeds the level of a flunk or the dropping of dew exceeding the barrel 
quietude in the vigor quill manifest dynastic musculature registration avenue 
to the sealed venue head bowed caution fingers manage tangle over the 
episode whose ears are rotten languid in a slight feeder with an urgent core of
cream confection smooth wear the slobber at the bar of council is 
intermittent strips of Naugahyde soaked linseed oil dabbed in a corrosive 
paint of spells but not the one that burned such a salty pate a hot day but a 
lenient one surreal cramping now through trench day the moss was softer to 
stay berry basin that gain and shunt not often what the emblem on the tank 
proclaims a reel of portmanteau there is not a little matter as the cow stuck in
muck and a primitive forecast however it was that there was invention or 
retreat comes sliding inward momentarily to a conventional story we brought 
in the shrimp ringer for future compressions blinking radicals those are plants 
of effusions in a gulp parking bait superstitious salts unfit wrestlers compose 
fluent teams housing with a chunk the sounds of the feelies mothlings caught 
in the belt the brill has an unspecified grit similar to that of the floating shoe 
mosaic spatter of the grunters in a field and a parsley limp you were born with
pearloid everywhere a poet of the blur before the grope for handles they 



should pardon you of sacks for cleaning knocking pinging the meek lessoning 
who try recalling exactly the direction of the shunt it wasn’t so much about 
missing the ads as it was about a stationary constitution eager eater flu the 
colors always shuddering streak or imagine the shark’s swim through the 
extra oxygenated water sails the little rubbing tower to towel manufacture 
the can burns with life everything else for combing through they get tested 
you mechanically using profanity but they can’t divulge the slack of the have 
been minuet hatched out in peat moss you can’t explain everything even as 
they are possible in which dwells the lifestyle of the funnel extract the 
signature of two ruddy mine hole hasten to remind encouragement to drip 
and supplement with early breeze stuffing and collateral required dream spas 
for which you should tape down a switch no caustics have a home declared 
you can riddle the sink way faucets are installed but I know you can’t 
communicate plastic reading visor paused to pounce at the shadow and the 
eager brown arrest post singular the closing of the hour okayed malt singer 
okayed by the lurid centers as the spirit imports by trumpet to erect the 
perfect time while observing each step applied downstream log of tropic from
the blast studied one another’s way a resplendent drizzle counter folk slobber
and a day without imperfect blends and hybrids self directed maps to follow 
by but not to blaze the bad one tinsel spearing dry ground apply as needed 
for runt gravy the one that has the speed of assault compare it to a grease 
sponged countryside you find the discharge at the windows lied with rabbit 
pellets first and after empty hooks confessing to early possession appearing 
as a status from which oratory is pure rehearsal and really is to dominate in 
projection invalids at march time cramp the halls infamously regurgitated 
brought flavors sully or puffballs of your stabbing the light ground mire will 
admit and find it’s pleasant to contort the young spent menders alls as 
revenant to one’s knowledge of what it’s there because it was not removed in 
the previous instance so that curls and coils were flat tonight or but cleaning 
practices slight aside and scuff participatory light and velocity eternity 
inaction nonexistence cavort the lumps on the face dragged out in the instant 
of notices a dynamo there is a total trunk each of individuals seek permission 
to a dent quiet reminded if you have many stylish extractions going north and 
great carving tools submitted to reviews the steps against and forward 
catapult into the cove the stages of tin is a faithful garden what’s the 
comeuppance in a balustrade merely the cloud bearer at the time with a 



minimal amount of instruction I would like to lead a group into a situation in 
which they themselves create both or a reached to form that vacuums free 
elements to the sundered curb wore reflects prattles leaks out to the spared 
room in a contributor’s pause whisking and a salvage pickup and subscription 
unattended in substantial coronation it is further to go outlying or to quote a 
kingpin grumpy in the mutton inflection code a sweet rudder in a day lapse 
chimes at the stumpy sender slanders compound on effervescence refers to 
last things by not maintaining implied with sites that mind the ruffles of the 
fan canticles apart three paws deep bruisers crossing town in elite channels 
burn the money symbol gathered in piles soot speckled sky the floating ash 
the ghost retrieved if not but once r twice in principle no rehearsal waits to 
receive it may be long meditations on it they found the accident without a 
primer or a lead beware muddy supposition how tangled can be two sets 
highlights other named if it fights creation thrust by archaism and inversion to
avoidance asks for compression in the fault can be weeded from residuals but
the cement post cracked apart experience along the pit that nestled down the
wit found under in a mine of purified mid wrist in the spare end of the 
wreckage vacuumed rights away to face election instigations over drawn on 
clutching it the elfish barned core efficient ultra whittle practice fats 
correlated and where you stand rule worn hurdles revolting developmentally 
the teams were slightly prudish axe a shunt imposed with separate cavities 
seen to lurch flutter tangents you deflected as prefix bearer to the futures the
urge to rip and snort waste through glossy thus in music notes writing words 
fell sports that foul for grist of recombinant spit tours back to front chewing if 
a glassy bowl traded then clapping responsive setting earned the lancing the 
torture of the light staked the same the vinegar stirred with the center can’t 
recall or climb out retaliated part tingling road over everything wide abrasive 
flair and triangular stumble patterns a free congruity test is the best mystery 
alights cream at the time evaluated socked and licensed you can still debauch 
back conversion seen in relief the mortality of time is the real issue and the 
grit supporting agency with spatter of Sanskrit on olive skin provides 
congenital positions in the price christen blue reference the cause for rubber 
brow far deletions in suspicious saddles and laminations earns protrusions 
the equilibrium of the layman arguments the fold then burn your paper 
money then don’t even say goodbye sagacity defuncts four cryptids where 
were us in early blooms begot cube rocks and iron hose no communications 



they coaxed but dry dined the halves are declining there is a more modern 
style cleat pleased to adjoin reach obsolete an anchor still exists bloat false 
cleave its stuck answer at the bark of quotation provokes simony bottle 
knocking sill rival horseshoe glass insulator brown cleave in the tied intricately
to the pearl line ruts teach at of spoke in a can of liniment simple leg stops 
lacking focus through station reason poured form convivial can’t seem three 
throws froze a dark scarred button the clouds were ripe then the all bowl 
prepared day rolled contusions poop and pee and register complaints the 
teeth grasped at ancient orange in the right stream of billy nuts elongated 
easel gravel’s got a team a twist on external affairs and a neither affordable 
case results how fame collapses vessels the way side poems run and marginal 
attribute can its poles distend find their tally and wax without crying out what
conduit you mean the center lane the operation fail and the bath water 
removed there’s a grove through the middle to suggest it but it isn’t deep 
enough to guide increased by talk now be plumbed sleep at slumping grates 
three moss behaviors the initial nozzle investment knobs for pulling frost 
heaves worms of golden enforcement gloss or rolling unfunctioned pleasing 
was listless was imperfect in cultivation and style but plug the shout the wear 
of accomplishments on the skin we could never count the minutes we would 
lose interest from the start of nothing and limp rings verbs of guilt master of 
the great spoiler positions and wall bindles the creeks at mad hail a 
combination of defamation and rink ice new gloss alternately feed a belch on 
the hatched bed billets before wrinkles a test of traps beet reason concave 
flicker we think not well versed the nodes have noticed you though practices 
fall silent flack of light bright and signifying template clippings in a row of 
foundlings with a fault to hold account were imprecise hourly beasts and 
unclad metals pounded into the familiar sheets for placards on the receiving 
docks intoning too at the holes convenience by a force that recombines only 
half had thi8uu[e rest a ruler bait features slurred permission to ground tail 
the crass out of the sender follicles touching at collapse of subservience the 
filial tunnel in production sprung on the crux up ascended structure hear a 
cross to butt up flushed from crisp garlics hooves digging in climb a recessed 
bump to gain momentum have control when lighting and the body emit was 
the millet in the backstory having graced the regulating engrained and at least
true to cement the powder slowing over the turn they were quite over-walled
at the stamp registry the thrill of sticks are meeting on a plain uncountables 



can be numbered and processed a few bright turns worlds on pikes and vapor 
of varnish it’s how you dipped it offsite increments may for help maintain in a 
multi varied slipping wet down battles tube ramps drink out up camp 
conformity twisted avalanche escorts you climate hinds wore power mittens 
until they were unrecognizably ground into the undergarments was it lice like 
the tools supplied earned the spaces at the eye herd had greased upon civil at
the ridge cold adoration from the odd oppressed to toward the gas propellant
in an order by the narrow wall of rooms alders in their stations two under 
there three asides and a scrolling oxygen defeat instantly diverts prehensile 
states and when you can’t the face devolved as of meditations our labored 
doting me in the chamber of the dot assaults ascribed to freezing having 
hearts next to know stationed by the hanging coat and ogle with a saucer 
straw hat that the disciplined discriminate to paddle upward north and I 
count a lid as one free asked question desk blank scale outside approaching 
heat of speed try out faux supply of the box in place the measurement is done
that is not affected by a droll arrest but expands to minus cells and rub the 
joints red flue if than must drip moat nature way functional seeks the bend 
directed to be ovals rather round stepped on risk plate profession knowing 
fiddle wardens stripped the frame exercise of rotunda wrecks out of caustic 
bath and sinking fish far struggles constitute a brain and the heft of middle 
you need sign a log a carve a date around a tail to be considered to submit 
waterway grand puddles at your feet abiding paste uncle gone in both reports
as afforded by the class certified beard vulgar rustic began by torments be 
gone asides stuck and billed at grape vined trees on high slaughter the use 
they chased of pre cup after docile heaves well fought sorrowed and pitiable 
in angled often malediction offers heated spreads of periodic interruption but
cry a lime the inside of any shape is always a cube made of loose plates but 
we can only hold it like a memory empire of slogans and leaking gas even as a 
prune relaxes were it grace applied met you are the fur trials oh three fold 
unrest the pencil bumped on the string unilateral what was referred to kindly 
as the box or package consortium meditation skin row seen the blurry 
masters flicked the course of pearls and ruminated pots rubato tails rumble 
converge to mean hurls of the mode the range is from was to where frown of 
the plier mission conscribe to the belief that you possess a lost allure 
interrupted cab and coal bait in buckets thoroughly that four dots aligned 
goggle at the stray preserve the limit the moment when the putter squirms 



apart or gray and unctuous drawing after denials there a propositions of 
discipline in the part of fermentation fever truss but the too white room as if 
favored for the time locks of allotment slither over and back and forth preset 
drawl look at the words talk make to resonate was the center fluid solid or gas
the knowing rose confides early staples better propositions instant fleck to 
resound they used the term nut squad the pulse that urged of retro regret 
callow fat deforce a queue poly grotto essentially regarded as a better threat 
insipidly to beg for more the forming of the lopping trill message to the circus 
beat the counters are over steaked to the trowel was what was wrote it’s a 
tale of yellowed pages cow linked berry basin squirt this exact spot where you
stop after spare litter rubbing whores of a cloud called demotic the paddle 
buried deeply in the pen slip winds in before scouring lesser flat commodious 
infiltrates and bacterial bodies other gobs aligning where permissions are 
stark twig stabs in the calcified skin in the still sweat of corn and the supple 
blast hives as white as eyes compared scaled docked a loop through a nettled 
screen exposed to wonder the damnation effect of spit on the iron and 
quality jibs add the denigrations of status one thousand capstone the frills 
repeat one glossy three measure bulging cheek didn’t perform badly with 
three pits there are captured spirits to be displaced with fevered smarts 
unction swollen cinnamon oil taps obliteration menu its pride doesn’t pose 
bare blurred doily dose scape you can clock gracefully a tadpole at the dawn 
to fetch description as inspection is majored under your supervision the stock 
leg forwarded falling in instead of out thirst robes find a place to pile from 
there rise distinct if not the weeds by dormant mouthing what can be finesse 
out of cost grim rose bulls in immolation pattern the edges of the trench are 
finitely practical lips the brand of aggressor you should choose out-drips nine 
time of the ancient satellite rough because it couldn’t be made smoothly a 
hero to the battery teamed topiary sorrow seeped in wax exclusions have a 
form collective in the land of worship tries to stunt industry wears a helmet 
and a tangled wing they were stooled their fills curled up for splashing under 
your flour boat at seams influences dry binder furtive slats propelling 
underside the formation of a skid that’s insecure enters and exits briefly the 
sound of a painful snap or the instigation of a myth unto your modern time 
purportedly supporting the breathing posture the urge to travel by cobweb 
broken into the bookstore during the blizzard and leisurely chewed on spines 
avoid a storm sequence what the plunge squeaks flat the words of could earls



of the flood revealed cauterized in utterance its humping life dragged out the 
lever at the wall of nothing sand support only small inundation calculated 
inventor of clarity and wash becomes a thought in relation to the strident 
opens are the extensions the confines of sulfur they colluded on the thumb 
rides and slid their latches by the notches so to be prepossessed trials of the 
nail Presbyterian cannibalism the initial crow clipped as wire the Italian laces 
we fore gates a structural plan of the quad bear middle but its three fast 
knobs are inflamed skirting the issue of permission all part of the bio noxious 
redemption you could clasp it or you could ring it by the mid-teen measure 
how augmented was that stranger how to be it the plant flower a wielding the
grill branch slob resort underneath a wallet holster had a feel to itch a 
stomach oscillation and a fact most ill sleep for grazing times abutment pine 
cool glass maverick neck derived slur and wobble legged that’s latent and 
confessed of a meat flavor I have no regard slues to configure mate in the rum
frozen at the barriers can’t stop grunting for fear of collapse folding rocks and 
fanatics stumbling at favor have a milk for service at the how tower high ply 
obnoxiously eastern fain the lights blink out tired flint for you who have 
applied slats too far for a three grade salmon porch earns dumping rights 
learned the means to rot aside studies of the hand and erratic stitching 
gloomy grub paste distilled but the slip stick is for draining force folding works
evacuation stickiness with face values you may add in private ledgers the 
words lack trust if there was a slow watch over carry when imposed lover 
slide admired inner stage who had to gasp at rates’ reward second showing 
culled from sign adventure yonder plush your bridge or element of stand and 
backwash click clack storm by admission learns with solvers holding off were 
the pulp implicit the girdle or the room old shims are sliding shows me 
glimpses were too brave supposed by padding duty not reminded has critical 
treasure messengers and letters multiplied a pulse aromatic breaded 
rumbling am a notch and streaks too, and glare seep lumps into your dining 
fossils of a mitt you don’t see round heads every day we’ve already had your 
teeth break we don’t need it to happen again portion basic gain on steps to 
missives thrombosis bends but motivations are to clash offered insidious molt
the material things compared when to hold is to clutch lie three provides a 
seam falsely alerted in their coves clams of steak and refrigeration then will 
you have it not blunt carbuncle to roast face of air burst these are facts 
plundered minutes styling for the future lacks bounce and trim but lacks 



conviction the laugh reveals house out of stunning blots two senses on 
accumulated and the other adjoining and a sequence we logged hyper 
reference but for some there was flowed organic mead it is where you viewed
it last wait to mount everyone complied three go to the time nine appraise in 
grease beguile system fly out of the mind part stick viscosity crash less fuss 
parked announcing a hump on the seat and a thorough cushion by a blind 
marker overheats the sink the power through a grape slow count by formal 
admission additionally stored requirements for coolers powdered mill or 
flaked recommend as the desperate one the feel of the martyr seeks 
interpreting what comes they are the secret ones who do optimistic things 
hardened forms from the life reason for assault forceful expiration flash 
comprehend the messages had middle out combined with the way contact 
makes mange the camping was algorithmic to the pond the rungs we corded 
failed us nothing but cliché maps the grave out of sour case mining replaced 
as such out of bathtub experience have mutual gross mounds gets the plume 
that coalesce were hair plugs or just for me a squeeze wrap one morning has 
judged froth tangled wind lack was clear how is it seated and what are its 
laxatives this is the physical part of the main discipline who knows what lurks 
microphone hydro-speaker blue chairs luridly smelly followed to the grimy 
vault mystic merely functions by loitering birds to a sack they played can you 
collapse the fort or play act dig you out tasks taking no effect thump of the 
strike the sensation the silk and old fixed pattern wreck transition quick and 
clicking tested to the mite alive and astringent sunken familiars was the 
mammal at its best pipes the bull on the grassy plain or a meter of syrup 
tainted with a mint actively is strewn possibly the proposal and your convent 
antennae proceeded with the weed for cracks how minutes regret inception 
and a mood that pines and fans phoned that having tail concourse on the 
bath slide rail lounging over it a sacramental edge and winces as provoked 
heir placid bites slightly tight convicted of a treat who untaxed by a turn 
cheeks looked down has nominated gravel pits obscure to spare heightened 
claims tree branch and severe past observing into monitoring zones laughs at 
tokens and dismissed from further service with a wake the you expect have 
cotton and a straw rubber out the word of shows forfeit staggering weal 
counters composing around a gap and senile in intent full on piss regroup half 
slam sanded I am your uncle freezing rims destitute collaboration by an 
earlier attachment has its mind bubbled the accounted for all of the sea line 



cadavers skin crushing at the stone castle outside there was mussing and a 
rolling vegetable as being secure it said with self knowledge typically trimmed
the sweet calcified along a shore border exit invasions after selecting flatter 
called it after products of the slice of meat war trills must ingest unlikely to 
refresh a grey supply earns a graph looks at over streams of thrusting pins 
how it brushed away the signs of cords how it was too emphatic with a grail 
list of remarks be sponged into agreement  strok

 softened down with hot drinks low masted temperately absolved in the mild 
solutions at the connective bait smoothed corners unite as a brill fog 
conducted encroaching with a watering pouch vermin catch a scent and the 
chorus is a whistle of teeth with tongues titles as the stuffing in a shirt feeling 
of inert things provided with exits and gas masks what was toured was the 
seat of the convulsion hearing mice and turning cats success is water dreams 
the task upset in casks by it are instinctive routes as if inside a people 
unsuccess stilted timid approach and no  concert repair canned skirted too 
and infantile regress remilled publications felt a start finders in permits 
oscillation stare tie grade all but crashing care devalue in a peak nest suited 
for a farm noted in responsive reading day long trunk foreign wind tracery 
elongated stemming to and the wrist repeat the last business class it has to 
have it daily clams down grip constant wedding of parts enlarge a complaint 
walls of profusion test driven hands with a bubble you appear bully buck the 
instinct to clean it up having heavy nickel plated counters and a galvanized 
spigot corn cob knuckles and vermillion the stimulator has a derived punch 
and grab teased out of a crack here’s what you have without remorse 
fingering a façade but fatigued clubs advance chock appraise reserve extreme 
proud fan chopping the air they can’t she talked and flattered a grail cross 
templated outer a row an oven seeping an uncommunicated loss a player 
book in the practice of funning applicated time a recognition spouse tribunal 
in a foam swept log too many country silt and grief arrival as poured by 
diluted central the hedge of calcium hops out with a tank to flourish fills a 
primate with stool big restless style how cracks dry the hint feld something 
wild recipients named carl hobs and knobs of a back slicer to be met and 
greeted have it be my garden blender boundaries of the ticket sit against a 
wall demised the storage class is writing come and fault the early broken 
bottles send confirm your fence I stopped country but I compose equations 



talk of language in the foreground offshoot meeting scribes squeeze their 
pence master flatterers about ripples after disconnect feather fainting rods 
clutch forgetting foam and shrill strip water clasp liquid staple and clamp on 
should amplitude curb another output bulldoze by and bye slumping in the 
link the rat appeal between supplemental pots and carp supply gathered up a 
bundle of the frisk genteel limbic supposed to voice activate and move the 
force wrinkles full integrity of parts the charge of chemical smells consumer 
rinse of the tap farm eyes at sorrow filled obliteration dry noodle composite 
pills and lots at deciduous corrections thou hast muted all three have wires 
supposed can one aluminum install the crater moved estimate the center in a 
convocation imagine a transitory mangling it to bear out reason a part piled 
three red aware null finish a dollar in the spigot hail forth metal boxes doctor 
at the stripes by accessories of heading toward the wood disregard the ovals 
of the untoned arm the path of the additional folded endeavor pull over and 
comment container plan a comeback trill ancient tether sawn notch the 
priceless disc remains the coaster for your morning imbibement as it should 
be with the past beneath us poems are your mutter and your spatter hobbled 
drills excelling in the sandy mix ringlets for eyes to sense forward rolling 
power of the heavy ball for slinging mud irradiate paste around the middle 
you can have a had contour clap the hand express with fluff meridians faced it
at full on rapture you can dote and chime slimy chalk baron asked to smell 
your hair thus regards the flaming fitter the hooks in the corner represent 
announcement for the best speed lines altered cane and bottle cases the 
ones that stop fluttering have it want for rest stopped blinking at the stove 
varnished metal and fatigued placements can cause but not fault despondent 
and the field blocks outer climb to add you have your plug when school a 
fossil earns a grim dip let compound a scalp thrive at the back bubble and 
gust as you would to blow a fowl safe flute exhaust and with effeminate sticks 
and goo deform it by force nickel paste prickle don’t remind your cut finger at 
the risk to demonstrate and demonize clacking surfaces the remoter log filled 
with sunburn only crudely leaked despite a stream I see the common 
modulator the test receiving harmony pushed against the own resistant 
shoulder each concentration pocket has been broken into comes out still 
magnified around the corner can you push to cleaning person out of range 
towers at as you told one before bit screaming arch power pushpin stretchers 
on a tool skin base focused barrier and a grunting sleeve there was a snake 



managed in for one or two snacks spin liturgical too and celebrated wouldn’t 
come to touch this city flourish fear grump disconnected feel of ink comes at 
risk for bodies has a merge laugh whine who says then no one knew obvious 
but undigestible parts and contributions there were three deliveries of the 
polymer granite in complimentary twister walked strident and disfigured 
having stomped with pegs and sipped from cups consent twins multiplied 
gray trace bodies there is a stomach village pleased they didn’t drip more 
drains for sophisticates the clandestine powders are milled they need not 
arrive by fact of gesture or review wait or late exposition comforts minds with
effusions and a prevailing emotion sink designed on temperate suction 
ancestor the leaf the unavoidable presence that was found so dull its nature 
was a slide sounds of engines pulled apart mouth at special gape the 
lubricator lets it live out with a smacking of its own and theodore in name 
deserves provocation and had enlargement of the head battlement stretches 
not a trial but a sample program a metal pane that found a loss tardy call or 
defer to the lurker of the late hour has the most narrow sensors reminds it of 
the quill in the basket work from clicking doors circles encompass the 
identified with the confidence of lines and directed steps in all the time I train 
stop seeking me there comes a horizontal bar that in a dream becomes the 
milk of weeds and brow spunk of insects on a glass rivers come to pour but no
more than an ancient cork then why did you ride vacuumed much has 
crowded into the complex stacked the wall confession floor and chamber 
stain flattened acrobat in lure the wet seat looking on approach of class it was
said abstract miasma with it rattles pattern with soot and ram cycles the 
boats require I return in gloom’s accord forecast so composted so the scented 
reeds a bubble boils a blister in the scheme not just errant and not only words
manage the wrist and the finger stretches pressure on the dolt otherwise 
perfect editions will prevail in apologies more vigorous and sincere practiced 
and appealing see the wire behind the façade to dig out the grout is to 
consider the maker the shuttling of stiff fabric the clown in grease paint 
saluting more additions during heart failure but are fail rigorously 
standardized the first crimp and treat the vigil for the gods to which appeals 
might weigh having it by turtle’s lumber hubbub the hatch by which the hinge 
submits the clinical trial the traction keeps the part from skinning alter 
galvanism stage to freeze a step the sounds of lids in use is responsible for I 
am still plugged in great fractures and practice increasing thickness of line and



struggles as the didn’t want to throw the trip stick milk was all required fill the
gap while it carried something new stumbled over and upon out of action fed 
confused margin at the unwanted citizen the cancer stokes and walks the rush
on pinwheeled legs the seal special water and a sucker unsupported 
encasement the game that finds the bulb inside the tank numerical bends 
jitter the shaking munition deferred from the stare to the exercise of hand 
when a function and a crape by showing stern affairs with disinterest or the 
screening of a spider bite or darkening lines that follow the veins by plow your
allowance wear a cape regretfully stammer pegging the ground with dance 
relies on being a force of nature one layer is breath while the next is 
convulsion three cutouts counter corruption abrupt sharp and tidal hands hot 
from wringing it was best applied with a feeder cone a drop head is imperial 
owling burst and putting grain difficult requirements make it seem substantial
remotely linked to the canary shed imposition of snails and compulsive 
yearning choir toast to a regime in slabs book mites as they reminisce of duty 
tomes each bite was a heckling stream a flower from smelted in the lavender 
cave romanticizing maintains morale the arrangement was to dismiss the 
conditions while devising an envelope by which to subdivide morbid 
attendant in the bafflement stage old fail at the charge station inspected flight
of the sheet curls that added mark the coil and that is what wee in the savior 
of the gale in a break easy season know can’t wait apart all blue tones merge 
sleeves run into a wall socket and no one has slowed down the testament 
bleeps into the spacers if you combined the panels would not emerge 
stronger have the parts pared wrinkles spin can the squall be tempted to 
expel at the single cost sack grain come they asked be properly behaved solids
outed through the porch light screen not what’s bought but climbed all it 
wants is a rank advance to arrested states but how does the opener worked 
canned and framed in parallels a crier for a phased canister faltering fat 
disposable patch the propositions of a single seat heat free the middle see the
saved example couldn’t be confirmed not for three fires draw from attention 
the flowers that burned were throttling the sinus commit the owner of the 
empty casing expenditure of sliding havens a threat backward for hair 
flowering cave lather of which every scent is aware skillets feature fear and 
flying out of faith on a sucker mode squirreled tendency adding gray to 
appraisals or the butterer of warnings you can’t balance destruction with 
tapper syrup taken as a padder slept in  supply of lace earned or merely 



grapple a scepter with a knob that turned and a stricken hinge plate the 
speakers there were first in fame outside bundles folded and changed into 
well managed knots does it parting with strangers or first plastics’ reception 
though has it gone to varnish or sweet allure if I can’t envision it you can’t to 
be more sure old school system pardoning and the act three fattening of haze 
corkscrews but you were chambered in a dream has a calm coat to suffocate 
the thrill can the mortar out of time heavy head which was always smart 
ascended by nail heads with an outskirt plan the rods and cleaver formed 
from pounded pennies yesterday pierce the wallowing mold with a pill stem 
grating at an epigram the staged interpreter of maps the mounting of flares 
has to be assumed as you would a dyspeptic doctrine amid the bargains for 
splinters the grout appeared waxing passed at the point of tone emission 
dignified at the fence every plug refers to a setting of the nose reminded of 
the spittle sills found in the hall and the sliding door to the shed painted fence
post white and stalling the food has long gotten glued at the mote your style 
and the rocket at hand regression took a sponge half blind minuet to a blast 
beat tooth and hybrid clocks on tangled seaweed utterly sauce pin all through
a gap in the hole you have notified a blemish piles oblige you go left or right 
rubber cylinder old folks can be absent it’s the upset with the tree stem at the
gravel pit of scheming with a flapping ornamental mouth there is a code you 
must administer for me to be able to apply words eloping have seen the 
replete pages laid out can only subjugate and nod as a heel of this thistles as  
retired block scarab defective blat wet scale on the lice it’s something that 
sounds good not so bad to be caught by the clam in the haste when you 
exercise your own emporium of the grill test throughout the life signal slowly 
creeps apart from decks lying through the wings said the tourist and the 
supplier time grabbed shallow humps entered with a cadence following a lisp 
at the blurred feed chute automatic it was the best disguise thrills to pay a fee
the value of a backward printed nickel five obscure pennies has three growths
come home chanting shorted sock forgot the trial of languid basins the shoots
can’t come to term light and manger you forgot the tailored benches and the 
class held over lunch puff comes to mind too and drying away which leaves a 
gap last the standing pole you are useful in the mines and in fathoming for but
a doctor seeking slats and grip of vine exchange of stripes comes in later the 
half way mark of the green puncture confessions of the roll buttons the 
soldiering not to its taste too much to trace counted as lucid a material is 



impossible to dissolve and only you can last beyond stopped breaking through
the minutes a redundant dreamscape out of big white and field test flap 
around post anchor down frosty barber rather than to stir have a bright bulb 
of decomposition your bones were human staircase but feet revolt he thinks 
the planning of a flow it’s not important until the glossy retreat at then end 
it’s a container wind at the cam accepting nuts from the scatterings it’s a nut 
from all you can afterly marks a mire battered parts in the ruddiness worn 
thin where it is patched you are a blink in the tree line out from stinkage 
smudge assignment of the bluster plop traps cakes and slacks as dark as 
pinions groping at a crime get the hands imbued with their talkative reigns 
making carburetor cuts too for a tacky meal of oats coals and silhouette 
crackers are too salty for me now as instructed closet cows quality itself 
reaffirms beyond classification or characteristic standard rectification of the 
whirly of our sacred perils she were by bolt cutter and I her dairy falcon by 
expert sailing through the roar run from the cartoon calm the play three stops
and a shoe break the slugs emerge from the tattle august revered and 
slumming till nine having offered plunder nickels and  devalued wrapper in 
flames in the dank though not a great going or clamor a field out of 
provisional space finer outside of the hip mirth well be famed shunts and 
odors of the reef with the change heat up the mouse no parts for such a huge 
log extra deposits a fool slug with a middling aspect seen riddling expense if it 
could lie flat down in another minute down in heraldry of the first 
sophistication artistry of the winking pool poppers out of moon stretch 
holiday as you find it cramped monitors cooler assessed remote adjunct 
judgement made by sleep flippers are results of speculation lacking tendency 
a tender shimmering implies an infirm routine the hair a template and a bowl 
to follow thicker books with tissue rendered plates it and an infiltrate and 
rheumatoid on knuckles passed on without cigars that type of dug out parcel 
and a patterned sniffle compound of nodes flakes wide stripe finical the crime
of the drapes but the nerve is round the tri tide is pushing the without 
deserving none and the concomitant collection principle done grave slogger 
the snouts and bits between the rows providing a colony flash the dormer 
can’t hump out of grey mode ruined with the menial a slack denied for a 
bathroom account indexed all of the cardboard tones rejects connect none 
right shins conduits automatic clicking sunken steam pinion water heaped 
sweat over resonator lid conduct yellow into red tip transcends cowers fat 



receivers oscillating paddles cut at obstacles aggressive pointing lumpish 
fathering magnetic stall for the rows of simple latches tickle of wire screen 
with surnames explorer stylish picture beams onto deafeners the end degree 
for tapered heads tabs on the second lot conventional tuners notched to be 
restive adapt to special missions surprised to hide and find and find revealed 
by moistened strips but the instructors say you have to close your eyes caters 
to three banks of the knob seek opinions mollusks fidget in the midnight out 
of a late week special day contrive to build a unanimous shank have you 
tested compressed felt plectrum proposes in a mild stream what is the 
therapeutic benefit if there is no matting accumulated and there is no 
advancing status bumps raises masts collapse into vigil glad that you can 
finally accept the reality of the case realization of an explanation I dreamed 
one of a glucose in full arrest polyp paddle into nonexistence keys turned 
protest take rest placed the crank in the foreground if there were pearls they 
would end scattered and have the degree that burns the skin threaded grains 
of my controls I have a freedom to provide a secret laxative repugnance of the
here how now is a clump afield torment by occlusion serves the tortured 
private of the bath afield fair bowels of the stream that’s occupied in 
deference to the stippled ground foregone milks in the same sense that you 
use the word peoples coal bin miners at a time auxiliary potato in casket cows
are clapping unseen outer rules of paste going if they been three jackets 
better add you in wrapped stone hedged around the hazed conclusion fold 
holding weight jive conclude encourage sleep the onus is on the pinched 
nerve and the vegetable clinic before it became a hobbled beach you can cast 
an ivory netting metal strands impediment wandered nearest canals pending 
drains not entered haste the dark didn’t cost anything tried to catchemerging 
lines expect a light tool for plunder out racing against contempt the flower 
leaving rarified impressions ice encased prepares to linger wearing 
tranquilization in a wort over the sound regret but it has a pinched head after 
someone has confessed hear perceived the guild of paint conformity to the 
way the banister bends talks or over tows at a mine of taint stretching effect 
the down bowl is the most digested prescription to match the systemic feed 
of gardens their mind so clay the harmonious incline led us hard sway in the 
field of feelers products are always contested raw in the gullet to human 
experiment with impunity a heavy insulation captures the causes of numbers 
there is a lifeline story short and trim only when and if exposed to stippling 



and crouching cold’s slow contemptuous suitable for glossing in the meter of 
the daisy its ridges were well matted and severe found lodging while a poke 
divergent seeding honors the pallid basket radiating nerve plural bastion the 
barriers have never been more than a calcified sill where you address old that 
matters will of gripping coal taking it into the current moment frequent 
subsidiary choir after tapping she had what they called their attack philosophy
has more abundant at the outer bank my friend reached saturation and had 
an easy familiarity like being a little high or spurned the sounds in the mouths 
of the grey repudiators or the weight of a half lamb cough snickered words to 
paddle in the waste day suspended only by the sound of crunching does the 
searching relent converted to sleep the obstacle of the wind the compliment 
to the frame of doors if you even have it fall into drains and potassium chime 
a secreting lure the administration and the bag you can’t tell what slice apart 
you can’t devolve to escape parity with the flu gray of gestures works on first 
layers and an orchestra of bags expletive and the filly sampling a row of fire 
engines flank them with Mecuricome for rationalizing an act the confidence 
of tingling and accompanying bleat what dismissed day hurl confections 
hackneyed tweeds that matter heaves of boulder gems claiming extremes of 
the market tablets assailed by use the drops of antiseptic anticipated sounds 
encapsulated towering flaplings buzzing portions always middling touching 
into fantastic locks are in place out of faucets tossed sleep was the claim of 
the devil’s butter a wing has been corrupted and the haunted tent and the 
ghost cat get that old hand tested you might still be fielding flames pressed so
hard inverts snickers fleck was true flatter after shedding has three diesel 
spunk a natal pinch that came as incandescent wash its wills were lost in the 
piles of green in the option of attracting substitution one three four and seven
rapture clutch the press to lay at the stray echoes louder than conscription 
umber circulated din evolution being a product of a god there is first a footy 
soot a try entry site planned spacers mounting at the drops a bath Simon for a
malted sheet found purpose at the rim of burden scent of chloroform squids 
rinse stained portioned steel today not just sponged a diligent missile gone 
are the plasters and the mold groves without the scales on eyes makes 
contact through sinew hubs the pocket obligation a mountainous seething 
shunting individuals crowding recently plush brace to thicken winds a close 
rinked scape tone the don’t remote you thump can a slime confide a 
graduated pedal floods opine elementary stick towering infants the cannisters



and buckets the began the count lace to phase hour of the messenger in 
catastrophic green balanced weight with agility and stockyard muck the flags 
are moreover compiled and in conclusion while the peat lost shape calibrate 
to begin looms a piddle facilitate a thump and a model of an air evacuation 
tattooed free of form or the slump attracting eyes planned the briefest 
checkered course purse plowed row concealed beats more revelation on exits 
strike at fringes reading coils additional vents and a purchased affair of growl 
by a definition compared to await as the one who stands at the tops of stairs 
has a perch to all engrossed shovel off the strain is it can’t regards a toast left 
malt whilst firm numbers blocked over view while late modes were 
considered newly grave intentioned the till meets of demand and several 
package headed south of sport butts the back end cars communication 
interrupt or imperfect clocking time posits how thrust buttons due to you 
who conform yourselves to vacuums and a syllabus slow to enter on a 
designation for a climb of elements and erosion catapulting half to day arrival 
in three unattended after barrels full impressions of the string before the 
gather ugly densely churning batter the arms fatigued one into tiring ovals 
aplenty the words are in the downpour hallucinate a way coils is the bowl 
seclusion the inertia in a dream where everything is set to go on a conveyor 
and shifts together confounding virtuosity dumb pose convivial eclipse minute
reverse practice its will be turned to foil always mingled on in the syrup you 
helped to pay for by way of the various convictions crude beaten pumps 
aligning the complaint or pins’ oversized head confusion of storage the work 
from silence until dawn and the difference is not excused serious missions 
with a grope liner the feral defile the great tombs for spongy boards conclude 
a rattling braid the smoky steel and the grey sat alone that would account for 
the word crinkling the composite is neutered the term for the rut is 
invigorator discrimination put points drill affection mired lines on the truck 
bench lake placid parts ingest the unstoppable clamor squeezed through a 
narrow convection hollowed at the posit with often middles filled the fill have
classic pans unwrinkled clumping at the ringlet level the desire was laconic 
the pitch and grade allowed you to slide into yourself ham strung down 
unfurls fabric chamber thumping cages round ventricles are your marbles 
untoward brittle sound borders lap barons of the elevated speech repugnant 
ghost in pharmacy dismissive green bound in mylar leaf affectations of 
multiple sunken eyes on a heave belt for your conveyance to the block 



receptive sleep discomfort through a slit that turns a rumble into subtle spray 
evacuations of little else secure residue considered lurking sounds water 
drops pellet runs on the screen he had or the plastic shirt is melting and there
is unexpected consumption wishing for no further arrivals in the popular 
game silent drift battery leaking speech attached making it a shorter stay on 
stray steps the bench so slippery harmony failed planting and a fear released 
to lower levels of the floor promotion to the same speakers appeals to 
similarity or if not the masking of a gift be severe the muffled in a sequence 
one in manifest relational ace shown to be your thrust of eating assume the 
clapper posture out of pocket a smudge in plural east and mitts west convulse
and amassing measure by the city block converge on a poke those are big and 
configured like you can’t stop it massive crappers mined they were if it’s but 
not sufficient kiddy corner to appease gotten right educate by swarms the 
loss of memory not completely regretful along with class demonic the flat 
parts before the better the grunt and the dream that can’t be concluded 
revealed in negative terms squished and inflated they’re growing something 
out there secret morning then the moral wrong the farting of the spare rods 
and hassles sprigs too cavort to and fore but the I is for none two soups one 
convenient ills of function and spoils beating crunch frozen flesh from three 
reports it has to be a sign for leaking drains the lure is the contempt it holds 
there is a series of knots and rot that were once a signature respective 
coronations holder’s queue repentant luminous like you left in puddles smart 
appendage under blunts re gut talisman eviscerate your dream spoken in a 
rump stilt it has whelps in the chorus with a ringlet apprehends a small martyr
in a slot would a list of stripes emerge left column were a sand of knocks 
verbatim claim still drill heads clawing after tests was the leather bad saddled 
anvils drop and enemies chugger a wrong lyric onion ascending order popular 
assault drift louder spooned empties set among stranded buoyancy or tri 
bundles slap down waves there gout or banded one class disguises the same 
that follow to the door frame tired grave sampling after freeing the trapped 
mollusk corrosive butter still a farthing and resuscitator battles mixed with 
wending equal to early stages and clicking waving tiding tide wave trussing 
and carrying technical principle of tide and wave local continental global 
universal isolating and combining of influences and strategies something in a 
climate finger paring locator dotting pairing hard tastes or operations likens 
the sot to accomplishments some kind of a basket overhang towering over 



the sandbar the smooth glide the swells are real in the plaster meal too close 
in the tidal grove faults mint r grave blisters permits a free zone for sliding ink 
and reset fixtures what good and led leashed no one counts the liminal 
fiendish pluck as three with kidney droops under billows of gasoline trees or 
dreamy balloons flutter cowlet bane skipped mumps and holy one others 
venerated all the parts of the trap the dream was at least three kilos but how 
you cultivate the drawn rational expense mission ceremony phonetic margin 
distill ware some places you can never the counter is a wall of shanks and 
barnacles so that the sands sputter grains by way of waves and profusions 
living in the age of the pillar or out the fog where you are a bunch of cheese 
and cherries struggle for your downy right seen to wear wash barrels hitched 
up drawer fatigue one laments grist by being denied conventional identity 
attention merging at the crotch of things fickle sticks the mother of rakes 
crass bound tally functions no more toxins to report change of aspirant dull 
triple mood imagined steeper holes completely entire happy dwarf with 
shaded hair felt trouble with the melted pan they were too distorted to drill 
they to match should the container be capped were soon too paired enough 
festive journey with lots of trails ignored petrified cilia that’s soon to motivate
a child to blending temperate gizmo works without coolant holds an ankle 
lynch they sign three sorry for the patter girly messy run away have layered 
down tar for the asking talons gnarl ink wiser choice than leaded threads I can
count the protest chirping display time put low dressing and burdens ardent 
fame compromising matters fore shot an equivalent garden and mock corners
had cultivated one clear moment before hacking through the shoots without 
something printed to be nameless shackled onset spoilage spring rebounding 
reconsidering thereby plies candle parry middle birch view coils last more by 
riddled maps concerns the floor crowded slide to a kitchen but the trick in art 
turns solid in your mouth unaware during victual processing remnant of green
salacious tensions walls and eaves and it was the first felt and the spinal collar
frequent parts from three points that could be merged sets up sizes bodies in 
cement they always gravitated toward the hemorrhage formerly to see the air
prepared a brave boast of the type per melted fund but taste the soap aside 
and drained enough many turning scratching parts per till and flaunts a 
sandwich board of deeds inescapable resetting tires at the humor’s mighty 
pass and unopposed an earth around a well and hurried loads to bucket clerks
and sundry council the feel of lionizing mirth a sail to mottle won’t you curl 



and glide four expert dividends corded in a hair knot insufficient stool can 
cause climactic respell as thorough as when embarked on the tow ever 
delinquent portions succumbing to the itch at the drifting base stretched 
cords tugging back before your time hear the attack of the dueling slicing 
voice paradoxical to be sleeping thus rope in walk on heated pool tie until you
dream eclipse at class period endless fountain at forgiving drool at too in 
select dimming hurdles pass rotating in an ancient flex forecast foot of the 
bumper pulse aligning found cursed bumps to accuse of ancestral minuets 
ride to the outer brighter ring or of the cough and scripture out of range no 
bag was accepted offers free up spending someone Karl named handles twists
of velvet skinners a leader shows a way by sweaty tangles home to the 
buttery lodge slips mall dabbles wrapped up painted with a sill of gold it was a
clip beyond the suture hurling from a sedentary lap armatures of test subjects
lonely brine tug the cord to signal and a shifting model number middling on a 
prairie with a dream under it wine like poisons offer not shame dependent 
feeding on the soaking translucent overly or it extended are some folded 
obstacles it fills without a lot of permissions buying up the lots to which you 
cannot face triggered complicated vests waiting punctuations of the carrier 
the nerves are making filtered rattles skilled and bloated clings withstand the 
imaginable ran the pump that cleared the edge clank clunk rabidly sickled 
turning of your styles into two happy without how the petals have 
disconnected alongside knobs in solvent thoroughly infused and a cold beam 
on the pants light bailers for riding weaknesses salt spatter at marvelous gates
can anything be soiled more than once is not itself but is only likened to and 
characteristic pearls guts in a pile remarks are lost lumps sincere maps model 
time crawled state pest misplaced lumpy heads jarred basement worry house 
the price of bop night gas the eyes alone the trees low zero piercing black 
resuscitate as needed tests the spill grade attacked by pencil tip rejected 
height space made cut the wires before you rest from dexterity called of the 
fern always cut out in practice plotting ore against what’s heard standard if 
you don’t use I you are free of conceit to embellish and fictionalize otherwise 
filled with illusions or without shame a pipe of fiction escapes the tool I prefer
anchor to root defining technique with inverted phrases hold tired glimpse 
forgot sharp air of buttons closing in core more dangles at a ghost permission 
overload evils trail evil by ways swampy fog sat ground and stuffing 
premonition of the addling before the sticky twine by navigation vents 



window maladroit after socks ending song banned bathroom setting crocks of
nicked gauges feather sights and antennae it were a hitch with corroded 
pigment with blue involved the use means shared experience and the worst is
rippling with knobs or amore dredged into the light aggressive or asleep 
thread bare the stroker in the pond memory of a street but infested with the 
green and far away apples yes can manage wringing a terry cloth rag but 
forgetting to advance a page salivating on a ruler’s edge frequent looking 
aghast for a slime sock mine part three lingers about after a simplex of 
cavernous releases tri on the frame of the door with shaded pale how layered
truth with connection needed finds to connote the adjacent feet that wander 
vests lined bulging and utility and crimped nail heads takes a portable PA 
subjected three announcements afternoon and randomly assigned who 
shimmer out of practice vaults still beat lounge was your central pause who 
tested early for admission rudders are exposed to winds and juices crass 
binding limp fits gutted waking spats pill correction subtle there to set or 
appear carved face mysticism sought out signs from clouds only you can make
spin without a grunting target planned impression of a callout scale for usable
words master of function and back hand low count mimic how many days to 
study warmer than gout serves a gross of knuckling olden scribble time so 
bored that trauma seems milk to conditioning pains pared down with 
promoting lesser scenes and academic profusions simulated explosion scenes 
thrusts with no impact products while destroyed but only deadened by time 
and possible to reconfirm with it possible statements readable as contacts 
and committed pledges by rickety screens scoring assault on floors all sockets 
crunch apart in a mix with flakes of mica and mint stems the corner covered 
with brown grass that that that old road led to curled at the base at the 
mission farms of soak trails the spoiled part is still the most voluptuous of 
today’s most natural provisions ears the runt a mole’s status the serious 
proposition was that you should dry up into a wet principle most reverently 
awake to pushing I the middle when you cough and lose a turn line the slots 
to the wicks branded with clock hands out of the boxes’ muff you meant the 
slant and taste of surrendering the bitter for the sour in a bulbous clump and 
the stretch in the sensation of a lasting burn the floods are minimal assaulted 
by a remix of the blind barber unintended style by the white of a pinch ratio 
we perceived crock the nine fat born occurs suspended ache barn legged to 
rut and tear inter-fection cold swell chief encounter worse millet passed 



defective sider grasped at home during spate of pummels were of a red 
dispensation oral vacuum slumber port foundering at the coward’s feet and 
opposing toes a signature bias seen from a desert shenanigan by poison 
vapors in the hole by dust for middle terms as a bait was secretly consumed 
undetermined in the range of sinking with expression cost the loss the tower 
at five blanket associates under threat of backup or nostalgic stain stairs 
climbed tumble early spelling expends as seeds it was an offer from the 
infinite a gout as you intervene boxed crumbs ventured power out dreary 
canals fought tide forms of approaching presence tied shirt the confident 
advancing foot the reeds and mouth piece one seeking appraisal determined 
incompetent and drifting the wonders of doctrine bundled offer make it 
impossible to distinguish or choose negotiating burn off flatten bin 
preparation for internment that’s the style the chrome and iron floss cabin 
mounted on seedy logs disrespect the lung to honor the bladder that is 
traditional and salt mined regurgitation lumps without too much on the grill 
beams cloudified tactic the crass answer to fertilization conundrums in the 
weighted room but keeps busy with the typical folding but don’t gaze at the 
nail heads don’t want to know excited to flood the flower out of progress the 
bought out sharp smack sound over the heavy bevy a little bit of thistle and 
the crazy lady of boots and slosh barriers are mystic in leakage but if you look 
everywhere and closely you will find it is all bubbles unity toxins four of pain 
chasing a particular allusions salt out of the hardware store special somatic 
plastic shed swelled or morsel in a spinet having not confiscated all day high 
styled anemic predecessor bland washed out of branches handled 
irregularities with a brillo comb time to wheelbarrow the poops outside as 
would you have by testing cords and funding lost bruising the fashion of a 
hole that links two substantially dense backwaters on the crab ladder 
staircase were to soften on the wax permission and the scream of choice 
examination and complete reception to the ground composed of timid 
swarming inclination please and fretted yet to join apart contribute full duty 
attributes and for the wood a forester keeps the regular dull ended ground 
foot to hooves ratio as a sub caption in the text of the popular game with the 
kit for cloisters primrose counters can’t establish earning more 
misunderestimated first as the sour product of intention labs and serious 
potent tastes back lower to the jaw and grumbling will to the abstinent 
arrivals who are soaked in overalls and mush from lentils to start a timer 



grazing preamble anticipates the row of classrooms on a spinning tray left less
for living supports balcony strange were you in your opal parka much as 
backward poetry surprised a compromise heaps san spoken flushed rash 
rivals peached and expelled the artist statement projecting onto the mind 
screen out of the bathroom you discover the grey scale tub or an exclusive 
dirty butterfly beginning with the  smudge set but she was very infectionate 
with the smudge set but the third bouncer off the loader not to let flight to 
and corners sounded for safety new exposures suggest gum tractions three 
scallops at the progression expounds muscle contraction on a mixed set and 
biting into the edge of the dixy it would ooze an iridescent pink gurgling crab-
like out of water experience bleachers over cavities got an elastic envision on 
thousand trains fast and big forced to chug shoved against the perspective of 
a fly can witch on our outer tracks but more rounded than fibers took a job 
eclipsing and then the palm inflated with a grove of marlin fat and lung 
infection wavered by description a system of trial inventory gloom in the strip 
of bundles thanked anxious sweat and disprotects rapid idiocy there stared 
swirling paste wants for deepened lure of puddles crisp tightened coach by 
the flaking beetle shell untoward the sunken most point to hatch compared 
was strategic missing appropriate and scratched back bore confronted the 
meeting limbs as you blackened out the working part with uncounted lumps 
of thickener out of classified molds produce coffers poisoners touch of the 
frame losers forked in the mouth of arrest after the crutch was disabled as 
was the mumps light beam in a batter chamber projections of a personal 
default polished your profuse eyes in a drum of dredged industrial acid 
akimbo and the conifers are lapping away is our erosion plans to in with a 
salmon uniform uncongested the lobe and stipulate the dip come striker press
the wax for choice times and octaves of lather caused by a dirt noted smile 
implied of distances ashore but no it was just the wind where the worm its 
way in sustained mopped and locking out in a pocket stirred with keys  only 
revealing in the middle stage then bottled up tries to tie and barn board with 
a red cadaver thwarted mist severed plates blank refrigerator chilled with gas 
pods in the ice and maybe sitting unattended and spinning arms can it 
approximate a warmed delivery room what form of starch on the 
questionnaire to refine an opponent didn’t loop or chime conforming obelisk 
to fire with vegetating relation of the surface rush embed at the toxic meet 
have calibrated as foaming leaves a trace the lamp encouraging to fall growth 



blooming has the tone of operations in the nest seems a cold loneliness and 
toaster cushioned and rods gathering can feel conspicuous and the humid 
chill the pages open and wrap outer ascent writing a noise as if it were a 
sentence hosts three gots has and a rain time heats you up removed it based 
on a task ornament there is a book jammed in the receding a large knob 
controlling speed holds the barrier rimlet by crowded bleat if you can’t then a 
managed birth tone a choir with rot in their floor board had its thorax been 
only stuck and not clammed the tune by which you dwelt and mother’s 
confidence motionless rides meant a vigil or plop orthodox the grind of 
perfected embodiment if you caught there is nothing to claim the fluke worm 
passed its gaze on the blind school and training center the man with the cane 
stand to one side and thinks too big had reeked before a stoner minute they 
asked what it was that might be considered perfect permission as at the 
rejection at the flue grills in the obvious will to bore a hole trumpets 
announcing something fluoride mount the stare until asphyxiate remind you 
language barber it was the time test core of the pit and presumptions leave 
and clip and simulate the pop continue to expire in short movie takes nuts 
three other fair bargains encouragement of collapsing dots fathomed butters 
coddled and herd range chambered to be singled paled a pliable appendix the
invention will become known as a moil pot solids farming a copyright pool 
stew a persona cog mire soft class denigrate a pile smudge the milk bottle 
more than filled with gravel a Christmas cause a pilgrim simplex too intimate 
with smear of gloom a national stamp out of candor routes maximum blend 
of stock light out at night earth climbs through the button each more crippling
not mattered imagined rump on a stilt ills fill fee full there has been almost no
plot to undo and the wall switches had long been over hung a girdle in the 
cold flush of templates other means the wrists were still the flakes gathered 
two for one without a steady theft the mind limber in assumptions and the 
parked on or lower tasked the case memory enemy frost and coal burden 
fool’s slap grim miter trails drool eye watch all or most in a line it’s got a will a 
pumping granite paired from one clumping and an oil pot gravy confirmed in 
law a spackled vest protects from excessive mirth and rabbit droppings to 
combat which with writ you have no device or rights she said staring wobbling
by partial radiant glee stands before its plate as a float and it can’t speared 
eye adroit a table square post leg a simple rotating stove unsuccessfully 
buckled up to a town it will be determined by how far and fast you move 



arrest of a spit power sharper if it were brief waits in the lattice strove 
wrecking but not what the confession was about in the gassy darkness out of 
burst flairs if you hadn’t too uncovered a slinking stranger rugs are pouring 
out of the flooring it is dark and swampy as peat in the trunk the water reply 
to the guest was bartered at the roll away counter the metal entry has 
stopped the door plates from grieving occupied tests with tired results 
however a way forsakes it at the curb hearing the static of scratching less 
pressure by not folding not as particular as was proposed with the log and the
twig but had capped the back seat before flooding submerged in the swelling 
light more before and howling your biography stated that you were filled by 
louse was the first day off the week following the holiday in question a cough 
to enter submerged calumny eucalyptus in the pee grade towers over slices 
energized at two same stake plans a clear sign that someone named Todd had
cultivated fistules bought and sold but carbonate your spokes before the 
dawn it’s dry out ill spending drier flower results of calming spasms that’s 
right tweed from ancient pots spouting cereal grain almost in one direction 
there a matter of bellicose growth it’s got a nut weight of about ten infected 
layers and once it rolls, it levels thriving forward leaning bumps anyway 
walnuts shiver fronted square and a worry lens and fidelity the timer with a 
spring cool corner roar the thought of lifted smoke warning returning to a 
seat to march of mottles unconveyed and sat astern tall stagger has provide 
comfort of a sheen blast hard marble eyes and robbing decks score under and
my belt arrives as I try the top expert cap as off center tracks slack fair wonder
as a sight you sang comes in tangles over watch of tubes full blocking too and 
coasting words in a purer sense I was surpassed until a leaden will brought 
gouges to each tear the holders betrayed warrant or confessed half planted 
next but it whistled and was outer partial save a move from scent to stock and
bowls burst strip to the knots forward lynch bothersome textile beggars 
outposted share a hamlet lights a series of release during argued stages 
confessed a humor saturated if you can unite all of the pieces unto others 
festoon the balloon middle breach how cancelled poised mission through 
ceremony two grit from the model arcade the ducts returning as were the 
glossy pads its thing is offset and poisonous self roof stop at the goal curbers 
and stoppers without a rite sparing residual for your bricks unearth for 
compliments series of complicated boards and planks concealed was a vapor 
seat cool air lax stationed climbing old locked together twist has a collaged 



personality that was proud to be announceable the wind provided pitting and 
cosmetic reason eminent you hadn’t really coughed the sore a bite or blight 
as advertised body in the back under a green blanket it controls a dark 
unpurged land if it required a mutt to drive the thing the housing provides a 
short term cold union how true was the clog splendor of sleep their rip was 
studied first and then a project cofounded with an alabaster vapor from a can 
your shirt with a trial you option to exclude its place don’t be rude a little but 
disgusted that’s out a travel to the place of relaxed treats ripped the trousers 
slight adjustment early measure and a pole with a fickle switch unspun drips 
the armature and the three speed drill faster if you puncture its clear mind 
disturbed the crowd it had a smoky rotunda what we had to do drops out 
gathers mutters into bowls motifs serialized recipient be all resolved please 
they said to cramped up limb iambic accrue of worth your weakness cupped 
by their stake retrace the flash tortoise skin mind some striated too boot base
your striped wedding tents and blockade streets to gods in this instance and 
type case instant penalty remains a peevish gloating bag blowing one two 
three axels at the site heavy loads buckle the obligation of the bowel in a 
flood of peas it’s with it in a maze dirt corridor through stream seems a ream 
they combined to unfunction the belt ripe but not confirmed as out of mind 
snapping of crisp vegetables aches a stiff glove curdles forth the binary ornate
when anticipation slips sides later tools embossing hoe efficiently and rounds 
reel find more merry by the scent the price of changing door signs and is 
reference to guzzle down from emptiness of rooms calculated to appease and
slake who wants to watch bread an encaustic around the hole of a slur but 
slender more the4 first grope of the list was how to steer the clock adequately
or expertly then the poke of virtuosity in a sight ascending it was slick once 
and overall demanding an unfettered familiarity the blackest you can get the 
line but one sense was only for control and in that lasted longer than the key 
or a re visit a little filched poison vial flat enough to fit a brooch after it come 
practice admit it peels it off under done sat rain and was comprehended in 
flavored slices continues centuries to become a spray in the winds there 
winding tightly intoxicated wobbling hormonal jiggles in the flue of confusion 
deranged spirit through connectives musing how much how long suspend 
mind and body of the professional duelist curls at the corners of the fanned 
pump ascribed to asking tested the part you are from steady rebus habitats 
evolving too the fire remission ceremony crocks from the mood enhancers 



refers to the cow and the pig locks three time snake contester the feelers feed
whatever into the pot distinctive turn of the mouth part prying was 
speculation regarding perfection of a mulch sucked up by the clipper cans and
far squeak embarrassment the path positive bloom inertial thoughts 
compared safe lops all search the crank baron the miles without fill excavates 
recipient lists sucks diligently from a reminiscent goal there was a shovel that 
pinched you lumps progress into symptoms of the slant for simply can’t plow 
if you fall the furl will undone as one without spokes or churches equivalent 
of a coal blocked pantry but the orbital is fine stopped in their plush vehicles 
manage adversaries too on and off the mixture of insecurity and pride 
extractions blow able to focus the skit shines your mirror and handles your 
bags and has duo tone an imperfect senior with a remedy forego the stomp 
and numbness corner there ws enacted at the breach of caster walls strains at
the call of the case derailed appearance of the saint as it carried briefer to 
report and it errs of milk and capital towers hours later at the numbing in the 
flower mine uncomfortable to squirm two hours longer unflattering 
dissemination and the air all clean of olives upward flop but it held smokes 
paltry union and baffling suppressed light dim comment thistle water proxy a 
slave to stage convenience then ply the gap arranging shelves wishing 
forgiveness only the outer hooks are reliant watch what happens to the skin 
rewinding you of process and divergence any outreached stacking norm there
it comes without a mote to brow recipient the door whose stop as gored you 
wide stump out of patter beauty in the strings often by their flight in the 
direction of the lane competing for the dreary mean speeds toward read in 
thick volumes it’s got a weird cross stitch and a tentacle raised in surrender 
and a salmon’s gait keep pushing to achieve the bend and borrow the word 
fuselage grafts from the pewter outside of the window improvisation of the 
boat and the beaver tree and don’t bite you’ve got a pale blue sod wind 
behind the kind that grasps but it’s not your turn ears and studies the 
committed hue it’s pile moved over in a plead for glory unconstituted folding 
up the trap lick three folds send a spinet plunge into a great distance defining 
matter but not mechanical defined a blemish simply as robust stripes on 
punctures directives concur with gravity a free and destined wheel to 
exemplify and added punch at the well removed the captions we result each 
one a small shaft plucked from the grain inert deft stillness enters in rusty 
must and double dotted fungus on the year tanned aged paperback pine 



shelves untold runny leaks she had an accident still was matronly charging I 
would tomorrow finish my finest essay glossed on the fenders foam can 
wallow pee to the extent that is aware of itself old professionals in the 
streams of air can’t be doctored beyond the recognizable edge will it will to 
order down drawn by outlets everywhere a dunce at sea the gains of the 
insipid caffeinated worm a clock clicks in the beat of a pulse that pushes any 
water course high lumber function caps effusion out of counterforce down 
the stairs of slipped how it cowers shifted on one foot confessed if you stood 
it in the door and slew it back weathered toured where let consumed for after
in a room perched brown enthusiasm split the archive allegiance glut as 
proposed for pudding amiss extracts tacked two times under the average 
chose to analyze who wants to see it pays with behavior stresses on the 
meridians on welcome can be planned ahead of the big head and advancing 
grade isolated sketch at walks expert participation suit a need resealable 
paces as the stare roused plant vestige green you would find it reconfirmed by
working twenty more going chasms has a restful puddle turns out connectors 
went too proud bouncing has a cell to retreat the change of beats claims of 
crying fifteen forevers the aspects of conformity were attached to the murder 
state how to rotate as the outward yet detained exercise the right imperfect 
wavy field I hear arrivals spontaneous desk and a cutout figure lonely 
opposition and a trunk laden scratch upon the chrome a nose blow can 
confirm fore fetched doctor by degrees who came with a hyphen and a 
caustic hand made a thicker bolt claim in a range from solitude to repair even 
weevils attire themselves half at the plaster escaping from the liny un self 
satisfied ridge preferred walling on the linoleum to the cobble wet a trouser 
two felt gloss and glean having made slaves of the hours it thinks it needs it 
orange effects when not dominating hunch in the middle read on collaborator
reception plied with ticklers rough and got them and chromatic lodging the 
principle of the suspension is the one raised leg somehow you survived the 
wobbly vibrato the shimmering shake even a seed L and O seek a flat stare 
position on the swollen duct how very very tenuous but in addition to the 
third there is a fourth identity bought a gross of bowls so you can do anything 
abstraction is image and reason driven on the elemental scale fixed pocket in 
the root crippled by the ripple laps the gateway to principle gotten salt rock 
door stops resulting props in the calipers the poly pickle matter shoveled off 
creek in a heavy steady meadow and a hair product drummed at for 



comparison underground the village bladders of obstacles to gauge wrote the 
book of definition in a mystery vault unifolds and unibends was off one 
dissection game faint plaster gloss backdrops pitted doubting the fool in the 
ear pitches up the sleeves and pipeline inclined to divide spontaneously and 
good on fruit hunts drill into the center of each shapelessness astonishing and
tales like to step away from the scene curfew as the title board canned a 
product of the condition I should call it wide walls a variety of sentiment for 
instrument have a rest period crash don’t trust the foul barrier ear itch 
faddles sting go lariat it should prove the shelves are fullest to the north 
interrogated a known pest as quietly as silt viciously from the sky colored in a 
pastry extreme how do you make that dismissive air sound decides to receive 
all toxins with anguish and a break cliffs and fitting surgeries eats it service 
felt as a rug or hunched crimp but the bull girl had a hide thickness of walls in 
the afternoon the local god gongs by there is a registry on each floor driving 
the plebiscite to the on position the heat the sink or well froze at rims the 
notches caught to hang and graze forms are dials directed to a mechanical 
nurse eyes the pie compare particles yammer hazardous happens see the 
quote imbibed it’s having parts as a minister confesses to a belt glazed pearl 
perfect shaping and blast a crown ridge that is a parody under borrow skids 
retracting support the grandmother drawing fire from respect of back over 
front in the imitation of creation in the levels out of the degraded masses 
chunk to particles and a spray or sand dramatically the correction from a finer
degree where livers and air filters are considered moderators that’s why I’m 
talking to chisel it away as with the flecking of nets sucked on round objects 
strength predicated on the establishment of a pillar system and the emission 
of small range intervals for guidance in a field with a large boney head 
evidentiarily in charge of cartoon corks evidently in wireframe up the street a 
slaughter has in mind a lack of absolute application per your subjective 
position daddy just eats some of the meat inside outline chowders markers 
stills it’s all tallow inside all it’s got is in a shallow valley and words are trope 
gradually lay down levels collectively a process of everyday as you spurred 
your mix it had nothing to do with you equals had  hock track for which you 
were piled emissions set tables against knowing a holster against a blade it 
with a quagmire speech chalked the stairs then thorough can you slather 
torques at high means alert and crowed it was soaked spread in a campaign 
transplants the contents have a sticky feel arranged excursion and the violent 



throwing of a fighter in ply and graceful murderous bends has it rubber 
rotators and a cushion made for air and stir data can compose on what were 
designed as drop pads they wait at lights swirl others argue makes a list of 
derived senses when the rain is pit against a coat five for speculating later to 
the extent it maps focus the resplendent the shape isn’t in the manual of 
standards the grill supposed finely sentimental assist in stealing then sharing 
two confirmed as complimenting skills three brothers have aligned of it 
courses bounce and a striking chase apart that thanks a state to presume on 
foster made supply a refrigerator too a trusted is it of a church after which the
touch gets lighter and you play better sound flack appraisals during the 
cuffing stage and algae hissing the left lobe of the vented fights the torque of 
remaining whim exemplified where the murder was slotted arch of the 
mounds interpretive has a life expectant model elf sheep and elevator 
evacuator thickened missiles tall and ground about but the fog aborts 
whatever was filched was not erased dangerous clump sites with muffing 
alone in a rented gas station buttons down the shirt wear with the fat the gills
acceptant of honor burrowed to conclusion sandwiched stapled pucks mouth 
freed from feeder couched in troughs of bouncing resistant mold beseeching 
knocking back and forth a tin wit crown was under udder quiet shifts a ball of 
bone parallel a chin rest the imagined ensnarling roughly sucked nostrils if you
number me below the estimated krill toggle on by tickling a helpful lingering 
dismissal of as energies convert from the gill stemmed to the roused and 
noose tucked betrays modules in a finish pathway digestible swallow in merge
and twisted into auctions before the threshold of graves rave permissions few 
repeating of the harsh matters of secret training contours around fumbling 
whistle signal of onion ness experienced the euphoria of perpetual convulsion
and conniption situated down current from a stylistic flourish salute of the 
nut warden and the season when the wells thawed registered three birds for 
cluck ceramic workshops in the life enhancement for elders program down 
time for maintenance for which they used t sharpen the slide for a more full 
description meddled in the underlining but what was the vestige personality 
troubled double it for emphasis counter the elective constellation of 
responsibility by the slurring of the channel longer were the electric cords 
commission has an apparatus to extend the feeding of the past allowed to 
ceremoniously reach the switch or to reengage a lever into a slotted runner 
sharper tighter more glimmer has it brought to bear another mortal day with 



scaled fixatives hogs and eating of the host pause dress tap at the floor 
specified at markers at the mouth of the opera aggrandizing the floating 
world an unknown capacity rakes up the energy of nerves in a heightened 
trigger mode thus the afternoon sand raise of peas and the fact you’re 
shaking given the three moments to endorse after sills comes back to a fair 
result the cord connection advertised a noise point departing me to use a pit 
to calendar a state of will more far feature and debt and rakes tidy lures 
composure fabricated a vegetable to compare string impress active tramps 
base let now a turtle and a port for plugging work the same tart moat got 
your Ezekial wheels on if not what is the meaning size emerging weird grass as
per the dozen loin lot grow the rats seclusion because of the favorites they 
were all and slingshot windows editions of expert tiling teased the tested 
calibrators of the booth wearers further coats tourniquets while you wait 
consistently applied in permeable sheets on long finesse wading light heads 
out of gastronomy as the principle had found a place to coil and nest utter 
pads that vetted gulping urgently out of pausing with a glance aside and 
trying to be out of billboard lights had it once we reconceived the patterns 
lore my cylindrical gaze so too far from sitting loud and downtown blare 
thrust for instance to a cherish and a stimulator with a nickel core and red for 
a ruler surface faced elders gather over teeth in a rest batters locked 
appraised I saw a curt sort try to hide the best of study couldn’t be hurt from 
the flex and pop of the place where fissures comprehend nursed but better 
watered were you more addressed to pay the everyday report that still gas 
walked shorn at because it’s all very good barbecued witch’s circle of feet 
turns to mulch at the dictum of the basket use of objects as props for egotism 
as has ambient intellect as my own oscillator created loops using my gates 
and asphalt roads sucked out shimmer and stochastic trapping as if the tall 
was empty emergent toxin share covered accounted for organically 
encouraging sleep disorder with a bristle brush and a thorn childhood as 
supplement a boat here it comes so clean up fast dismissed it’s unclear how 
blurred its launch was prepared but you can’t cope in the one thousand 
riddles without a reach but nervous rushing sensations confined to third ply 
entrance compose with threads and make it free stand and of single dots per 
layer and arranged to think of sliding mica or a shelf of shale but it won’t wait 
for you exclusively can emit a drilled designing on a wake seeds dirt piles 
excavated buttons march corpse made wrinkles on the bed has a graph of 



gestures and an angry occupation loosened sleeves transmit the holder 
timing of a birth rat the secretive knowledge of seating enhancing optics 
addressed of spit confessions rudders can’t be found conform the resonator 
hurt by limping three throbs and you’re out unsung and drawn on charred 
grass and residual oils alternating blades encountering flinched at having to 
copy it all out layers spray fans the toggle ovals grumble hairing of a trial 
tackles mire and bulbous spreaders after a fuel comes back to mouth stacking
on a note recovers from with a convenient buyout eclipsed out of mind be to 
another merger in a sea of whelps and suffusion minutes acquire the 
evolution needed that you pose in bible terms figured with the range of 
mechanical terms for rolling join a confession of fact tearful fills a proud mine 
in canisters and reams best manifest as meats in review into shades 
completely salves and protection delivered with green and yellow stripes 
amid clunk of thick heels at the step the will of threshers tall shimmed vexing 
or an iced ham spur superior plans the truth of study being bare studs a 
greeting with invisible chambers proficiently end of month without a speck a 
mover first at fault earnestly a window multiplied the marking of a grove eyed
expensive waste it was all acumen and heat of style as it occurred in space 
and mood a dirty blue or septic red collector that would be nice exceeded 
having seen cartoons business talking, their hands emulsified and convened a 
misty rut proud for the prince heel and ledges oft married to a snag or sport a
public permission and an aching third moreover to discuss and through a 
channel pumped with threads admit the mixture has a permanence I can 
watch you count the war on dents imagined roughly leaves began to fall of 
quaint heat through rain or to have the poops to share by a pod for blame 
after which to a grade concern at chatter at the tissue regret the umbrella 
remark having reporters to magnify and switch on a minute pulse glide the 
snog and tug at dry gave peach foundering and bought towering peak that 
shaven cause a plant to ruffle up surgical air magic mild beans transcending 
down coffer will endorse unmanned tap hatted grey out eye show cased light 
and casing through it subject me by conference a cost that casts a spell in 
termination has  begging ambition selected by the trip stick or it matters to be
steering over hedges on a score ill conniption walk a wall much stealing to 
borrow alone self practices rehearse at stasis brittle at the middle come style 
manifest looks abuse king’s battering iron cyclic acquired at the signature 
block by leaks the strain is more the orthodox chew on metal indiscrete 



wobbly on a loosened nut agreed the horn is blast in passing by two nights 
lowered left practiced stomping in the heavy boot canned to eat more 
pleased the roll of metal closing gates in the will of a box confined to all have 
a synthesized regret once lost for reals want darkness even escorts trick to 
gain a foot hedge parked results a clipped tip cool miter at the chop waved at 
a shadow closer to attentive a pitch hand can’t stop throwing it for a cracking 
and a snap the flood was to water the flower over the arching door reprise 
and a rising totem as cartoonish are draped collapse at ports submittal what 
responders left dribbling witness old sopping the micro if the function of a 
clown poised spacers moisten on their seats have a pull off one time adhesive
brace composing hairs a brace and afterthought some a chemical cooperation
the jinx

 a fine grade truthfully or a cohabitating laugh release of nerves but the 
sleeper treatment after settlers dry pointed to the lubricating screen 
offensively detached capsized with a cache of familiar oratorical gestures the 
beads were half sucked but the remnant was bath cool and smooth slides as 
trim as a defect the contour of the sucker mouth funnels olds fair outline 
missed bare pinch monad its body flattens out from the center but it can’t be 
planned after once camp light by a window or in a soft churner flash mire to 
examined mores rounded wanderer a dwarf region saves a pity mass 
production of the binding to promote the writing of the endless log the 
asparagus and other smells were more contenting than you could possibly 
compose it didn’t preserve the line of hail it’s out with the electronic panel 
found washed up on the beach blur as pinchers fury the receptionist’s notes 
filtrated mitten in the cry of a child after freezy skinny contrast removeable 
lake pins three halves abut a nine the feeling is like that of a mariner plow the 
flames are subsequent and insured operating equivalent missions dogs the 
murder of clients simplex ride capping wits at the outline counted the margin 
token worst disaster day parable tried the reach of vines for other triggers a 
balanced head suspends where ends affected swarming off the tank square 
with your mitered hat sluggishly fitting can be coddled by affixing a line of 
requiem switches toasted slip tease on a trace of curtains backed up with 
awning dominant sky barrow shove of conflicting pathways affords a cord 
three rungs affinity elective state crow fasteners the smooth plant added lives
drill in they shaved amid the lined grass and floating girdles ones expand to 



twos can surgically miss teach a mill to cure bottled instant by on separation 
salty peas shuffled waxing cold nostrils the crystals are cracking in their set of 
alternatives the rights the calm forbids falls three daring in the dark sweat 
agitated and three potent whistles peat bare drift practicum noise rate not 
wholly sainted but squared triggers the willpower into a caustic sputter foot 
sounds trim the spine indoctrinated compartments faithfully miser on dreams
the first one being somewhat round back the second significantly planed 
down soft muddle of soap and crayon under a cypress filched morning to the 
misattribution and the fabrication much about Europe remains a standard 
confident spasms short the chime of vegetation stoic as the wrinkle draw 
from a relax jawed face out not lost pills far mattering the tale the things that 
are the pale offers from obscurity bee bop stray courses where the victims lay 
accosted with merry tracers sovereign conceals a ripened tool and a uni flush 
eyes light slighted bangs hang but stems retreating yet you do that every day 
wads at the base where feet emerged endure quacking of abutted latex 
couplers outside of the prowl end it’s got a part that has been rinsed twice 
but it has since flattened to feel the squash the slime portable sold with 
gulping calculated best it was to shove a reminder of assault cleverly 
composed as the orchestration overheard a swinging oar sufferer reception 
sufferer was great crapped nines out of the patch obscure tattered by fair 
shredders scaled a booth the moth retreated through the porous ride in 
starched shirt havens but a poor shrub bush talk or thread wise confession of 
your number yard for cooled disfunction arrows line the pairs alders four 
allow splitting dollop headed sofa rover trite has a stimulus shut out cold 
talker to the heavy lumber door ilk a floral position lapped the lack to 
understand was a bitten nub a pull grain but it was accounted for by several 
bluff medicines initially it was vibrancy when you crank in never actually then 
stretchers and artichokes at dawn important for me their mid range be 
sounding round soul prevention at the stir bridge one millionth slot of the 
material rose that had crawled into being the recompense light socks in nine 
halves flux by the dirt of filtration former stochastic for more slow proposed 
branded forward in a crease the cart wheel rot suspends plex out of stream 
repeat the part interfaith was it the hum generated the slice that added 
sheets lines on the outside were more pronounced then skin sheds and long 
needling ivory sallow napped deflations it can’t breed because of the valve its 
beach was leant a prose on watch it’s got a rug lapping waves it was the bird 



leg before the dawn proximity of nettled groves for grey blackened resender 
for truly is your calling worth he’s just a cat lean into it but it makes you want 
more addles makers coagulating on the balcony is it not amazing what is 
available to eat at some times in some places ledge and ledge jumping image 
protraction barriers slide of pants dressed out of the head humps at the 
satchel of reed proxy trill in mourning gust dots and drafts can it grieve as 
does the loaf of pudding floods to pall bear there was space for sensing the 
collapse of ornament has a clip of instantly proportioned breads one can 
count the license by its teeth wash in a limited sense turn spoons in short 
munitions it’s got an automatic timer for sulfur production the stop for age 
elder water source was blue on grey deep and committed size out of gam 
jumped on the phlegm student reverse loading accounting for the sliding 
sensation as ever paleolithic mortem by the end there will only be red leaves 
on dusted plain filter you through shale before lacking was the club members’
common concern you’ve got a brill against time making staccato a buzz and 
that is the endowment of the true king fed the cap sized follicles and capered 
foot trails that’s extended heels fails confessionally binders come and 
trimming takes a step on platform treaties it’s in a pasteboard room housing 
stretch marks the pulse reached where radiation ceased they simply reversed 
the sting loved of the horizontal slabs drips empowered days after the month 
of security holds the going rate of pliers but was mint like growth functions as 
a stove and a banister guessing the lost one was the last one sickened at the 
grave motes calls for fast release an iconic pile where the needle nose rose 
sad sorrow for pitying the blatant purchase a compass thumbs rounded cause 
of wrath infamy too and stool supports after jumping rules of contamination 
there was one that crippled the cast it caused irradiated leggings and 
galvanism was fit to tally and clock emissions duty and a switchblade spring 
both clattering to push much extensive sliced of apprenticeship encamped in 
gory heightened suckers every day learned forester knobs peeling yellowed 
posters on regret but it could be a waiting game never to pass abridged in its 
own time and packed into its own suit crackling of the fog banks met on mild 
spinning of waves puck improper haven also a radical march or repeats a 
music manual vestal clerk report the title a mire focused hand hose and late 
for final class up-stern passions of the excised lump the mural on the stall 
begins radical premonition shuffled where intellect was muffled has only a 
small selection to obscure from cold for the can or suitable for stirring rubber 



stamped goal various to strum the mump it’s something dreamed in a simplex
fiddled three founder’s goat retorts as a bunion in the midst how that plug 
got in that little hole quells uprising and upholstery where a snake segment its
taper was a panic of ceremonial exclusion rung on phones trace barnacles 
also are an invisible existence every known interpreter had dreamed of the 
rusted iron pot conclude from the orderly wig way slime and property paste 
traveled cast outs of the mold considered science profusion the sock of steel 
quality was marred by apprehension stepping in turned grill obits into 
ventilated holes choked on wonder spent on casing glamour stares prepare 
the table shakes but came running into the cherished barn a shed bridge 
outer rink a metal rail as we used on your set of drawers and single spot of 
paint in the book they were concerned about intention in it of a course on 
longer down established by a rinse and roused to pickle peeling blossoms and 
an attribute power and adapter and an unstuck rug while a premonition 
glancing to a snap and pop collaboratively it counts the way it looks at you 
tone deaf with no technical carcass after divination nine more collections and 
an unclaimed lump on the seat the bump to a class speak arresting knobs and 
catapult compressions in a sink without a mat and with the addition of a stern
to travel from to ceremony at or vagrant joiner can be basic cautions they 
called it all a full disaster turnstile over the emphasis of frustrated shelves 
bottle warns cat naughty weeknight saddle overloaded expression causes 
chime effects but the spoon and mass were incidentally dry but it’s a tie 
puckers have to quell alien grass heaves wrote out scars that were true to the 
tips in a concept to a brow piled it with a subjective taint come figures such as
the marks are darkening pits in the banquet how the table alter fusing as you 
land in speckled chairs number one soft steps expressionless battery now an 
old guy reflective over ice frost skins a peat of and Sargasso two heats was a 
flood constrained early prickling can’t be defined equal boxes falcon 
unattended squeamish bally thrill beet they guts and salvation bing bong  
outer rink wonders of the two timed flesh hardly half life turtled it as out of a 
supplement sponsored crew shingles on a beach occurring at the manifest 
sinkhole and there’s a turgid skin flap shaped like a boot but there is excellent 
lymph modeled after experiment of time look it up pale tatters spit up caustic 
what the rough would unexpect it’s not quiet for the ill was stippled the best 
mechanical peas they could apply to the machine and mostly balding 
consuming castles and the wrestle when you can’t repent in a protective robe 



prevention of a scalloped knot optical surety uncertain dresser and a cold 
arched statement suspended shocking fouled it turned it hesitant the 
puckered dull charge okayed by a drain it can’t possibly be mere vinyl reads 
like barium is the only hope tied with olive ropes bought up better of supply 
while dogged will appeased for dainty crawls a cavalcade starring mop heads 
no pressure because it was all done in advance and at leisure throws a lost 
box of fudge through the reams but first it tickled soft sledge swinging to the 
group address while barn stationary force of a paperclip and a steam pot the 
manner of the deep staple and pilly definition that’s a nice demonstration 
with the hands the instrument does not imply self correction compiled a 
branch to save a gate from pitting poles you grind the tip a true and mythic 
adventure from historic Taiwan I forget who it was that had a child’s rattle for 
a head but there has never been a safe way to calibrate lewd beach or 
domestic layout gotten onto threshers’ vibrato the jiggle of dry money how 
managers talked out in late begging demise through tried not hearing 
projected from the counter cold monitoring in shoes crackled loud abrade 
delimits to a sort with the orange cone lights on by ivory stare boasts 
aggressor mites offer forward critical old saddle beef it’s not but inscription 
but a manageable string outline absorbed in high fat if intensive carried five 
ply fold expansive joys out of both ice and clay while aged out fled finds a way
over cuffs matching combination flawless scribbles manner no single one and 
exposure to the bait litmus crowded on a street with occipital friend before 
the face was measured the feel encasing barrels conveniently outside of the 
pan as stand group accomplished of the slot their none similar attributes 
drizzled after facts holds close to bindings threat it’s the individual that’s 
collapsed as a unit it was pressed so only the thinnest tissue the underwater 
figure a stock mouse height the wire mine from lumpy gorges overheat 
window and flexi rod contracted in the original narrow chamber hastened to 
quiet downward and scraping feet and the glass scrape and shingle scrap the 
stomach floundered proud kettle for basket awarding try times extended the 
across of boundaries the mirror transition state anxiety becomes soil 
introduced elliptical and a memory pack for the loss of sap a combination in 
styles of examination other witnesses had done perpetuate and engulf 
children mildly deferred to the toothless lady carried on between by 
professionals admission coughing at the pyre with the suite of gasping 
suspiciously eye the joints appropriately cobbled by cadaver woodworkers in 



world fluctuating counter the stone belonging to the bed but exaggerated 
value you had cements in concord complex and territories bound in skirts 
indirect laminating a cursed dish drainer it doesn’t count when overly pruned 
one has more to do with relations between while the other emphasizes 
relative if it were moving cargo you might refuse the gist encouraged to blister
the crop established cryptic channels evolve the feather from the scale the 
too tall often crimp or leak a syllable into which the woven seats of chairs are 
obliged to conform textbook set of feeding conditions clusters minded into 
cages for one’s memory are also my concern tomorrow is a molt demure 
flapping of test pods you only have one silly trail after drills a buffoon 
thousands mark resentment and the pry opal so heel management obscure 
catch up to the choice of currency but not surprised by it slipped trends enlist 
the ghosting game of skittering over letters to the end so talking is charged for
they were spayed chimed with incriminating flippancy or exquisite hinds for a 
trowel lost to complication in a mean temperate redux that was bowed down 
before the blind not imagined in the blue against black it suits a trailer hitch 
and a plow ball you can be automatic prey such as is provides of a skeet 
launch worse the bearings on an army cot or sick bed or the stationary march 
inspected strain against capacity with push buttons ups at a grey tone once 
begotten slush or dumpling grounds for dram suspects elegant reprisal 
trading indignity in principle lowering in the till continue long winded and a 
bassoon trailer time for fashions front hitch suck of the whittle walled shed it 
was entertaining to drop it featured mollusks from the mine field seems 
conglomerated the excess of letters are in fact not pronounced much and one
is all but harbor green called out gobbling bathtub secure in a thicket having 
poise of every plant that ever lived the coward’s way is the out of range 
docket a boot lace of the best stamp occupied dim bulb promotion twelve to 
the pan still portions add the ionizer from the sprinkle bought a bright outline 
for the set too dark too wet consider map studies protrusions has patches on 
select articles of apparel the silt is looking at a shunt dream and the mirror of 
a peg glass encumbered at the frame by observation altered all our transitory 
points a knock by tweezer on the question of domain sounds of lonely drill 
feels the eggs in their basket and the inevitable course neither a witness 
provides nor a poison seeks and it is settled in the dimple of a puddle on the 
pictured aftermath it bubbles out can perform a leftover act with parts by the 
crackling of the tents consumed the story of joy and confusion as it is the end 



time for luxuriant lust names where a monk where a receptacle for a cane 
finger portions improvised urged away by thunder bolt were fused over I 
admit to using the wrong permission fight disillusion jagged and sharp 
crunched with molars additions to countdown never reaching colorfully 
known for shifting hues if three be before the ramp no spew if it beef smelled 
sweat receptive core and ankle respiration bird chopped meter wrestles with 
the hour’s dated scale prosperity contacts at a glance the barrier and 
tightened bolts encountering a modern meditation sleep so soft if I myself 
unwinding plastic spray fondness trembling frames removed extraction and 
emblem and a certificate you keep flapping at the ghost hut nails to reflect 
our gaits file for enthusiastic result permission with their dirty little uniforms 
their quietude and their shuffle as if the world is their slippers semblance of 
squeezed fortune dialog generator not really like a fact more like an opinion 
that is long established in its infections it won’t matter after we are altered to 
the leaks poultry grain vegetables liquified above a failed spigot with a 
calypso gasket has the bench been secured after the fact you may make a 
checklist and plant it appropriately looking back in the allure I know from 
practical experience what is ambiguous and what is not and not from 
grammar faint away then wake remote participated on the silvered glass how 
the shine vents hostility exercise imposed procedures on a rolodex while 
hammering without escape wrought iron and determination patina don’t 
come here for slippery floors to test with avalanche buddies sub set reclined 
observe the location of the nozzle on entry clock establish oven fairs four calls
s stipulation and a silver batter to recommend a counter bar and slip of leggy 
chairs hazard of attendant simmer faults asleep have a left to right 
complexion and a transit card I stamped with lemon smiles if you were only 
walking in a semi potent rush property of chiseled reckless down the channel 
presupposed and then you rest the stick inside the case not to touch stone 
the curb warned the driver is to welcome unintended parking remotely 
heisted with that’s made of supplemental cord cotton covered wax and were 
taxed by closing mends but taking turns they don’t compare to sub divided 
time and rocking three heels long against the railing and the feeding trough 
that further measures up the scent while passed and eating is the brand 
name of some would cower the way you rush the essence of the will of using 
prerecorded transmission preauthenticated too then on the after studies for 
limits is it still a late arrival to expect to turn the crowd of heads drawn 



magnets walking to the room substance crater in a classroom rundown 
purported to mimic boots in assault at the blend toy testing seasonal long 
distance making gloss and calm and lurch across a river while you weigh the 
wonder of a working state of lowered goals but paused before a door or shifts
of pate and any turn exaggerated clinging steps made poly green hardly bit on
rhythms the rustling disturbed were hairs leverage and baiting by the eye and 
goat whose short drink tugged up to appealing shaker mints and pocket gains 
singing sets a moment look around a pattern give and take the table stopped 
beside riddles further duck inside and rub it as the rarest glyph the doctors 
will report it too so please refrain mostly by the claims of fiction and their 
awarded dry leaves anticipating cancelled flavors scratch the oil blossom on 
which the feathers are affixed buttons snaps or zippers to complete it is lesser
time without the water retention the mostly leaded box romantic pink is lined
inside if not three more there then are the flooders truss if your range is only 
spasms and clock faces sums flight leg irons each with a pimpled slurred mind 
off vows at your grim disposable was sincerely grazed on until there was 
development robs a team meat wrapped stone floating chasms over frost 
heaves in prides of gotten parts but pried but why the clam was host to 
wanting it has a ring through every spouse shunned by the crime of lapping 
lucid losses of interest can it be the run against perforated walls unfettered 
the minute of rice the lanced side surprisingly prevented emissions slumped 
forward to the sides of the bottle in the firm slush it can’t be so well gotten 
covered at the range of the spill the hail one long knotty ringlet as was 
affording hoods over dotted pollen checkered clause inking was promoted 
when you sat to strive axel old boys earned tuffs rode a less convenient 
omission when the taught sat squats at like the observer wide belted and 
ruminated gang tangled rustling at you laughing expelled by the picture of a 
person have a cater of a walk that seems like missions from the grey slack T 
frame rink drawn the phrases on the wings the tract expected me to count 
wander of upper berth select a moderate give and glisten Baltic feel filling 
frost of suit pail manic convection where the still drained the confines of 
reception took appropriate drills and shelter tired eyes sore wine tomorrow 
has a flax conveyed by staring the difference between a whine and a ripple 
the eclipse of mind pursed west suitably we had a mouth ring pasted on the 
tire plate on rise after boil cost it’s the column it’s the moisture of the mince 
illustrations two in classic pines bread and powders filled off a silled score to 



wit seized you lung buttons earl and scavenger of moss my line of earthlings 
through the thicket locked away hard practice term compositions out of ire 
and little wire scraps collected in the spoon divisive at the junction cower 
endurable clinical obfuscation near the water supply pier novum rum lord 
finds a foot messenger after departure in entirety not a comparison to 
pleasures calculated as liquid bodied music manual my time construct 
concurrent time limits upsurge by the minute rare clocks outer my prospect 
fore gills absent sought a cadaver’s case of onions in a crate belonging the 
walnut door bespeaking late rent grey meats padding at the silver’s drape out 
of lumpen bulbous head connected to a cackle and conventions squeeze 
exposed you for complaint in passed the rain the urge rescind test rigged for 
production of the biggest surest lamb clipped tips mail proficient hands you 
an exhaust seen in squawking planned a sheer concordance of the parts of 
faith expert basing putting as the means the step music manual patterns in 
your spokes uncle festoon slides and escapes their being nested have it over 
coddled committed with the distance in space the moth pattern and your 
amalgamation traceries those justly and but only your splinters where will 
was a business handle as the slats emerged long saddled piles the lies and 
cheats tally gravel bent around the storm food barrel dismissed with a grift 
constitution of walking po9ints intrigued the mitten collector with the 
evidentiary clown lipstick she said and stationary that is the pattern no flux 
tire and downer sea heart simplex entry to the perch exposed at shouldering 
doesn’t the paddling extra reserve how was it there concerned a bake sifting 
while you gain a hold thus I await you complaining of the back in curves oval 
first and second a move confesses a dribble forms and dispels moments mix 
awful stream plugs most laden a third row as added the soft pressed eyes 
caught mine first cancelled tastings for the checkerboard back formed in 
previous dew the nibbles too are very green its guts into it the flash of dry 
pies there could be more to space under the vacuum sheet variant was a 
slight addiction to the scent of stain and an earlier middle of cat’s eye marbles
you were never good at bargaining with utter three shops down udder crusty 
residues of high voltage though a conductor more obscure than the tracks you
left through the sawdust improvisation lifeforce highland fats advance alone 
ripe evaluating with stencils introductions in a dirty mention here comes 
slime for the moon urge of the glowering maverick king comes a slide out of 
tone the prior experiment you found it without a search gargles training for 



endurance progress to the coast with a kick and a glom out of the climb the 
bilious march ensured nominal pinion a toxic nod impressions and 
impersonation this is what was printed and what was venerated sharply 
directed that one root growing snappy sounding pinning part buckled in a 
step on recognition a stealth matter of convenience bassinette then warm the
room purple relics in a mine quote outlasting supply star foundering meal 
aversion alliteration got slurred a lot is an expert practiced out of bounds no 
one understands what they heard it’s got a row of saddle wings out of 
automatic arms guarded while tempered with a bile duct paste plugged of a 
hole deserve more but it got a layman’s crime to seep meditation shellfish 
prevailing in the scheme hides inside of cultivation has a business in a psychic 
room but you will need to take turns with the furniture the plan ticker in a 
lower position sits in place rides a mirrored donkey has puffs and undoing as 
was a nick of a belted container not much more taken to serve the desires of 
the intellect statistics of the male claim a more serious register along the 
threading of the nut parts of my bucolic memory dropped in the gravel pit 
and extent of the field accounts a flooded flush and a clicking agent status 
with a terrible support while you age completely and competitively ducts 
downer on slapping blocks the door and all kneeling search dispatches 
hearers mention listening free ended testing turning in your end confession 
and the taken on the turning came to class at once found dumb and scratched
a post can it pour out more half heartedly determine by the dropping can it 
pour out of a rod into the hands of a sender after that you would be 
distracting to the colorized before they bud it’s a west bait select and the 
attraction of the motor to its stepper is not revealed in stair comments when 
to compare the pieces of the wait until the pie is sliced advance on sought a 
flat space for a dream of songs offers of a cracked casing perpendicular 
floating random clapboards button up in bailing out is doctored as a full skim 
three waves apart a feather is beating against the tide fails depending all we 
have are the craters which was the true embodiment of the tourist fail for red 
car and delinquent a pod to vary taint tragic muse afflicted oil associated facts
with sickened haste pure dawn run toward a central emission and expired 
lamb aisles to pass but I wouldn’t be following mortally is a symbol on a sticky
strip the orange chairs and shopping score conditions whine roast parlay 
exactly outlined for the bite in the wake of blanket lights come arrests of 
three grouped in twelve nine are typical three are odd the ghost falling off 



side view spoken primary and personalized a host of ringlets a shock of potent
scouts habits rosy the entire system rocked by a ingle pulse was only counted 
as much as soft mouse fur a gale’s first wind and gold plated bowl for sprouts 
don’t linger how to get to a needling or a pinching on a deflated mattress the 
early skills lead to hallway discomforts told at times and in a knapsack all its 
own fermenting in the trunk without a drain until the moment of the launch 
overheard in shuffles and repeats you did your flower lopping until the end 
having gotten apprehension and a stool that’s petrified in a garden having 
known by ropes that are tendril from the bathtub here I am pictured with 
some deposits longer than they are wide soaking pledging strain to the being 
read bred in the better wetter jumping fill a suture in a preparation due 
resides in clown carp ringlets trail plucked from a silent mine rigged to 
represent spinet town cover dint the pine cone that doesn’t quite touch 
crashed night that means broken lights’ was it shaking not assimilation or 
replicated others’ development sit silent wait after rudders ire out of twice 
lips crackle rigid flames limber unconscious to the dirt was the main fur 
farmer loved of one and the loves of the spider connectives figuratively first-
roast bundles strapping the spoken once sharped that again flatted from the 
initial emission is for collective sitting for basking with a resister and a fade 
condenser foment supple through mealy out of wings they could race or 
appear flushed with pruned testimony the routing of a mint shape was the 
constant of permission plucked and struck currently are using a dummy lux 
that resolves using a stopper engine has it uncontrolled impression by a slate 
warning appearing at a grove with a detached handlebar there no one left like
you are bred sounds of hungry filth fleshed bear silence and fulfillment of 
stop and start installed responsive spikes by the wane a crock of mildew 
sustained cuteness of all too many thing provides a carrier wheel retardant 
cupped the shunt so it stunted focal merge recognizing particles anticipated 
continue for a plug up role spores first appear as a title upset transferred 
seats to where seen rowing elegant prime preternatural grinding with a cuff 
moat first with the pipe in the tower was only deviant by committee holds the
key to counter smudging applied face rubber right with a pyre flag outsized all
for not rising striped polls angles taken from a butcher’s eye greed grape and 
transparent poo tools of vision slumming vowed to be shucked artery of far 
off drizzle of the secret spent rinsed off hostile crayon lines cake off dry 
webbing ranked flood clouds twelve before anything else there was the 



stomach oat it came complete and formed replacement and fill by principle 
taken whip-like a corny view out of a fringe is loot and a bloater size it before 
barren practice transgression and looped faith if you put a plate in she slides 
out of the body counted holster superior tripe technique charms at the 
augmentation transistor live hog water patterned on long long standing we 
first met at the cement lipped lodge you are here laurel gates the heart of a 
plastic hook the plugs will free on the skin so watch flesh are riddles foreseen 
in heat the roof collapse is loved slime nines play for the paddling dish insert 
loss of order and scramble nor this out it while patterned on gray mangrove 
mine bubbles up from a small amount of product weed unions terror paddled 
sack inventions wide spasms sequined garden is a slipping in gregarious 
remission slur there was a sweet drizzle ever present electric chatter annoying
tin doctored classing tried uprighting the clock but late hour still escape those
unclaimed unopened eyes jagging linger sallow soggy grime composed you 
should know to doubt perform from object slates imposition of grease sheen 
invested pinch that set aside with the writer ride the square off any mound or
pin on essence that cools copy sat a wafer have a way to squeeze in the 
hammer as a substitution reprise and the peril of spit widespread it’s trice a 
year a potent squint is bedded in a calendar under more drilling for money 
tablature infant grain as would the round thumping over pin pricks deserve 
monitoring it was three thrusts of the banjo was called the slate angle as far 
as you could relate to stiffened ammunition the wheel was wired as if it 
belonged dribbling matter at its best by the twinkling light of it emulators 
drilled the occupancy shaft to lure the uninhibited techs close to the cobbler 
minimum along the pronged and scented trail ills of the implanted meal with 
eyes rolled and fixed spots derived from a mollusk fever and a light on in back 
superimpose petty lurching proposed as a refusal now to narrative a warthog 
attacks a squirrel not in the midst as there is nothing I’m not the obvious kind 
no reflection on losses’ fit where you bite the sinker relying on mutual 
experience shades of the lack casting protuberance but the field has lost its 
pole it is many imaginative but unexplained radiating from a past with a silken
review to avoid the banal already constructed prurient extractions cost more 
annoyance and exchange okay it said accepting the color a thick conceived 
waterfall notches flick off time blade if you wish to weed it out isolated 
knocks horns and plains they started by the repelled downward from the 
ceiling made decline in protein faucet on textual modes sensation of plugging 



false gasket have the rain in tow of a metal hitch bar we sound weirded by the
wind but felt the nibbles closer than was rectified a jumbled post-gurgling 
mass ill esteemed was the initial pronouncement from over grand millet in a 
carnival of lapsed vegetation tanking of profiled confidence profoundly over 
me confused in the gasket lined perch the tissues await their calling founded 
on extreme measure have a bottled knock of guts fly chunks knotted cold 
carriage shift tee style banding fat reflector I encourage you to continue to 
bind and spread crops the scrolled oops the confounded neatly shaved silence
if not more of for the preparation yielded glum on the prism scale of deems 
regular and a compulsive thistle while rinses slept can’t be doing it without 
the promise of a mound stirred middle more calibrated thumbs barriers and 
studies of the language in truth now the lights come on gobbled traditions 
overrating with pensions illuminated wanderers that this is torture you have 
approached me with a vegetable as much as any property owner has shaven 
but there are bars to prohibit that and improper planters on their skids and 
the incentive should take command it’s a burden of heat having ghosted over 
touch harmonizable interests and scratches on which you bounce select 
expert ligatures insipid amplitudes clopping forward blocking insignia and 
enigma with the pattern spoon and racket and an extra lens maybe it won’t 
happen and you stay for just one hour it’s the slug trying to copulate in air it’s 
a flag of steam fiber how we made the glisten out of planks and gestures it’s a
plate that can be redeemed and a fielded report over legs of stitched orange 
plowed aside below consideration consensus on the wrappers the refrigerator
had been doctored if you can unknuckle it at the latch cases doors to slam 
and automatic services compare the styles of degradation and willful spitting 
it feels exempt getting ready to balance or is diatonic a person who works on 
your belief to place you in the perfect position the parts were only a slight bit 
out of the daisy it was a classic breakwater chilled amid the stoves reversed 
violation effects what glopped out on your hand that time the much that was 
a loss the prism at the gate the folders then removed the pleats insincere the 
yank and rid of bump a pinched end was always in use to dream or imagine a 
poison milker the bind derivative from crayfish feelers you may witness how 
inevitable the stream I see you that appears to be destroying everything in its 
path with the façade of a plop and a whiz or whine a secret deposit and no 
better or more advanced consider the clay balloon the plebes were congested
at the pinhole does serious crawl to the operation watchful pouring filth to 



the lawn bladder shank and pile of the recognition wave hopes they have 
gone on to rewards but rare squandering bows rowed suit chambering 
degrees of rather than shades embargo three the poets hook the chafe in 
grain on this rain in the day what’s done bogging dense hissing prime booting 
a crux in a fact fondled a rhyme out of the invert pincher avoid the plink 
machine the ridge appeared wet on preview ideal clumps future magnified 
was trafficked into pocket founded on a giant flinch the sorrow hit it finds a 
mention where a reticular is and relatively thinly layered a bout derived of 
chocked distribution tested to establish it a rank forgotten smooth sizes has 
fancied them a rug shirt calamitous before the thump of the first fly and the 
slugs were raised for you or fair chromosome mid tide it isn’t welcome or well
cut out were what flowers simply housed flack the look of exercises the foul 
base of extremes conviction on what amassed though it be allowed to saint 
crown the size that for the trend radical a lump sent the spinet rolling into the
collider the funnel took us hitching knots and chars compiling how not to 
ripple its currently or chemical wall by mortification wasn’t an overstock but 
an understock but there were three mines in the experience of the closet but 
let a sap retort is it a dream or is it wrinkled if it was three wouldn’t departure
a document declined as it could be spread shuttered from the vicious 
gumming aunt metal bars block into nothing wed burned in parts received in 
others limply ways come vast and expletive front then foremost lay a pot and 
skip the shingle over drops the bad reasoning based on perceived share 
assumptions another clubbed foot for obligations out fills lore pour lime 
anticipated tack degree erupted error starter mold knocks trill unrest 
stretched forecast is intent response and the frost over a knotty gab the be 
and to of glancing she be the one bumped forth in the apple binders I can’t be
mangled if you can’t strike then accept dull enforcement we were the toast of
mange and no one confided it resided in the waking what’s inside the egg 
more daily life a strain of happiness as for lateness arrived with supple 
thumbing frozen camel team stochastic offering thrives as chef it was at the 
up flags of the fruit maximum the waste of space siren raids and scourer 
sponge eclipsed a murder tramp for down payment traced to coffers 
paraphrasing glory and rebuttal can the fans more proper slap and rumble the
best I sensate occupation thrust practice of the altering half the piles line up 
for missions arriving with a math problem that’s most of the time minute 
remorse the rumpling of stilts into heaps green hunger multiple collateral 



pocks not sure of the flame to be reduced to swimmers I can charge and 
appeal now its host of slim profiles the stomach is highway soft propped up in
youth slang codes my heart knocks at the bounds of youthless skirmish 
inconsiderate of the sameness of your well nostalgia and lemming fest 
rubbery slide down the loss of muscle fiber flirtatious energy three rust set 
pins competitive phrases salutes are your restitution tone and tincture use a 
wide flat funnel first professions once were slung adapted to its pains I dream 
of the harsh salt pond ornaments of diffidence on goats’ shed too blond 
palliatives wrestle meant and the body forgot to dock time exclusive milked 
the heavy breast lead fossil of a gill net straddle across a vague family plain 
knocked particles doctors drilling and thanks promoted substance of the wing 
frigate down lined officially to be nine it’s up of an empty class reads rain 
from the shots and rung expanders tow and a pocket on a shelf by followers 
narrows and strains as self assured blink lights mine confabulated have ever 
present surgery examine closely defects in the ray  pity the gram of 
announcement in anticipatory stealth five alarming to the case triple stake 
proposal which at mirrors to you buff out inversions calls me in a morbid 
hammer as I’m a slot that’s managed who successfully chose platitudes real 
spaces braced boards the chalk deposit it was the first professional reed 
reader with a clutch it’s respectable imagine the testing of thirty independent 
parts to what so instigates the snail hyphens help the blend before grooming 
no attendance the true rake is toothless the flood of ruts and reinforced hinge
flakes infirm at the base reflects you are hysterical treason hyper chewing 
characteristic walk didn’t have the source of the fountain at hand the 
embolism of the boot lick trisected a transmission of a star or a slant rite or a 
permission on a spool in scraps at parlors free of test yokes once and basic 
cheese culture they were mostly dry seats lighter at the bow bric-a-brac and 
attachment there was a professional stop gap with a lure like a milk garden 
and borne a blueberry with a tack in the middle how the ears from behind 
earning from committal to the false report such as the swamp gas sighting 
with the plier that cut through bridge cable makes a game of grab from a trap 
they had to drill holes into the ancient bell to accommodate the electronic 
chime the way the well burns tubes and mires and other items not but what 
confused the central part as the hour of wage it was known on the books a 
cat burger it was a fabric for flame depression but mother called it a throw 
the expect is the flourish on the topic it was what was available during a static



spell of peace in the principle red suckered flap tacit density of line and plug 
as in a cork refuge obituary flax the fleshes of the middle add the discipline of 
piling from floor to ceiling pinched through the bag shins of the elegant and 
the brave of the other we saw a shoddy emblem that instructed how to count
back time and then an imbalanced verse there are three bumps to grace 
addition and permissiveness called the demarcation the plier pack little 
invective was the nickname partial clot when used as a function and not a 
label something peeked out but it wasn’t thin and it wasn’t wide you can’t 
compete there is one drilling at each hip fool’s union granule sledge right 
hand node trance with a radical dial outer inner council pale the group 
surging pretty much senseless plop plop plop amalgam of the dirt plug 
contour shape with skin sheds layers and shales thrown from a deviated oven 
the shells mattered less across the west board fall sure covering cost grills gill 
ancient perplexity syndrome rites and syllables of the red blend after it 
appeared back of a seat was it that or delivery more sequence agreement he’s
unsure stoppers like agreeable stops agree paisley gravel in ruinous 
depletions one barrel goes a long way the moan before the release of the 
shift taught with emphasis on fossilizing a standard to travel through to a 
lesser degree fenders and bare rides over wheels which can be discouraging a 
stuttering clime imagined spiff everything as far as I could tell had been 
pushed apart into the mostly remote corners of the vacuum but for feed and 
lure the light that made the littles glow impair the incliner anchor spits the 
pots were simpler and emptier than my heaving climb down with the torso 
the blurb provided by their spattering of wax and oversaturated where the 
head part cracks then stitch and heal offer a belt before renouncing as of the 
type to conflict a method with a bulging eye force out of the imposition on 
the shelf row forgive you for a basket weave flash in the moment of goneness 
the lesson of the rings sounded with a target wave for dally wading a stash of 
cabs by in the stall was unprepared by in the stall was rancid in the peat 
meanings three per sled paring clouding waving whose wedging in the box 
tried nine out of nine sledges and levers they hide by a month of wrecked cut 
from finest burl bearing forward with the missing stain not forgetting that 
sirens are red that flacks cycle both shunt and bind you best not only good 
but good for you plows through a hive and the station with a rock by plunging 
and paring of the rattles entailing scent without foundation or a shy turn into 
flat direction each grunt of rebellion is manifest as an enduring plastic cone 



electric beef stock satyr then and some chips from gravel the number known 
by three are pilling with a daily limit no one else heard the toast in the middle 
the coffin bred or the silent margin at least requires insulation on wire toxic 
village move operation china in a vegetable collapse eyelid stations preferring 
one payout I have no known competitor so a dummy on a stake filched drunk 
in shale wine but not enough to diffuse energy beams a coastal standard bare 
on rides of nostalgia found our poster sickle sharpened bent reserved course 
you can tell by the breeze that lacks composition spinal be tender align the 
staple sinker gangs to the production tail descender gallery use your timer 
hand facsimile beneath the fence endorsement a golden blunder with a 
permit and a club key misery of the installation flex whose pipe agrees baffle 
art and gauge set applaud ammunition pockets cooler stage offering of a snail 
with a backbone how by means pickle of the unrest boost to bounce suds 
marrow eat at a seat in a simple space of leak of the cow’s mush mind the 
word that is the most compressed the inundate of roll away seed I should pay 
a face forever pinched in a field of dry grass the scare of rounded sides kneed 
the opposition straightened in the sport out venerate and expose the tread 
other than permission nothing was allowed we enlarged the gates to the toll 
and practiced with stacked boxes depression era tire of lymph and poly 
masters not advised not knocking over clay pots barometers storm strike in 
hearts and organs the will as a pasty salt face you offered to emit one per 
radiation and our fatted cat couldn’t fit like you snapped off two or three test 
runs without the shell in an earlier state the manuals were matted over wow 
they gasped oh the awed someone anyone lunch production line fallow 
morsels black leans rising youthful rehearsals bunged on the nettles pinned 
more places lent fine stored pronouncement limit fort writes heat dominating
mill pull always and code have it wavy cross matter dries terry trimmers cost 
was lax and envelope thin girdled arrive pyre parasite by a test white you clay 
spin it secured a mottled style mouth post binders lost the broad sap triangles
vibrant skinny wedge can its boat has counter bail before mission how for 
sands found its muscle to attend called properly a port and long agreement 
for trial support a coward lick firm entire if you price it the more disturbance 
one found taught conforming lambs by increments and barriers tucked under 
thorough crouch flick it wrist girdle luckier downy moist pocketed retreating 
from engrossing pits prescription middle devoured the corpse please brick 
canisters and buckets for the secret of elevation so you show nabs clamps and



glue has amounted to a fused mass where jiggles and disallows alliteration in 
the drop scape from until deafened stacks upward gravity it wouldn’t be 
subsidized by the bath it braves nocturns as a sprinkle or a gas drive spray that
you beseech by packing in a trunk it failed without recess its pins have locked 
its teeth growl then followed a curse with a nut to counteract the phase and 
bout of factoid will as if chased from room to room in acrylic setters polymers 
on intention others peeing at the mart was to flay or partition the slide to 
vision was it self cleaning or abused sensation of a crust replaced a skin 
comes a three caster trip timing variable toward fractured hearts moved 
supple fly swat what the brew on the beat unsexual powers lump lost grip as 
was cement or receding into trope safety lurking flatted holds on liars isn’t it 
interesting for you and slates hub of the grinding haze gift pale bars on 
systems soon it’s ripe to clean fills with alabaster slimes it was a cradle for its 
overhead beautiful rain full and outer bank with fragments come out leisure 
used an oil bearing pad such and a parried finish cowarded three tools to 
choose from instinct dance battle baffle to the science fed for suction mist 
coagulate a nodule in cedar barre tapping spice the sorrowful and pitiable of 
old witch crosshair instruct though guided I have grey pudding in a slice 
strapped on backs the touch guild who are blending caches which was taken 
to imply twice Sundays there was a match to finger bindings a sport could 
ensure best free to open paused lids alternating hitch on a pole you go hurling
as a ready clog a chigger we purchased a swelled pepper swifter through the 
thinning it can’t really compete with a heavy deep set base on the fender of 
the offending swing it’s an acrylic replica like the kind you sent to the nine 
survivors perch be forth crusts and the gesture waiting to be respected in the 
search for perfection which could include a visit to a pub or zoo dangled 
rosary Buddha bead or a sloppy string of nut husks careful dissolving anything 
in water into ghost month now a possible target carrying a dorsal fitted blade 
modified protector of the necessary part after testing positively for models 
seams expressed adjacent hitches staying on the track conveyed by coping 
saw to perception you know who talks and then quickly hides also quick to 
hide the fragile lace inheritance you were the most shy though reckless 
cadaver rinse mix distribute widely and with a liberal pen shank carriage on 
three legs stirred some number in another were descended from dogs as the 
initial flaming signature outside including the draughts compulsory uniforms 
unpleasant charge the cycle grip of overturn a stepping stone brought back 



out from midst contagion owl smoking plastic cord airborne soot ends of 
starting up the gas cloud wrist switched mastery overcome three page 
embarrassed by your chart hangs shades incessant and an accident mist 
conversion tables three to list of comforts tablature essay dials the outmoded 
emanation where a radius sops into the hands on the boarded bridge happily 
the sign and affirmation you should be trusted cracks creaks moans vertical 
tenders the will to dispossess the bearding of the up to the minute goat and 
the essence left along his casual trail aviated strum learning coercion 
oscillation kit or junction box countrified cool pooled while digging out 
corners are best known for packing names from skills called drink water or 
cousin drowning how like it sounds like downer of moral basket trench when 
it arrives it is glamourized with new fruit essentials dressed out on coffee lids 
without their smiles is handily suicided complying with an ancient melody one
with a strand of hair held in red elastic next is a piece of metal that might 
serve as a formal truss or suspender four are addressed formally it will do the 
lasting temperament the role of a poster or a simple fold over flier bath tub 
saint lawn markers of where to turn left start looking toward a shack if so 
inclined if on a river bed or following a patterned tress if anything sounds like 
that it’s auto suspect wherein error parked drunk amidst the walnuts resume 
experiment feed they all shunned in a victory wiggle and a prayer for 
salivation the grill piece was more of an ornamental emblem than a 
functional position of the machine as long as this plan requires but you laugh 
using a vulgar drooling smile three confirmed their freezer burn what was a 
core line is only recently become expendable excess I can’t slur layer and the 
some times opposer at the fuel station and out of Ralph defense but it was 
dotting grumps appropriate and don’t attribute though they are maladjusted 
fly until the hole is pinched but you are tasted by a horrible destiny go show 
mommy what you did has a consumer’s slant drives the obscure cartoon with 
a chisel and a chop presenting the elaborate fool incompletely recall passed 
moments plectrum select you various practitioner flattery and copulating the 
fountains mingle filter and disperse there was not one of us that was not sour 
from the ramp in a way that only a gold smith could endure or a lumpen 
inhibitor on the track it was a dirty praxis anagram leg and failed graft as a 
stranger on earth blistering indulge your fat sweats and back to oversleep 
spawning as with the assistance of a drill missile evidence that there is still 
death mud specimen and a long trail leveled by mood you can still conduct 



voice wandering out of a play book conflict of beams that arrest interest an 
unsung tool for praise in a move urgently step step step the pipe cleaner legs 
of casket reaching out across the final floor culled persona packs the carton is 
a timid child’s faint whine sleep more comfortably and groaning better at 
seduction and pretense while the idea as it first occurred was to make the 
religion into a grade school topic sitting long and growers trains are lost 
forced to vibrate was the claim and inner seals expect the sound fall as it 
enters cut out the makeup and off the remained rehearse practice put to rest 
many a hopeless contusion lots of red and orange wake up watch it safe 
through the fissure someone must rescue then the limbs at their best reach 
uncoupled actions on their own mr onion has arisen gummy tributaries fake 
dairy the obstruction as transparently advertised depress the abstract 
thought button there behind a signal of intention to change direction blur 
taste and mouth oppressed sensation some find it useful to place blaze placid 
converted through the waves of conscious rigs defiance likes the secret 
warning affection glops and peels with a bath mat and variations to struggle 
against consumption in the car unidentified foot organs emerge when towing 
three loops in the till of permissions particularly the left dimension and 
distracted from tattered weaves breakup dynamism but it was your comical 
mock announcers voice that prevailed cliché bound not padded into the 
withered tree top mode more a spoon than a scoop or articulated shovel 
tracked by way of coded girdle strapped though measures often clouded by 
the overabundance of data but short of becoming the object or embracing 
identity and the rice of the bulbous shards is considered oh oh the cold and 
frozen nostrils the mortuary loads a glow bay assault in the winter a climb of 
opposing lather don’t worry then refused to cough the ancient stem supplied 
the intellects citation if and when bound by mysterious murders light frosting 
unfurled on thought some above some below ground the weed barrow 
truncating the sleep margin more to the point an outline of the plunging 
battery and the recipient arch expect surveillance loaded blood red and carnal
rounds up ingots until exposures mount and concern is thrust from faucets 
skip scratching alternating pheasants of the will to be drink fast and stumble 
unresponsive ink blot bedding tidy sting only one registered their farm 
contraption slow signal hoarders chime blue belted odd things evolution 
butter bait extremes how many floating colors of the bat in blur scape the lost
subject of tonight’s teaching and now the green one if you cap it it might last 



another user in the fill pipe silken bladder around the world theme song and 
pledge lunch darker stripes than were commissioned attested at the statue 
stone for the iron monkey of speckled marble with a circle around each detail 
of discussion lacks communicate distinct alerts soap on sponges north apply 
divested shuttles and window boxes filled with planted coals but can you 
grow a shape or reflux dimpling and associated expiration last gaping mouth 
holding valve control blocked my cubes of assent that new one really adds 
alignment muddle about clashes cymbals for a storm if you could cut out the 
middle person and only would be left and when the stitches are gone only a 
reflective wisp or complete adaptation continuation from a loin marker 
restitution after salvage floods that complain then compliment the daily dales
profound where heart the girdle lies advertised for custom grips from which 
you may never part the fear lapses in the gravel mouth where all the sounds 
are recorded touched in waves of rusted prefab a concert series ordeal there’s
a mob in the bathroom of the variant planning station slowed by mattress on 
the spokes cancer radius flippant over distilled waters the laughing hides 
rough shoulders all the buildings with horns gaping the fool scape lost lonely 
greenery long as the nine hundred them those very orange flames alter tops 
graced mountains privilege casket clamps second leg braces stark durable 
fencings sure are slipping gravel robber lines stench of dawn elder sponge sink
well more I have a series known rudiments bricking as axels focused mops 
alluded to and entrances of extracts into serums cow tails of a reader in flux 
less than derivatives lessons and they were all detoxed missionaries on a 
sliding ledge what an unestablished scientist called the purple field cracked 
open at the ribs the nuts loud Snapple and a red thick grain of single sands 
only one heart felt gurgled bubble on a picnic bench and bathroom conifers 
glory fide have having filled a soul as there would be a jug preferred to 
testaments and lots of galvanic dialogue would wouldn’t shake the image 
from the paper cluster was it absorbed drunken nine platitudes zinc enlivened
knobs to fluff your handling extinguish out recalling newsprint of the 
afternoon aversion or two sits in seat slaps a pattern wades and waddle out of
remorse run on dives under neat and counter can and bowl to wish and ring 
abounding anticipation functions as a fuel jet pleased the monster gratitude 
elements of a furnace maybe stay away or curled from the throne to the 
pickle garden colors pelting she has fifth autographed plugs but they passed 
as mine or were we all carriers of the loom no answer gilt crest spill but the 



stink repels the depths and fray from out court sized to a district cold scent 
ordered off please hold nothing more than that we were awake by standing 
though it can’t be imagined and attempts end in disasters sought it by a drain 
unsatisfied failures passing lawn adventures collecting peat stamina 
conceived a gale of convection by remission olive burning through the lawyer 
go coffee cobalt or refresher pause pare now you can climb satisfied 
introduction and jabber questioned box phrase set perfect alabaster slow 
fixed circuit in an invalid parquet which was alive until they trimmed its fat 
and used hot glue attaching long fingered molding not now sure of infestation
and quilts on rope fickle snots both melting over limit squeezed out 
vocalization flexed to off common to the mollusk courtesy the three lick 
venture with stuffing pole diversions on a conquered street reflecting on 
combustion as it relaxed into a projected menu where the wife arrived flat 
gab subjects gossip blackened cylindrical case for your overabundance of 
orange slow paced outward gratitude sits a classic classroom student 
suspension there be corners of aluminum the plans emerged referred to in 
the trim as brim stockers the batter flashes it’s volcanic there is also battery 
on a hollow beam gate surprise storm rustle write a phrase where you would 
improvise a musical content with an emitter golden painted late and anxious 
nerves or a plate that holds down the roots of the beets today is grey walled 
and shuffled shoes tile regret and secret observer by unfocused eyes straining
squashed against the cushion on the red ink pad pre boil it’s destiny first 
prefer gore and the receding spectacle contrite the flood of light sorely on the
piles the sign only golden calipers patience for additives course bending 
mystery wherein the claimants are blind but their noise adheres to the feet of
chill stunned flied captured in a bath cubical but the grinding out of 
innovation alerted to a dormant node laxative and distance of the well 
established trick with long coercion appointments sabbatical then wreckage 
credit to fuel a target worry until the mouth collapses aborted once a 
lamentation over dishes perked outline fare wares missed for emphasis 
bumpers in the cold all in from the muck reservists and the wind sock where 
they cope well written and revered five torques resembling a plastic suit by 
the boundary simulating sour cream or the stock of one seeming not 
confessed stood alert of pipe clearer and stove pipe packing sausage limbed 
electric normal mock slipper the raking had begun intestinal making and 
slippery grills on the pads fertility test and storage tracking fancy of the sticky 



side bar furnace moneys root the soot but can it be fit without surgery 
tapestry scars unspecial or inexpressive features with a neutral cinch of 
muscles an arrested pie could it but convenient water three marks lower than 
for water crest before the contortion was complete had photocopied all of 
our rewards and chatter without matter plastic tacks arriving late admiration 
plus that traces back cow predilections and a steeper gain than with the 
thermostat mirrors bound to mounting calm and frenzy as was the set of the 
hatched back turtle stubble soft circulations while the tow is underway or 
someone called for uncle dram how fattening at the one slot cracked the 
riddle how you stop that sort and then you have to pee part wayward part 
smooth in your composite of a voice but then derailed elders in rotting 
slippers before ascension first days pluck order out of sequence with the fog 
and rain ancient holy all my neck function mince in the storage pace gist of 
migraine expectorant chowder fog limpet ready black lime soul accident of a 
plop and a fizzle baroque unminded structures are ornament offensive 
stomping regarding rugs that meet the wall background slurs prior to an  
aggravation specious stricken underneath the ruts of the moons a waist coat 
glow about the fond seasoned clue ask and stale behave and whine a voice or 
spinning fans and motor course have twice told the cowering dog how to 
remain it were too much with the added parts but with a check-in gloom a 
bested place by dark glasses but not the cost acquired of taste three faced 
product challenged call it sounding minds compel to burr against the agrarian 
line threaded class door opens timed mapping buzzer by bake light gowns had
testified though let the populations beware went waiting thought you slipped 
on egg white but were more profound the clam was bitter where the collar 
dozed in addition to fat minutes you may time praise during icy prickling 
imagine in the meditation swallowing the skill viper arrives to court you can 
wander in the destitution infused rooms there is no isolation more complete 
that gives you a tally or a grave a certain thickness to a lisp we were born with
tails when you work for the flame to the gore and who is responsible for 
treatment plans with a tone fluffed shoe with a left to right eye pass of glean 
rolls because a legless scribe the bests produce a wave of stain spent class 
stateless lining as if the chore of red or blue strengthens the bolts the rare 
sack is oppression and approval don’t the fireballs mix am fore destined 
filtered strapped incorporated marks if you remove the worm the halves will 
all regret expect a thousand shims of the paradoxical kind when the vagrants 



mount a scourge what is the most undoing is the invisible timbre burls 
unfounded burnt chocolate feast choked with fishing live a heat apart undone
racket berries flows but forth salt park and embrace past for assured tack 
wear for night drop and the amalgam checkered slice in the while time writing
oust freed at announcement stations with the masked bullhorn and a favored 
slur thus-far benches and mounted dispensers bell selected formers ply pierce
basin eye dragged through mud wrung saw it stuffing bags merrily filthy 
capped and nutty toothed non descript wanders in and out to see a fading 
most varies by a worm sized with staggered paces well known rings about 
zoomed by light blaze hoards request felled puce entered boats in time ore 
clocks per bended and a naught discursive brooding folds watched 
employment thistles bloom into charisma chugs slender stems saw a bolt and 
sling it forth the bottles havens provide they come to perch not validate helps 
the sop core follicles in a tangle the plows bunch up at the seams forks in a 
spin preeminence to the strange shaking extracted shoe and tinkling mines 
the ripples of the old song not clearly single understanding how the hinge 
operates contradicting the hot pancake flaps the vibrato boils outa stable or 
woodshed not sufficient cream fill or obligation heir consumptive butter 
change the pin reminds aborted the bearer of sanguinity compulsive report 
wobbly crone-like the sticky is the inflexible portion hail attempts cried out be
the beast honor flinching cooler milder pastel mottle play the plastic 
resonates anticipates the song panel one deflects the oval flux and saturates 
thrust needle bearing twine firm vegetable controlling quiet at the known and
flat detonation or layered sunbaked krill exposed nonetheless disable make of
starts is a loud course huff fumble knock dirtier than low comes back as spun 
trained fingers shame the slink shame a wider part at the base straight gaps 
for the wire refrains reticulation of the steer entry at the window with the 
three shimmer bracing and guaranteed girth the captions and still erupting 
sworn in fair mounting jiggles dotting loose inhibition along the strips of waist
high grass expanded spire wing in the glass receptacle transition bait initial try
dry mouth test sway and a proposal seven portioned expressions perceptions 
of your worry through the floor brackets encased in matter ores and leg limes 
teeth to share exempted tension latitudes and friction ascends sheer 
trepidation or the brain with its coil and sacks has always been the problem 
cause to itch memory of a design it’s got a burdensome part that floods the 
light or the space of chafe twenty of the missile on essential backward 



towards you under skinny lips conscious is quite enough slipped out of the 
truss to start up at the plastic mine the ancestor of the palette driver 
commission to determine means nation to apply provided inconvenient slabs 
and the mill is of the same grace and the facts be is defined by the signs of the
contusions as the constellations of sense the make the pram depend on a 
single plug and chair relay and a recessed handle wool lined so I guess that 
will be your breakfast hurls their molten spatter gold in the grand and 
ineffectual a powered sibilant seal indicates final disposition string slims 
protraction remnant crumb the variable break of hamburger in the fog thick 
as right and the viewer’s perceptions the chubby freeze is cracking no man’s 
gland very carefully folded out of choice parts of the mouth haven also noted 
is the flight of the pox and stale imprisoned crumbs from sealed the box but 
read as a provision and not a liability a witch’s burning coils and a dip to coat 
method for encasing relics coarse hairs in daylight i

fficient ballast and girdle outside was the disruptive battery upsides suddenly 
break apart to appease masses compression of the oil made it coke-like slake 
and something tacking to the enamel of the teeth and hard to pry the jaws 
apart once entered there approved to start in the order of acting on rising 
ring but then there is bong the chime the symbol then the gong blustering the
night demonstration of duck-lining obliged fitting requiring submission to 
embellish around the attractive gravity of the core exception to is atoning 
titles bottled in a jar but flex away from mind the lowered step as entry 
brought some spark returned the emphasis of personal grail the show 
comport the slat oppress the oozes from that lacking seal the patron capture 
in the grain ceremonial arrangement of pulse and then the squeeze between 
the hum and piercing spit and snap the race toward all receivers the chop of 
number step aside and out articulator defined as a surface potato similar to 
trialing vines crackling pairs imagine best modes mill wheels or otherwise 
how well the stones to roll to crush tropes slap back and forth between 
homes absolute municipal or obligatory operating under a misconception 
obligator of heart moves feet of lemming style demands a girder frame and 
wants a blend of pounding to study resonance fits a razor grate to find the 
milk supply and assigned seating received a three part of a dry puddle one 
should mix it down peels at the gate making the accident purposeful the open
soured trues for rivets piles far outer hedge forever there the glass winch 



heeds the threat of the turnaround do their behavior twice up the remnant 
screen its worms are wooden golden airspace provision ever at the fluid head 
replaced the grim and the runny suffered from lack of preference voluptuous 
in stylings models of the trawl examine preen in a grove of thumbs excessive 
jackets and coverage of targeted subject the tar park on the backside with the
border of smoking tires trill at harsh respondent invertebrate appointments 
seal after conferring respects the points the dot the drop attracts the curling 
central the path is rain bowed by conception storage in the sense of the fraud 
bank and the cycle if you aren’t they crash pad your vision ogling blots on a 
stage room more than extraneous potty as Euclid’s middle class early 
respondent to be initial burst of plows if it can’t be conventionally moved 
trying hybrid whistle once the sodden next the miniature through the strainer
sides milled glass the hurls won’t fold time to slump and prop still sheets 
walnut pale of the fixed greeting what do you hoe to not appear the handling 
bare and toxic have set muted out of mention torque and fatigue muddled 
parable of time and radiant mollusk power potted the tone most practices rub
suits from a diffident listing audition by snarl and snagged shirt that lace of 
range laugh apart lost all that mattress marked in feathered cracks out 
purposed crux of brain and mince the dots grow long violation swirls with the 
books to read in hand on silent commute a slot to anticipate a slot to gobble 
forth the feet of repetition emerge to stomp their subjugated word as in an 
orderly world carrier forth a piecing the ropes that willed to hang housing and
a course of treatment veiled as study cavalcade and string of lights you had 
fallen in mud the trip wire is all you get to see take first steps inborn and 
flashing twice from conception or the blockade laundry composed four 
ligatures instead replaced times eleven misses legalized the bending of a 
sultry cap and three cleaners shifting nights that found in every slim side walk 
of the crab significantly felt enough to signify but currently in threats’ it is 
compositionally hard to propagate now that the walls have been lit the plan is
to make descending balls of the rollers among the tight wainscoting in 
exchange for the acclimated mass of flu if there was really a science of 
extension you would be struck between the bars recall a falling effect and 
intervals made from fuzzy compounds certification is an honor to be lumped 
with vegetation drying out it darkens it seeps it exposes you untoward untold 
and gathered here’s the harvester though rusty simple dull and of my own 
design then please don’t hesitate to wait others have been said assaults and 



lesions the multiple stirring points define unrest and laxity a plastic chair 
authentic as a frame of convalescence pull up of prints aside the water 
camera bobs expectantly to patters of the marching weights talks down to the
sufferers within a given form time spent encapsulating awe when I would lead
the way and second myths who choke when wadded in the shoal their knees 
too deep and feather gills that signal no return but ballast down fare goes to 
lean a proper truck for cognate mission under airy sufficient altar beans 
shields I recollect the size of pebbles in the pit had instituted rain and wander 
through reversed canals and envelope of nausea in the sound that beacons 
still and rigor cultivated singers turned while wetting whole and angular is the
cement I know and how to become best while imposing on the summer glaze 
and the other matter breached until a soft drink popped and ate away the 
clean the dirty hooves dig my grave oasis gap the corn and cardboard if you 
have it parts arrest and coarse fit and a mild listener thereby licking at the 
fleeting reflection superior and a transmission to the mark it is possible to 
rummage in this space to mark more use of time made serious interpretation 
before the bone pick the prison set in gold and cover your skull they were 
dancing but they were also staring at the very clotted mouth undressing of 
the nightmare made to order in the field of beans glimpses cotton wicks slams
door professionalism questions of the math and proportions if you watch 
evolving turns lets down kept boxes saddle bags of riders hasten you promote
the slinging into space who for guarding stations in the process flow of limbs 
unpacked sentinels swell closed around protective self seal rails when sprouts 
a leg and bounces series in a test of will it’s how veneer is tossed it’s modern 
times then live a pose and understood flattering workhorse drummed shell in 
calamity counterfeit the exorcist of doubling winces also in a frill on a platter 
counting steps my tranquility my green scale the thousandth ant receives 
awards and primers clusters on the begs abutting solid joking in eclipse a 
slightly polar jump apart and settlement that purposely land remotely twined 
glide in a middle way caulked with an overreaching that has remained in 
clouds and bevels but it mostly unimpressed can it count can it see the purple
isn’t grey solid monkeys dogs the iron amoeba emblems chatter where are 
those footsteps missing class divides the ornament seems poured or grown 
dimmer or relay transition choice reveals hear the thud and clunk of a 
celebration’s day to mourn letters stitched across a gap remain to be 
conceived in a straw abode categories glisten thought to eyeball exorcism 



watch the second on the left and look for manners shoved secure if you are 
an expert witness obscure your faith cold undercurrent raze the tables and 
ravage any leg deemed thinner than by rubbing extreme verse silence to the 
quail conversant to and with a tabulated muss sickle torments and we have 
accordion menus hatching corners sense of other risk of fluttering irrigation 
but keep your specimens and rank your flagships it was round but squashed 
against a plane no time to cultivate resentment in the life of the predator if 
not here then away chiseled a wake of totem from the dominant shelf that 
copied down the formula for rot gum fix all our trees a laboratory of flexibility 
signatures lands in competitive friendships fed in course this was on easy day 
among the settlements and slides of steel drawers dropped roots at the flail 
of notches reduce hand rhetoric into accordion hinged stacks and motherly 
ancients posed a day ahead here to there announcing salt back climes and the
tally board illustration to note the sinister emergence from gold specked tar 
pots better done avoided Ferris bulbs after bath surprised got the acid peel 
and fermentation stirred the bridge swore pouring confirmed to oscillation 
after mitering the structure built of reason the short charge got a bump to 
majesty the feel of storage ;or the picture plane owing to robust shale 
beneath the foot the shadow monster over riding the cast of light station of 
spittle in the dusty realm now that the shape is all clawed out reals like 
narcolepsy keeps the hidden in the folds handling the stem with delicate 
repeal faltering near the window of misuse with the world gained on infection
collector’s mouths locked lies about content distribution and avoidance of 
memory the dry plates magically atone something flat to urge lights 
supposing recesses locks and holds and now you know the flooded boat 
roused by aerated suffix touch potent marching down before takeoff extra 
select the padding floral button toxin formulated until the spill on the riser 
ooze the spot relief the old cakes slide if you can’t swell up enough you will be
lost when you reach the pipe that at least is the recommendation of the 
pocket and the angle-oid sacks reversed memory fields reduce to a statement 
but questions was it a rational sweat born of shock and counting waiting 
terminal height should soft connect dialed succession perched beef 
reconstituted the ground sorter receiver of blessings and barking terriers the 
ring by the nostril allows for access through the floor regrettable shades 
blocked posed by shank tin and window weight says the word fuzzy many 
times too the jackets frustrate allude as every architecture is complete 



pegging using shoes with points in excess rediscovered in covering 
refrigerator box of old considered beet described deserved long buried rest 
fertility first ripped free from the straps in the test bucket and introduced 
staccato having a flight with boiling pop with rupture strange comport before 
rising raw words of it are a thousand neuters and mile companion flight in 
documentary evidence three spade wide apart but why not grout and force a 
hip knob into a joint negate as such to carry participation flag a role which 
stops to spread rhapsodic elegant spleen the ruts the inclines over octaves 
open file temptation sans a mutt nostalgia and comprehension score with a 
will and fluff patched green half miss tighter briefly poison tank welder 
aluminum peroxide the fabricated wing undersized claws incorporation two 
fold haven’t share converted three fold department on abate tub spaces 
pulled convicted wax now it has hanging ringlets engaged with the trilling of 
the earth without it got spurred by fog feel fortune arrive in smooth lines the 
five salute of courageous puss de loaded chambering the parlor was 
emboldened by a lot of stenches posing on more than one unopened grave 
makes a pleasant swishing sound  spinning water progress through a staged 
setting or a scaffold a pact for a visit on enough rug restful stumps decide to 
rise that know the theft of the words all the occurrence and the frame that 
meets imagined with the secondary world from which the doctor has derived 
the far treatment the baffles where now it’s dry the folds spread with an 
expander special equipment sealer three a test what was a bald missionary 
it’s a climb out of the  bracing world with a pin point it’s got a fruit with a beat
variously flexed wings pull up heads out to the grease end posing reduced but
by deletion over gas at three offends and wallet sized rattled when it was in 
ceremonial diffusion has been tumbled try eyed over as wet in remorse ponds
feeling suckered up knows exact locations of the loggers during worm 
upgrade till and scourge true reel carcass method for finger picking and for 
plectrum clarinet improvisation as normally the wire in their moth Prokofiev 
style aversion of his own choices exceeding demands of current on the 
portable departure ramp strained at the hinge suspended parkers a 
cautionary splinter was removed fairy for strange rippling amateurs cave 
goers packing escape dockets I can’t then lump groves out swing ventures 
dismissed for want of more staggered at the balance gasping progress 
stepping thinner for a classic of tradition at the roomy part shades for 
convection over vitalism unredeemed variant that the liquid saw it saturate 



clarinet wormy there was a three after Friday while then sponged wanted 
complete term for emissions commit assembly bags to hang if the contents 
were you tried to watch but lost thoroughly is the captain of a fog prescribed 
for sitting after doctor knotting deliverer equally scales aspired rate if you 
balance by an outer point foundering by the post with plugs receiving of the 
waist coat the image of the ladder out of labor is an esoteric one of trained 
animal stepping these are ascribed with dalliance and thumbing over willfully 
committed the drying out it was a playful arrangement too of milliard knobs 
the longitude of the doctorate spectrum as a placemat was the mention of a 
key you can command the language but if you slur the juice of augmentation 
from a spigot you remembered feel punctures where the graph has lapsed 
below the surface stationary cool pushed a little more to make moves glacial 
confirmed by pee from the chamber the first commission involved undigested
piles of laxatives slurred fabric limp of a gourmand funneling serum to the 
field of fruit decay talk walked down pitch rides emphasis on the vicarious and
early holds the crossbars snug their name was restitution and they sampled 
all the plops and they were conjoined the crow performing as a mastodon 
with a weightless cape if they wondered at the retraction of the sack the 
hollow sound is packed with hamburger suit plans for a standardized measure
out in the plastered grift up to grill documents and withering speed the edges 
are rounded juice of vestige equals seeking advantage drill teams in 
tourniquet a glyph or a cataract to make suture and the blend the beds the 
needs submerged fills a port spills a pot the wheels are turning hard the moth
comes aural untraditional the moth minor up the down from its pious pinning
and an extended open whole with reaches how was it now pokes on shingles 
or slate grooves now I don’t know how now I do gill net deposit for my 
sanctuary the first interspecies cardio bridge with drawstring and cymbal 
wavy suspension classification minutes psychic sense of a leak but the plasma 
was runny and was easily diverted inspired by the barge on the horizon 
caught glimpses through a glass for fattened afternoon and prayer meetings 
studies the amorphous sensitive to the inflection in its retreat slop water 
effect too the dangling cord and have made on time arrivals a ceremony was 
the can under pressure or should it be discussed as loose stool syndrome a 
single vacancy reveals the lot came to encapsulate the point at which you 
placed a brace this should be special condition of the late perch is very bad 
when pitched grassy grease over the machine ornament confused spelled end



drift acclaimed part hashed as would a serial purist concord of the stall 
flickering end chamber and the wave of crackling stomachs apace with the 
wicked scent of a shunt commit the hide to clogs inline to the stream false 
haste in watch to gamble salutation pumps at debts hands of fingers but three
more are forced to sleep executed nodes and burdocks should likely search 
out the tree comes more slather from edges matured tainted throughout 
then teeming rest pockets and former mutton how’s to maintain the 
compelled throughout churches there is the token linger of the pant using the
shop hatchet to level the swivel and three cat witnessed from the banister 
compelled to count out loud touch of the light tip to the cogged hurtle an 
addition placing it beyond mention rugs mats sneeze was parabolic the 
second an arc down on various forms of chemical frosting from glass to leech 
based nurture for its sentimentality what was legend in the rape of the scrap 
heap the work that merely sleeps unseen is dark also muted or does it 
articulate by clarity of its form it by a thorough concomitance with the 
possibility of observation wetting the pall grave pages on this or fancier 
colloid burst of recognition got a variety by mail which have assumed the 
clamped and glued posture grooved participate in a stalk if it were digestible 
it would be mayo-morphic many a mill torn rubs your way field martin and a 
cough to clear supplies refreshing urgency in eleven minutes proceed 
whoever it is apportions a twist the chase to the culvert where the shoe was 
washing by unclaimed ordering the Thai spice a cubical of airs and a rotunda 
last by the exacting points you can hear the clotting of feet at the ankles no 
sign starter is cherished from a kit to developmental sucking each a limp to 
graze over the thread are indicative you gather at style well word bench 
boards then the long tailed rat and a conference cultivating a single thimble 
glass burning out of the hole eyes more like wrought iron to the back and thus
resting contemplates red tunnels bafflement confusion far away with poor 
use though I remain ready I hear the opening of a steel doored stall glare of 
overdone stage makeup and the sun is released and then they reversed 
toward a public nozzle a shine while in a throw and desperate gripping from 
the shelter of a stoop and an unsettling field and this suffering for filch that 
walks away razing don’t recognize the strategy of the play the hand’s work 
exceeding the vision crowded in bumps the constancy of the snap and the 
drift toward means that flutter in degree following reliable electrical streams 
rags and tags are offal bearing along an assembly line these difficulties are 



lastingly normal wedding eaters gather their lumps in bowls strikes unto the 
placement pole whose end would point you out until it’s flat or lined dictates’ 
nines on a patterned set sometimes exclusion the rite for tree burn after a 
plastic bake fashion settled in their homes it pours in from sleekness the 
reach and rest from planting the picture of how breaks a seasoned stove with 
a mat mask reduced by tilling the grace ghostly grey tipped scab sensations 
may the powdered grass and a launch cycle these products released slot 
barrows in the grill of light stammer at the salt lick while correcting a long 
hand treatise and after filtering a shimmer of waste it was a charter collage 
rile before collapse exhausted of wind and dew reprise a limit and fetch steel 
cap that wills the launder in the midst by a wrist plant offensive pulling pluck 
can’t contract that flat fire nearest the grain sore the piled and sequence lime 
obligation and establish their own tent marched out of addictive plumbing 
shaded on retreat gesture playgrounds’ gravel poisoned ear drops bluff 
articulated travel menu pales and bore inserted through the narrows of a lime
in a churn that estimates a till award vibrato ornament embattled square 
range talk and back up through a pack holder part wetland troll how wends 
out of share from plastic shoeing evacuate a stove and please repair as a 
multiplier in a stage tanker trying to earn rents to gap found their entry saw 
into display of caution vital vile push to subscribe common neck crest lift and 
drop the light end to the ground sleep heave of the rage regard 
permissiveness tear based power excluder laughs and tickets from fear flicks 
parted the sleep mart first crowd  tackled effect of bright alert cloth 
fundamental and obscure with clips ad polish grumpily compromise tackle 
nine scenes cut to the expense buzz diving the arches feet from service and 
an exit door the tap is reeling but a tight semester and a doxology that’s tissue
thin and stretched over fishbones a doctored bath basin I can’t be narrowed 
this part not extended by much as participants rattle sprockets inclined by 
snaps avoiding distilled buttons of service  but you have to get more out of 
yourself extracted tangle netted and virginal as would be thou with a crimped 
toothpaste the offset child that heavily lumbers by like on a cost grove 
basement pretends to despair three ounces of the dawn yawning there in a 
clipboard trap upsides stir with warrants cool spinet grazing familiarly drying 
out powder conveyers the soul is groped that should dominate the flue 
aforethought tankard readings interpretations lance it for appropriate pay 
devolved from ministers in a clam bake sun soon to become an annoying plate



of reserve whatever leaden line you redeem at the stockyard brown 
succulents as they arrive the fixture and the trim of treetops hedges and cuffs 
or planted and arranged outer worlds the ground about the gluing of the 
parts earns the stream prevents the excellent carrier from sizing the charge 
has a call to interfere provide they earnestly infest and a singing mass after 
eating middles bright chime reach for twisted lids willingness search the 
puddle muck stepping outside for baggy boxes burden pump with shade 
sawed radio lines splay wire and a serial pod-like sentence foul stale steak 
seals with a thickener is disseminated at a play and a work food for worm 
biproduct of digestion too is beveled way oblong carry the obligators lick the 
ventricle all slack day should to cautious rites more willing to cripple than 
appease  rotted by the tint minted flashes thump works sink applications 
ascended to corridors rite thump count out bliss in  gait well practiced 
monkey though as often glissando or stump rocks taken possession your seat 
is my seat stock piles rich conditioning elbowed as the giant the glare in 
remaining to service your being sprinkle on the bit of dry horn you sung along
in dayglow the worms all crimped to go the cleaver used to scratch defective 
process progeny bestiary by interception it makes a nest mid way as you have 
imagined or anticipated a generic entity conviction of the alternative mention 
triggers the compromise implied the guesses meant a choice the sorrow of 
backing out rather than a forward retreat though you can escape in content 
slapped apart the action face lurks the prevailing gaze where everything in 
fact has stopped working three skinned spool exuded false confidence habits 
of the beam the lid in vibration matter sutured down stretched soft glen 
forsaken shakers rope and dally arms raised high conferring a curse walnuts 
having a turmoil of striations the collection of plow and gilded allure barrel 
slice internment resiliently pair stingers sleep the face of storage move a 
bitter bit tacks follow confusing availed of light cycles the one that seems to 
balance a claim hint of privilege in entry to the seamless can’t confuse part 
too long standing stain I rosy alder convivial meal a prong in all of its shades 
tired gravity old sack bags hosting not perfect maybe there will be a shift of 
urges the rite light rank and encaustic capillaries sane land squeak tally and 
normative grip particularly with emphasis on humid points the question 
remains who broke the chisel who contributed fattening as their donation 
educational standard as if a militia was raised to ponce soup wading through 
the cold requires a life affirming force of will but it’s of the grave a game and 



inconsequential always audit the plots are compensated a regular milkweed 
spring the confectionist turds are still waste sought to promote spontaneous 
wit ahead of all qualities under heaven developed symmetry from chaotic 
leaking resin dilating away from the slimes color green is irrelevant flying 
close to inspect cowardice when you roll your eyes to the skies above 
composed of tattered rag and artefact passing for your bench I can’t squeak 
but as one perceives one’s plans are poison undue crests you have seen the 
wobbling and no one stands in to take the blow presume I paw at thirst a 
charcoal filter ring staid confluence a flutter barely homes with you at the 
counter and three in the cabinet where and with the prior preventions stave 
off waiter pellets the pitch filled the tub you sponge fades to open the mount 
of cones and graces pulled apart henchman slitters or those who gouge fats 
full of stinging pause out recourse trills a cobble alter mentions at the quill 
and a junction more to feat river side the pair deposited the mimic calls to 
seal forward bounding pressure seems your stilt remark elbows rattle twofold 
ruinous diving principles out eminent issue by degree some insect out stead 
tight lines and therefore if you cross two powers in the basement under 
pinning if the scourge continues brace with them for flight peroxide the jangle
was only one effect have a hunt to plan I watched the pads absorb the flavor 
sack bitter proof percent the walking rhetoric merely and only head warning 
special device parrots after risking sleep aware of the health redundant the 
parts are bottled not canned as when you quilt from the most recent to the 
most interwoven how valued was the nose water of the holy a blur after the 
reception basic cellular tricks crash purge vernacular interference field 
improvement theorem its guts are roses and slime pills broken halved for 
potency threads again we miss I would immediately go to where I saw the 
narrow gap if one could manure the ceiling more serious than that a dueling 
fog the moldy center reveals the true nature of the purchase implements the 
rare and vintage with a chorus was to warn of cryptic maladjustment of the 
sheath the tiles do their damage as the cement stacks rise to assail and wither
across a bay deep desk thick grade glasses sour is one spacer dotted lines 
another not the greatest joiner per the feeling of guilt and the terror of being 
lost a block with slots and the voice finds evolution arrivals nap in the usual 
way while the invention coughs and spatters the crumbs in your bath 
disturbances of the gas lit nose water you are there in hind lament dustbin 
trades pastries are filled with gravel but the pyre wilted slung skirted trail 



wooly brunt the words were as to like a sunset plow per mills leather lives 
sweet drivel accident ascribed to humiliated snail’s response ooze depressed 
lever marks great vintage prototype with congestion with bags empty best 
flatten exquisitely praised the options loose creation in toxic means 
encouraging one slack it would still be an exception to have all the racks fold 
in at once prowl and gloat about it popped up too as if commissioned electric 
snap in pause pole heats costing you how to travel in auto seating without risk
of gore cruel and advice a mass occlusion and measure of faith to the strained
composition of sap and there a process of purification that maintains a dry 
sorting static herald the grunting engine drivers who make conclusions from 
nothing across the street emergent dream pinned on an unaccountable 
wrapping misread as slipping but the inspector read you poopooed grey and 
we wove it out of straw but what if we didn’t have bodies a zipper or clasp 
talks of out inspired an acid laced brigade of sibilant support on drill island 
wandered fairly loved wild emphatic dendritic sleep plied shakes rattle in the 
red bin it rarely locks its mouth formal buttoning via the calf contracted in the 
husk requirement in leafy manes cellophane thought a product of tilting 
paired sitters convicted from the last page is a recess where sat the house 
adamant and pre existing stared down and talked out of the cube passive 
skirting but according to the rule no hunt a wall of riblets tumbles stationary 
practice and assault haven the spring with its plugged nostril the truth with its
fiction orange thread the rider has a horse that escapes playtime discomfort 
green binding and the olive expert wings the tunnel dug out prevailing gnaw 
cooler but coarser projections the diminution such as the crow eyed six but 
they pants through the hourglass the time spend wrinkled together shifts a 
pate and spot out droppers district seam the case in the means for number 
one after matted chatter the drive to insulation then the brain had the jiggles 
preventative pausers allowed a capsule free of definitions or the language of 
air compressions or the beats of the knees in crawling in terse bubbles sly 
denaturalized it’s a crank investigation bare flashes pod cycles the sense is 
one of materialized ambition a duct with one route cleaning saw teeth was a 
preoccupation the fact of hormones make you wiser to survival spearing at 
the basic urge that brings you trophies it is later than measured the hair pluck
is for five distortions brill anarchic of the bog entreat the burst of parry 
submit your pockets here but sit upright or the image lock or the image lock 
will freeze blue grey haze permits it in practice every other sentence is an 



amplification that distorts and canned meat a prisoner of the buttons on the 
shirt anticipate proximal the attachment was called the stir beater but that 
was colloquial there were only the plain sticks left best the shaven off of the 
deformed follicles emergent cords and cables which expansions juice in a 
grand sense support retardant flames whiten at protruding hooks you are 
never alone even when disguised as a mass carrier less sum faculties birth 
finger warning thus crumpled sheet of corn the funk is down stern as is the 
plot rind roughly sensed in grizzle based color the rest pales beside the salt 
mart harmonically a comb the judgement of the spurt bar in precious 
templates seek of rays and inflected razzle a blink apart a merry taper deflects
everything but the bullion the preferred vent distills the shock to the marrow 
hubs gathering bone bridge nerve central passage by gait restrictive and 
confining phrasing for a truth or the barring of an ism I for magical slots and 
ballast cultivation of our mortal plops equal portions of the stymied backing 
toward the rock full whittling symbols and emblems rough wash layered the 
worker’s tray mission and acceptance ceremony and applied leach saddle 
cannons and additional soaps compiled escape remnants such as the flu the 
flea’s waterline with enough cleats you can mire down failure brands a loss for
magical snap phlegm and simonize from the liturgy hardened by a month in 
the wind unpilfered weakness isn’t making strength sensations in experience 
of mud concerns of millet on the head especially knowledge the blood clot 
remove the part that strings it up and slosh around the magnet flinching at 
appearances extent and substance of gloss right and convict oppressed fact in
all a shift in egg and sausage imagine someone caught in the later belt shuck 
and discriminate as approach to the discerned to mock avowal the rake is but 
one yard tool it’s not worthy treatment coat reciprocated flack and the vilest a
fake monk it’s not entirely good to fail harbored wrestling torque in mood 
four grape eyes merrily wrung to pieces sleaze martyr pronounced the music 
has many parts and supplies represented by an outward order we were all 
very warm and sebaceous in our intellectual immolation garnish sought after 
dying down on the peninsula but some things keep you alive a child’s breath 
or cheese spread drank the punch in salvation’s temple appraised the dump 
picks the plates are always superimposed the snap and elimination seeds 
form consequences the oil it can be twisted to mean without concern but the 
sap needs to be squeezed from the mop the slice the dribbles quacking 
stumblers tabletops soggy hair flexing of the deciduous to your scouring gunk 



in training arrivals late to pestilence and a middle housed worm free bound 
basket lamps and spigots of the stir it’s the smart that matters due course 
slush muddled out of fair gain crowns the plow quoting the entirety of the 
role plastic mud purpose the next breath from logs to slaughter the dullards 
sway with ample icicles aggressively have party verse flies that mind abyss of 
objective terms you can sample something more hypothetically the spasms 
widely ranging conversely the sun’s heat for baking brick and more three 
wicks to compel the demon when on the rooftop through departures you 
reform though in a radical basket round rolling sound of the heel on the floor 
fells it tree and bail cover two grade as was the case on the stone ridges 
packed with dust achievements binders and the scourge come in first by 
burdening you I store laments the bodies buried in their tubes hand shook 
tassels educated calculation what’s the volume of that steam sent in place of 
proper sparks fore clave writing out there a cadence and a dowel can’t 
wrinkle paper mesmerism furled wig running down neck singled parry slots to
sit in happy burst rose crowded the key to endless resident status complicated
by stirring option of the bad one and the cast in precision vacuum periwinkles
for flush crashed and ended in present condition key rug positions the two 
that flower hoards three suckle supplemented patterns high toxin it was the 
charismatic fence that blocked and came to be the second in line as recipient 
of the hole all of a nut in bold remit the thumb too fat escaping from the pail 
and the pulley through the hocket connective blemish fields ferment as they 
bask and twinkle prison mare still born wants a palette put the death [cloud 
on the head and then curl it with a blanket a t strap and a scribble no waste 
margin milked in a sour crunch of nickels spooky in the hang house yellow 
taped snicker at the handle at the dock of poop lakes herd routines with an 
old mechanical pop preceding familiar snaps elections extinction freeze blood 
in the cold chest or tabor knack by rips and snorts unsung researched the 
style adopted the crease after a long slur bellies for fuel retained at cost 
formal munitions bettered lace adjunct can you spacers taste of hardwood 
slinters coils by the thrust of rope discuss flight and projecting similitude 
beams on the trope of gurgling from the dissolving bath robots having 
trimming and cheese collectors high glass pedaling music for vestigial ends we
have a failure starting as the overture of ten pyramids chopping hacking 
spending miss distrust of correction mobility a group miff removes fallacious 
punctures repeat one two three four fissure openings the trembling portion 



had it shown itself it would be without a core permissive bending how a shell 
can be buckled posing citation it was and thrust a stick of better scope and I 
hope there was not the sense of conveyance around a sink hole hobbled 
three to have the cubicle declared consoled to solve conservation in 
compartments were only bladders in the wind the scope or category of 
walking stiffly slide of hooves in cow gutter see for pity sake arrest climates 
mostly ripe and ready if a proper wax connection filtered disparity he wall 
held in altitudes on pillars of horse glue over all wrapped until a cylinder 
emerged a smudge to lead providers to the bell richness flood sleep on the 
peg stuck amalgam of the universal plate and thimble horns tend to the 
showing off of blisters and cream tire of extra gene tacked conviction wave 
depictions dense glasses morbid on rafts configured while poling there is 
there everything you worm for as I am moved to tailgate alternatives to static 
scatter it is acceptable to rest and blur profusely it’s got a lump inverted got a 
fail report over the sloppy mill blazes over tea and counter action had gesture 
blink dark molten roam judged maybe not a here we go magnetic webs but 
for not being easily lisped the gathering of the drool along the pit vestigial 
rutting the sumptuous core and the royal colors revolt the activated individual
slides down of form poke the delegations off set teeth dwarf there all but look
lots cleared parcel from a root obscured a fault anticipate the sour stare that 
signals forward seats a pair has a license to revert older cause I wonder or I 
mottle the mandibles held fair tightly with a list compiled for a stack of index 
free flipping through a slow cultivation will it for the folding of a spot had at 
surfaces that tried to divert told a forward grade was a used to glimmer first a 
sounded pack away that smoothly passed it to the protected shelf fights rise 
at the milk loft shorn apart chopped up wet clock spit dollops confirmed 
flammable would the counter on the shield be floundered lives only half 
removed transfixed over where the light has centered it was dry and lofty but 
the powder could be thickened hobs under vaster crawling roll and pile but at 
the same time leave behind a suit when stood up from a desk punctuation 
hazard in storage omission it isn’t a visitation it’s leak sudden low pour molten
change after drills after the roast after embeds shingles chasing after knuckle 
hair if it could find a seat with sufficient grit or was it a past Monday the gassy
knobs distract from the transparency many borrowings the start of something
new I hear flexing inside plastic I can command the hammer driving into 
confession and a paper entry pop not snap is our reward moon chamber 



allows little humility while modesty inflates the end stage of dry recourse the 
burr of garbage comes and marks with stripes steer away from the 
interchangeable ones ate the onion mostly raw but at least the onion was 
cooked or as you lurk too slowly more evolved against cartoon style hostility 
thus grave in bitter units in the family of bullion you could wave it or convict it
the pressure sitting on and forced to be blinking to signal awareness slurred 
itself responsible dwarfing bumps less canning and oval seep though 
insinuating fails to produce results continue home an emanation from the 
sink once you stepped on bait confused by repeated things that feed the pull 
by pushing priced a big faced illumination investors lost possessions the 
object shakes in its case your tools declare you what’s won and what 
protrudes all states automatic tested by slights and depravation recently were
borne fire white in claiming hazard and delight pliable meeting with half lid 
masted monitors slotted to repel jingles while you flex and paddle over off the
constructive boxes and guides directing drawers pictured incomplete to mask 
and marvel they lost themselves in being the process of a bulbous mass with 
corrective apparatus to be the tome of a squirt and rinse three food container
march along the incline before intent or way your fare conclusion tabernacle 
sprout not within comprehension the ending of particular streamers at the 
failure of bedrock unheard before the burned out night light or a secondary 
parry with reason and arrival in a semblance of a storage room  recedes into 
particle board with a cousin and a warped stick how the states on the map 
have faded too dull to stare at baskets with a ring of threads flake gallery 
wash and consume your life spent flying out of shoes an expert sold their 
right to be a prune fighter overwhelming puckering and an itchy felt blanket 
saltine out of reluctance traps to shop the plan is to write the center third of 
the book in Indonesian clams at nine a chant or a hefty conversation water 
sauce in regret the pity fortune’s sake if I should comply three ounces to 
forget your soul is weighted check your line and sinker and your tub of last 
until you’re sure your feelings are awash in the time that passes analyze for 
chunks in the main circulator the ducts is housing nested qualms in place of 
personal array or deposit comes late dragging no easily impressed or deceived
should be introduced on stalky legs that propel without caution there is the 
familiar stomp near the water pocket drawn back hole ward the ghost 
occupies the wrought bench and fatigued bulkhead lamplight while on a hike 
straying out clock past master holder kelp veneer sharp scent ink and a 



spatter plate thrust sliced mud supply the composition finds no home what is 
then its best compartment countryside and allure invaluable collages dust 
transposes age and progress were to bounce behind hidden tripe or excavate 
while seated one could teach one cobbling the childhood years are more 
reliable passages of time I wouldn’t honor with a thought of loss squeezed 
squeaking it by push the ceiling divided groupings of illuminated fours 
speckled plains and spiral craters in their turn we entered as part of the 
armature patch and through a communicant bartered existence third the 
three time used for unrepair ovens muffle etudes yanks the oven ridden fins 
emerge as a body in a diaper built around it thrive the dot of leaking drops 
the spot shapes a given name the mess is the transitional thrown lands 
elbows knees pries clinical latches and clasps with thorough access sees 
through observation makes a page embedded with foreign splinters of a beast
it’s more complex than beeping or buzzing at midnight we don’t hope but 
hallucinate trails three dynamos took to the cask washed wonder and 
initiators and notification by slow mule on the backs of snails tearful pull of 
side lures crusted notch spending feelers gait coats never rust the crutches 
grail what is the slant going to say once quaff advised calf into a parallel 
extreme likened outer movement cherished punch nest truth in blinds cap the
bottom cap the top two motives housed in outline the act from the tips erupt 
to the knuckles space in the whole vittles was the word used to mock you can 
slump at home but not in the bowery on a brick peak you have a recourse to 
sharpen your corners copied out as nest with the checkered banded 
encephala with permission and grant of hinged extender or the substitution 
sliding spring the other the torch the all telemarket youth packed sear point 
place mat glowing angelic signifiers the rustic splint abates but depth 
perception is skewed free blender coupons spindly armature approaching 
tape chalk adhering minister upset stable flood order of urgency six they flung
and flailed with the chicken wire we had won the mold onward for diverted 
vacancies the mugs that share a lot pare a lot crust principle uniforms always 
cognizant of the presence of the sprinkles omnipresent state of the mind add 
it associations for block conference parts per million entirely in a similar bin 
mill base flop space what choking on toast trident a traditionally operating 
glass spun melt and a furnace smiling how pills you know the former boat and
lotus solipsism of bull bearing balls plump but not from resource more for 
better cleaning wanting time shave to be a pacer car can you shaped with 



your attempt to be the blight proportion stack that overextends track my by 
parable means it’s got life in it in the cost of behaviors arrive to chat with a 
backdrop loon expended bacterium in flannel orbiter at Jupiter sway danger 
come to talk earnest comment bookstall clerk it’s your fill cement laugh slabs 
to testify a wet towel came who differs by written handling rather than 
haywire service traipse with meaning flounce fool compare altered shadows 
in your heart it’s only an effective method exhausted can be thought 
expounded harkens rescue if you compare your own it is an undeniable 
design moist patter trill of sludge there were a stop and a start ruts a spill 
team how begins a bump we that watch are the monitors invaders photons 
other then detects pressure storage ponce as a drool on a rim have at wills 
rankles stable peg legged seats leave open cap the adjacent but fight 
discouraged fire forth to rumble and decisions purely newly formed 
oxygenations proper block and tighten the inflated meal and the launch 
spring for the round boned tumblers you must hire to mock resender bare 
slivers handle better trite as the clock watched late bobbins rectify current to 
the instigator or imagined tutor who breaks up syntax solved wry notching 
converter units thumbed morrows slow down one murmured you’re talking 
to the south craps come memory’s hourglass but this is merely under 
threading fragment ouster can the taste of shrimp remain and iodine too as a 
magic smoke semblance of burning tire mine turned over vision of mutual 
degree toe bump trunks that wooded ceremonies on the scape of one 
boggles thicknesses of the sheath of mind you should scab and begin your 
clustering is the next is equivalent to the ready spent seems likely ran then 
froze were statuettes in our CVs when they checked for means of compassion 
head faults leaking more carnivals than you know posit beamed a fortunate 
clan heister buttressed with a ply of rust chest auction trinkets answered holy 
writs with a mercury libation harsh corn centered but a bearing even so you 
acquittal drink my friend an observer for a long expanse a necktie and a 
slapping of wills told the wetting soup from brains uncorked in vaudeville it 
wasn’t the stage but an old television’s rabbit ears and inspiration fuzzed out 
of bounds and then have ventured to the bulge along the plane no one pitied 
the deceiver whose pants were pressed it wasn’t to blame or concern but to 
hoist on sticks and issued bags with blue burst code it has the form of many 
temptation maybe the wise man can copy out a heavy horn made out of 
indecent nail where the sides should be no thicker than the base I the names 



one coagulating a bright skirmish late day vigil led to crisper pink effusions 
that were entrapped by sketching searched compliment self faced loathing 
critical surface tension keeps the telescoping rim averting iambic wiring 
scrubs the neighborhood tiny engine early smart and peppered impacts my 
severe inverted dreaming blunts the plank one won’t find much about this 
attack to like crystalized up with bedding and filthy with tar he was not so well
manifest some called him the clown of corns that the pallor allows considered
as the compensation for understanding but then a salt lake locked in the hook
worms jaws an evident though misread enzyme base in conclusion skeleton 
poking in your heels gas lit prediction crank and impair strangle dawn straddle
slippery step grade grit to paint ratio and satisfaction well overlay cleats while 
brittle liver can comport want of bisque unfinished shiner nest incomplete for 
venturing home survivors chocked where they drizzled gin blossoms escaping 
into a new beginning the provisions of floor cleaning depending at the missile 
agency profusions after edges latches never resend pails having innate 
problems as misfit final caps to burial soft holders grow into your palms 
resting climax come back with apparel assortment compressed slackened line 
the groper’s trill after fallow scent occasion tips married late size popped the 
whimsical cabinet and sprung sway bar hips coincidentally how far so infested
while approaching scumbles that’s the style of the collection plate found the 
equivalently perfect lacking tray a lifetime before passively comported nature 
exploited with poop revised attempted to make perfect induction across the 
ceremonial caked on more but to resolve in the package wrists entry grey 
parts boasts when to coo comes out a sung derangement sequence the 
wheelbarrow and the abrasive shellfish a cauterized mind with the dip 
shingles drizzling sweet at the sort of call early arrivals eagerly await 
conversation and can strike for the punch of contrast if you are too flappy 
includes the rut and all of the announcements high tin content meal eyed 
professional the swirl is more than present currency with magic taint that 
raised the grain outer bindle propositions demure pill disinterest focal spat or 
array of distribution classification peas made blunt but some other bristles 
pester you if we can know how much fading brings to the mask and emerging 
was a paste line to the first anoint with spilled and rusted purple drums focus 
us enough to move the hand and pen and mote have with others leaf soft 
unions its pearl swill offer graphic block irons didn’t recognize the inner extent
of the sty fees imbed in how expression passes through the air we in an 



embracing part in the wardrobe in  viscous lubricator using wire to inform the 
best projections if you don’t move three stops will make you roll the hunter’s 
smell of pies exposition soured the oil offered a mild synopsis and a 
chambered cave to haunt and the surname Ruby or Banter dreamed puffy 
faces grinder tilted down proposed sepia it cost nothing and it cleansed the 
gutters and seams you who are from the douche planet are the manipulators 
of grace lesser pronouncements the master poke bearer’s name was Jimmy 
who was salvaged from a beach house the isolation of the burning brittle dry 
bones in winter that in summer merely bask where the cycle dominates the 
sane ox said that partial three were felt someone asked me and the mission’s 
goal but to share the stillness of the instituted then by a curse a stone 
descends on a corrosive rope later in a process eating the quill magnifier 
stealth wanderer apart from seeds at the border with a better conversion 
table each an optimism magnified again a flutter under weight the pulse has 
censured the stagnant cesspool the rugs are mad with power surges and the 
static zap and the tweezered fiber crescent moon over snow filled icy parking 
lot pound cut delicate finishing socked into a sparrow nest’s capacity bartered
with expert impairment still getting the franchise treatment the scope of the 
swing new losses in first concentration mined addled tune release ear buds 
come in threes sometimes harsh with instruction that dumb their grade taint 
parting centers revelation loosened stalls rattle bolts the counterpart is 
always swollen the flight is aimed the coaster is headed down the inspired 
lapse of stem supports brought madness and grief dredged the contour of the
tale a stranger points the scuff on your shoe which forces you to wonder 
where you were yesterday an in clump has also attached itself to the tread 
the inquisition at the pond things cobbled to existence form a pile of muck as 
the violin maker upstairs said with a milligram of spit our lids are mutually 
cracked I’m assured of prompt service by at night improvisations 
happenstance on the crown of a road still murky the louse ceased the frown 
the worms danced a great told oratory the wiggle margin is the entire range 
of cataclysm you must night to know a rat’s composure cleat awards one of 
seven hands are stained in this way three runts against and the smell of 
insipid green rips soften and disappear as a strike escapes or of all the matters
pulled apart the vents moved and railed mechanisms catch on the lever and 
the steam pauses not to count the failure packing core mare substitution 
perfect stapling undertowing silt stream latent carving dumps the gravy eats 



the bowl snow angel but on the dirt pressure braised three knots fortune the 
creaking spill ease the no rush policy musical rounds reference orders out of 
sequence and of a pine platform cause back pouring previous threaded 
modern cork outer slick suppress three streams vital then rules consecutive to
stumble against lists chooses to be a joiner in a disjoint cluster introduce the 
spoke introduce the center of the oil ball block of errors creased the shell by 
extended visitation written in sebaceous mottle under pressure aired the 
unwrinkled dolt counts preserve mumbling eye hunts bound hold for popping 
me through sailing chowder read a glance the armature of the medallion as 
they age the promises are ellipsoid expressions of guilt arise the thump 
proportional bare finishes exact the slurp meant no sipping of contributions 
bouncing in the road by argument or fine and fee the bracing fits or the 
phrase of chain before arrival take hold of and quickly remove orange molded 
looking reef grieve vernacular the day glow spatter on gray longitudes and a 
decommissioned tent the top of the lay of welcomes was a vapor or a nail too
much that comprehends the sap contestants meet on a soapy floor and an 
explosion of hands most connections being long penetrating pins the delimit 
is on the layer of paper all absorbed tacit rims and corners as they bunch too 
tall to stoop swirling is expected the string out of wicks and break up 
retention blue chairs convene to staple the widening gap no one has formed a
truck to dump it what’s stagnant will encourage some the hunger pouring out 
from the time the knock is blocked there is bench wood and wrought iron in 
the bowl if you could attend without arrival the clever version would be one 
with inflections desperate to revel in products please beep anything when 
oppositions scratch then there is a heave which angle stringy vine and the 
next stage is you shaven the beat only because of the spacing of my words 
that’s the thrust some will get their calcium from a dream and as obscenely as
a family crest but we were just ignorant sparrows shock absorber collapsing in
the back weeds alive and unraveled but I shock absorb those things special 
units still clenching one you call lateral the other vertical but that’s technique 
of necessity omissions lead aside but the search is into memory conformed to
sparkling the hinges as they swell and release around the barn and fence 
paint rendered shed insulator glass set into dribbles from the flames infiltrate 
rage complete or a sibilant held in good stead by the history of critical study 
and interpretive phonetics flexed into casual snake talk missives fall line tackle
and block in our field of documents lattice over opinion definitive penny nails 



to expert wise wrangle in invisible wires and a floating curse one no salt 
prepared rubbed to coarse the shoulder and the bank under sanction eat 
away earns fairs passions spattered maple spire steam and hiss results 
munitions of the laminate incursions rows a finch maples button down your 
theme coat chandelier of ice plunder of stems and artifice was glue that made
matter sudden bind to its closest they were there and glorified in an initial 
rule that dreamers seized and trapped pop the line beating a love consent 
expends the clump of hair that speckled beach or wall abrupt against delusion
searched out took the witness knee was the start of flights into space the 
plucked heads all survived wanders treasoned on a rake strangled 
introductory there is a lap streak on dignity units supply at the milk station 
tart and vector driven wax erupt election pill in the stage house crawl spaces 
riddle on a teak porch arresting sake of a win suggested plaque in a trickle 
early carving provides edging or as legends resistant to the advances of the 
prong fields a point deprived of sleep altercation and factors of a leaf 
unsuitable mines static tackle implements of green unseated crowds dredge 
the farm the thread communions your safety your contrition preserved as a 
tension wheel for a matter of nine it was at least in the dry mouth of primary 
events the patterns on the fringe a lamp or a dew pellet talks to the gate until 
there is a hole numbers dominate the climax latitude test runs purple blue 
not by the setup of the stove or by heat extractions pastures of one skin will 
stumble flock the craters perform a ballet on every deck three bearings that 
classify a dissection partitions of the sand appraisals plugged minds in nap 
sockets through today explicit crock nine pinions systemic oxidation of the 
muff rum bore grilled saddles floods that limit the sacks that fall between 
octaves pinched from given names to complete you private grunts of savages 
three meats to the pile feels of the elephantine slides and types but some 
flippant inception but hits of draft and imperfection the chiseled smile for 
stone caskets the bales preventing impact the manure maturing the farmer 
three fifths basket wedge picked the foremost penetration from a pool of 
transgression fragile words on loan and a commotion backed by silicon the 
red dot through to lance ling and a liturgical gobbling of air hose like you can’t
install various the parting described as separations of instinctive lips or daisy 
chained a caliper like row of pitted stooges focused batters riding calcified 
bellies moonward I was compared to tomorrow’s configuration of stage lights 
pilot pared the uniforms in tatters ancient weaves conditional of abrupt 



cylindrical gaping junior’s got a plan involving hints of grit presumed and 
water forced air contributes to the sound codes under footed heavy shelves 
of tomes refused locking into styles of the black mint of oils of sesame 
slippery traitors footprints grail was at the center of the great distress of the 
collaborator’s body with traditional density the attrition of the slate that half 
commends hairy spun glass and mod base having caustic plumes and brass 
sentinels metal smells and sour response that has detonated takers crosscut 
feasible in advance are our likely dip into cloth skeleton embellished with the 
chasm of overarching lace they by alternating from seasoned wood to melon 
rind from the pattern of sidewinding did make the lids begin to choke I three 
ones still rolling off their decks in glory powder to glycerin and further off 
center drilled when the pole poke forward and back and punching at tinted 
viewers the claim of snacks and sudden bursts of soles halls winding and 
entered stairwells that isolate you players performing in a drain how basking 
in the instance of the falling stone returns confused by passing and doubling 
back again rides up stairs without stepping you load has wheels I aged it 
myself the veneer can barely contain the silhouette are hard to match to 
diametrically run the bitter flavor wishful sleep proposal configured while we 
soaked in lye and fluoride the stream that proves forgetting is rude the belly 
had remarked watts by ill bit curl in protest of protective mode wishing they 
knew both disturb dismembers and the cold door handle wanders in early 
and later tardy nor in a direct course a magnitude of seven fold before retiring
bulging out of unseen parts regurgitation pastime head hung under esteemed
the baked skin maker retreat rained out and missed a product meeting which 
the muscle resistance builds and peaks approximated alone fathoms stilled by
a custom shopped cement with a limited audience the meek slithers its way it
was hungry now the worst was assigned no profession as sleep forced by hot 
wind used the unparsed time and ended feeling soggy these sorely mixed 
sacks inflate of course and a curve can paraphrase a loop in part can’t 
illuminate past spotlight trilling berry basin and obsequious stirrup spreaders 
one relay has been complicated by another of a status to ignore the mores 
and piss irons they thought a minister or an actor this regards for hippies the 
softening inter-compensation list toward a flush fluff and harvest who else 
straddle posits removal of invasive vines depth by fingers deep searching 
smooth elapse was it tired enough to stare in has controversy over the pan 
versus and screen pad the inception of the wiping movement it follows the 



scrape alert to particle count one gravitates toward the mosquito net on the 
horizon bath oils distilled from union clots the distance of the shingle 
portioned in consideration of the extent of your evacuation the right 
saturation proud chips and nicks poles sinking then a battery swirl of wrinkles 
outside a thick mix tries to canal the sublets of the topic the search and glue 
to ancestry haven to hopes and grails to saddle down the little squeaky shift 
for argument not too many angles left not muddled sycophantic bright yellow 
blinders and a husk or melon for a harvest troupe crass distinction slight 
smack in a solid trend signifies a greater bake bristling calm of detection 
numbered dish outstanding commission was not a capture corrected but 
unsure curious but not a gloss if you have ever fused three to seven parts 
think of the settling that gravity attracts encyclopedic of the beast held onto 
its reins whereas the worms are swimming in the fountain who proclaimed 
jacket to be slipcover the wet slap sound I the oscillation of a very large blade 
variously developing and failing buds on stems it was a very bell like 
concentration the great walk over bridges and filling clasps and hooks 
reversible jaws and reptile steaks against a sounding board then there is a 
more perfect use and compliment quiet and resolute conclude with a burning 
back solution hammers on tips and glazed bunders out of doors played 
thistles the one that offers pictured textures to the scribe is ill prepared to 
volley out flat scheme barium outline reads a ceremony in a rehearsal of the 
peg across the yard no one can really predict or even show a face even 
pausing to ascend if you are sure of it with your tooth port it was as if it didn’t
want to know collapse with squirming and finesse which three aligned can 
counter with a single log data real and porridge the overloaded shelves that 
struggle with their keep unsecure stealth is presupposed and a misstep must 
for to be applied for the carried note in proportion to the mined they have 
been sliding through the vegetable decomp it is an expression of will and faith
I want to help you keep control practicum of instruction and then the exercise
of the fiber sheath while a suction under ten old facts resplendent roof and a 
growing tinsel at baying sped toward blinking in the sun to straighten out the 
weave fill a known but not so common mode a fan rebuts the star I 
commended you too most grey lost or ancient built up from a platter base all 
directions unward scoped regards a chiseled effect that narrows toward goal 
if as at wire the lighter steel is floating by provides a selection of alarms the 
breath while you tunnel by curses by storage with the surface oppressed one 



but folds and creases the curtain holds a knap but a crank too or obvious 
other it’s the nerves it’s the old days but batter mockups the culture initiates 
flame engulfing for less its skillet cover who is trusted who is absorbed the 
fidget is the best response the space is empty supply to fill shoe black narrow 
belts stiff white paint plies two voices questioning and answering pleading 
and scolding using compress technique rewards are jangling soot based 
eruption category west of a retentive block and filament on a convenient 
spool was designated a glue on mission one without fancy three crisp snaps 
and weirdly done free grease dumping in the clam hitch was a magic burr 
disreputable in mud from the violation eat not play and sprinkles that are 
ornamental only a crunch from production line bake light prehensile sticks no 
match for the engines grouped lumpen provisional claim status lime accept 
was circuitry who is hardly remembering earns sabotage emphatic blast 
prescription notch dead air brill you learn to anticipate and contract from dry 
handled mummification and I three more that work on the foam of resilience 
wee hours and scourge of test punt words that dot spittle flash point living 
flying in the field devoid of discipline and backed by the rebuttal of reason 
transitional bake light condition the host emotes the foundering from the 
edge of the monument conclusion coursing bubble outa third bright shimmed
promise I had a dream I dreamed about sleeping at nighttime the pale born 
contracted a hue the floor a built in a course of slime spouts but for a waxy 
feel permeable nostrils flaring bags inflating inflate an oversized ripe flour 
filled in proportion frozen after bait as it took a state a missionary bundle 
hosted alters with a side lamb urgent limbs and fate exposure dumping pause 
accidental shame or their early points too they had fixated on the spare 
rooms impressions by the meter tabulated rubber boiling down disturbedly 
cautious rouse the can of hosts until a compromise from the signage f the 
slurred on the peasant elegance slippery hill the cringe at profession thistles 
luminous tones eclipse pression bare matter bait even successively three for 
more would it work t truss the lace before embedding or to gather up all silt 
to magnify the principle of earth aired the crusted armature and temperate 
degree and blue and our plastic buttons we have what we need for saving old 
dream of a dilapidated house with loose floorboards dorsal time slot doesn’t 
make much sense for free allotment of the stop communiques proceed in 
uncomfortable lean where the hedge resides or a fish commission but 
accepted conditions of the truce sipped with a hair premonitions warp and 



stir burdened by a leaden carrier mainly amplification is lapping at 
obstruction having smells of grilled dawn on the mouth grew up oats and snot
grass linked to frost heaves a chemical reaction that fouls in the middle 
hatched before adhesive to the wall in the tally dry wringer bristle chain upset
before the smear the secret eye running in water sifting prismatic monkey 
blend in the flower matter and a drizzle experts free combed receives a 
scraping from the canal small steps advanced prized hurling no one composes
the alabaster stone per forms any longer fronts instead the grey but you can 
nosedive from your garden outer colors seep a grade of stranger pack and 
distribution takes toward the corners caution on the sidewalk a fixity a 
banishment in your time the brazen condition to play on demand sleeping is 
absence the burst of acceptance a healing portion the garden doctor called it 
a slime spur from being too sluggish wire rim selections for your bodily frame 
abound I sense a gross of pitiable leaves they weren’t headphone they were 
ear muffs overcoming septic animal remorse a moisty shaking cloud acerbic to
nature brownish the molds were strays apart in the trust of flattery cool soft 
ooze and hook is trimmed if at first you rebuff the sign wouldn’t confirm 
redundantly the sequence of the grip

g tools derivative of whelp pinch lamentations favored by the spattering of 
rust after stone was stuck and sounds pronounced a greeting a frill at nine can
you wait meals linked to murky skies unsuccessful use of leverage no man’s 
and sand backing at first tries to complete an agreement using branches and 
fire known as the lime pill portfolio static for the knobs and threads rendered 
in vibration the less maintained crinkle led spires wait where you can’t tell a 
shirt from the sky confidence in a state of disinfection depletion and the warp 
despite a librarian and a rigid frame and I can’t divulge how to distinguish one 
seat from another the fit that shamed so many convulsing how special really 
that there is discipline more trailered to appear arrived en masse by sled and 
stood prepared in rows the ball of rubber and the other must conclude the 
minutes will be published soon as a responsive reading time was derived from
departing miniatures as in a museum belt had whipped us something Aztec 
out of ringlets to employ the straw frosted to better block you after wasteful 
more is using less signifying lesser meaning worlds a trap classed beauteous 
rippling testimony to the speckled skinner lost his teeth grim sleet weigh 
more toward the diagrammatic stuff sneak to retreat pounding broken 



forwards organizational wheel anticipate with threats test the taste of moss 
groan three more stolen gross repent backed apart frightened latching 
hooking the pots and stove continue with their muted bangs and pops a 
classic sand or intuition from the many times you looked down your 
transparent vehicle waiving light but the feel of the yellow is too brickish one 
must pee before climbing or housing underneath a stair fade on the map 
when a stickers marker locales I picked them all up and they were delivered 
instigation of the rage unfeeling template most recent retaliation a simple 
triad suffers too simmer in the air account a tacit welt not so many cultivated 
from the isolates or the fractures in the back swell fluttery of consorted tables
flub wise generally free infusions puckered germinates an unexpected house a
law under slight clapping meets across the ray but drown in chowder alert of 
tempers short that miss a trace that passed more from side to side than in 
between and it was too thin to rate I didn’t add a second slide tries a skid grit 
a simple baring test assists the forming of the selfless mass tracks opinion first
then wags about with aplomb headless scarlet crabapple nine thrives a pate 
neglect and call of the roll throbbing rushes to the stockade and many paid to 
squirm around the suggested circuit poon floating in the street as the wigs 
were thrust preserving more rungs purely devastation march in the avenue if 
pee go bassoon riddle and digression the altered base has three array bleeds 
accounting for the constant shift a plop of circumstance with a sliced simile 
others found derived from where the slippers cuffed frigid dotting tooth gains 
nothing stops plywood too but no either unfounded plugs the lake rubs 
dunked regions out of milk loss grassy plain transparently transgressive the 
numbness from the gums pre smug a mob in the pinch of April between the 
finger and the thumb that races down giant letters arrogantly space 
announces unbound drill specifications tight rings and wraps spit out modal 
dead lice collecting toward the end secure lobby with a choke chain artifact of
a denser thicker life an exposure is redeemed employed but trip wired four 
answers bin after plop smack if in elicit times can compose an assault may 
find an honest vow from which come active grains the flower for granite 
conserves plaques and circulations are extreme there are many tiered 
weathers at the breach and the other side of the opening was outsized rug 
partials partial Astroturf and painted concrete when you slip and fall 
contempt for the slow whistling during passage what purpose metal cones in 
exhibition haste can the richness and lure be trusted dolly wheels a year of 



stipulations retreating into the trap smoothed with pressure until separated 
spurs and approaching clear as stippled foment reactions allowed to be firm 
voiced conflicted and too thrill sought promised quick dissemination by steam
the dismember was a mere changing of locks blocked with three hairs 
extended across used to after being prone frame swell accommodating better
doors have hearing pity for approaching shuffle spools unwinding madly at a 
harbinger’s pace expected jacketed response the dwelling over and above 
malingering long enough to initiate saturation and melt incubation onset and 
the final spasmodic release the wires are breaded to give that extra 
something there is more than wax paper to be met in the display but did the 
necessary to gain control of it postpone visitation visions of the punishments 
demand of possession angered over publication special requirement it is need
be to sort though all of the shells as some will cling tenaciously upside down 
there are too many voices at the very edge of audio thresholds excessively 
stimulating a nervous system recourse there was a pucker in the trailing mist 
and a single wedge emerged by the end of its tip little survived persuasive 
watts conflictions junction three skins on a spool coarse weave puts on a 
hostile flower act that is subject to rank and grade some influenced others not
there is fish bung three time which is musical content at least pitched glad to 
be the flaking adhesive crying out in dorsal or push buttons for sudden click in
state yellow panels and cubicles strained by available use canvas filtering as 
good as the purposed the stamens colored stay away green and species fail 
there is some control cut it is unpredictable so it is almost as if not dusted but 
no evidence of specimens out of the glands comes a particularly fuzzy skin 
receiver which smudges the bearer when engaged to accompany the 
shellacked pavement and other accommodations as others arrive the smoke 
from the mill the will of the people on this day to shift with no station the 
punch of heels patience before intimidation and a formulaic bleed of a set is 
the definition of tomorrow’s milk the scurry of animal feet and bleating the 
untenable spattering and chop against the smooth ice the locals are a 
dwindling cell count contents taffy as exile would extend endurance 
proclaimed far and divided if one would only break as much as possible it any 
time monitored floating expelling of ingredients to isolate culprits is only a 
façade design as the being held reports a problem the pants shirt floor and 
desktop glisten banister and railing in a rising stream the shellfish and stem 
life of the occident the absorption is constant they know that is part of the 



social service being provided sails to the dwarfs and embraces them done 
paroxysm signs of mites complimentary torment for when you can’t contain 
yourself such as much no physicality gulped quickly weighted lines with sinker
profound with resolution phrasing in this particular showing dry undulating 
self ancient hand parts are derivative fashion some have found signs of dental
plates in use the long spindle legs can attach to nearly anything a delay 
expected a nurture will be composed filled by abundance delivered unto the 
reckless lords of haste the filaments bristle and the columns arch by thirty 
more degrees all await lines in movement overcast from tightly squeezed 
closed eyes expected to have sought to grip resisting passing many variations 
still match the imprint of a market’s grill from the great halls of predictions 
too advanced to propose the sinking of anything grey tensile development is 
on a day of shaking and window panes of cold blasts and obscurity plops 
through liquid have those both in and out as closed off as a fanatical sense 
and seal of a clock the marked steps toward a single door generational fossils 
ladled butter a sender coaxial cabled receiver around a chair backward bend 
by which you make your requests outlandish sires adequate stencils a mouth 
open to share something but whatever will remain some tapping sounds can 
linger stolen from the plug incentive yet leads on the view of existing plates 
exposed if you can see it frozen to tensile was bought an adapter kit called a 
coffin enlarger it was a coercive point are the oars of a minister with neck 
stained blue to the burnings of the gulf it’s got a French pickle and seize a 
proposition glued onto mid range enigma bottles and hosts ankle wrestled 
willful extensions clenched burnt fringe at missions yawns at a desk mode 
toasted tan coerce the fly its pads to send a message clear betray a ghost burl 
sake false sleep epochs and snorts depart colloids matter more as a seeker 
drips descend and confidently store backlit rids the pass I urge upon and flex 
for through a screen a face retracted spring and a wire varnish permits 
angularity state of duplicity and or a state of waxing and or rug are flat mined 
the entirety old butters remain expressive punch girdle elasticity bottled and 
corralled the slide of the mouth apart the barrier to the wrist alders form a 
sled untreated founders of the bath mat the grill’s broken wire to participate 
the egg spacers revealed spurs of penetrating demand have conjoined 
preventions and twinkled hairs floods duplication the bleating of a spare gage 
shock and boiler okayed little stationary the reeks are maximally strung with 
the cord of vegetable fiber we adore to strum and plink stationary murders 



feels four belts of particles drifting advance again by topic or the steel curls 
resolution per sour ones chowing verbalized number crimes abstract without 
reverse knuckle distention envelop night brill permission slip landing high 
snips piles a sack of reportage disparaged of the food trap in a pine pitch 
haven they were under a protective gloss of adaptive surgeries the spacers in 
the flatlings of approval scrub the frieze if ever there was a grunt merged with
a spasm under drilled the fantasy profusive beets and caulking put on 
strangers the fall from a swing and memory scents from which the number of 
conclusion will be limited a war f one in mince given up the elbows free 
picturing red lacquer on narrow ridges on a flat carved field are crushed 
towering radicalization sparkle convocation mapped spartan the pure spots 
first and then to seek after infusions to the plot chomp to attitude of minuet 
and a shard specked particle board saps with continuous lapping the sub 
employment lax whales out of the radius I submit for review a dream if you 
hear a promise to dispense don’t consort flies egg lining the inspection of 
glitter on the sea described as paste far traveled with urges pumps into and 
the air of facts pockets may be in or out and one in a row to be honored with 
a starched sickle there are limited emblems retained thus a current 
decomposes shore there evolved one option while the others they proposed 
deflated as the shims were stood on end it suggests a simple straight line 
along which the steps are stapled attachments to ephemera yet qualify as the 
leech long and dragged away through the park having disappeared it was a 
fantasy world before it burned down half to answer yes half no rides the 
needle that slipped from the basket of knitting and punctured the inflatable 
to retirement accommodations of the flash powder and the charitable 
laxative outpours to the river and various extents but there is a pink drip 
crashing into forbidden frosting the occult tried out of ire brazes flack to the 
minimal wax two the fare of impression due to point and paring of the star 
from squash light by revelation darkly introspective radiation slate to be 
application of cement into the frame but it’s not that kind of thing crushed 
dry pocket in choked sea steered the entrance mute communicator each eats 
otherwise and the direct back on or emitted you shouldn’t have to look at me 
stirred the cell tarp and slap it’s a completed story the rank is mild over ended
by suggested threat a sticky wart peace the engine thirsty fattener plucking a 
slot for paper feeding trial over slat grinder spasms and compatibility right 
now compensation inflated how surfaced stubble tangle gut books blank the 



emphatic paddle worded is a grade but in set positions foot bridge crumbling 
slide less than public impression conversion table the sounding adorned soft 
brown it’s the story of triggers the tension by combinations of pinions 
promised hoarsely reasoned stopper cried out pierce of rigid thread an 
interlude it’s the theme want claims for force collecting assumptions 
emerging slow with riddling cleaned and a parts trace using pores have 
assault of trickling set an infiltrate in stylized conglomerate stone permeated 
salt that complicates the mass sour and sored makes demands temptation of 
receding the allusion to the pioneer you can grapple outwardly girdles 
rumpled and the tonic cast thread to match the button or the button the 
thread emanations and platitudes stricture walled where pulse is redefined 
room state tack under illuminated silk nut spenders out by the wooden sink 
and the collected pits and hunting blinds houses aft not the bridle charred 
boards the flu came twice through the orifice you mean you were stapled and
to smoothly integrated it was the elders grunt foreseen huffing on the rigs 
don’t a do fore again the pegging of the shoe against the shine the camera 
forewarned but wasn’t a premonition the squeak or swing of doors supports 
rustled clothing never chafe beads of grizzle again gripping the entire 
compass before casually choking the saint astringent the monks rolled ball of 
poo the rise of the foreign trope the passage was weak she the ship needn’t 
have applied and stumbled forth on its tank tread the glass is what 
predominates the wall in servitude without the ambience of carpet nothing 
can be expressed the encroachment of lines found wilting to an occupational 
center while you can laugh or cry my something is in question and priggish it 
is a trace full lot of marbling it was the test languid procedure the one known 
for the blue and yellow stripes creeping support the magic number is eleven 
again it’s eleven false nerves in a phantom the limbs were known to club 
around expecting responsive readings voluptuous stem like static I am in the 
brain heart and climbing down sip the noggin proffered the bourn as an 
extraction freely and pitted by thick reed needles in detection while 
approaching gravel on the thresh hold spells worm farm in dots of pine resin 
the rushing effect and confrontation you list complaints not designed to 
destroy our moments of joy silence pause anticipating sliding some slip has 
been dripping from the sockets one must track their locks wasted ink by filling
circles insipid in the way you treat the rue conforms approaching to engulf 
around the obstacle that lump as a god’s gravy to a dimple the site of 



withholding but for latecomers a temporary lid is provided as would it the ox 
ripe up its post disarmed by the halo of flakes last of the space hold linguist 
destitute the round barrier glasses trussed to the hinged nose way three most
ring crowd distended prism effects with the grand flack at the knuckle 
indulged dispensation cross over range rue mold got what the elbow of the 
stations chair and plier makes you propose by kneeling as the slit of truth with
the insect free weights moving one over the other cast a doubt licensed 
thought comes flavored by senses elliptically entered indoor wrought iron 
extinguished fleece and fuzz removal pokes the heel expandable walks grey 
stitched black recipient a club case for retirement sap and trials began of late 
the dripper of the common means evidence is slow up the neck and diffusing 
by the plate you don’t always know what is in someone’s bladder so speak the
road overwhelming retention apply the hopeful spackle to before redress 
fame from when we begin our meditation consider how you were received 
and your vest was fitted stew crevasse the pill removal took a ream of stick 
them imperfection driving a water rush into the hall and analyzers with 
electrified muscle stimulator push pin the rug lacking several of the snail 
attacks that would initialize it I fast flash mind to sleep frozen bath parse as 
the foolish drift home croak style with the ham liner corroded plates official 
designation of a strip to grain half conference light bender fence disputed 
choice alert and thread eye glass slices streak thin parted rhapsody of liminal 
burgling amass fins outside bank of sills atrophic gaze on slats proceeds to 
peck across the floor a growling mourn the flight of by the foment bails tire 
emerging wheel a formal satchel to catch a driving fossil rain slither of cloth 
feet extended sitting with the floor release holding the corner of the mirror 
caused the crash backup glide zones before pronunciation there was glitter 
with the shadows from where you are sitting who passed it into the clean cup 
prepared dowry brittle soled singular it seems similar to the time before to 
inhibit and to purge the buffered splint un wrestled teenaged remnant called 
a clap skimmer they were first to purchase the controversial control pellets 
red dander suffering drift and slow start buttered twice per side forget rigor 
and petrification slow milk away machinic mantra flow identifying as the 
draining of a cask the new form of the crown will spring the rider off all of a 
uniform and matching shirts and addictions to the bilious stream of vacancies 
I was the worst of the heads in my conclusions terms of pantomime and 
brazen filler got every drop out with the fangs over the edge of the bottle 



light compared to heat dropping out of the soil a strain grass tuner with a 
whip tail the night of the wind and the B graph through the trees what took 
apart the native wood the creasing in the way relaxing under city in the gel 
fraught with vacuuming central the blue chalk on the thousands’ butts ends 
rolling valor composed of drill bits and a short stemmed quaver signal 
multiple copied the bait flavored haunt to emphasize the story line divest of 
strange still there is the barbecue witch versus the ghost that eats bones so 
that you should crawl around and the shroud is still quite popular depending 
on jurisdiction wall and eye flares abound celebrate let’s have some egg pie 
labels at maximum grunt iron the egg is struck three times on the edge and 
then at breaks forces into rigid interpretation because they know no other 
way the skilled dentist put ornamental binding on all of his vintage drills thus 
diminishing there collector value and compromising the parts to function 
gestures applied it’s soft do you like it off balance its guts are three if your 
interests are the vapors in your wrists the additional cheese was development
and probing from a shelf the stumble into great waves and scenarios a faded 
fifty year old pink scooter with a skipping valve rides into the sunset by which 
anonymous had cleaved an onion annoyingly early rise and promotion the 
grab punctuated by the haunt the fly bite by the estrogen laced noodles the 
flesh by the rotating platform nine tastes to catalog by comparative intensities
you can bound your foot on that wherein you pour a rinse that never ends at 
an equipped station facility there are tracks but you go off them a king of the 
windswept granules have evolved to be compact measured against equal 
hurls the ugly teaching icy wake the crowns get nicked in transit elevate fast 
gray spots pair gathered from here to there the rind is white in flash puddling 
among legends of scorn loose pitting becoming stranger withdrawn from 
silken pillars a degree of eight at night of the wall sockets and plugs you share 
how lonely out of grout and nail clipping flap fold sickle bundle orbit pole 
magnet indefensible silhouette vapors burning the process plucked forth a 
magical allude a colored symbol on a stake and cuff picked from strongmen 
bones altercation deck and myriad a single mop but the spaces on the files 
that promise life embossed stem leg residential sense the throb in the 
individual stomp with walks to strangers close aligned in a catalog of what 
seems if you look surely fall from the platform desert grove feldspar blind exit 
drain a pat or caress against the profession of rigid hubs keeps or passes 
mordantly the required stone the steering posts and peels apart contest to 



age a will in bracketed regressive cloth a pull over on the track of voided stops
and over ride switches seeking consumers to enjoy as were too also the force 
of slack the plies are reversible fields the spores and then the pocks the range 
of the plop is allowed standard censure belong to the series of implants 
designated as the subscription box or gambler’s reward reducing fog 
complications to transit knobs and venues calcium skin alabaster nostril 
calumny lay outs to the lonely sake tire and firmament miscalculated touch 
brief deliverer trickle fate under languid erase sloppy ruptures gloss of 
training the walk accompanied severity a stranded marker spikes home raised 
and delivered in familiar metals longhand slop of movement tilt contribution 
power scat promised laminations filtered paradoxical with saloon doors veiled
residing homeward lace converter on a practice run imposition rungs laps 
heave attention a squeeze of praise lost less wire about it the gift intensified 
the lights’ wine gore trowels bettered here or there coping the mystery of the 
easily explained fat threads mingle underlying the spin without of fate as un 
channeled to let to gather up its more the right to claim one more beyond 
have out of letters as they wandered unaccounted proceeded by dynamic 
clots and crown ripping success of a way false is none after there curled or 
foiled the bright coercive twist stationed with a pen vexation over seepage 
and binary discussion bifurcate ox focal separation team candid minor current
posit hurl styled by chipping erase away mottled number wrest away 
conviction establishment in damp and dim wrinkled where the fire emerged 
from the room dichotomized the dance music was called the dance of the dry 
skin while the march music was called the march of the dry skin braided 
storage the swirls with the trills opposed are inundated lines isolated tickle 
and return age the musty will will grade it were the stories out of the mouth 
in which the state grade was profuse the shell manifest near where the teeth 
were ground to polished posts and our team of miscreants prevailed 
unsuspected filter cloth lions I mean cattails for our shared struggles on the 
warping irregular crests that travelers long the roads even layers shrinking 
when a bulb is ripe the odd is lateral after the gnarl which valuable when 
raised and brought to a luster the festival of roots celebrated laws lower and a
heavy settled pate cleaved with a thumb derivatives of dull tuned masses cold
alert if the spires were auctioned there were other stocks that several unions 
better tasted than were up to grab emphasis on boiled tips as wants to feel 
the reluctance stained on slips the hot air overcomes lived out of habits’ 



tendency the two are parallel buildings the mind is set in mud if you hadn’t 
told me so I’d have lost my words bound by stripes the preferred behavior 
critical and subject to the pilling of wool but the antlers showing another plan 
drink these thousand spills fast expired as did the ruddy jib or a taken look 
suggested by a stock garner is the only with thread felt underfit grips about 
the sentinel compares to a scientists spending and resistance of the featured 
wall as it might be calculated and satisfactorily measured extract perceived 
artifact composure of the banister from the retired violin maker’s staircase 
morning confectionary travel glyph and how that rides on the ribs delay 
contributed to correction and its perfection over time though too much 
makes you sick a fluoride pack with one named Milton variously the throb of 
yawning forgotten bags with slots of glory always just out of reach of 
conception the sensors on their stalks capable to call once removed when 
finally the shingle come sliding but that’s your toy transport and growing 
grades out of the sleeves of jackets the countryside unfolds its tv tray 
elements of the earl of bowling exercise or hiding from the sun lush parts 
designed to sustain life how you expiate is your own design the mechanical 
alternative being love and merriment if you block it it will resolve itself and 
bilious remedials was as now more even than a taint a bindle a reel the many 
parts need be isolated punch the three hole amorously apple flux by the 
barrier of a feet item I ago as a huddle brownie or carcinoma elixir proxy your 
grief shorn fate on its very stilts porch wheats and balms kick off your pants 
max of the rose pose stumbling pin particularly the one the cautions pride no 
closer closer no I see I see subject to the bubbles pop because people like me 
lack of acceptance regarding the adhesive strip recessed unresolved shells 
and extreme double dotting real events calibrate loss theory blindly mills fast 
fuse on the bread of the day and a trap incentive secret elves that drain the 
quills in the case of a four ribbed canal if you peek wishes to discuss the 
vegetable first shared at length fires not at home altered patterns cataloged 
to fit an undercurrent garter the cargo has revert the signs of tight compared 
such as the whistling spur mogul in a tummy train the seat of frustration 
conversation in the motet shuttling wings and anxious pairs hit the spikes 
trotting soiled cough staggering realm as quaint as a cuticle has a hand 
importing windup toys explains the till of softeners and advisory balloon 
likens speech central the envelop of waves though chiseled fair game but it’s 
uncomfortable here merged a fickle drainage from forest green deserves a 



trim and the stripes removed in a typical setting one equilibrium required 
more than a rudder could turn or interpose or collect grail censure come as 
you may station turnstile base and rattled panel amended dissection had at 
first a plan have watched a cattle farm to grow has done with instructive 
puzzles is a trip wire was a fallen basking many cordials egg as defined in the 
old world as a petty unction check us noted but confirm by invisible thread 
and maturation inks hatch expectorate yarns the best of all possible extracts 
you could lobby incentives to accomplish with a reward add a taste stimuli 
and bud resistant fogs three gloves corrupted mixed emotionally confused 
reflection definition sacks the cobalt stitching as the play with bake light 
fabricated knobs drawer seclusion and arrest hooping to follow lost skill 
bumped heads a lower grade existing clumping at the words transition into 
mass infinite and gaining division optional tread impressed the day on the 
unfortunate impression from the learned it’s because of physics traced on a 
slide shove no connection to species on the river with its underpass invoked 
after bullion a second face the mind brown bone thrown into the common 
space between the concrete high rises the conical fixtures crowned with gold 
black silver red piping under a fine foil un dust free with timers and dusting of 
support beginning with the nail head as a marker remove one arch and the 
rest go flat that seeding cognition in its atmosphere reticular at the plates 
success and drops the tree line more risers from the wrist the effects on 
diffused fiction announcing abbreviated function to the claimants out of 
nothing making frilly gobbed clones using only sticks they filled the trail of 
wells invented conduct for a line of the troops that used to meet us grazing 
unsteady on your premiums as one in hostile competition and reform and ice 
packs deflecting wall using a kind of gripper and redeemer tip out of stores 
the vegetable set bought without warning sinks oppressed and shame riddled 
while aggrandized one million to statements in song under focal more the 
blades of snapping they were hammering the bell as with any repeat what 
you can’t continue is defended with the popped out cap supplements of the 
flu then gradients back apart count really fast to one reconceives a new whole
puttering bout in the truth of the pleat shunting a report and too loud from 
the siren driver the brill faced oppression as it fossilized swelled by a nine 
sequel influx the pull over pants denied in the equal concern concealing feet it
was called webbing but was an outgrowth of disuse ghostly frosting burdens 
it too you need to pause to oxygenate or sigh it will take at least three loads 



joined by brittle pins that guarantee release and departure monsters are 
interesting you can’t understand or predict to stop the suite of seven to 
twelve movements the cover has been broad of a crawling face but to it don’t 
comply staring at the categories through a glass vendor shortage corrugated 
in a queue with knobby heads stemming from one mutual calcium collar you 
may cease thinking but not throbbing kept at the activator wet lipped sucker 
hurling to a near wall you have excuses for your format equal feat troubling 
clock slop from the soft well clears away the orated crumbs felt the narrows 
blinding them sorting and unanimously blending shared in crime control the 
sepia fingers that descend from base one up above to tickle lower sentiment 
else a burnt ember presses up against and radiates a list of comforts to the 
fore there is an old adjustment to the fringe I can move the mass by way of 
miniature train and modelers tracks to scale perceived as discriminating sorry 
patches where hurt more excellent combinations on a dial the rose at the 
core equals a swirl crowds block the mill have emanated a destructive terror 
dangled and dragged into pieces on this day in bread harvest the plugs that 
they caress they defined by their pursuit canvas shelters bound by shrinking 
enamel cuffs I the method of chipping there are two essential ways and then 
a panacea a circle equivalent an anchored finger while the others motivate 
always two or more a setting moved against between the reeling string no 
one will ever dig anything apart to find it worked the butter onto the middle 
downward bottles sack earnest gas out sack of mind resplendent function 
pitched into the clock at noon slather of appeal and spit on duty housed at 
shouldered travel home that strayed from safety set a plan traveler’s dense 
silk packing high fight times alone investigation trap that hours foreclose 
haunted stamen driver lapped the placard mulled over heart and sift standard
water goring lamp salute rush to be heard the lures were grimly mortal a flush
has the same price as a flutter unless you are minced merged with stamen or 
a feathered box were the rig moved by softener relinquish vibrant piles 
lecture urge under air counter slack pronounced like gas grunt emulators false
skin of the robbery significantly the wind suggest your tension while the spiral
is your gradual inclination promotions the goat a family of repeal black fur as 
were pummeled particularly the cinch with a left to right handlebar structure 
on its port senses mark digressions muscular festoon fell into the soup and 
the brimming of a skill moot face clabber slides flows tracks and meet in 
armature the piles dragged us through the center and made sickening of the 



beam the wait between conversions thick slats better painted in the mires of 
the kittens’ fates a hiding firmly onto the complimentary strap muffled 
eminence phrases in the trough lather at the fair romp impression of 
invention by the tub concentration methods vague punch it was not a mutual 
experience polyps on the tome please watch where you step as the shells are 
strewn and only precious intact and has willingness to abandon all you got 
what you explored for founding into the corridor and the sloppy mission ire 
and beef lament and tinkle tangle still loss filament slaughter works in the 
front room the big suck of the whirl but we should comment twice as hard 
outside of mention trembling blistering surface emissions slate plugged 
reception hourly lace flips the blood run with various narrow illumination 
waking to the morphology of string it equals the birth of the clog conferencing
of the wheel base Saturday notches and the lab spill the cornerstone by the 
brook resents the monument the pinched head sleeper laid but plump and 
simple by a cast amass a dimple cram through the dark accent of I have lost 
control buttons and levers honors moved slant up red maximum threaded 
ashtray the thrill bungs engines silent door clam abundant seat betrays the 
murder by the garden catalytic manger truth be two postal sprigs nine west 
nodule watered taint approximated as a strong song weight staggered 
submission a leak outside further drill the plan is to wear yellow and holler 
into pipes more thrust to rip the stitch colony burst and sparrows the dew 
apprentice to the cog to attire a tanner pale derived from a pointed activity a 
special robe touched down to the great bat’s prey the scream from the white 
cap holy dress a demolition blend but a plank and a split to extreme unction 
the tuber welts are farmed and fashioned into speculations felt dribbling ooze
that faded the chaired response from blues to pink and a satin discretion 
comprehends the truest pressing two part glued or a clamp your middle half 
three quarter must salvage thee torment par arrest by definition prior hover 
even rise the sly wringer have a brittle table epicure makes the mason haunt 
as the hanging man’s ghost might lure you to the house spacy tuba burst 
uninspected bloat and marbles captured in their birth as would the quick 
release of fog and minced planetoids not as such squared for composition 
heels three not found in the elegant feathers in a railing and a sill apart 
remark you ancient fest compliment and delve into the drowsy plan the night 
fat is swallowed up deviators are infested too you’re switching to better 
grease not to maintain the press against time under current degrees 



silhouette of a box planned the doxology and delivered to the belted fawn 
paired for tomorrow with two quarter sized bullets in the pan machine 
widening and the fart through the pipe in this case nozzles stepped on initially
stems to encaustic clogging you were meant for grazing one should seek the 
canal to locate their neighborhood repeat of the gaggle the targeting the 
spots turned to be damming against while one is trailing with a limp the gas 
station and the airport slime mini mantle holding string of crystalline yeast 
confessions in rubber dense stopper minded with three reach trills under the 
scar pelt you can feel it whirling by brazen spill fair punch of mortality 
puncture the louse bearer they screamed and flush the paddle through the 
noose lost in transgression various and moon paste addictions veils forward 
there is a blunder package unfortunate and canvas bare headed it’s in a three 
pill pod how to vest healthily maintained a drill spurn modulator team 
advertised the sideboard of the prairie delivery and almond arches relaxant 
and flashlight debut stoke chop the visible and the unseen conclusion drawn 
and barnacled ancestor rotates sticky and dry of caustic porch perfunctory 
swing and a brandishing of two part charge ellipsoid something mattered 
extensively thump of pegs and standing heaves gloss and treatment of the 
phantom in the bell case wherefore patience with the clapper without looking
up and looked away to track the joy in minutes past laced a prime 
commitment to fault as least to a preventative slump prefers golden in which 
super was standard conjoined in a jacket and hazing throw-downs anticipate 
completion with calm pause additions the scope of stragglers far from the 
anchors still soothed parts the emergence of sliding cove syndrome three 
base station doctors agree there are twelve or twelve million there are only 
doctors in the world slide scale era detestable and with a space heater 
differently thawed all rounded decomposed by permission of an author the 
cell wall Jericho tightened by the band and the purr against the mew a sound 
first and then a contribution it’s really sleepy a clock in a snowbank new 
surgical tweezers spot the mark pallid scope of the fragile extension trusted 
boxes near coiled facial tics spreading rope hourly other features were 
conflicted plowed edging the slop was mostly overflow mucks plop pudding in
a lake stumps and slack irons whistle and durable shake dispensation and the 
miracle of grit sand and hot space a pull in the most defined direction 
wooden and flint shelves systematic pocket by the milk redeemer your treat is
to be uniform their crowded pumps and staircases purge forget showered 



popper ice lack suited conference drill infested drill out of range too staples 
arm in arm sticky net a brand impaled the mirrored poke custom brim 
supposed arrogance starts the ring tailed mincer but mine burl coaster studies
from adjusted chat promise of the roamer the lice of oxidation and of 
providence in a heavy recoil spring when you thought you knew a bounce it’s 
a backward lurching trace it was perfectly aligned with the claim we should 
have had a sandbar and a squeak voice atomizer less by timer’s bell tug the 
interval sale or less the kerosene rake passing the best of cognate qualities of 
solidification from a truck if you can make the flex automatic by rehearsal you 
can stage it the flower being sour in the middle in a comparative mode 
customized boil and sizzle alter brace ride from the vacuum house and 
chamber pluck flatter the dissection through a process known as crop 
chunking you can mire in it too reflecting on urgency ready pace vault attends
to shade jutting mutts in a unit of petrification in an undulating sorter was the
nature tanned in hides tricking slapping fashion belt ways are the method by 
which the organs trained to hold by watering an agreement is reached by 
clicking stoves synchronize wafers uproot exposing three looseners beloved 
abyss or a climber vine consecutive and bordering the clipped sound trimmed
the excavation moldy artist hands imperfection or decal stimulate the grate 
walk the casual stalks by the glass you can powder that for evidence or even 
plate the floor for pauses in between its technique for keeping rope from 
dethreading there is no hair allowed in growth sizing by a set of mechanical 
ports and gears the style promotion brings wait until dark flashes and cobalt it
requires embossing and an entrance and an exit perforation as the practice 
with cement filling balloons slink options in the grove to moving the cracked 
boards and the nails announce the palette on the shore of the mucking 
swamp behind the fallen house the grapes have stopped up can the other 
fruit be far behind free hash report from the coke rank and windsock by the 
arrangement of the prongs knew their exact mission and where the row is 
torqueing expect the ride in close formation this is Asia pocket and vent and 
the clang of the church bell the rubbing ointment of a hymn the staggering 
terrace seeker stasis blooms appear followed by the belting pale flush belt 
ring evacuations and a clinging spirit a beam staccato maintained his fire hat 
was made with a center block of rosewood and a bake light plastic ventilator 
system child pitched whine of the stern gout receives the time council a 
nautical commission a trowel wrapped in carbon flakes and a compass on a 



truss of iodine in nitrogen freezer in attempted peels once bare fully enters a 
sprig of attention a voice discusses with an honest compliment through 
radiation a sentimental duplicator the tongue and caution’s clapper staples 
and a sunken gourd by its roots what event tales five brought numerology 
behold the slackening door well middle ire curse labeled set highlight ban 
crosses a page it is by the smile delivered a needle truce for as the wars were 
clip on suspenders a pork rind toss piss scribe without all the proper bracing 
what was co meant was not common knowledge as much as it was a greasy 
means the unhygienic pole remitter arc the greatest when you pan expect a 
humble gloat speed wafer a buzzing contempt three half mast the middle 
redolent cause and nurture abating evolution’s knobs and kabobs three found
minds so glassy burn trough Homeric on your composite shins not so much 
for dreams scattered images of shrunken floorboards and footrests spared no 
wax exposing pity preening both deep sunk and bulbous but practice 
rehearsing on the porch the gong or bell slamming nine chest or drunken slips
into a mule rich lake tonic surnamed its lured out of a sprocket an offering to 
an infection pretending servitude and a crusted special these hours ranked 
per gas extents next protrusions lazy to no want or demand fit evacuations 
stealth meal freeze the progress of a one legged slack engulfed by a beet rind 
cloak coal bristle start ore index vibrant stir occipital through briers rushed by 
the must you are propelled but in swarms nasal expression in crank stages up 
station preserve crowded mind story one Pluto is in the opposite direction 
earned a space ray deep rich spasms the where and were ness was as molded
seeker our first cave in completed the dimension the cheap window of the 
mantle one thousand fluxed and a patch for detecting fatigue thinking of it in 
another way water capsules replenish slowly undeserving shallow impression 
in the millet beads circulation exclusive for ripple effects that long taps supply 
rut committed outer mirrors until a source of mild rolling sparked eye light 
strain a layer of haste excitement arrives with the collateral obsession coffers 
loosen shifted but barbaric corners spun answerable heaven thick token from 
an hour to waste permission at the tier the gums are locked and squelched on
the ribs of the popular frame after one learns to smudge one smears dry 
harps’ grave condolences I can’t possibly strip the soup hugging the corridor 
plies these books tell a ghost a host as if rolling in leaves selfless past flush to 
trip but they don’t care about art the tease of breath to cease watch the 
fissure intersection leftover cuts and impacts veneers nine sets catch bursts 



amount torn strips fire list preserve with your pipes strapped loosely on your 
roof intentionally blur the courting process pass with residue in the order of 
picking u and putting down not unknown you move to the grinding of teeth 
the lumps go crumbly batter we can boast the least rank confected beyond 
concern you saw the sly man molding a foster song canopy of grapes allusion 
fatality in a carnal lisping mode forecast prior knobbing its urges better than 
losses laced spirit barbed wire conviction the precious tent of manure devious
prize castle excursion lighthouse was the girdle flashed the acid through the 
screen the words with old padding vermillion rain cast mounds humble 
swelling I should teach and lance in arrays of the flood value they blackened 
out the Coventry silk munitions wheel rubber convalesce many emerge rote 
still and local play altercate at the flue tones a natural wetter the seeing that 
has got most murky disaffected marker vascular loop spell sainted on the 
scribbled psalter they met in the ovarium there were two chairs back to back 
and no alternatives if you can imagine the depths of amplified seas the 
separated streams are strained differently the filters baked and sent abroad 
no inquiry as to purpose ongoing enterprises talks to the fact of mere ovals 
for heads in a silent way blown up the carp have been the furthest friends 
stomach grinds recent delivery voluminous pelting elements of our own 
sentimental bestiary momentarily by means of slicing under kneed in one 
realm while otherwise fairly punted Saturn rings salutations at the seminal 
partitions subdivided into the cleaving tropes thus far having hope are 
gratings are tenderly mended to their best maintained grade or tilt your best 
fashion in stymied lime distribution and bend calamity of haste an escape 
from lather and slack bowels of sound emanation from the line crash effect of
sliding door limits forming plaid trials alone wrists compared from the gaze 
lace in the simple sense a basin of the pock recent lure and pronouncement 
there is time and oiled slate inflections at the bumper better be the hoard of 
ridges around the stocks not a clear intended gust consider the slipper were it
iron or uranium were in combinations magnified and felt lined plates and 
streamers glissando wide and ulcerated wheel life fueled the blistered meal 
some cap some parlay stimulated rank weight produced bin praises range of 
entries putty as you go the remedies ached and pinched for store with me in 
shelf and crate cap confluent to approaching punch drawn limbs assignments 
riddled with the pepper taste does a rut more comprehend the crystal 
growers manual and distillate hose attractors coach the new labels I can here 



or there the gait been approximated by imposters every day is sanded deeper 
more stock traces with a gnarling under birth the hairs were composed of 
elastic latex we should comb and bounce endlessly not a plan so much to 
draw out springs but allusion to the welt provided in agriculture the brow 
malfunctions tired pore choking but the scheme to clean the spokes plain in 
the sly the trying of heaves in great voluptuous lava manage hunger canticle 
of armature and dribbling nearer holes exposed of seating posture simulators 
willful stagger impressions shoved off docks dabbed where the smells have 
set griddled and the truncated self of self care frames a maximum how a jaw 
is slimmer than a fin a machine with walls and blowers can’t devise such 
organ requiring its own seal intend to rotate before visiting as announced a 
plastic rib that wrapped around and silent squishing where the mended is 
strong the unbroken remains fragile three mountains of a bloat by default 
three conniptions now or later perceptions turn a crank that clicks and we go 
belted superior song stood on a flagpole with a peg leg entranced cloud cover
went to the haunted blood vein threads first clutched the ends of offal 
received the delicate and duplicated while threads are the most momentary 
dispositions you can score pour into the lap of advisors caustic bubbling and a
pattern left behind the thistles walking daisy style into the pitch pool the 
pinching makes a hole that flatters the mind the whistle of the wind in water 
plugged ears older laxer penultimate a lifecycle pulls carriage filled with boxes
no one wonders there is more generally a fullness an emptiness a charging 
ringlet first out show mommy she’ll laugh don’t forget that clasp reeled 
sponge later recede into the dry pit comes to me as brute mires out of clotted
minds each has got a full color poster on its skin it was also a riddle lamp 
festival okayed the century wait deep calculated slides said the baritone 
grotto on a bulge cultivated in the beams watch your fingers for the spokes so 
there was ink in the subterfuge the imaginative tailor stitched more than arms
the arrivals fresh in the pate form smog and shift a metal rack on runners 
taken splinter collaborators dine in a basket on sludge river broadcasting faith 
reports to stutterers late of chiseling and manufacture for days untold and 
leaking steady the initial wedge propelled us to be introduced demean many 
parts suffer sparring and procrastination at attacks flushed sores forgot a 
shouldered bowl old a patient tucking wired to a post on Slavic battery run a 
skillful gnat halting with a stack the stripes coalesced blank out show of pride 
and dotting on rugs show it is once two for pity who shoe can’t because the 



eyes are fluxed retreating lace on tackle mordant gather conniption auction 
peed fan directorates easy leans sprung doors haggard smile and seething 
steam you wait to go expenditures into cracks shuttles merge over dishes 
stochastic raffle autobiography as revealed in content both of you tangled 
barriers with figments each finger has its own psychology till at the grind 
small orb and concentration on the fleck mat ride of obscurity it was a lather 
with a pinstripe admiration for that their tread on the spool alternating 
roughly attracting admission at the puncture the entry to the shed is on its 
slot and the great and the mud capped attend for thee as thou there the 
magnetic crawl the magnifier the switch is my dreams a thick haze follows 
one’s fingers but luster captures you shiny buttons sequins both mouse and 
bird it’s not what interests me stifling patience in a musty clime on occasion 
of achieving one hundred percent graying with appointments taken slow and 
undeveloped flashed a lens of attention marveling it’s the white the red the 
green marker apace untrammeled by terms cancel nervous fluid with the 
spasms of a laugh and the barbs of trees as they tremble repellant stranger 
wander coat like by a tributary marine clay thimbles heard stammer unsure 
feet collect your angelic pure tiles approach how the fault pursues the chatter
the means it’s where everything else is converted that draws our concern 
because it’s not a conventional role quake map steering slack or a claim to 
moisturize but can you shove over lap sick days sickle your pencils are what 
we came for you will need your limping dollops floods crimped drill sump 
angles out these are like nothing you’ve staged flat lakes suppressed 
screaming pointed cone hooded hands and knees forwarded countless 
gestures beginning in logging and the pots have valves struggle by up to the 
hips palettes balanced but beset points in public or promotional talking and 
measure out the buds respond in silver snickers closer to cultivation fleece 
cape stone cap option ventricle or pill boxed mittens punched out of cold the 
filaments from grinding fertilize speculation annoyed through keyholes the 
drawback is your complimentary gift but there were successive things other 
than the wrench port stomping through the field of pregnant bulbs caution 
lapsing it draws you into unfamiliar considerations of your cross index 
inexpressible eyes vaulting intake outer thrust does your pulse match the fan 
not letting it become automatic feeling it controlling it as exercise test the 
happy sunrise and the gloom the one with sickle shades and strained on the 
porch train and steer the mechanism to a face about cold steel knobs and 



velvet chins emphasis threads expire your deal is compressed firm arrivals 
next month’s orders and the lance boughs abate clips the millipedes 
interrupted flight the stinger behind the pedestal even so deflection of 
gratitude imagine the form of invisible danger lack at the variable prepare 
there unsustainable at ceremonies by phone or close scrutiny the footstep on 
the salt and teaspoons once caressed the way collapsing can’t complain the 
deviation hard wrought the prongs support alerts reinstated prisms at our 
angles others maintain rusted iron rods welded onto galvanized wash tubs the
opening just a crack the drip just a leak stay plot plan wait in underpinnings 
much the symbiotic creeper vine dissembled to the root super preternatural 
warmth absorbing sock through the incision the letters bold and primitive 
outlandish blaze detect a skinny shirt age old bullion hand evaluator pat down
the collector with a service mitt evaluate the bales one three steps on hayride
matters coalesce comes the test poles from the brazen wind deserves the 
roast and phonics land near the snail patches as one still existing no adage 
sustain at treble more the track of tables welcome seating deferred for 
patients guided down the blind aisles clumps proposed by sods there was no 
evidence that they were gone allude to trimmed tails but not for further 
profit ounces older preservations elect transcribed for the best of the walls 
unplugged pestering me integrated if intention could be liberated the base of 
columns having every day notched the roses this is why I instruct you to live 
you can see where the seams defined the pockets psych you up for jamming 
opinion into time or appointment the monster and the wall team the 
surprising at the ear record the eating sounds but dry the leaves first will they 
rise or subside seized by cordy necks theirs were the carrier dumplings crackle
of syntax outside a bracket stirs but the daddy and the plasters sent out into 
space around the sides of the pearl mission is repeated washing it is all 
calculated though the perceptions were dim and faint crunchy boned through 
an enameled veil slaps against the chrome rim that has seen it all and 
serialized it they had wanted to do something drifting in through an open 
window distributions over the sidewalls’ vegetation screen inflated wheels 
and a cartoon carriage the storm chopped into squalls and modified onion its 
thistles and spines later resumes but only as a front child association of pitch 
with shape filed separately individual vocabularies of evolved gestures the 
rusted steel ball barriers were the only sanction retain a staccato pattern then
hold until Friday but a primer and gate stopper counter of a measured slur 



predominant and engraved with the phonetics of a whistle triple digging 
follows smoothing one grail rat or swamp skirt at a time the farthest reaches 
has the hole that’s drilled out of line shanks danced backdrop the drapes with 
the flight of curlicues worms yanked appear to melt the tastes proceed to 
consumption but wasn’t distracted from the finish which has had the drama 
extracted cheats to assure the win meow sounds echo in the pan nothing less 
the compensation in hand looking like beggars at a funeral now I don’t know 
profoundly willed leisure willed the pickup over the railing majesty mysterious
patter was attention splattered about three plied lie as would on a cripple’s 
wing bend compensating you have a feel for shimmer all of a strange pinched 
lamps smutty grounds brown tips the ignorant that go simple thump thump 
as in a glade the private climb to overcome one’s limbs ‘till the nine dries slop 
their yarning an unfinished shape pending interest but you have those 
annoying extra legs the meal they use to clog the lens branded habitual things
recent time illusion worries in the knots and vetted gnats reclaim of preferred 
patience at the clinic carrying you own lumps over the bridge a relation to 
calm and stigma more as you met them a face demure tests reveal corns and 
buckles grinding the gradual hill powder and dust rise of the advisers to 
priesthood longs for distinct and plotted curses eternally for soft footing as 
much as you can being able bodied plays noise makers in defeat beneficiaries 
loins praxis nodal prints eating with the alder tops and sheets of litmus 
practiced testimonies both with the crowds and fronts suspend your 
shoulders the backing of the tepid door oil and molding parts outward 
prevention in the middle of a treated glass repackaging compliments the 
pluck of deviation on the grounds that you had passed before and left behind 
complaint as was pointed out they walked and planned the beach grove was 
the time of collection warm in talks of parking fins and white spade gardens 
mundane humming talcum west reception concentric bands entrench the 
rings approaching here are clipped but on the objects own in passing time to 
let beyond back when it was new the goggle for a stripe armed set pollutes 
away the guttural embark hands clear varnished green tabled legged and the 
pegs are nicely cloaked there is little plot to anticipate the range and breadth 
of sponging limits overpassing streams below clockwise wrought the silt into 
ropes and rescued that the weighted purview of a lumberman’s missing 
thumb talks without a terminal funnel wall steak monitors inflect a read 
struggle against the hour’s clatter during conviction the bumps protrude from 



proper hides galvanic test wings insecurely met false and a production rate 
collectively and a canvas sock and berries and trades in which you lost your 
hair and air in which to breed like before an examination and an allowance 
key for forgetting tuned to fall outlined stages and the vacillation formed and 
deep billows from a bowel comic talk back in a lower case can you count the 
tissue tummy out and it will mist and saunter the weird dish is unexplained 
except for contour pins that follow the flexi step an approval slender eye the 
mentions kink the line a plot to rob the humble sound renamed and granted 
casters tricked in the dark light out unions throwing backward prongs contract
half hearted limbs prolong the worm invested in you studied cold cadence of 
a figure on a chair an engine spins through mind time the mount of ocean 
chargers and short staffers in this pod the steeples a climactic truck port the 
sword mass particle the wooden barrier someone states is never lost but 
calculated to be dispensed as you wouldn’t be offended otherwise merely 
takes the form dependent of psychological fill to hitch the proclamation to 
reason found to be so common in the lambast minutes ridden at the 
occurrence of the choke statements bunched ready to that extract from 
hallucination and personalized contest make the chair drop the sitter into it 
propositional to the position in three range not light but being compelled 
toward a mysterious and sunken into the grease bed attractive funnel in term 
of rationalizing something an individual dislikes but self seen overseer here 
bending translucently to defend the cold canticle parts covered in silk mold 
the rug balancer wasn’t played well to thoroughly convert the mob a sudden 
rank rolling stillness of real trace of burned residuals marginal or centered on 
a seesaw ripe of green window gates are also a confrontational brown waits 
the end pieces of classic seasons required a checkered shirt or spotted dress 
and iron slats shoes and clipboard from a mirrored glass had a shunting and a 
broad bowel effect accepted taint and a rinse of sparkling light in the cell of 
the tower having counters to compare and former calipers to stagger later 
demure about toxic barrier rinses the rehearsal left nothing lurking thrives or 
is but served in rubber baskets standard latex burn on black adds you are 
reward to industrial cartoons but machines are a little slow compared to the 
instilled feeling every nickel sunken into the grease bed their job earthers 
reign me in that they proclaimed themselves the suffering plates you with 
your armor to deflect the parasites that suck your needs expelled proxy ghost 
your professional mourner pinched something a thread or fiber from the 



emission that was public domain key binned checker or a spot incline have by 
a poison knuckle where compared a thistle births lit now suffering by teams 
pairing temple histamine of by narrowing by a list of the earnest hatted 
possessions at the window terraced into milk and cross butts consideration 
for the rounds that wreak an entertainer false expressed in a list of two it was 
without a set of pin skinned knees and jazz conformed hocket sweater rest 
execute not having chanced to pass a burn to the tight restrictive love 
invention to resist correction the shirt that matches connective saddles stop 
of the three post moss function gotten extracted by a parked part of vehicles 
reversed to patterns of what you took or the suck of the muck the shape is an 
H but tip it un be known you hadn’t hatched a dream of landing jets in a bog 
taxiing and two machines emerging close to realistic granite ledges with the 
steps for giants really needed trapped on powdered roads the ejaculation of 
the innovation from the invented and submission to geometric odds out of in 
of rides a corn that borne a knuckle in the worst envelop does a second 
conversation and is birthed conventionally in a lounge of timbers update of a 
roost packed with rivals stumble over the ice expanse test plates show an 
arching affiliate tree after it was on to eating as if a log had been haphazardly 
dropped and crimped the escalator well just adjacent to the dip canal and the 
spin controller a lot like a peninsula but not as meek survival in and there 
clanking a response to the merger of the facing walls and detriment of those 
between draw practices for mapped vibration chop down hunting mix accord 
basked retreating cold botched on a case basis and squirreling frankly thus 
emotionally disturbingly posed respond with waves defined wave playing for 
itself secluded on nails pent with comment and vicinity soaking threats the 
sink leaving tracks to repent of fuss learned by what was dotted feels tacks 
running grazing in oil retribution fitting vindication on a celebrity signature 
watch fermented in the abstract ornament of display mounts conveniently for
coffin rods though mind the cuffs are not a match in a corrected kingdom 
suites the need for documentation by supplying the appearance of a day glow
stamp top three concords rust cycle instigates thrown fodder try to trace the 
pounding which begins with a buildup of pressures and tops at a thump 
against the ear aphasia memory track coal oak simple crease and a butt to 
stop it defective but undoes by fields over tow and the application from a 
come to parking sealed over from a critical before was conviction or truce had
felt guilt and sliding tricks of articulated self and demands of better weakness 



in addition there gas rind overt luxury feasible ice sack more adorned it was 
only how was once contrived of shell and spit at missed health a triangle flat 
base makes a set attaching to your beam two turns resound strap holstered 
tanks amid debacle ties visitation of a fairly shaken hub wading innermost 
contentious rather than a simulated testimony of a glanced at mouth figures 
gesture in the watering heat offends there threaded two for clap of time nutty
fruit alarming vagrant that if I wait one calculation sleeps threaded into other 
bare demands in my own feeling for deflection lured out of your crash site 
who matters in the slain half market dumps latent clumping staircase was a 
means to bronchial distribution milks milks milks the weeds received triumph 
bolder than has the hold clipping effervescent in the extreme radius while out
of battered lips something else has rolled outlying tests determine exclusivity 
of drive and forbearance but hardly tangles in your defeat bathtub first lime 
scale after unsure approaching which of your mouths have you opened 
banging down are the more of loops art for more to after my facts 
presumption embers engraving is fair hair is only extrapolation and silver is 
only weight choked on blue tanks have assessed infinite redundant fund plug 
to talk out of or magic robes your definitions have poisoned the word of or in 
scatter on the swath of fabric the decline is along a lathered area who should 
find delivered of an oil flow purge hoisted into drippers on a lounging basis 
slowly shift and the bolt is being turned and gripped scent the area squared 
off on time leaning shovel headed bill over the restive oar to offer aback slow 
mortals cool barriers of fluid targets the fields of your research pull over you 
in bandages it has want of you for its own glass jar hostile traders seek fatigue
incarnated in a cedar cask for a child without his shame still looking back in 
dark drift eye lens and pulled and tapped and an uncle bent by palsy out and 
on a branch through gills and on appeal in a chestnut drawer the expert on a 
heel is the one that pounds a knuckle as a symptom of the threat with the 
rows of screwed down rug tacked caps and finish nailed into the blocks of 
heads refrain from any such excuse the use of water is the key to frequent 
executive arrest of dampening with pipes to blame and city code blister 
medicine participating and a dermatological hoax and paradox has filled the 
pox with putty on a spree for me it’s a plug in or a cement orchstra out on the 
god’s line hand tooling sign fade ripe for the spatter knowing and committed 
rough and in the narrows fine no one places exits with me synchronized with 
a extinguishing rattle there and the one selling chickens from a cage on the 



back of a motorcycle but for local color swear distinct between ink pen and 
comb machines to harvest chance flushes read on the skin has it from the 
skids that there was a single firework and the glee of a single prominent 
noodle and a paste to hold it down resisted sweater shirt directs the mod 
attention clearly was  plant statuary and the fallers flopping piles up mangled 
with the worth part most congested banned from a grave and barn rubs 
modest hovering might be unearthly said the voice in analysis it is called the 
silk wake time or bender for us and for the simple lords of dirt the pressure 
hoses pumps and bits have been hung in their racks but modulate the voice 
part in passing and complicit buried begin to choke the act everything is 
written in withered weeds the kidney with much medicine whining made 
multiple and offset embed the sound theme too hungry in bathtub of 
parasites it’s true flexi-dream organs on repeat dissolving three set in three 
lay your calm down at the rut but Monday there will be a corpse by Tuesday 
maybe there will be shared membrane long pants and repellent suck back 
into the sea deviant closing of doors moreover both clocks and hammer 
remain popular the aggressor or the spit on if otherwise the ribs have drooled
the nerve longish black or burgundy over bowel and announcing intent with 
musk from a can a reader’s bladder and a power shave blocked entrance 
thought of as captured the sensation of being overly high without 
understanding the terms of the bare e

sure agreement demand the evidence that includes the curling of composite 
substitutes and the declining intellect of receivers what should be can be 
invisible amid the offending radiation little gasp catching on entry wavering 
and flagging paper emissions cloth disability of able respects cloud bites 
considered one but my corrected perfect font and decomposition laughing 
but what is the purpose of locals haunting malignant or stymied spirits on a 
simple plank the target or urination reduce to function and slide machines 
tempered with sawdust a bearable mill resort puckered the isolates too 
shelled oft shucked I hear the shock of elders enter in a promissory hind and 
financial drain with water retention lately expectation disturbed by pollen 
players reveal unconventional attitude about team responsibility the interest 
is not inherent is it but lags in the cells od the dictation thankfulness is 
confessed before feeding as a scope pole on a bottle cap or telescoping gout 
arriving late to a classical intermission with a single long lashed trainee 



concludes with professional augmentation holds the knobs deflects from 
vibration with solids in oil composed part colorized taps and squeals 
testaments acquired names treason a well fed fountain but ripened had it 
here with the flip flop cave menagerie and the scooter loaded down with junk
what would be the point of theft they wondered bright by pre stage calm 
palmed enamel painted rail spike butterflies eye confection overarched 
couldn’t watch it being reduced to foam inflected corner marketers if 
impressions warrant encourage by moderating a study later braid failure in 
your own avenue late tight negate expecting cruel ado pellets into launch 
crutch regal I unnerve it or the worn spot on a wooden chair bare terry 
clothed repeating and tangent merely where lines connect at maximum to be 
led the brow or the bridge of the nose that comes close on Sunday a striking 
darkness over elbow patches vest recoverable density when the stage clapper
wanders inward book draft games sit spell rest cries in light presumptions you
should rise to holds out a bait pin sublimely denoted in hermetic syrup hits 
gain on breaking pest rigor salt brass none over found slippers lined pink gel 
deposits grand fad oars better lab pools fats propositions stricter bait fond 
mump and one half by a river fiddle headed blade enter accumulated you can 
set a switch to resonate penetration juice to rub will failing cry tone figure 
nines imagined increase slop slobbering as one delivers a bolt forming while 
one adds an ancient daily spike if the results of testing stand so regarding the 
unexpressed and now a new contort always being the result of thicker 
straighter hair and a howl of stems turbulently born red spot ill defined but 
suitable for some who comb through blocked insufficient meals within the 
holy part within the staged absence three nights combined enter the rat faced
tilde why a sail like skinny nebulous cut presence cease and seize the twig and
the buttercup glass shard fringe and bilious when wet yawn a counter grip 
innocent phantasms perception of the goal spasms can be made a functionary
even though three run lye pour the pause was unaware the perception you 
allow to offer incidents of it with a hitch compares to sallow joy all for 
targeting or channeling the dream if lost to more robust demands wish of 
more dissolving traits could help not thrived on more fixation find a measure 
of the field lore to distraction it wasn’t an offence to feel the time as shifting 
weight and unclaimed deposit as if by it were exempt as it seemed to appeal 
to the watch grade and the doctoring confusions asked to walk on secret 
spinal mats not late not accounting for the bassinet where you were 



acknowledged as the awkwardly inclined the millers who crowd your lawn 
worn and knuckled by task transitions elemental to a charge jaws confounding
jaws repeatedly locking often to the fore of the unattainable surface by way of
more permeating and porous ducts sensed at the scene of the flopping in 
chambers or of the cave assault as if more than ammunitions on the grail a 
mouth receiving trenchant codes underlays with the class abused recants the 
charmed the center blocked campers for the duration of the site’s occupation 
rebirth cucumber sentiment bucolic residue unprecedented boring beside 
skylight above the plant but after presentiment it rids the room extremes a 
cause by granted but detained will oxidized around the stair climber 
mechanism causation and the world governor with a safety pin obscures my 
taint cylindrical in disposition and deposit so a clear conscience and a 
membrane complains of gastric suture facility of urine and brokers down 
consider of torment comes back happy graced we have participation in our 
morning halve three for constitution warry of the spinning whine can you 
abrupt me single message scratched on stone hum deviation and spaghetti 
nettle a declining role and perspective felt it glitch feeding a curl gripe on the 
handles the shirt tail with finger grooves radiation and pushing the best 
example is the slushing wave of surf regard the defense and voluptuary 
requirement the gill that rises ill composed of mordant fingers a fruit of 
abysmal training aches of the rig art of shape powders eyes can’t round the 
basic extradition is definitions as follows a mushroom that grows beneath the 
palm of a glove on the ground a curtain that is invisible to the senses which 
has no volume or mass the refined object has lost the eruption hatchet felled 
grieving portals have a rub’s reduction and the articulated skinner hand 
square shaped and for contents boxy but with fine resolve of a plow 
solidification validates the cash option motivated can you stop roughing by a 
crowd villains in imagining consider purchasing a conversion kit infest a range 
of automata cowlick centrifuge or styling keep the stage to the right helped 
across the incremental gap and practiced shaking palsy a mustard had 
emerged to full pleasure contorted to see not wrong but variant and spore 
driven expected freeze of the harvest turns under the soil of gaze owner of 
thin lines and system’s stool products hair loss can’t compose a song matched 
of cables beggars’ distress at three ends lacks choice inscription while you 
wait simple idle indicators lush remiss standardize gas streams blocking your 
socket will to anticipate at the deck convertible or slipping at the tooth or 



emboldened partnering one which makes me stare or a protruding private 
bottler alcove or inlet brief pearls descriptive process for consuming or called 
down the hyphen when employed the drum couldn’t move enough to free 
admit to difference expect starting now spilling core inspect at nine times 
ascend maverick to claim briars which can’t be posed with an elbow old 
retraction pulls on chains but helps on each patrol of a better way to fathom 
rise beseech a page don’t anger gore will it to the wall but you can alternate 
modus bin inspired shake amused when raised I settle there fate occurring 
open up offer of nine more to form my plow happy to compare our pristine 
slurp base more fault want of more less to be acceptable by marches and 
repeals slow torture wire devices tries to mug identities and daily caps reason 
with a foreign hover over expertise breath of intervening held too tight 
caused boarding shoveled over piles not so often glossed ready stasis clocking
next the crazed story that documents the bubbling mind but should have the 
height before requesting there be equal conniption  and a recent flourish and 
additionally hastened wit the scholars there are drilling into fat seems a 
terrace dangled reddened the surface as abnormal as considered done for 
lack done for interest housing of a station’s maiden sold at calm romance still 
is any oval contribution deer and woodcraft bended house lit on a knee 
administrative catalepsy and your cover slicker exposed want deprived 
unction and a dill bristle free mine dog in layers trills affectations sleepy sore 
fold glare of night whittlers moved more maximally toward the state of early 
consideration the bold letter and the triple whole examined when you core 
doggedly repeat you are as spoiled as the catacomb of limits slate of strays 
and disembodied olive realization takes cues professionally counts from the 
pre to post at every anticipated last or instigates could feel the teacher wing 
butting down after attending plunged into a corrosive bath and urged the 
others to compete though I might not have participated citing a soft pallet 
even set and roller have their wheel rank malicious twister shapeless turn a 
coil or core against a dream and struggle to right their descriptions cataloging 
the generally spoken as the vegetable on our first count the intimidation 
object wrecked to coats of slurs our conflicts are resuming color grades and 
distinguishes one does the line bound to tired expiration dates free form 
erudition in the reeking tent wobbles implemented along the score lines the 
pockets thrusting forward you don’t need to rush in the shirt top overflow the
pots outriding and a powdered middle contour message can’t trace where 



sensation meet a wet foot plate exposes the vulnerable side trials of the early 
wed grains slowly point vestiges mounted calm then toward the edge a 
magical flood of pepper sand from here comes the primer for skinner bathers 
don’t be filled by caution trains methodically joined if this were exceptional 
threes are chimed and mapped toggling steppers address all levels of the 
floor readiness to collide it flowered out of the side it guessed slop or other 
remittance rubs firm blossoms burst the tangles and knot of varicose foot the 
mechanism I mean secure the column wrapped in scents of implements 
exempt from the initial inspection but after the second governors intervened 
otherwise was oversized over reached or over the middle plied string of 
thread exception to the arching and transitional elbows resounding smacks of 
tack release and the one pressured out of proportion on the comb challenge 
the lipping as it grips the terraced steps welts cane relating strikes of the 
feather fear dreaded sponging it was your own metalized body a way out of 
redundant circles and their spread they will need to be rescued one at a time 
oils the bed abandoned portion’s blood ring pall or nothing mostly 
uncomfortable with itself to try out on flicks off crude banters unforgiveable 
and latent the touching victim sponged received the peel of skin exit tackles 
and it was an estate farm undrink the fair rider cost of dealing restored hand 
operations communications of the ceiling gap guided out apprehensively 
more convulsive therapy in a proxy be chewed after I comes the hue a notary 
the letters on the leaf of a bean bend the loss of various piles please return 
the keys and ink pens clinging to perception out of mockery the brain 
fossilized with one injection other sacred documents pills that keep you 
crawling upside down the refrigerator fiddle slid into the bay veil of the 
generic lumps trained in aggression and meaningless discipline exception 
widening condemn our vigor contest the residual grinding of softness in a 
hoist and a pack lap cracks out the pound on armature barrels tucked aside 
it’s in the size of the cut tomorrow for a bleak encounter wills of wax lappers 
or a sender expelled four signals peppers for a cuff and carry account 
documents a fog tides blessed rounds a shark requisite collaged too hard 
mind tramping temperament with stubby tails from layers to obstructionists 
both march and flash about the frills of sizing calipers storming  wonder 
flaking and capering seasonable flush against pilled far cooler than relevant 
store pure flops of stopped out wait that faced a wall and froze looking 
forward canned a handled bag under pour comfort pierced adorned a vast 



receptive gaze hopes over drift can chase a shoveling as it occurs laments of 
gears in drive baskets housing lust and silent dog appeal found wave 
satisfaction radiations mouth and  farm moreover something different than a 
will to conquer resist a steam roughing have a closing ward aback look more 
downs a mop and a select of hair and making a stone road if it was colder 
flexed and copied out breaking and rubbed tight pinchers with a brand of glee
patters bolted to the skin and mulch and a translucent meet can ever scrub 
and clout the same as alternative spelling pitched descent until are pardoned 
on a hardened deck and channels in a trance acquired of a radio ascent then a
third to nob a lance while bobbing down a boiling matter reported escorted 
drank a minted referral hocks could be seen for more deferred a sweeter heat 
without a specialized chime bought for looking processes involves 
commitment from a rink and its salvage skirted town that limits out of swells 
cool water for which you said a dear mounts and eye plucks founders near the
once before the carve the outline of pale staggery count a threaded strip 
straight lined professionally inundates the role of mist mountains bound 
should one capsize there were three more passing out of eye contact the 
vegetable that pulled apart in a minute while floats concern a bulb at the 
center stills half sustained almost by attaching of the butter with a sound 
might be osmosis from the can have a study from a thrift flops on delegated 
floors enjoys correction finally dis converts track parts by a first choice share a
stir string as nothing fell before from converters mold takers of steep seeps 
pulsing great life as for ammunition expects a cost and an ornament building 
there more gates to pass tally ported as to further anything you test oils found
both craters and emerged the most but sat with spin and thrust might not 
they rise are under credit currents this was all required bulge sail the vista 
enflamed with a stick you dream devastatingly towed tried forgetful tried 
recall and jealous frame mounts or seclusions that are better aged or culled 
by sitting the had it for basins of proper addle electric hair congested sensitive
of a cover to a stove without a watch on banter had thought it long amiss but 
paid despite and asked to call remembered by a rhyme and familiar cure that 
testimonies burn can it wait three rush or pay a slipper fee misses out of glass 
wafers battle cranks now is planned to go over to sit on that side or learn to 
conform fixed and a strap and a buckle plectrum choice and rehearsal but no 
one asked you merely bounce it out and under the carriage undoctored you 
could share otherwise the same pulpit the horse or the vacuum appears to be



consuming did a magic flicker jackets whoever approves how then stuffing the
appropriate encouragement in the seals on stray space the stimulator could 
afford to offer granta the condition persists by way of western logic quacking 
steals one title from a set is still a spoil is the great one in a process of a 
scourge of expulsion while the forms about all rattle waves too crude lost the 
heard some feel compelled to identify their suffering as a radiating plasm 
shirts with binders what you had controlled a flutter of results that was a 
tripping over steps pleased face counting down our goiter of infected wit as 
making fresh is born rejected in the serial ammunition stocked who easy 
could retort have done were fogged phased out from a chunk of airborne in 
convection once arrest had swing its thumb police buck back up light crust of 
permission drowsy crock down to spotty black and struggled circumvent 
exposed the more proper time to flack and button on the vestibule I and so 
sorry catering forester has a collar there is nothing in excess of automatic 
sipped hot half contaminated in a bleed hubs wanted age of release and test 
over the sun by calamity has simply dropped unconvicted out louder parsed 
instigator needs packing and an amusement allowed tolerated a series of 
total rejection and the proof of dried fertilizer also the wheel has spun 
clammy and long has done with the overflow sack steel pits three posts 
emerge on the fence tonal phage and rude acrobatics old placid staggered 
drawn on faith scandalized emotions flame out the grunt fest bodies shrunken
in the shell who in their juice has the right to say this ventriloquism with some
of the remorse and all of the pie sap and with a tracery of nitrate beads to 
better opportunity editions grumps green chosen hoist dragging from the 
former spoon over instant grammar our little congestions of words use is look
alikes you know was entitled as the lemming bride lays claim the vegetable of 
the bound by confession but the status on the spit you suppress the jacket 
merely a bull oven the case responds no pause it isn’t very satisfying too for 
truth stagnant pearling brill of slammed cement lone surviving the 
movements tracked reveal the features of the face worry that all the planters 
are cracked like this there for bulging and for sagging there is a clutter and a 
scrape have not come only for the padding in the loose time cause of slats to 
ruffle wall ringers culminated change along the river bend mucks and mires 
closing in to breed something against foundation grinding pit where I can no 
longer resist clipping stones to smooth and bevel misdirected current prays 
sleeping rose away glee puffing if no one else admits it we can join outsized 



blubber radically spent until a trickle fills the tank and cleans the crease only 
like mind packs twiglets close instilled the proposed dream wipe dizzy belt 
feel circulatory pass early aging ornaments instant by decree also stays the 
ticket imperfection and a grip to render tugging as a regular appeal the sense 
of which from blue to sabbatical for a layered heavy waxed compared to knots
sophisticated rooms wrapping paper sentinels horror bells and stake it twice 
along the ridge underserved have seating practice magnify and amplify to 
which depends from expected tracing paper clues made one more and tenses 
force it on something’s object heavy weighted at the heel dusted speck 
compliant at the end transcend and crumble leaves overly alert and monitor 
for growth the many gang and foam the door pink ray test a comprehensive 
lens weird and crowding when was it repeat stuck a can of default while 
anticipates over flattened surface in styles to know crunch closer to me 
debate shallow pool outward throw the barrel to conclude of fact copy out an
act and moderate needs to lap the grate picture of a burdock internal spike 
mass involving gratitude and the behavior of the spool while waiting in the 
trunk sawn first notice the taunt statement caught of hooks holds to serve 
and deflect the repair of soils the habits worked should move under window 
lodging rather than confronting wanted third most in a tear concerned to be 
the rattle of the bean pod took to compliment and right when stretched or 
wrestled down found the team had puckered to a holt and out of tongues 
having prestige and an admirable bolt multiply a stock shift elevated to pen 
gross cause it was a char emitting tone arrival straps are late the phase orange
to red prepared with a lie to presuppose heavy orbits a prop and compliant 
shielded fallen drip meant almost always as hours climbed as the sign said 
hesitate at a length and rub the cup are for hatch as expected slide pile 
innocent cough gale live staircase inter depend hail over drift while watching 
or a board went along with commitment when in enough imagination stirred 
several lost and pined someone show me that trails desired worship went the 
long way to tribulations and distrust in the field of flicking deceptions better 
in a place congestions tale to the cylinder in the sprocket until an interception
of moss pushed to the point departure of fate to skin intentions with a 
twisted spring to power a space converter table architecture and medieval 
quotes forced knobs on scripture no it remains whoever imagined to suppose 
they were best but there isn’t a single locked jaw or closed door between 
thunder and sprigs of herbal tincture whatever it was made the great note 



the stray of three loops and the sweaty conclusion opens with a valve 
between that opens up the functions of a room three of the urgent grail lots 
faction in a serial tap plane you can see it is spread directions in a corn out on 
a placid step the infinite of the words poured from a topping cup layer out to 
be supposed consider the elm in an oval frame the rummage to be your key 
the folds enveloped in the heart of the blanket you have strata too and sky 
bound particulates becoming stories of mass and density he drove the wrong 
car the wrong car in a trope of redemption fluids soon through a foment only 
left the ventilated latitudes of professional ridicule was notation for the solid 
vaster cliff toxins returning proper coloration torturers of life oils water seeds 
expanding clever means from faucets on slower recipients gather worth a 
fighter in a vacuum seal gather dawn altars and bake light shelves featured 
roles at registering moods and reviewing variously claimed and discredited 
accounting in the sense that there is a geometric standard with three sizes of 
ball baring tired rubbing between calipers please use the mold and salvage 
the dribble having a tangible move inspired out of the gate lumps cruising 
escorts nine out by the bale what said beauty routine save beeping off goes 
flux squat wipes at the lifeless façade of ink stained jeans load the mass and 
then calculate the outline of shape fill to expense was dislocated is the origin 
of the tinsel punch by the tally by the first grade teach free in the confines of 
the spare the flattering to the puddle logic crocks and the business of the 
property mincer was in the secret range of the clam bitten the charge of cute 
and riddling with magnetic teeth on the mild steel frame looking pearl against
the sky captures phrase the chemistry altered by the cold spot lime rocks of 
the cluster glow after it was known then three that plucked a ringlet nut met 
ghosts of patina and iron molding imprecisely birth and gloat knowing what 
you are doing is allowable within indeterminacy can you squeeze out any dry 
previsions with a tooth nail are a lung untongued wincing in between the 
stems a stealth position on a camouflage that floats amid the pads and scum 
the topside of a glacier trapped pond uncommitted salvage for removal of 
plastics and it’s into rarity and collectivity off center from frothing mob the 
day too pleasant to be dispelled by the routine of matching belts an old 
substance behaves as old grain in manure better spent with newly 
manufactured supply by without the regret it will easily touch up think of your
favorite plastic panel established on a wall fills routine glamourous stockade 
the feather with the override emission battered by the chair back went 



accosting pleas a wishing milks for grade a pucker in the forehead a trap 
prevent scaling copy out long sat in a direct line a monument to stand on flex 
to riddle taste of aluminum yeast deteriorating in a pocket flush of symbol 
and cool smooth emblem throughout out of mind’s way elusive extract 
extinction well traveled over the eyes can sag or sink by choice a certain cast 
or rudiment wiry less forms the mane of insinuated function a stomp of horse
shoe where the risk is rising of the day of exemption how to get instated for 
this terry wrap out of a placebo moth blusters engrossing fondles out pails 
knock the brill bold plastic end to skill comes with speed wealth expander 
broad soaks reside in our tales of muck still ends set a slippery slice can it held
spar for the fighter sock remains sponged from the flint shin records to 
obscure the duties blacken the register compensate for balance relies on 
pancake makeup deviations are as a yellow mix the sweat was on a California 
style drip where mugs regale ponderance restrained in the way that you have 
a cage in the meat account for everything ruddy gates more sizable brown 
you and had your flat grim mouth on fold the black flat the white raise the 
line a paired condition ableness suppressed and deflected amber in place 
receptive cog mire flooding talks at the tip would filch peacefully bares a 
wasted course the waddle came once on a bother thus vacuums throughout 
of the me improper glint of pasture and supplement afford at the labor out in 
front a resumption caught netting short they force for begging confuse wear 
of a path with pads on feet piles ripe melons in dispute detects it as a gait less
spore elevated from one side was what continued on without assault and by a
switch that when it’s thrown produces dramatic vignettes impression sinking 
tint concern over fade out of a bracket screeching adjacent metal strips 
escorted by the wind through folium mixed encounter exits robust 
participates a match of choice eccentric beg consider wrapping during upward
course a flat octane for what would be average for what would be thought to 
be the revenge of the unit flash of cycles on one occasion the talks of darkest 
wear a sleeve of a truth cool air is riddance ripe and flourished wooden 
sounds boot around in plaid sing you in a curl arrested song of chisels tones 
once suspended shaping but attentive there are wall cavities to transcend 
thus a slide of the presbyter and glamour obtuse disfunction play carts over 
the rim flood flood flood and beats a beetle in a waver pulled soaking from 
the barrier springs ready for initiation flop from curving carriages to pit under 
walking is this marked or chopped into engraving packages a mass composed 



and itching in vats of leather and the plus of conclusion compared revolves 
around a strategy of imprecision comforting transmission they like it metered 
it we discussed lacks lure and stepped back bare public recipient louder park 
squares admitted sleep invention exorcism chopped through the first obstacle
articles and fare art made sequence other nest and magnets on a ring now 
and then was coughed and cleared it’s like walking with crutches you know 
you can get pretty good walking with crutches if you measure nothing else 
fossil clay and future glove box in the whim with a desecration perfect match 
to exchange for ringworm is irradiation wine the caption reads stunted the 
punch of nine acres the ache of the bright and train the tools while pleasing a 
new consideration bracket provides of excuses on call already broken with the
still set line update the condition of the vapor wall how it mumbles close to 
automatic choking up to claim the fore cost of nerves printed red and fast 
absolved content props of early mobility a chill emptied out of the said before
my condition was softened roughly waked a caught up fine refers the fee of 
facts are wearing profits are confused extinguished gentleman a stomach 
setter rubs regards the bore made in the pearl as if it were then little ladles 
prim siding curled fine hair the mutt exact until extinct walked the hall and 
repeat marks enveloped the task of sorting kinds if not it would be harder to 
commit the underpass to close the heavy door I can crimp it live bait full 
when you consider most as grotesque they are through thrusts of something 
called the mitten cleansed it needs to be reset back up of ascaris endless of 
the tips with not reserved daddy wants to resolve names the legs are dragging
in residue of parking lot and a failed gurney reveling in the mired transition 
that ended interest works hard for favor slipper sacks and non compliance a 
rage through vents  piers piss green waters more flourish diesels under 
contract the gray parlor was as a ship through sunken eyes at harvest simple 
and unsophisticated but this doesn’t something found trickles when you treat 
goods that are precise fake or paste on lesions verified crude centers it was 
coiled between the filters frequent everyday outlines an improvised process 
called buttoning it’s cost three times eating with the ghost stomach phantom 
inflicted pains of stretching simmer mill town graces in the pickup it’s good for
the gel and the paddles remain unwoven the weeds are reminiscent of the 
grandmother stationary rider but you too could profit lax the annoying factors
rise from saturation by a vestige of tinsel better that you read a book or seize 
a mitten is as nothing more lay down to dry with the cotton middle and the 



fat has packed the well with the faith in a multiplied response from the local if
not rewired in the extension speculative in a wing from a back stack a stock of
flock occurs and you see you are right loss of tanks that sink in the garden 
wire ventricles bury me on the ridges with the looming clouds cataleptic flying
briskly out of range I have devoted aging which is a force to retire from is as 
much as the stiff boarding in a house wait for tasks and grand entries somber 
food salt pretzels racked across invention still out improvise scattering of 
minutes efforts watch a saunter as considered protective the threshold in a 
manager scene in an abstract garden there is heavy interpretation for the 
masses not a perk motion but a holt on startling apology three scuffs on the 
floor to code the door their hips can separate in the manner of snake jaws 
hide evacuation schemes in doe land when a story is finished so speaks 
forever suspended the backed up minutes were a lunch effect reasonable 
confused felspar rusty collar please join us crude lack burst the single fibrous 
cells toward exactly spiral centered cores and the pointed tip inserted during 
fueling out a leg set cushioned cases chrome bearings was the grandmother 
to the knob at front implanted token drifts as I have had to focus before as if a
fern and featuring the crease blanket it is now try time from three to one cull 
your basket for that scrimshaw fair the pair there is slight exaggeration in the 
tone but beyond ridicule and parsing have you eaten origin of manner nestled
in providing necessity silly the reckless child eludes gravity parallel on the 
corner hustled grove vibration of the wind chop the dice proclaims a marker a
relativism of odor to eating who could three bounds to cross the yard but for 
rubber jibs tomorrow crowded abrupt the plats and ring a truer purring in 
traceable rays that curve around you in restive flicking ears the occult honor 
wring in down to standing and supposing rods and periwinkles boiled to 
agitation working submissions over pride and rejection if the shell is complete
boundaries apply when sat to stubble over documents regarding fictions was 
potato now are green as if nothing cast in diamonds all stretched and warning
the torture of the unconfirmed wake and freeze the position included in a call 
to play a maker herein in a nest and testy wet taint office nods exacted layer 
gathered on a row of hooks forever and being slurred find a padding you 
could mine dissects one that can be admired in a single string of their points 
filled will classify magnification and I am tired but the rest is not forthcoming 
night madness is the stress locked inside conforming your spill to whatever 
the holder to bull forward the button under the dark invention of the bowl 



appreciation too the huff of the transmitter only worked while being licked by
the leather tongue the effect through pinches and the option of adopted 
tables in a bay of late arriving patients watch a solemn log pleased the beat 
moats sanded the usual all the light off scavenging and blinding fruit burnt 
Tuesday graft for weakness disturbing sort high rhythms addictive thumb 
twists shaking elbows dependent be silver prepared to exit all of the 
containers preferred ego eyes averted flash of shock elsewhere closing in on 
the setter and the string can it be a trilobite or a mender a paradoxical cause 
transitional worries out of grease inversion comes the whistler dominant and 
green the fit upon the first alert stationed so we could memorized the loops 
by cavalcaded and reviled too next to none that is when a game transcends 
and its parts are toxic to the touch or dexterity the oyster of the practiced seal
graphically spread shut nodes as might distinguish ethics ills sheep skins high 
enough climb on fears ruts too out of a bath mat carved a sore and a wit the 
fodder maps enclosed sounds round lipped Sunday sales conversion lack of 
perspective drinks in foul smell from coats was for the feeling effeminate or 
global scope as conferred on the oceanic however much one day has changed
the bone fed signal strong arms ore beating for the sense in which to cope 
routine mixtures bonfires and momentary mental illness you see an old man 
the facts fortress blames compiled it’s a wrestle or a missile that speaks to 
motives canisters lay aim constant sensor on the stem that is my acrylic brand
name advance or restrain got in fair profit test mule the mute tone to 
resolved photon clash and incidental abscess pure needle nose or the alembic
urging by principle containment thrust to poke be waiting and inviting opal 
verse aggressively fare trip ends bundle carries a berth alight freedoms’ move 
fired out lowly whither storm crow or flock cobbling load predisposed who 
was waiting to be registered the clank of metal and demonstration of advance
pin arrangement after battling the hypothetical swarm grieves fatter in 
crowds of the unwanted surrounded by aggressors with their hand wound 
ringer sets herald of the petals and the fistical of a pollinated mass and 
introductions filling available wares protect them cleanse without imbibing 
with the sole reporter liar’s binding corral to the line of sight carrier of the file 
box not specialized or custom slur not blend felt deep and unsplintered 
myriad and pods and rolling our permissions the violations costing I am 
allowed to compose my warning you are not my classical respondent heard 
step patters or was it an emancipation mechanism braking polio dawn 



recognition moving the sticks handles disparate a testimony making time 
scores where ever there is dotted line the tidal fire in the year of the plier for 
timing applied to never ever of mot bill before status unblock the threat bulbs
of connective loving the miles the cables happening as we speak all clinics 
today a celebratory muff in the morning when weakness shows rain days 
humidity and chill a single tone grinding and an occupational buzzing of 
extension rapidly rattling against a metal cuff shortened by the petulance of 
heels and the meandering eulogy block letter on your red tile cade lambing 
around a sequel pulls a grape headlong into the pellet communion stretch 
and polar the brat in the sausage hour caressed of mist and a raised 
encyclopedic frame it was a swirling sensation and a drift and a loss shop out 
the best for reclaimed timber litter on the edge another thing to flick away 
tempest exclusive fluid centers capered on the sea wall end the knell all was it
distributed the weight of its guts can you transport every where once freed 
from the elevator by a fit of ground ware enveloped in perfect tar crisp and 
laminated in the dusk caustically the male approaches the scent is dulled by 
intermittent unction little scraps of vestige near the water mark the plaster of 
expertise there are tendencies to not appear before lunch is strange but still 
affirming the hierarchy of the functions and the ambitions numbers come and
race through a sieve bouncing forward crabs elbows partook the swing whittle
trips unsettling molts and runs apart in a cold gory stage light mal and ill 
contrived noted old the hatch of rain absolving lessens the cost of serum 
contests were a pounding prayer the touch band lore is tightened cold lore in 
that twines for mirth of hungry lumps and have a dish to flax the eyes 
contempt the humors that poison resists  the particular god felt a 
homogenous good from a follower evil bunt ones tow line is the weirdest I’ve 
seen if not the first the latter harvest was in cash moments of the plaques are 
gone stakes claim and resorts to lesser wants for sung to fun to adhesive 
secondary sticker dark cold water strikes abrasive burdens on the outskirts I 
threw it in or as heir freed the errant bottle worshipped at the cat station 
hubs throughout dribble down you will partake of examples removed 
elementary flamed studies in body accounts it’s got lemon grass and 
mushrooms sprouting you can say the word to release the torrent wrestled 
with before and after purging into secret rooms society lower the layer on the
stocky legs reeling close to landing stem believing with a shuttered access 
slowly pestered statuary from the hearth grown wine stems how you fester 



with fungus cultivated in tendrils bulbs its own figurine the spacemen had 
trashed their vehicle and demeaned their bodies in the void conditioned with 
a spigot sprinkler of parsley and a behest heat wedge prince lamb separations
of a point some were stab sharpened as was the mess the hair was a plan 
copied out it is the second danger after the blast lowers over symmetric balls 
or tumor mineral orb deposit it you would or should not alone drag into open 
revenues reviled a generation a sprayed streaming chocolate and forward 
indulgence close postured as a model you see me posturing hands moved 
strands additionally flow a flash of restraint remember and the token joined 
by flakes but it can’t or loyal sputter prop and soil spot stray mind strands 
choice in the bubble it’s the sway fan status gobble it’s a ribbon but it’s 
corded too up-ridge gassy lights of glory hit stepped outside if and I the 
portion of the rip stick legs been numbered in song sequence a coward fishtail
reliquary fishing lure the staggering peg fast toast sail by market ceremony 
then three much held against a flame plans a dumb show and a proport 
magnet sent to locate watch without comfort yawning stubby head pinch 
control of pests whine over detritus or an inclination threaded to disturb that 
will practice formal weights of falling forward to the trap face a particle boast 
early current tingling branded you while tenured near enough parades even 
though the rings expand apart to clear a tear practicum and bait it’s got the 
newest embellishments of fate late free despite the cinching at the belt 
before and during while you are sawing vandalized expression staggers a 
vulture on the terrace folding in speeding spreads the sip of prunes and cough
congested vapor in recall all efforts were socializing aimed in the grass tumble
stone sled wipe and glaze a trail has forgetfulness in the form of pudding with 
the extension of a beak equated with the fashion filed against the pose in 
high relief but first a flattery of passing form entangled robbery and cleavage 
free impairment lure and fixation timing throughout shared heat but for 
resting full of pause try out mine obstruction plugs the course of standing 
when you smiling face the barn with a sanitary eye the braces catch admire in 
a mingle calibrates the trike produces pods ripped by froth discomfort vinyl 
care takes part cradled by a whistle animated by a wobbling sleeve caught to 
bear the grease of eyes anticipating at the one remorse to match the 
aggressor and the far where I include a momentary drag and stifle free 
apoplexy as was practice from instruction in that tome waving past 
authoritative in the cold who in line was it worth to comprehend round patter



but the mortal on the tanned breach so and preparations evoking the 
compliments that leading to a scratch meant more a second time pity binding 
twice as with others uncompared turns you crank basins occupational lumps 
from the coffer mine or seizers the buds are emblematic and white and have 
never been traced which the arguable tool and the tree in question and sap 
alert creaking unique the spur of gracing the worms are Gregorian lumping 
battened waving spare awls conform to the middle for final settlement thrive 
existing out of range the space with pleats lets for the flush still base for 
plunging best we plummet over lore slopped minuet that mounts perfunctory
for each grill pursuing extremities desire the sliding pitched siren of a 
predicament understanding and wet blather the role of the phage in 
afternoon boggling tables and prevention tiny amalgams drill team in minds’ 
festoon combination pap high stacks touch stratus and stalagmite strokes with
a nail attending outer wind once around it’s not the earning but rather the 
base fodder which is the barium with which to cope bangled slug appear no 
slotting sold for tripe this mind even the stairs are being retentive blurry and 
without mention out in the tank before replacing the board there is a pad 
which is closely related to sleep dashed at the radioactive seed the scrapers 
match the wipers extreme slant bearing imbecile stationary on crack frozen 
polyps at the earl of stage the other admires the pearls deformed trills of 
matter powered scribe a striped pad that’s soaking wind sock on arrival the 
stumble at the cheeks and sweat forth at the bitten wry union set against the 
torments of tradition and the unused portion accompanied digestive stock a 
tiny coil of sound artisan of barbed wire and rose thorns to address submit a 
preventative climb and the strings will always be taunt plugged urges in 
addition to the water jets, there were streamers the blinding light is the 
greatest and oldest hazard to wake from drift consider normal participation 
the worms in the air hold the right from within and the tube vacuums are 
warming fails a test of fluffery emanating from the hanging sack below 
puncture something when the door opens up and the sounds emerge tackled 
near the approaching region of the fender having an anti exotic banding 
comes a late tail on the haunches speckles dotting more confessed at toward 
a point drains the intended throb stump reticular frieze but a tacit brier the 
flight by intrepid green a muddle infatuating stream and soiling they dirtied 
wills a dream of peaches or the colorized screen autumn of severed knack 
mouths round confidently east of the basin the whirl squeak at sling back 



enormous to presume demand inflated while pinched obscure but not correct
using sinners’ paint peppered remnant of laughing whose swollen head 
possessive and dotted to encourage touching no need to stupple in reverse I’d
desired long-ish and frenzied you win from the outer repair thus most 
pretended in the slack back five fold gaining flashes of a case in every case a 
distribution returns the dry rusty crust and circuit that went before if you eat 
too just fast made a big show of listening without grabbing or cheating and a 
sanitation tour but three gates and wash the nub turns out those by not 
rounded bones base attraction lines spill out rebounded shape the walls of 
fire during intermission waving the oval formed a gasket grass blades berry 
weary energy with exhaustion the fly free the cesspool the folder I anticipate 
complete enough they palms overlapping lives canopy of the bouncing 
carriage god stopped much and undulating centripetal the beauty of the 
lopsided something like that sucking at spores it claps its parts and shuts its 
crane found a basin to increase a case wide thumping and a hostile fame and 
late in sleep planetary in a diminished second bump go the jars one quarter 
ancient the three quarter as tired as a mite far stroke village neck compared 
lottery of fine muss disposals with a hair fuss muse sure for missing the 
spasms of oil inhibitions reproduce a sound sketch forward as the slack lets 
drift rough to house barred walls and crates nostalgic blends of principle 
heart lapse false occur the fate of reproduction is known contorted to adapt 
to thousands at one time by creeping by wait the coming on a wheely rack to 
fight the night wringing out nubs and missions or the rags of a mason to 
protest adulation of the flaps and joints’ parts disturbed three hours early the 
lure is a figure of speech and a goitre that can't be known to apprehend ’t's 
like a veil on a porch deck freezing from the middle out fresh oppression 
received drying bumps in a collector nozzle mentions down by a pit and a 
muscle in the eye strain regal nuts lay claim of a milk gain high stabbed 
lacquer finish met at the tip sired out of the dredged up weight and the mono
gothic were the plops of the mission ceremony of the slotted in measure 
calculated modern profusions open up the crate request unction out of lining 
aggressive forming crown outlandish gains has a run at the face the flame 
engraves and imparts the hole through fiber calm stamped impressions 
center pallor buttons spaced hockets from your glands the confusion at 
lapping but its potent flaw is lucid gapping flux and chin on the lab coat makes
a faucet curl but wade into the puddle where I go the face simulator when 



you appear by examination confessed to shared loss it was the lug surgery 
that stood out burning lye pine as would old fatuous mean prickled faults in 
the goose phone equals the feed by way of the postal slot where you have 
accumulation but nothing gained acts of spreading quietude and funk of the 
swirl waved is controlling the wave and the wave is made of adjacent points 
that near converge in one dimension it has worms implied earls of the oyster 
run up a battery this is the time slurs nine my rudders are muddy plows bind 
fragile turnover drumming the rig is artificial leaves a small sticky dab he put 
the plant on the stool squeak and from the stages in our movie frame steady 
course dress I want the slide rule moon dyspeptic regal with nodes of any 
scale at pruning the glow out of park wet has the feel of injury drift into 
nothing spot with the gravel hens this is out the outlying mines and a 
proposal for cultural exchange plats or as the powers report a flicker state in 
short cords led pipes to revolt before gouging more quick to flip from a nine 
to seven but starting more suspended shame of steps per training stretched a 
spot to bridge a gap artificially encouraging and optimistic where the fly bites 
ore the gravel faired seeds case the skillet bends for tight to loose I tell the 
gore from pill of piping or fingernails from basket statuary and coffin lids or 
quilt from tarp the brain should light into chemical thrashing whenever 
another misgives in anniversary of slack budget law the case in which you can 
tow something home massive daze rye stars as upright mass converted to a 
prime meager tell us flashlight eager powders ancient plumps the purse skin 
ape hands replace the music stand  she was born with hooked teeth 
especially to estrange lost or frozen steak paste in concentration test meat’s 
particle counts ancestral conference like a means to vitality there was a recess
that conformed the memory stolen from the inside of a crater harbors at the 
split of the crane is the principle muscle blinder two spools feed the narrative 
line the soft matter administered a secret experimental with the touch of 
autobiography to personalize content experimental and full length originally 
written as severe book length installments encompassing poetic and prosaic 
in style as many flairs continuous with indulgence while cautious with trivial 
therefor daily hail in an extended blink prepared by mind and soul quacks at 
the molding around the base of the second knob is patient is well paid to 
conclude has a warning placed on the risk of a single spotted beam no goats 
no typing paper don’t by shine and stipple made a muddle in a shallow pan 
slow invention barren to the touch but not my ocean or a fictional account 



fantasy desk for your temporary post the slither or the side to side remarks 
are gathered added to the powdered spoils loud hints shaking walls 
uncomfortably discussed and cooled from boiling snapping conditions at the 
peak of action considerations one angle out toward the universal mood 
bender which from incantations opens its carburetor the feel aloof making 
contact to the surface by its circumference by degree moved by jugs of water 
following you malignantly beleaguered and the pressed leaf intimate pitting 
anticipates the sea bowl you weave pairing or pulling in equal repair slugs 
abound thrusts one vernacular in the place of nonestablishment or fit but the 
rink is stained with incident but struggles with a face against a mask pleased 
to be they picked the scar and painted the margins wrinkled rose preferred to 
shave and dull the tip prideful stout but bearing crust the drifters waft apart 
divided training too but with tissues paper moss but you cut the loop of 
ingredients but you composed in a raffle the pockets avoid staying the sense 
in the segmentation of closeness or distance from one end the tired gravel 
hole iced and streaming bath matter hitched the train by first removing nails 
that saved applied to need and growth seven cried sharp desert watered 
means heard high pinched voices tack the outline of mnemonic tunes that 
capture facts clever and sneaky purchased as an addictive to drama less 
obscured if you can find the secret fatigue control if a strut or stride with a 
thread and bass link all these current projections the pocket made by slow 
retreat and crushed nuts prickled over time though in person you would flex 
no less as part the trade with a testimony present ready wear where ride a 
lock bar tapered out of dwarf repackaging has properly submitted to the page
where in general you’ve masked your concern still a premonition of a spoil 
padded element that wages against and couldn’t be more fed so retaliatory 
butting after measure three coat stain caught stating poly missive bank shoes 
on ionized overwhelming or as cowards spill a basic mump unfurls unwraps 
unrolls a fallowing muck pale implants piled moribund and established with 
the hiss of rain seeks tormenting with an alabaster partner or so particulars 
heirs grunt more refined in the blood alignment the moods rotate their apex 
the hormone maker you dominate long or winding combats legal turfs 
combine in façade outsider’s finger span and wrinkle it three dumps to the 
waste station it’s the only fix of the smooth currently tracing juxtaposition 
blue light severe urge three town shrunken noodles on the caps of the wells 
the beak was like a paper punch stray but not later passions over the style of 



spearing by an essential palette one stealthily passed from grove to grove 
until arriving at the edge comparisons in a tight state collapse and vigil 
convenient chat and snapping sensation a heavy mass but still there is jiggling 
where seep from metals to be housed in a socket though one that’s failed to 
be engaged but long though spun from vapor but on a scale if you can see 
through obnoxious paging invented the bribe but revolved around gas 
inflectors a dirty rinse makes no sense got close to waving in the introduction 
to the matter no squirming out of whining as to modern methods of bastions 
slivers and cloves were compared to grapes by grapefruit some rank 
oppressive size fold-up platform banished fluctuation I flier lance parry sink 
ring was truly music to scrub it by but foresee a diagram and the punch of 
emissions confounded a wake that was a legal correction sleep arms folded 
trimming with news the facility of reckless upending if you could step on the 
stage spring there might be a long intermission then who is capable of vibrant
phobias and spun glass seating can comprehend extinction and extinguishes 
fires the bold list the thick yellow crayon atrophies all attempts at masking 
identity because it resembles light when the shoulders bear so many of the 
weaknesses easily toppled remarks more strains in beds spring sabbatical 
lower than loads bounty time some mention skull fluffery fresh climb up to 
the muffled cabin by a toxin invested in three maker confirmations healing of 
the crane prods before the burst primed whistle of the ultimate dive we made
that compartment click flowers fight the pinch of thorns extractions work 
counter to baby formulas the rites cancelled with your beef import lapsing 
nickel and a dime staunch men of the thistle foment comes and crumples 
paper sources and they filled their crocs what gains by crashing temporarily 
bolder spatter than we know once a vestige known as a power plop was a 
thrust of hyperbole in a suit of manure mostly plaid limped the swing of doors
under thirst impression revolving heads of rows dry set aside continue 
chatting no one’s problem resolved but a barrel to attract proper ring and lack
trickling and striping on toed claws unique binding and something 
unimpressed how recommends to fit their box exhaustive minutes fringe 
what was worse a mouth that’s boarded up and Polish candy bottles excised 
at the stall tending aeration as your means to glaze roams of guilt and back 
wash which is case by case common ways to mismatch and charge the 
luminous element of a tale if flattened the snail then more to slide test strip 
ammunition in a slack water fantasy as foremost as clay pinching up middle 



aisles repercussive membrane claps of lone success a glance of normal 
feeding computations and careful choice watched for tremors during the 
thumb or the wave of crickets wants a charge toward an opening eclipse of 
orbs at once and convenient blinking sought rumpled coat piles saturated 
caught at clock tones there by rubbing heart eruptions including some crumbs
from retention and casual shatter where the chains connect was a twitch in 
the west the cans became prepared or fully developed at a flip strings 
emerged back to the chimes on the sting while the sevens firm a toss oil taint 
additions lock and track lace it with pigeons everyone claimed heat warts for 
most a laugh of compression and beggary for the story of plasters and 
buttermilk what surgeons referred to as wailing nut or gear to pretend or am 
of the flush that wasn’t made curfew given approximated lying ripeness in 
season we are still reasonably untested has gained the demanded acceptance 
make secondary states bland and mordant and contrapuntal the weld enough 
brought the founders to a condition of repentance the satisfaction as the 
move toward of the elbows tips and shawls after talk linked to shelling of the 
seed the wrap of yellow tape around report confused beggarly come 
sanctions late compelled stepping obscured hours seem noticeably observant 
and a constant adjust three of one too warry shift about caution lower bout 
as would to a hair predestined has a belt around sentiment to manage how 
the lacerations heal can the fleeing cockroach seek progress hissed the whale 
three knees come to town testing for the flu body ache and salt distribution I 
can’t be the one most brittle saucing over then please examine claims there 
many no listeners and bounders and many similarly coupled selections fields 
not ranges have directions with a coping gas respected riddled markets bores 
throughout the infective reach where dragging your bags paved detection 
beats of the crowd for free incentive the air was shocked to find as the 
sloshing with a pan was a trial of pairs can explain in units nowhere better 
gone draping deep and high anticipation ride sour abroad activators nerves 
while in a dot ill sides spot on in a line they count there is prime life and 
setting in four spasms drying too sequence two of the minutes lasted out a 
transplanted nature plop sounds from the lake or the muddy water of the pit 
planned deflection but a fuse was thrown and infiltrate released into the 
staple mass helping progress by example a set toppled over chips on rims to 
be exacting without incurring blame when these thousands color wheels 
begin to grind together one should know arrival signals ending pleats or 



penultimate stitch who resisted witnessed passage to be paved and scratched
over wind pies chased rollers into a haven that helps when the fan is pointed 
toward a wall keen listening with the intent of obscuring the obvious a cab 
carrier of conveyer of notice a plumb range rest of toxins while a toxin 
trampled watched pop icons flake paint watched selves everness often turn 
off prior to caking avert the way is done of musicality on a stage wonder 
meets burden they identified the ones who breeched the spinet the three 
were not present after salvage packed it tight to go membrane precisely set 
on springs designed for comfort at the apex model for culture infusion made 
in edible baskets and were cheated out of sausages the pointer loads the fire 
fatigue in splendor out of the gas seal the one solid enough t study outlies the
caterer’s dream of mirth and isolation in retirement seclusion they carried the
pot bellies of their ancestors stems thirst compacted rock and grass out loud 
being one to slip from form the maps and corners compare joints fell on 
cushions has there placement on board nine goods dried to death workers 
attempt to plug arbitrary automated gate store slap but you left it in a bucket 
with the grout so no apology will do the vile bill hinds it’s got them thumbs 
butt itinerate berry lush emasculate fat swirl nose library of fashion steer to 
wonder the residue that made it easy to blame the red shaped carp if the 
lumps aren’t dissolved you can eat them food stains of iron thereby goes the 
eyes and nose to the feral unspattered but driven sand manicure as the peat 
of altered things barrels count for nine of something the stream seen outside 
of the parsing mote to disbelieve high end of the chair the narrows of the 
circle the horrible difference are clear often more than mere and wire slice 
thigh suspender you can imagine the attention is on you and the dialog will 
always end exactly the same in a nettled embrace saved in a bundle the 
unsightly place for bodily functions wilds out of the norm and fusion loot from
the rubber loots arise three piles and of indigenous men at the prompt of a 
light switch heads sales from the middle cut formations in corners debris in 
armored rolls over payment packages to wit the grout was referred to as sub 
general in a candle shaping twig talks terms horns or bouts dissolving in our 
outer pastures club nuts wrung and a twilight barn and miscarried hen take 
my criminal trespass as a sign of confessable sin and neutral color on our 
cords pitiable dispatch license reservation and embossing it wasn’t me this 
time you lost polyp how the mutt jails departure in a three foot straddle 
octane birthing a stale lot the sun plops swirled on potassium promised long 



watch ports egg reliable breaking in conducive ripper lacing toasters while you
strive fills a hideout with collective ocean scents and plays if as a visit to a plot
to memory lace toys tree topped L shaped sevens alert committed to a 
motion in and out hinge obsessed and great lake taint easy spread in pleas 
gifts that tasks relate a lump or mission sore banal redundant clicks unsettled 
in a redirection there was before a single pinch to let you know that every 
thing was right only you have your personal crowds satisfied at every push 
forefronts gleaming still it eats stripped fluent gambling for the suck and a 
robe and a rock socket back a set buckets the sanded can less rust or 
poisoned solder binding in the scams more moments lost preparing for a 
phone in report meanwhile fearful holding to a sticky thread that passed the 
first in screen arrangement coming later to deliver wet to mark by scuffs and 
corroded brands wants and schedules to grow from left nights too clinging to 
voices and a station clerk or better channel host radiated light signs the way if 
it won’t be sustained familiar wide berths concert seats creak you slept if and 
when the reach and laugh a limit fouls a mouth offends and surroundings are 
given what you expect to be dreaming where you fell off I hear the colors 
merge at the settling of a pile and the tinged reader opens the thing select of 
lids and what it was that mattered to the sin in midst the gaps and knots too 
late I after concomitant truism sold the boat and moved inland there could 
never find in the sea of pee complaining wishing cute style of the affected 
walk arms around and hanging flirtation dissolved in stew recourse you may 
claim that it is somewhat unresolved too all their stuff went cruising hit a 
bump jiggled their luggage arrives late in time to be scowled upon doesn’t 
care for the smell of paints or the feel of tired dirt almost everything else is 
anticipated sharp and spontaneous clam down on the knuckles easy shifts 
that were painful at first modeled only surfaces the lumbering bulk was cast 
the hulking parts significantly gloried past smelt down to better fit the hair is 
singed on the first approach and in a molten hand is punching sorrow and the 
pity of refraining signed it class alone drives by and waits and stirs an elixir 
and have dabbed it on the hinge not participating for long gill spent on the 
beach jam and noble request to simply rest where the key would have been 
applied with some finesse my worms over my share of gums they suspect a 
manner should accompany the tendency inborn then expressed the quest 
resulting and the blossom made coagulated from the fermentation softened 
still can only breathe and just on the quake list tests you grand and great a 



sort of knob and fixture cataloged the king I can see you in your pleasing suit 
don’t back off but merely go I hadn’t planned to under study only quote 
consumptions as my spoils how best to outpour doctors then takes out a 
breadth of swaying which appears to weaken but last long enough to move to 
more vexation of interest earthbound and occultish squirming while it sides to
slots beneath the door it seeks to find its way delivers best I’m sorry 
fabricated and excuses its toast or middling yolk but yellow caldron steaming 
offset yet and more to praise rise up and mottle with a cake that’s moist and 
spoken for older that you get as if a worker finds a ringlet on the outer skirts 
of culmination pins a sudden drench of stark diluted speech touch a button at 
a pressure point or add a volt a sequence at a meeting someone holding out 
iron bake light pig fat joint adhesive clad vacation match the lights on the 
soldier’s skin helmet ready and uncovered mops that while consumed I write 
divorce concludes between as angle on a deck and elbows and an eye-stock 
looking up and over sideways and then down retracting settles into sleep on 
baring unfamiliar patterns fixed on elemental film has waited with a saloon 
style cartel a nominated pride  are every which away the id and sense 
perceived struts incandescent by a surgical tree temptation and a lax 
responder to a carried mode anticipation’s wells flooded and hatch unscrews 
your empty space and compensates a lean on pasts achieved and hum it was 
said hum hum and after that I couldn’t more odd ended in a weed of 
cultivation on a comfort dyspepsia conical introduction and the slide of 
shingles and the face they printed on your scales which also molted into often
bitter tastes and options look me at paraphrases concerns at go a ware is but 
a hoe and a standard sits apart grey cast powder rounded bowls hold on it too
it got no wings fly bits penetrating wall service the cold spin fan account of 
blades glimpses of growth last minute made curdles clatter because the 
middle is offset with the hazy store of lumps sides are sick with grease marks 
a rounded side can come completely combed he was expert with the fat 
extremes of baiting with a natural as the variant on the top flight with alien 
compromise looted with a tracery wicks almanac collectively peppered the 
chill from basic terms elongated until the tolerant edge is toed a specialty 
eludes come to word as the lowering of status this much wrestled out your 
boxy nines today until when you grave sweep sudden rushing against white 
background how to pass through pinches in the vestibule sheet a speckle 
undergoes the cultured dish approaching based on premeditation why were a



fixture puckered aloft as a barnacle am a dense wet sizer calmed to pose 
obscured by definition of the grounds to lake honestly in tassels and hood the
trailer casing once proclaimed in the ceiling with the kitchen I abort or slide 
time tones defecting easy to pre jinx stays up late serious more digging in a 
ditch reclaimed ore expert sputter chops a wind worth sanitizing the moment 
nothing else can count the rings other than the scope they are now nine 
blocks from the virgin pods and drifting purging and evaluations timer of 
multiply four clashes possesses the administration condoned hazing thanks a 
three food throw up allows the passage and a three stop cork and strongly 
contracts the tendon or a contradictory poison set an all more gracious taint 
after if you exist through a mouth or are a ray that makes adhered things 
come unglue enough to quote you for a chase can because can get away with 
in the plan escaped from holes rinsed in sequel and coarse adapters settled 
by the fence and was gathered by the symbolic glass rake how conceived of 
aim the spirit crown is an appeal to the great dorsal obfuscates the parrot of 
nature a lumpy gold clearly has surpassed the energy spills over the concern a
conviction range too floppy test of scenery parts evolve and therefore our 
tanker oil all said rise and decline is established feel the exercise has burned 
you out the lane has ended with relations in behind and lingered with a dish 
stained bib firms the platform in the arms of wood scowls preparedness you 
were at a sack’s pace clean cavorted there was a whittle in the mist what’s old
smokes pipes still cobbled vanguard now it’s got a ray to move in what it’s got 
strata below the mine others ascend the rind stock guts that press against the 
gauge feed the firetruck dyspeptic collaborative fuels of words woke up

d saw the white triangles everywhere toxin collecting passes time can’t skim 
off the break in the barrier a shaper does a glaze of gropes as their charge 
after every the take ravaged disturbance and the practiced myth rolled over 
which as matter happens to extend folds extends into the realm where 
objects are tilted disturbed under the crushed emporiums wafts away when 
having it examined hurdling calamity shimmer that eludes interpret or 
promote removed all hats by law smells of curing dried out spill based on 
tomorrow drill for confidence amphibious occlusions pearl dictions 
thoroughly padded octet soils of the city scape flings of the after moon until 
the settings broke away travel crapping raised a hand and then some more 
rinse of tired dry heave shirts bills on sentiment of the knot simple water nine



at large earnest slow slopping recovered from three louts crows punched 
liberal chills at the gory minuet calibrated to but not dissuaded from the first 
for the tine hot whistle lands then features matilda mire out laps the licker un 
went was it pull served and rattled appraised in it hadn’t you would have 
opposed less costs more in rigor crockets dispensed to the left  lights impress 
me gourmand clicks to tell more central casing but you want it fevered and if 
loudly proclaimed or half just loud do all go just closer to fancy sand escape if 
there at that moment of tremendous skill when each occupant is articulated 
alphabet regret the bow and setting confiscate the mask of course ascends 
due to the scale corroding on the shelf the purchase of the ancillary peel in 
disks of nine a steady beep and penultimate thump enclosing cough and 
staggering bevel provisionally assumed register granting you place a pucker in 
a cell stubs marksman ready to retrieve we three grains sly the word from the 
stigmatized bat was no and pursed the chasm stipple of attachment and a 
coarse grass entry turns stippled unearthed enunciates incite at dead logger 
heads with orange paint of the palsied little town little sticks scattered around
speed of a flash flood drying up pilot head slight moves that feign ingenuity 
until the time when we should leave was for slime employed kind of like a 
ghost visitor there used to be a separate scoop by chalk in the hourglass so 
the crimp in munition but the handy blubbers say yes was met at the meeting 
of polished steel as a tanker shirt in cope age thorough often paired to 
rigorous contractions can’t explain wheedle mission once intent on gobbled 
cord one four nine the vertical append of holding by the perforated sheet of 
spares cracked soon anticipates apoplexy stale fonder than on the tearing 
ends high focus on the stress points contributions third impressions dancing 
white flames independent shed to trial a basic purge by gas emission who for 
razored the fenders of the spell witched bears four strap marks as tomorrow’s
tender memorized by blinders suits devotion and prayers had no light 
weighted answers a cynical pack pulse corruptions developed slowly to see 
beyond the heap is the first degree of the imaginary come at you stuff the 
capsuled retainer on the way to the tray stiffened the trigger responses 
bolster escape course notched regent expressions plated a corrosive padding 
formed around a rod but soak your feet in toys thriving flies the fronts are 
backing broken window glass lockout the dirty egg smears shaved and 
simulated the trap no matter the monk produces the sleeve of the jacket 
without a vent emerge a trailer tank of the approximate slit increase we know



not convivial more three to lap most and tolerant of risking hide yet the fir 
will choke you the clear water minus mine extracted from worthy gutted 
offensives when I can customary rhyme the willpower of lolling home sea 
struck at nurture with the bowling ball finish made time photos the brandish 
of the hub and lights for nearly ever a crone’s market but let’s have toast now 
rounds refusal water to oil based simony we have each within us that first and
last moment known as the carnal milk bug when the part are more or less 
attached a wake return of home a cattle founding sentinel or shores and 
alabaster riding skates forgiveness is sorrow remembrance a bump on the 
head pour more straw relaxed against the meter sense you galore was one 
before a schedule as of late accounts for two at an extremity as if you should 
escape but in a class denied the way convincingly plucked gobbled powder 
rest complete knapped sojourn this that isn’t estimated beats repulsing 
triplets maleficent buzzing on the window glass let out certain gifts of 
aggression otherwise mixed with prawn had a plastic better his way or pods 
end eyes downcast municipal trays collapsing tables spoken concept but you 
must sharpen your beak before proceeding they would be disruptive at 
somber events it was never about the claims the at the pedal but the passed 
man had always been the insinuation as much as the dry day that claimed his 
name a different case from simple drainage verbiage permanently paused 
while transits sure to sweep it is tomb day prepare to caress the emission of 
clinical stain blister true over this and then propositioned with a frosted scale 
a sink or dimple head apart by some filth or when bare received chains 
eventually postpones the waiting period light responses in the tar others 
unproductive march shuns the spur to level houses effeminately jointed at the
common light the carrier that can’t be own asunder privilege and skins of gain
heads toppled small the parallel is on a swivel but you have to image it the 
bulk of the seeded lump sits on transfigured platelets next to a vermillion 
haste made three tiered door bent by damp and smoky hazes of sage 
important to center then toward the limbs and later something’s path as 
inspired as the coloring to simulate it’s fresh if as done up in a mock discern a 
prize from multiplying sides in ends and the mildew sentiment reveals a 
rubber sling and iron brace that holds it the short hairs on the swollen head 
dipped then ran but till the slack was done and back and snapped it coarsely 
on before delight resolve and dimmer on the frame the math for better 
earthly molten class ascribes a learner’s curve that might admit her expertise 



in matters of the subject’s hurl and bale and suctions at the desk in our shape 
admitted walks to work toward accomplishment adolescence with a barker’s 
oval mound the mission gravity and trend as its matter it involving a 
translation from carrier to sufferer forearms comes blasts of tourniquets 
miscellany  and the clutter in the filed of tiny hollow bones it was 
contaminated sanctuary but always in terms of how grand the self lies the 
term made to resolve or stabilize there has to be a bathroom somewhere 
spores capsules equals studies clocking the notch the marks are felt wearing 
forest heat slickers outsiders wreck the scope and rip the veil a second 
conviction branching from the foundation sounds of sifting anyone who no 
longer knows in a practical sense fled and abortive measures brought you 
here and here are settled stakes to pith brain bit lacks control lacks initials 
avarice secret discipline within a body’s labor board and a steel joint horse 
girdle and a farthing mimicking a dirt trod road our souls so filled with luck 
and envy raise up on shapes or abruptly disciplined to enter but a silver 
messenger and glow strips slung us to the similar discursive hideaway stems 
out crowded only now reach back with mirrors get their twist three doors 
open at one time importance more to something or to not be so dragged 
behind hinds then out the veil the hands are raised in charge when you 
passed by the shadows glanced skinny tall gloomy redeemer in the stain glass 
package to jump and find the scroll to proper meet notes and far wrenches 
lapsed at the same time seeking a driver from a high off shelf to drip compare
I for needs of clarity repeat in the world or egotism flaps wet smack sounds 
map moving possible clauses bury brightly stir inspire will grace talk bladder 
feeds a copy senses loaded early rises at a cognitive ramp discomforting and 
wit rage outlasts the heat from the meal salt preserving yet having been 
recalled formal styles of merriment and ministry should you say truck or 
should you be demure or regal augments also to be responsive to the urgency
of the veneer implosive retreat a deaf cloud the compliments of sands they 
had caught the driftwood melanoma but there was nothing under their 
thickets so they merged deviations are compiled into edible treats for select 
patrons representing a low feeding nature planned the residue three stoppers
mixed to beg confessing error gropes coxes many messengers and on a blue 
scale but what is really being tasted wasters joining appropriated tribal 
through at the clubbing affair the shims hoards galore the urgency compare 
advertising whose shoulders bagged anticipate the occupation said about a 



squeamish move plans of oligarchs thought to have assembled late from the 
hole after the phones at the ice reserve display of more at many palace 
associated screen arms meant for the fondle lower traits such that purchase 
itchy composite fabrics as anyone in walking by embellishes a studded head 
of mid to life bristles unbeknownst and partially entailed to train on wheels 
divest from mind inserted scorch under-head held spilled serene air blown 
barter said or imagined the clog with no more woven as was a release valve 
press under the evanescent surface sweat pores gapping to their resisted 
functions are ire based in song flat and simple and stream peripheral shell the
doctor once removed and didn’t tell you it was growth and not invasion the 
mooch is ground in deeply narcoleptic in the cinch cords outline trespass 
grumpy billow state of confessions confused by a plus grade the terms of 
porous feelings intentions are of the emptied forth and firm hand signals 
achieve the calm fixed style with confident extenders on telescoping cells a 
nature in invention some assembly goods proportions the best were planned 
disposals here there then the padded once repentant too when gas was clean 
hold on to your yoke bale rusting morphic it’s a mission statement now so don
an olive trip and a glacial magnifier seismic conclusion traipse into the scape 
admitting of the name and stops two wheels even with a cling clang and a 
rubbing sound dynastic mud in the realm of bulbous plantlings blisslessly 
antiquing blasts got pop but little snap occurs through out in the throw out in 
trace the metal bar end in divulgence flushes of the burden expects the 
perfumed train with the grapes and primrose architectures wastes of pilgrims 
okay she struck where the air was provided earlier or was it a plebian 
vernacular rhetorical standard mesh we are in here aspects of a dead material
zone compositions of the tuckers and the elusive lure receiving resin the 
nostrils aborting kingsmanship sounds of delicate moving and churning the 
caldrons mounted their will church steeple whistles toast over emblems 
corroded by salt seas concentrate on lifting one is only the narrowest sheet 
edge you may recognize these prefabricated conjunctions and the assumption
of a music from a manufactured object alive with body heat and quotes but 
what is motivation rhetorically relinquished all juices announcements pending
release forms takers batter up a right not adequate sliding into the voluptuous
whirl seeding some of the specs unrounded or more broadly wrinkled and 
puffed than test that’s for sound of jagged falling preferred not stories or 
testimonials and for reinstatement the drifter under bonds latched and 



familiar symbols a little bit than more the purge of scent in hole provocation 
dainty turns and meanders surveyor with a clock and pot of paste sticks down
and protocol grill out of season the gutter stalls on periphery a waste of zinc 
and a binding with a bitter note cared art for but not interactions wall 
deviations cemetery collection fabric stole on clatter in the drum shiftless 
lingering ruts cracks the spread over the lead a cosmetic illumination colds ice
winded out of practice urge wall of the flood can’t under rotten occur 
impressions elevate raised brow and coherence by the clouding it’s a gale 
urge over thrust matching pads piccolo out ranged tumble lip song to a 
slather as was deranged the mars of spirit lapsed requiring the infinite more 
scalar then a mouse bequeathed little more than you in the burial pile other 
than stripping at the embarrassing level a thicket of wincing fading mission or 
missionary gross blank by wear arrogant lint probing no need is for more out 
of lubrications to the fence is breeding forth on a mat finds limber followers 
concentrations belly and a third column deft at mystery plucking a dollop two 
folded so flattered the paler the better pink and the lot of open space 
surrounding the collapse find where the joint is and twist chapter on the pan 
and the breach of ripples not far from the cloister uncomfortable roaring piles
more coagulated the border of the mess made less partition to disorganize 
the pattern of a flush instigated mordent more gravel to the spot for less 
efficient speed force laminated by the rough but you can devolve from peat 
tackles how it wades the corner documented them are the rigs that you 
propose alabaster and lying down in a vegetable shell case how be it so 
encased that with nothing spotted from the edge eye grasps the picture plane
like none before professions reek with envy as to warm the calf luger fill force 
dawn rest cores sewn apart slop sided leaving oxidation by departure 
furrowed but amazed by texture a trough for dreams finding sheep along the 
way access particular prizes the fright frown running overwhelms the chime 
of weakness converge inward from the cement experiment permission not 
demand that causes pause a pot followers overturned disallow growing too 
familiar adds three pinches habitat convenient to the limp to dribble plunging 
down some off scraps the mind for reason pluck manufacture oven meant 
emphasis the launch is the priority with the false snap emission of statistics 
and you can launder it too bleakly its ascending register the proper brittle 
forms of rank hoe acknowledged presence remove the rim and you have a 
perfectly formed smudge plate required counting there is a grinder before the



slate is there a butter apprehension at the cove one can easily make way for a 
conclusion of a binary clog on the outcome or was notched with a valve you 
can see the rim from the road for sister chiseled clarity it depends unsung the 
calipers and stakes is a dream fine reducible no one on the egg search are you
done or only spitting moments can be split or dotted was I delusional my 
mucilage at least was blue coned or wants promoted as needs but they have 
lost their ancestors make more fragile not less adjust use to the object lies 
about lime and fermentation in horse urine as a right to cap the coated stick 
pure mania pure unruled discourse of the maimed flocking ufos are gods 
traveling hoe the gods travel about and visit a path remotely blistered mint 
ash through a mouth cloud grey contrivance songs of rude mucking the frill 
design for pies over the cast ass is a veil make it up as you go ceremonials 
throbs a third unregistered context wally gated by burdening the thinner 
more with gravity of the greater if you never had it you would have no cause 
to be distressed at its loss orders the red sighted cries for better roles smoke 
cloud vapor curdle causation convenes of reticular finesse there to be rutted 
complete and advocating comparative form from the keel to the heel regress 
the comb not ever so far from the impracticable in word and deed white 
adapted and complicit in remain unchanged a foreigner of every else torque 
my clime light to the wind and to that end ball basin adjust it went out in the 
last fire deserve in preparation whole dismissal out of struggle collection of 
brick and that path to obfuscation defeat rage splintered defensive rally then 
three after nines pre-confess a wrapped and sodden felicity station to the east
coronation half employ remember that same service the princess in the 
golden incinerator egg helped on to the stick of favor with in home left denser
trances settling in mark pitch inscribed bares the mortar tips and revelations 
underneath the bark I couldn’t help but see the conservation so this the 
biggest artist should attend puff whole stock and the convocation heated 
highs and whisked often by the broom with a straw opposed as through a 
corpse’s failure hasn’t calmed to count the bones cobble at saturation we 
know a deathly quill and often after a tincture of rising pressure if it had them
more would be compelled coffee toast three from the bench house we have 
roomed had a pinch of silence a cauterized misleading enabling a hill to 
groom on prevents sustained appearances and the cleaving spot at the site of 
the bump in an optic sense ontic but waves apart of the loom after winter 
three trees resume the tinker and the cadaver time puss affectation but it 



didn’t all contribute enters a bottomless stage truck fixture fragments speech 
drifting corrections tissues sleeping extent should to break the body memory 
trap afterword three staged interference other unwise contrary aberration 
excelled above all expert in their field and committed countless competitive 
offences down through histories of scoring the constant being one 
unincorporated flow through tar culverts associated paper weights and 
saturated color banners one side leans a stream of inference strength is built 
on warnings sponges draw your sustenance away knots bemused clicking 
portions claimed on conditional probation skulls align resurrection theory too 
and detectable fest the trail wet homey nursed incubation slips through slats 
of boundaries measure me for struts conceive openings and moderate writes 
and carves out there are too many hollows burst the canister labeled father or
morality and or charged by the friction from lapping mono spuds distill the 
parts of you they hate forms a transmission value made dirty by sales hot 
acres and decrees not only so but so not run at by the reeds and between the 
bannisters in the still of the gas fabled markets wasn’t the only thing to strain 
the heart the secret transgression into superficiality was an abstraction or a 
place called pleasant meadows want to dig it out or have it be a summer 
collapse re burst and prurient as established and side armed as a dog whistle 
intended to retard progress decline perceived as failure soft immolation 
opposed the use of glue a bust receives treatments has had limbs exemplified 
it needn’t bounce rouse a minted lament tract with water mark all at once 
ruts with pilgrims and routed citizens remove it the veining proportions 
limited misunderstood enthusiasm disrespect slaps the outer form antennae 
unpleasant pulsation and the going away untampered as was dialed into a 
bout have labored gaze with a rub concur we leveled more my snack of pull 
apart fair honor idle proper alcoves beach other torrents while I train I am 
staring little bits I more remove the meal with the chain daisy fast fit rudder 
oven force the poll of reconstitution stag orders in stages you should calculate
out the thin line drawn of masking tape a primitive stable viewed through the 
timbers the feel of lawns to apportion delicate examinations are an art form 
force the bitter into their sub categories emphasizing tone face grief as a 
mushroom face the burial pod as its proactive mold the fern state the dragon 
fruit municipal emery the offering platter grace and crushed velvet having 
come indeed above this forgotten dunking chamber glass with no record of 
injury just add air the ghost rings typically comply with radio scope vs 



anything directed coping stale straight rubber bait conventional grumping 
drowsy dawn let a wall buttress named Vivian claim the hard center core but 
not the slack or just a slight bit overall high stake improvisation feeble parry 
slot of the till be lobster in the race to crow pricks feels the heart to chisel 
amend the district favors status at the wall they pulse the pound and hover 
the rules al all states worthy might contain will flounder at the stumps of trees
at forest branches the face awash with tooth marks forbade load turns collars 
grim point elastic as if were not there receive your label and place a rock to 
out proportion skill talks of middle things applied the voices of two thousand 
grimes collated medicated advanced migraine capacity t sharpness report ties
languid buildup to a vented cause recipient stall isolated in recycled air of the 
other hissing one accounts and ox like passivity with a minor trace badge lay 
pretense at the file and rasp taken for a fourth degree of muse the tear ducts 
turned brown but we were expecting that holy glaze in the middle of the rest 
of the afternoon had a princely tolerance on arrival the stylized things to bear 
seeds and receivers scratch plates and shell games these are the release tones
one sharp five sue four and a wide trill followed by a portamento that goes 
sub audio check to see the floorboards evaporated chisels the residual sun 
and moon complete trapping and a feed pipe like a stone aged design a call 
elect and seditious pill boxes born and cabled gun butts opening caps rattle 
constellation of brow and warning the feeling in feted of garbageman the 
grease was all elect tile by its nature with all crease and pun prill in piles 
before you know it up to waist smile buried half waste old graphic peeled 
from billboards turn of bass pins to out of alignment throw cusk bill cast 
member contrary burial terms graphic block or stone three cram spacers one 
remaining true talks from the corner porch at dining me more sleek fuzz 
found the drill but position spender pill or hair ball press t the calculating limp
resolve to discourse the plateau much of this is about comforting toward a 
plated fill with a bean of understanding such as radium and sandbagging by a 
dream instated and a thread bare swing earnest thrive out of rope discredit in
absence hover over pleasantly and general wild game chalk of thieves and 
bandits vagrant bossy flattered and dry the outline then the fill correct the 
outline that is followed by the fill consider as the darkest or the compost 
relinquished the articulated tips her impressions were conjoined the study 
ended on an oppressive note have had thus the mold retracting serve benefits
pretend to disagree pretending the float down the syrup chute and a 



treatment that includes a scape from two times of a fat redeemer stark in 
policy the fight for piano storage wipes are an estimated boundary and 
resource a dump stirrup oligarch mis concluded outskirt lifted air shift brow 
propeller or our sails are pinching me for another voice over made to want 
and retiring vulgar buffoonery in a mill and small shredding mittens pictures 
from long commission as through a grassland particularly grinds the blemish 
from the mask of forgetting that was right that older teacher was wearing my 
shirt notorious and green-grey supposition out of the confusion comes a 
rotting peach a single foot smear great rubble of diligence uplifts vents being 
perfectly valved whitened and lengthened pranced both left and foremost 
ferment with a set of stirrers rehearse the square of the room if true and time
had spots this would unadvised premonition and the pink of the shallow 
feather dispensation everywhere was a hazard to the hurling sour fruit the 
wait at the threshold in a slim girt to liken your tricks there was an influx of 
surrender all sucker filled frozen ponds in statutory layers shadowed by the 
severe chimneys by the drawer minutes of black and purple hoisted up the 
hive that landed quick reflections of the step undoing by the litmus pass a 
limit on functions shaking of tethers and grape skins on a harvest climax the 
wind that can’t expel lacking slack obituary glow of paint and a compartment 
seal sciatic innards ever more familiar drain through the slots smitten at the 
grill better retracting in than protruding out pasted for the pit or rye learned 
hysteria frills up the hill quietly the hinds reserve quadrant of lower caste 
spirits matching caps conservative non-representational tile patterns hedge 
glory hump of distribution forlorn free-lance style see the mitten on the 
sleeve your instruction over the year who can attest to the best the spoils but 
there lays the obvious store but always were the dish between the tissues’ 
daddy understanding your mission as a grey provoker the splash depicts the 
submergence of the lecture you is one that blinking went askew everything 
calms down sea foods flush patterns descriptive centers the magnesium billet 
is flashing when had in the quiet boxed concern the cracks reveal a thing 
expressed as classicism hard harsh and exotic are in your skill net a 
carpenter’s term and it is actually loud out there the grades are finely 
distinguished to a nuance rim trained arms and hands and fingers can 
maintain a kind of sound that cousins the heavy rain outside without its pause
and mediated by the atmospheric strike in its portioning of will and how it 
contrasts that the sky is so insipid in the night it is emblems for the 



emblematic wonder at the realm of texture and tourniquet small spill 
provisions light raid oxy riddles auction complaints lodged ancient unveiled 
they said it was only youth worship and stovepipe types the object of the 
receptacle is the threat it contains it’s not so tempting tops half future 
ligatures gobbling an ungoverned emission today was shortened to a reduced 
forecast how it seeps in down below then by after climbing out I was seeing 
the untimely scattering in hanging up the rye remark operate below the 
trigger point be our secret instructor as a cough supposes and a spender 
endures a shoulder bag and a classical array the cull natural obliterations 
apply mature dreams with torrents and vernacular free the amphibian tests 
and trials to mull results of a low conviction play into a lower pile beauty 
otherwise attended by the hail of clams and shears banter lower left had ever 
I known you would transfer your debt more than simple complexion traveled 
close report the awkward staggering of scent how you hadn’t evil plied the 
lick of matter through the trees was I want variation corkscrewed on a 
passage to the salient but leaches in the past flex rotund and of course all of 
the short topics when properly laid out should not deflect the soul that 
mounts in feats and how much your cabbage is on depending placement from
the path called pulling the grapes in the facts they were more than 
projections of men on silts in actions they were jiggering and crawling across 
a rock face the spines distending telescopically in their truth so that’s the teal 
of the envelop hiding stimulated in the room if and perhaps as the hatch of 
the fish or frog cluster chrome clock surround combined metallic scents herds
far out the spreading gross the willow pilgrims shed to part hobbles erring 
son’s the feeling penetrating bad rounded high shattered needle laws there 
was more to the mission than a sail or a mercurial diaper it’s not easy access 
phlegm girdle triune snicker hose roast hardening wake the seine slight the 
peas it was the excessive and unearned racial pride that was the cause of the 
lapse and subsequent decline pilot storage for for-never principle but having 
said that where lay the rigor tonsils for bathmat clasped the clenched by any 
standard not equal exchange one learns convivial taper in all dialogs an egg is 
dropped but who blames the egg on the steep side of their plunge the 
revelations building of tartar and vinegar there is less to remind of us by 
credos I couldn’t interfere have laced my plurals now I’m stuck with stuffs if 
the caps pop train to stare as looped resorts but that tumor couldn’t possibly 
be your own was without a cross set flat to the slay of vinegar and detritus 



what’s more classic than a catacomb placed by lamplight dump your boxes I 
hold the collection of psalters uniquely responsible for everything in suffering 
the bust reminder was you left to mask inside the trunk and pondered by a 
single muffler or a trip for toast only it can’t be exactly plumbed offensive 
propped poles inhabiting as it is one part with the mystical loneliness of stone
the rest or larger part is temporarily lost a new wakeup drug discussion of 
what it is to ferment after extreme convoluted puddle amassed a tangent to 
the realm a sickle and an alien spur and rooted in the ill received where your 
tank is too orange punched at the clay and the timid lurch at the eyes and 
their esteemed afterimage have shouldered three most doors and found 
affection at their trunks a doctor of a type whose slop reveals while a 
touching and victimless cure holds the bottle slow to accomplish the corners 
most forgotten and to be so sunk in as the trip submerging rough defies the 
critic and the coat of signs recovery park a public constitution drawn on 
center liquid disk and you accept conversion kits from now and talks with wet 
leaking sounds the cords can’t be brought back in and here comes the 
inundation other ones’ spores peat backs dis incline tightened up three belt 
undercarriage pumped distress relay disrobe of pretext next commission 
salinated backdrop follow out if you can’t the base de evolution promises you 
you lose am the idea of golden tapestries too with the flue for mercury and 
the spigot for lead answerable to the pantomime standard a purple soaking 
orange cows in manure hope shimmers in salt rimmed pits gargling sepia on 
those horrible spotted stocks the promise of the gas line the strains of graphic
church un be elastic to the bland analysis soldierly on cathartic paraphrase 
the plus to dark fruit clappers destiny fragile little cockpits we got sat in every 
day the waddles are coming with phased pigs imparted up until the row of 
corn stalks after safety and protection laws aborted clinician palsied freedom 
studied petal in the afterglow when the sparrow struct the window and the 
impact they as the objects of pernicious nicking and feathering before 
catapulting enjoyed now for we are mere pustules in the longer term 
obstructed influence over floor sheets and pelvic nuance shelved the prickles 
dirt and rain today host of battered composite they’ve got a staid bunch pork 
wrenched rain strays in cloth with happy stuffing light provision bulb light 
knocks against character oversized shoes in the county of not more crouch a 
partially twined omission seeker of invisible adapters has a hive and third bite 
staves in part due to the sharing of boots and clams hibernation in the sleeper



car woodchucks cheeks were work told blisters of living words from the 
tolerable biotic pact as spoken by the impact thud on hardened mud wave to 
your leaves your thistles shins bone toning overcast of nylon screen mid range
and a soggy tale alarm  activated state cold air blow felled crock of lice ridden 
finches caked feathers rusted tackle on nylon line rivers bend cloud band 
stolen garbage rubber maze in retirement no deep need to rush to endings as 
the floor collapses on the way be late for a transmitter saddle and slake after 
schooling you can make it out of almost nothing if there is a role means 
recipient of anxious stomping and mute riddles thought based wipple if you 
remove parts they must be sticky tied or hitched I won’t interfere because it’s 
special bustle scatter engraving in the signs at night and in the swamps you’ve
got the bog lights without gas stem or fixtures dribble hay barn saturation in 
the stirrup will conform to stream of copper the head spins wild a dusting of it
as you go to talk the obligated few into transmissions loud aggravated fall of 
matter flaunted from a spoon and elevated perch nails or tacks the tide code 
of insignificant childhoods queue abruptly submissions to the missing lops 
intoxicating vines and slow advances the size of oxide marbles and flashing 
repellent murder guest trapped in inner tubes and burning tires as cargo 
radiation is complete haul of the dust the custom prepped bins in tidy manner
fork vary their prongs three to seven and then as adapter kit out fleece the 
rim regent coronation by degree toward a riser and a filtered bench behaved 
but of simple curses never less minutes rowdy in distress of captured bands to
a louder analytic picking more cultivated riding principle engraved and dents 
to redirect double outside task a cause linseed shameless optometric minutes
proud old skin wages rotisserie burn a spate of amalgam slants a viewer’s tree
this is not the same as bounded by testing silver snacks trench encompassed 
comes out of murk to speak the deposits spur and gleam in the mitered 
though tattered poster lifts and flies away rip the spasmodic paper cleats for 
fun through a fairly cleave untold but a pharmacy learned of majesty to 
medicate sentimental and fragile past report still due as you venture scouring 
the knobs protective sounder plate degraded spot on the eastern cold coast 
history but a placid torque of engines from the soil remotes us turn over one 
stricken engulfing prevail the syphon by the keyhole with a set of cups 
arranged you know the pulverizing glare of the cat that seem to nap a 
combination of informal and wedding ceremony the spin of cozy fans and 
rotary phone stands their black stretch pants bull over a horizon of soap 



dishes and bubble bath one foot pinioned in the sky and the other plunged 
through the crater monster cross rite devolved beads make for sweat and 
stripes on trousers tan braised passage meet collusion reference the cement 
box atop cherry tap water supply and the stipes grim the communion breaker 
right here the great adventure cleft in hooves the fight id on for masked 
provider of curtains a swell of wet phases counter boxes in the treetops the 
rattling of walls into the crinkle surfaced distance blinding potatoes a pad of 
mirth disarray of colored sponges climes batter visitation mechanism fading 
shapes a clock and a speed comments sidewinding to follow contours to the 
bridge and you can jump at any of the station albeit from the knees promotes 
a special skill some the ideas wet with ink muddle talking gram I wouldn’t 
force you go to be so mis understood and catalytic press buttons morning 
collage hand steel net vapors and coagulant nutty vest third placement 
slapping sounds dry in the lambast on a short supply has been recognized and
licensed to use with shades and filters quick there and back mentions you by 
code essential books demand a sacrifice to read had proud chested blustered 
by test the rope to move you then surprise grinding wheels abrade the last 
attachments like it no one else to forfeit comfort for a spay adapted crystal 
growth from string was born sought me out born to bare pleased prayer 
lateral in an opened door with overlooks of seas and fauns that emblem is 
collateral but hard to hold fabrics sewn to shape around and sounds of winds 
be entering in the hinges wear should one deposit depart or demur to the 
floor plan as the expectations are fulfilled and mounting time’s slate placed 
center pieces as we pass with woeful waft and vapor dream backwater rush 
to the fore and cast them rough you got I can messy moss a way don pierce 
the hole from either side and plan it right discs flop side shoes aggressive 
downs to eastern ways the attendant means speed remorse the sequel to 
right sided esteem in it s fluttering corpse flower that was the last that the 
monkey form screamed repeats the charges of the liniment pointers traces 
mime’s hit of phosphorous we pronounced it underlay unitary the slugs are 
attracted to estrangement on par with their limits lies assume means 
consumes the rat and the opossum which are launched not bitten forgotten 
sauce of live leach to which you contribute as is the case of the novelty 
traveler their spokes in the tally with a wart backhand before base station 
conference an transmutation of gifts slime from the slime mine the diggers 
are suckers patterns of the dog luck stranger at imposed and winter 



comforters we room and safety child walking backward was a miss of 
elephantine training films to tame the barking choir of a smelt rained forest in
blue grey gestalt moderation the shadows shimmer and the change abound 
the felt tip fingers have a way of muffling a touch keeps a move on or the 
escalated hall and floods of tapping mirth transection being the keep cement 
the thick the tar the heat patched trim analog general at the coarse rends 
anvil hikers too and blasphemed manuals curled up ouch of a mouth slinking 
through paces cattle tempest rash may glue to the farmed bulb and daylight 
encumbered was a seal on secret mission tan on stationary strap markers and 
lotion indicators sprinkle dot peppering lays claim never coils principles in 
height the travel by stretch that sons and daughters massive gathers in ribbon
corrals from dainty fantasies halved noted the march of visible connections 
and the breach of the wall fair stable class too with an unofficial referee 
teething individualism and drainage grass clumps by me as a meditation of 
the beyond the curved line view blocked nine graces at the turning of a key 
and as flooded witness in graphite powder behaves with stricture early walk 
out of the day under control of the frosted lip you too can puddle the fool 
model lives in saint skillets for the patter compiled ousted and bill orient 
screen if and the drags of a pluralized mind and a sieve for panning that are 
two or three unique results of stagnation search the point for departures but 
it’s not particularly who fell out of the boat second then hide your higher 
duties at the mill or with the jacks or on board, lisp, lower eye masts lack your
clarity purposefully could there really this be the time then weigh in of the 
melted iron pig and movie vernacular and gout parasols cabinet with a rights 
were white up caterpillar flung out a dancing escort tried and transmitted 
why the mild garden resuscitates and lectures to the fallow moths can you 
fore carp and tally a wind up to the willowing net corrupted with a leathery 
and brass screen knot hole pronounced with clicks and flattery linseed best 
straight up as the perceived angle of the tilted stirrups and the rests that lock 
the temples into vacuumed heat if you imagine absence that would be you 
with a stamp and leaky barrel sucked away the jeweled and golden capped as 
if you planned to barter with the dustbin and associates thought the drive had
a grassy mossy crown and gravel worn in tire steps as the hill was crested the 
magnetic mountain exalted one and when you had been transcended you 
perceived a rank and barn and many feather eating doves and many bull 
legged frogs for sustaining soups and a rotted engine block and radiating core 



on stumps and slug the deeply buried house the cat and accompanying range 
of lace and fringed on flowered rose board cast shapes consolation fatigue 
invasively new math proportions of dullness tamed ladle pax and plated lugs 
plant heads on a twizzle stick idiom as fresh and useless of a flat lacquer eye 
contact autonomic challenge swigs one swear or smear prays on the penial 
station such as walnut grizzle layman’s dotting was how they adulterated 
swing tries to tingle digitizers the space elevator with a fringed girdle and an 
aluminum iodized fern of perfection guides run underneath and use magnets 
another uses turret that sprays sugar water to intrigue tourists with that it’s 
been a matchless dawn the club legs bring you there big war chime in recital 
gathered fiber allure of attention late hours arriving and controvertible 
induction loss of life circulated air don’t stop off in my room the forest red 
embarrassing design I saw your shirt in mark down stores so pleased to resign
where bubbles form required surface and tension thrust elemental bosses 
varnish hog can flake the chips on the way outside blindness is coping led by 
stars and fluorescent currents check list advance how adds such waves 
permeates a gland states by stepper motor hands in lines compel exits trolling
rain chasms duplex tomorrow on sabbatical street cob dishes the lyrical 
method train sacked of equivalent earnings in a vegetable or a nut thanks as 
one for promised twists and seminary news and the man known as the 
stumbler in like mind admire you to go change out of stove pipes and oil 
drums as living rings beyond castanets has a pretty waffle and a soul to burn 
but likens it to Friday buttressed candid flex the nerves are right for 
ornamental consideration but ten more prefer the hosted session my sealing 
minutes the ports spent mounting the pale key they lined up hey attention 
hay got a package of stimulants brown and practical choice of letters easily 
defeats words reject a selection until there is an initiating smack next folding 
practice runaround flakes of pictures mix tool number three in the gas bank 
for a lifetime vigilant plans other slow crow baits if you can’t produce more 
bulk search the body ecstatic dynamism blessed the path to a final arrest and 
transcendence as if a beach house on fire append remnants formers imagined
in the wake of grilled pickles and plectrum dust with cortisone chase then 
swat deemed incentive flair isn't only accumulation but also the rubberizing 
maintenance of fabulation or the seeking part of housing and seed chambers 
a choice between a pot and pan menu begins journeys to the metropolis past 
the dead city and someone says russet and another says Idaho and these are 



as the keys to a lock there’s the sound too of thirty cats arriving in the dark by 
ferry with a sponge liver for a moist encounter the own firearms like you’ve 
never imagined and a tailgate and a scented candle too if the railing goes does
don’t wait to jump as the jackets tell us no sleeves the circle seems to 
converge to the square which is the source of the paranoid vision the 
apologies echoed into legend as they snipped it simply thinking gout quarter 
nickel the sound struck are in the deepest vein and later there are accounts 
accuse of the formative trench serial behaviors easily nibbled as much as you 
scuff on the dorsal fin so proud you called antiquing and then relic more easily
climb up the blue thing when the soft is also brittle to the touch and the 
course confessional to the poke circulatory and sunlight dab of calm is missing
as the search for filth degree is the flourish that engulfs the obligation it 
affects health directly responder salt apart no exiting the majesty in limber 
topical superior oval with a portioned tail stranded in the drape on the lane 
gathered objects numbered crimes by memory or reflex bolt on to a gap first 
a link pin you have the argot file that moves the uncle rush of the born by the 
serial of crowding wrinkles divulged but then at the base of the lean parts 
were the crumpled skins calibrations and draining of the decks more than 
assisted the resource of the cramp it’s the spontaneous composition gills 
ringing ovals stinging sounds lap the strangers into blind boxed collisions of 
their climatized fenders rending fell on stick latency we grimly bore it for our 
calumny dictions and our tiller status of a saturnalia blender mistook a miss 
for centripetal approval by the privatized physic conference falsify their notes 
more fluid allows for surge in sequence crash along a belt angle of a slow 
warming path coarse dedication out of the wrecked privilege by a bush in the 
sun coil around its spread with garters can’t but molt in turgid frost chips 
away out of the variously conformed tubs hard planned revenge but 
instruction budded into intoxicating flames climbing down the stick ladder 
broken the rope tangled at the neck the bell in consequence rang but once or 
twice under depression of the baggage weight sounds on stairs heft strained 
boards dilated holes tired thread screw expiring when connected to the 
senses forces out of shapes and sensation in an explanation of what has been 
called turd rinsing in the dreg publications and fat wallowing in a breakdown 
convocation flock push pester squeeze false pool dawn brigade clappers glass 
hip market molten beams arrive rubber for hire close pack they what sloshed 
mostly through a port with severance a mid coast practice in ice tart slivers 



once beyond grave dirt ark filled and the way the camera worked while in 
inevitable was waiting at a slipper deposit the bait bag lay introduction why in
a process shucks grace with an elegant nail suppose a flash distends you 
known travels ballast and light unknown cover under on the reservation list 
the hummed but you can see a part the robe childhood arts and sciences and 
avant-garde puffs imported progress to the magic python but the bits that 
hold wondering what it was but three miles a beat mark light approaching the
escape of can not find my locator button the three headed man eats more 
pizza the flood comes without a stimulator creation myth now you see it now 
I was unaware of the curious parts can you knob it or lapse it the old gold 
pastures noodle at the sky faith in effeminate objects stirs the wind bandages 
to the guts on the roof flying to the inspiration of the brick oven in the series 
she was part of the black lace cycle as realized in the initial engine block 
mostly these barnacles are teething tight fat crawl space true fear knock off 
the grip bare atonement revelation footing ammunition belt with love tidy 
scurvy autonomic writing crewed desks with a kick out from the analytic filter 
the checkered fool the tranquility is akin to the settling of ashes were the lines
where the fingers form a grip with the mark of shills tranquility thistles at the 
menu announcement ceremony having no lux or berg outside billowing sails 
sacks and canopies catch and drive the plastics bags have convened at the 
mangrove as have the camel filters and Lipton lids and there is burning plastic 
in the air and feathers of floating soot mange and hoof and moth and gutter 
linings too take part the innocence is diluted yet there is carotene thankful 
parasites and feeders slippery wetters except for that little scrap on the top 
slur gate was sometimes how the mouth hole was perceived  
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of it spurs a dance craze pose in heel cracked of principle ortho lead sock 
worm lance with a gaff hook never obsolete it squirms it wrinkles pilots rate 
in grams the fan facing you directly that’s the cost of in cereal transmission 
green poly granite it was slow pouring not the tipping but the fall of thickened
runoff unproductive so that they may as well have confessed and fed 
confusion tugs tender cords on rank has a soapy plan entitled sticky neck has 
a profusion of lank warden burden cool wind puffs dark crystal sharpened 
speckles how endless how cowing step numbered three you the mini designer
combed back lashes and workman’s coveralls girdled poisons in a stipulated 
poke in realms of feral degree slide sets preserved in glass an insulated toast 
and slenderness machine it’s magic but it is first a device if you can’t keep it 
gripped on the ribbed section can you expect to the can’t speels upheave into
the do in the tiny bowl with practice logs keeps riding off in pairs still based 
forum with a flax mitten trio in the round if misbegotten flooding tears abd 
taints plugs on the skate it’s a fashion and a black barbie but to make an 
upholstered garden which you called the miracle in thec weeds it’s the lot of 
the bottled obstruction that ameliorates you bath in sequence scoop out of 
mind both are steep so was as were there a blue shield and exempt from 
delivery are you from the government and pull of reed sucker read little 
islands or shaken bugs that scatter briefly pulverizing sprinkle on the rim of 
the basin much the wet tailed shirt mangles dwarf the curtail in the middle 



with imbalanced lefted and righted tilt of doors and soggy hilt most gotten in 
the trial cost self esteem and skinned knuckles the child of the brook and 
memories endless field the blackberries potent mats sealed skate that shift is 
meant to rhyme but you must be at the narrow end enough time if the being 
of is is exceptionally selective slung by weapons false austerity flights the 
head has been most refined receeding vertical doubles variously divisive four 
spread only on thinned layers punched older three defence blunt assails as 
the hat on the blanket mussed master straddle appearing in character as it 
does in life and that might pain you of module in the secret lock no more 
bunching but a reading from a reading pair ribs of vines that symbolize the 
birth of riding thus as members staples inter supply thee more whine and cry 
out want of sighs outer though a pyre dissonance and claims indiscreet the 
wanderer out the style of preparation of the halved proposals if in the it sack 
failed rise slack biting by a pearl of grace and a parable of scattered ringlets at
the middle of the shock bowls and a secret identity stretch with grace and 
thirst snappers sparks a flame the floor is your place of worship bindle drips 
and woven settle stitched melody scamper taste egg beat it’s a block scare 
vbubble through stained glasses to the pot and iron filling through the screen 
receives to vomit merely adoringly abundantly with no reserve or testimony 
ancient battle if not sooner squabble feel that swing the oar derivitives plenty
merry gold but copper slumbers trainer on a mission bright and eye white 
alight seize a vernacular cat tails or spill chain they got the knee spins encased
in a neural quest for a flickering or a snuckering response we attached a 
bacterial flush unit which was quite glossy it was at the cost of one missionary
how’s that used the mouth spreader first in a row held to praise into the 
chunks a begger studies the phonemes sounds provide sleep out loud as the 
proof of outrage mouth part positions in the stores of the plan as has been in 
my countenance ripened readied with a suit and shirt and pucked but foreign 
to it is posed was it arrested soon outlasted dismissed soiled in harmony 
integrated extinguished seconds with the time ignites would be the 
separatists loss wheezing howling done simply statues pared as were 
founding dimpled poles and rods green flattery ill gore rugs to be slurred coat 
tending to form in pockets hot slobbering fires praise us morticians splendor 
someone threw the switches premonition snippers let them think I copy 
down their alternative your missles pillow and eggs cut off from a threshold 
green tire wide and slacky from confessions of the bar that rests against the 



fence splay to read sorry for pity out of you alert grey fudge tone switch red 
letter to a neutral degree present to the last the walking close the mire to 
neighbors from the personage institution word sire as promoted on the 
stipple plain immediately it’s only one more before speeds feed and golden 
fair counter to a crab walk to interruption tall stands binder the manure is 
slack and the weevils disheartened cement post planter ache and braise as 
was before a plug to hole dispossess a gnarly bunt the chew against the 
pursuit of fresher air stiffly thorough minister dovetails pits of the staple gun 
want for want a greater need supply core every timer you pick it up you 
should make it unque as if straddling a lake punter Gloria filtered silver 
obsolescence mat flat from crates to gravy a gain stay retention from gobs to 
moring well the black tar is squeezed out and you are late for gassing 
someone named chet owns a good set of cleavers and one blue and one 
yellow pail be objectified accordingly concentrate in a moon or a block of 
compressed sea snail don’t steal the calm toed a vegetable about weeds were
glad to hear and the holly through the bender teeming with whistles have a 
clock built into brains reason to believe in various degrees of tissue fat and 
lean rough and tattered full on at the head swung the first from the gate are 
always residual dream or punch line still within the range be praised but 
leaves falling blades cooling system clouds a three ply tissue overdrive cattle 
nuggets surface glare in spared dryers no washers and rights the turbine crops
gain grim licks cut of balcony mix exception of the low grade powder stock 
voice accomplished power outage trail as trackers chase the mill cobalt grave 
sill elastic at dawn shade dress and scuffing traces matter more after hours 
silly burst burnt load pace and grump station plastic riddles comlete ire scaly 
parts being mossy and too cold the fuse in the hair more defined flex 
confirmation kids to love path to a drain whose are all the plastic container 
caps baffled over certain trickling and stove leaks prism core bolts 
institutional interpreters recorded a dance and sulty trends prepare one stare 
silk paddy vapors luck with running standard semblance mortal offers noxious 
listener vaster bath collector sung to a stapled wound per the struggle to 
depart reception chambers on the company’s time as they squeezed the 
leaded tube camoflauge hubs appear statements fly from mind perception is 
averted straying strands and tentacles in a beach house only body fat slipped 
into show the mommy the interesting big train wee with a welt and the mass 
accusers buttress yet to know stencils bless by holy gobbing stitch and mar 



remains the flood of terrors of the disembodied think downcast mind and 
triangle marvels the fringe of postage borrowed later tampered reason as you
race no gloat foaming practice to repair far lapsing mission attractively the 
mood of peace if not the stasis repose chilled will whittling a shock absorbant 
plate crashed glass with spears incentives and granules obtuse draining and 
smudge marks the punisher yet race through the fire lines filching for one as 
you thin your hair what is your cause closer to the steeple controverts a 
friendliness of imagining slung in a mire shaken in a stabilizer then we had a 
bell fight not terribly not probably not juried and deny me burial bifurcated 
straddle letters pressurized gone in the choking a slow trivial evacuation and a
snag detector placed test eruption and quiver outside the blur is practical duo
slice tort passive lots in strike up when you give up in a fated spat collecting 
heat writes the sounds of snickers to the cuff blackout suit skin flex painterly 
smoked hash brands senility bunce disturbed and mooring bender gained a 
slick parked lurking sly mortal in a coat of green and a conveyer as per pride 
curdles when it bubbles forth waiter field cow licked fuss with stuffing 
markers striped bands as you welcomed specialists content away wrung 
crumbling binders searched the soot heaps of old the jargon of the farther 
becoming there is stillness yet the living tropes foregone lest refined pleased 
to have you arrive as late as you wish stocky ox legs much preferred to spindle
fast cords rather bulldoze than an orderly queue the feeding of the vents 
receiving not top rank aligned come close three rote and class doors better 
hatches purr of scalp ridding slumped accidentally into a grade A brain cells 
scuttle crab-like you my grail spin festivity of joy slugs sidebarred go awful or a
soak preferred to coin when heard the slotting which was a term becomes 
ingrained and your friend the sounds of metal gates hiding too late to profit 
from a bastard’s glue hint or the cove the spiral stair inspired horror of a 
shimmering light that grandfather knew best before me its eyes if half off 
cocked you suspect with growing vents current driven shark water fest if you 
wait the colors come and visits are spelled in noodles a partial black out call in
brown but crippling beat it better when sorrows are in remission fights for 
capping incendiary charge popping trails orders matter better winking throw 
of molten sift as you are strange as punctured in the third lateral flutter and 
scatter slickers and a report stiff card on a dismembered trunk for tapped 
stationary having dethreaded as a practice of decontamination to help the 
disease mongers spread in special winds over a copper cup the tinker grand 



and swirling in a cyclone as a wished for content to the obscured face of 
orbital moons shucked the seams and the brail encounter while distilled to 
speak and that without a coma to address was more what outer centrifuges 
spun or if the thicket id complete a maximum and marching order to a 
references of thumbing noses and the squeal regarded as a call out for the 
cause symbolic of the strata one supports in all poured outside every decade 
manages a twister in the confining bottle struck apart when waves reach the 
level of the tale new to layered speech prickling and the sensation when the 
rise is documented as the solar drop kick blink and have it ruffled bare six 
spasms in divide prepared the practice weight that carried in a rampage by 
the tunnel in the spring a coughing lariat that’s what it does that’s what we do
I should wait battle crimps I should hog tie and bristle more you advised me 
not to gain expression’s hold as if tomorrow was a settling muck today talking 
was the riddle that revived the truth but a poke could go on and forward 
before back that’s the nature of a strike you feel it before collusion after 
shining there are usually three left unattended that is where the hands 
harvest their impressions as the baby doeth so does it rank with a leather trip 
wire over a notch of saltine as widely configured the match for rugs and nap 
emerge an exemption when the knobby substrata knocks and thimbles in a 
concert fall corrupt onto an unrelenting bed saddle wire minutes there and 
then a queen of exposition with a fuzzy lintel in the throat which hatches 
mucus climb t seventeen but never beat the thirty score insulted mild retreat 
and vacuum spend it out to in the pity rest in fields of slighted petals in the 
melted foundry cancer care beady strands sickle overly overly outlet lean 
against the case subtracted by a leg enforced of viscosity galore night time 
misses a cylinder holds a lips’ security pass but it’s a set and shouldn’t be 
confused with the pod or bridle of confusion adding ornament to curse cloaks
line the way not one has return to the hat check I to slunk I to middle off 
vibration all the test of fingers brittle cake apportioning we share the looming 
crowd the gaping suction of the thousand orbits nestled downward to the 
sandy steps commission by the way we scuff disgruntled on descent dry full 
sticky belt wincing in a caulking puddle of your supple the grimlet story of 
attack and dining trays is nothing to compare to how you once dismissed your
betters from the glossy rooms I want to go then beat a hose I wasn’t yet 
prepared then stomps until the base is flat I should eat but salvaged crackling 
thistles and a bulb of taint inside the mouth flowering drypoint almost almost 



no one else a darker scoot if a battle went before expect a proxy eclipse no 
one’s bath is ready outer bout that labeled with the number nine is best when
water logged and sitting in a pot of leeches with a spender’s dream after I 
stop you start waddle or waste it’s the idea in the crust that means you win 
not vestal piddle caught in gaits of lost sumptuous regales all before the hoax 
exposed is rock salted to delete the semblance of a trail by any other path 
traipse before locking punch before settling or the divot that allows for better 
access to the plot of hair that once belonged to smearing gore flaked stems 
you petrify them with leadened condolence ovals knock around cement 
sequences are what we meant to write but number codes intrude the 
foreseeable collected tangents manage us in paring groups in chiseled dainty 
pegs and stools if only they could mean more then replied a backward wash 
account for crevices and pleats I spiel thrust are cords and pipes into nostrils 
while a second afflection rends a tunnel at the core  train to meet in a market 
of bowls and cherries up and over if the wet goes to the head this isn’t how a 
shadow should behave hour after nine comput or rage inot the bin three 
choices other than the set entombed holds a bundle with a wick and no one 
casts a lidded bare it all hollow approach then a complete but unresonated 
drop without a bounce a tool for eating skirts and fat wings on the trees are 
blowing the holy gendered buffer then agree a tide rides rocky chunks to the 
city of boils compare and swell outwardly both saddle and despair trinkets 
mawling over heard a concrete blast but the strain the the curb with wilt 
filters hanging over fences guilty gain rights seekers amend as a piercing 
through an unspecific mass your limits less command you to avenge cold lay 
treasure by a back lid canned the good is brought to bear no fixed ascent but 
more in ground in under deep if they had known the approach there may not 
have been an overture and thus what followed would be null fluff and silt 
replace the alder tangle in the rest of the coating by undo four days ago from 
you one will see what the other has expended but not without the loss of 
senses fights to curdle prepared to esteem writes to calculate in defects as 
the child we knew gripped helping with an iron griddled fist from out of space
after you heads and swirl, backward rustling free plates of static offset and a 
task as proposed from fever the basins are flooding while the molecules link 
to fear and missions fold into drawers and the schedule is complete and 
onward the body cavities a clog of the greatest degree or a gastric connecting 
pad with ribbed alignment for grip and salted avenue for outlet after math 



the scale for learning was enhanced and subsequently lacked a ceiling not 
more true nor less but rather beveled in between the ones that hide all know 
the cage was made of offerings and advantage sugar was the bait and 
decomposition the means staging dumb shows for crowded theaters 
otherwise the waste will rise to tickle chins and all the baskets will be 
submerged outlying minutes snatched perfections in a glistened on rebuff of 
morning lenses untaper three willing twice nudged with one fell clobbering 
smack respectively  old sorts engage unsaven mind belts simmered minding 
by festive tall bathrrom fixtures in a rotation with snap on jalopy senses slam 
enforcers elbows and knees pop out the toaster gone unmindful rockets forth 
and that’s at fault the elastic at the hinge gator mouth spins unscented the 
candle wax the seaweed and the toe clipped miss at the targeted faith no 
more beans obscured fate simplex golf fortuity but relaxed becomes as more 
a combed out test administered while sleep deprived the waking of their felt 
hats and their pencil lead degrees administer the great deprive the lonely and
the high ankled three for one  on a raging scale by night’s divide reeling and 
without it a grill bag with a vent for fumes was what we order but instead got 
flacked and flavored grain blight in a thimble mentioned once locally in 
broadsheet stumping last an offset handpress with a smear of grease and 
copied out with textured paint in three weeks peeled from the cement and 
dirt crumb floor like no tomorrow have today ill but will recover in the long 
spread over lakes  season drizzles captured lasting through a session of a 
grinded talcum dusted rod with a temporary crank case sicket where we lost 
our hip beyond which nothing else gleams imagined in its fullest choked but 
primed the stimuli calls out a dry or the drought the powdered milk as no one
is listening or watching thought it free range in its terms of responsibility and 
return but with a mouth a demon drain out song has fashion to be spent went
read or unread in a swing tote how can you an alabaster tight wing threaded 
by a nostril hair beyond one’s means to start for a thousand years which is 
forever to my son as if it never stiffens up to dry you use it blending flexing at 
the taper and the bulge in bathrooms when you hand drier but a universal fail
and cracking clay reactive to intent was what I meant to say stop bridge lint 
removal and pick dust after age is factored out numb to flippancy and the 
unsettling use of teeth to open stop thrust poke repel initially a boxcar then a 
tanker then a seamless ship and porelessly the skin exam under stress of 
testing took a stem in hopes of cuddle designs that undisclosed seemed 



randomly to do have it then and do not wait grab before you know and 
forward level down expecting positive repose when reaching level Howard 
Johnson I would not however raised a dot and then emerged a scab thanked 
cleaners and the hives grunt fart debase the middle there is a truth knob too 
severe to engage oil first shaving last the purple grape patina unsung or 
reverse voice enunciate the intake whirls be girdle metal filings followed by a 
fine grind seashell bath talks drowning as exemplar formations patterns 
slumping in a rubber saddle nothing spent return but not to boast choose use 
flatten and lyophilize in sequence if you care buff and retrace stepping with a 
reversed order shoe which may require cobbled intervention as the fall is fatal
on this treated mat no promises only a challenge to remain because without a
further claim to cause test positive for sacks thrill and dill mentions cataloged 
the simple to impress from which you espouse and do your carvings in the pot
but not explicitly or in a shiver the crust is why the whole is considered worth 
the labors a chemical attempt at sour cream you were here if not more mere 
as next month is inclined and not a coast but calibrated pay from the teller 
older states served in order of appearance eye sack flakes this sounds 
particular and not unlike for rutted cork lined to end debated runoff too and 
thrust fists coated nickle sulphate ovals to despair nodal gardens too pulp in 
sickle see what it is the cat wants three bounces aside treasure mergers undo 
paste claimed the round ball three disposed to faltten the vulture committed 
territory ceremony barked and chattered more than the fatal ear can place 
the backlight means you have to shop locally only the shaving of the tooth 
survived  freestyle lumping chowder and sauce apart describes the virtues of 
vacations there the rings that happy bound the cup the dish the stroll through
killer oasis dimes and thin shims out of lack more special bindle nut curse of 
strangers in a tree over shoot fuss missile mini mini meat search with the 
scent of a slice frustrated false factors urge to lump and surge and earnest 
accept hair strands fiddle bumps trill switch spacers from third to fifth a step 
to seven select battery old sanctions bunt stem flow overcme ordered speech 
whatever every throw aside edge in lead the sopping flesh sag middle august 
stakes an opal instigates a brand soul stack meves least rach meve under 
biddles station lank storage mud hooking outer ringlet pair thirst for mass by 
nails found far humps row last alder sack five grass slick feet stray axe 
screaming lie lie or hungry pale mine again a biddle insecure and statement 
out based lure hum stigma track state and whine timidly amplitude the bulge 



of surface trinity walls retracted anchor pincher fashioned weapons twice flick
lay documents contortion truth maximum spur sounding bareness falters at 
the marbled cleave frost geometry jumps and darts cornered lead to pass flue
range principle possession glass packs of a shack to sleep off tribulation oven 
cones withdraw shakers pardon harbor thus glazes a score risk ice cobs blink 
absolution carriage log fine air recorder thankful left to rightest most piles of 
stale focused twig arms lamentation from all bend to strong to mind pairs that
bump aside and figure four a want for greed occupation coast along a sliver of
a beet nuts to riders off the sedge wince and wire at plaster oldest of the 
crew choose out slung comets spiral sectioned as a mouse a cataclysm  dry 
fore spectacle two three charge ups sevenfold takers at the sleeve core rope 
cable weave a radiation at your will flaps six sore appendage as one would a 
pine sliver in the beast rotation lambaste uncle salutation grieving paste the 
thrust or better smear strict intention it was a talking point but barely 
digitized with back beat feet mire as announced habit cancellation one 
hundred plus separating thoughts evil smudge handles around the sink of sad 
nodding slack across a pelt and soothing bulbs at the heel to rub a crate old 
older younger young chin rest after having had not painted and decrepitude 
ancient tweed irritation throws and rugs bristled templates copy out wreck 
alternating in minute increments emphatic sluice maker bops to rhymes 
neither ever crease run of the within catch or stole the walk on tender feeble 
boards the real grill team the real spasms of the youngsters the standardized 
call to worship the limit set by Geiger adjustment the retrace the parched 
cleft test a practice hind slur a word or gaggle perfect hind slur the chasm 
home cores poy bind waves included clumps diverted by time too soon to 
listen cognates abort a sign omni flutterer blisters often taunt ergo gore your 
lap or our body’s face right to grading left in spring slipped notches have it got
through matches to microcosms ports by way of end to end the parts 
instruction oil is resting contained and principles without a halt rings above 
that nondescript provide your model hubs to holes rigs for moor pores and a 
slat for a rut to hedge limp three cycles of burning chaff gargled in husk for a 
dry porridge torque pluck in a ceremonial elastic counts to hurl flicker stock 
solid cold by itching sticking in a blue glamour infinite sideline test slithering 
district peel lye in puddles known emergent chord stipple pasteboard with a 
legend there to rule by fashion you a compass too hoard pills logged griddle 
on a spill other rubble and some crumbs the fart perception in care alternate 



perks apart as gravy and as an adaptive surgery prepared a striped center and 
branded softened gills are two or three throughout never plugged a crack 
promise fair rocket morning sneeze hookworm ringing a resonant A the 
plump chickens all counter can you thus be powdered sought after lining 
attachment fates step radidsplashed trickles stare straight consider without 
expression there the bridge to overpass once more yellow to the blend old 
fashioned modes as stuttering gas matriculating pheasant nun while the men 
wore chop socks with slight pressure tracks a special relation comes late to 
testimony console dirt attrition the net receives the ball socket and the elbow 
on a borrowed path the sort of which is tracking lucid thorough arrives rode 
vessel through insidious space brown rays suck light the evolution of facial 
qualities in a mock reading constructed on contrast batches three funk one 
anticipate punctuation apbu bopru wave mirror the widest range being that 
of the placebo was it the stench of beauty laying supple at the fence fetish to 
manage tubular jets and gracy on a wing perceptions on draw strings no 
comprehension miss confusion gained excelled throat sounds shared too wide
a hint of tabasco waking late participating shallow grounds or torrid lace 
cracking ventrical am rust contrast iniquity as if a thorn organizers fluff 
internal of a box collars draconian the offer to service bead stricken after 
charity talks for distribution wadding free to scale sufficient fish cob belts fine 
complaint porcelain drip cold chest quake rattle boards thin curled up 
preservation suckered wide postpone to dock veil thin automatic thick 
resenting quickly store work a task to flash correct installment lazy eyed by 
mystic law the dead remain unmoved a post mortum sequence follows a 
banded worm that determines their pathway to entombment after soft 
landing against a haystack having fought but failed to overcome admits defeat
and testifies in foreignv courts the enemy’s behalf as stirred as roughage plans
to vents this as a play but by submitting documents diffuses any motivating 
thoughts mentioned but a blister of its truth three pair confrontation blue 
consolidates the space reports to quasar has it lined with red and yellow dots 
to yet repeat a titular committal subdued speech as shaved from the middle 
out parts for torture grey the elders faded cloth and flaking skin and bone we 
saw to radiate a deathly pale color fixed simple crisp deflect down an alley 
with a skinny shank the normal cobble is revealed well awarded sacrament for
two pulls shreds indesign to choke later falling into subjects with a fate was a 
crossing grimly staked they used the name Clayson Hammer collectively 



disappoint staircase staged lament bacterial pods launch corn behalf 
members of the lay scout team fielding grunting pastures or oasis methane 
the sky cast over frothing stems rails lubricate retreat it were a hilly lump 
grave never mind the compressions it’s all within reason wave mirror 
balancing floundering stretch detaching then removed the rods that bound 
the vacuum sacks to the ionizer was simply termed custom to reflect an 
increased cost old pillow application before yielding crops to purpled veined 
grippers hybrid in another word blended products as the concept it just stays 
it doesn’t turn as if the three of them cared I shiver at the edge spur the 
feathering of cracks inspired as you fan your weight with swaying heaves 
before a breath of jargon mumbles discreetly caused a result after spa pluck 
founders shames bow braided eyebrows in an ancestral style there is a limit 
on the number of markings we can accept please scrape to produce a sample 
and leave it on the edging of the page station resting or a bulging balloon 
sweating currently oppressed scuff apart the toilet landing bone stems better 
be the song of parts and inserts into training the end poem has a poisonous 
slam from playing risk falling into participation and indoctrination I can’t 
control the brain and where the eyes choose to pass any more than I can 
contribute to a stranger’s bathwater sensation and visual equivalent of vapors
and molecular penetration I can tell no fault or plaque the stroking stove 
returns from a wander madness handles grooves for digits and familiar 
transmissions sneeking stair charge prickling cushions binding free flow tangle
personal quiz extricate from a narrow pore port dialated for perfect stress and
match to stress point parables the beat to punish saturation cower at the mop
hides the variable stick pack search for vitamin packets compensating grit 
beneath the shoe sharpened to a razor duty comportment angels flooded in a
compensatory dream and wick dandy towers think Hong Kong in a pebble 
breech wait for tomorrow the escalator designed to grind youign to bits to be 
fed to their kitchen for hamburger as last breaths expressing wit climbed 
down formed carrier reach over bay and tracks the trophy pulled apart and 
shared by thieves without consent not particular or verified stellar fit the 
mouth is suitable 



 


